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Abstract
The development of quality software is of paramount importance, yet this hns been and
continues to be an elusive goal for software engineers. Delivered software often fails
due to errors that are injected during its development. Correcting these errors early in
the development or preventing them altogether can, therefore, be considered ns one way
to improve software quality. In this thesis, the development ofa Catalogue of Errors is
described. Field studies with senior software engineering students are used to confirm
that developers using the Catalogue of Errors commit fewer errors in their development
artifacts. The impact of the Catalogue of Errors on productivity is also examined.
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I. Introduction

1.1 Background
In the recent years, the software development industry has witnessed an explosive
growth. Every day, more organisations and businesses move from manual systems to
innovative automated software-based systems in order to improve the efficiency,
effectiveness, reliability, and the productivity of their operations. In this context, the
development of high quality software is of paramount importance. While software
quality is a highly desirable outcome of software development, for over three decades,
software quality has been an elusive goal. This is because the software development
industry has been greatly affected by what is commonly known as the software crisis
(Conwell, Enright, & Stutzman, 2000; De Champeaux, 2002; Glass, 2002; Schulmeyer,
1990). Schulmeyer (1990) describes the software crisis by saying:
"Software development is in crisis. When delivered, computer software is often
late, and it fails often because it contains defects. The answer to lateness and
failures is quality." (p. xxiii)
De Champeaux (2002) suggests that the software crisis is still ongoing today:
"In spite of vigorous attempts and developments (00, software development
processes, development process metrics, WEs, and UML, to name a few) since
then [over 3 decades ago when the software crisis tenn was coined] the
[software] crisis continues." (p. I 02)
This indicates that additional research is needed to minimise the impact of the software
crisis on the quality of developed software.
One of the most important aspects of software quality is related to errors that are
commined and left undetected in the software during development (Fenton & Pfleeger,
!997; Kitchenham, !996; Conte, Ouru;more, & Shen, 1986; Diaz & Sligo, !997;
Pfleeger, I996; Wohlin, 1998). In the best case scenario, errors cause unwanted
disruptions in the operations of organisations or businesses that rely on software-based
systems, leading to customer dissatisfaction, low productivity and profit losses. In the
worst case scenario, errors have life-threatening or disastrous consequences during the

operation of software-based safety or mission critical systems (e.g. the space shuttle or
missile control systems, etc.) (Jezequel & Meyer, 1997; Sommerville, 1996).1t follows
that, in either case, it is imperative that either the generation of errors be prevented or
that errors be detected and corrected during software development. However, in order
for error prevention and/or detection to be successful, software developers need to know
about errors. Knowledge of errors can play a crucial role in software development. The
reason for this is that different types of errors betray a lot ofinfonnation concerning
their likely origin, cause, manifestation etc. Developers who have access to such
knowledge would be more likely to make informed decisions about how to change their
development practices to avoid errors {Freimut, 200 I).

1.2 Research Objective
The objective of this thesis is to develop an error prevention approach, which is
relatively simple to use, inexpensive, and suits the needs of individual developers. This
can be done by identifying the way that error information can be used to prevent errors
from being injected into software, or at least to help develop;:rs dete\:1 them as early as
possible during, rather than at the end of software development. This research objective
can be accomplished by investigating the following related areas:
i)

What information about errors may be useful to developers in order to help them
prevent and/or detect errors during software development? Why is such
information important?

ii)

Can information about different types of errors be catalogued in a systematic
way? How can this cat.1logue of errors be improved to suit the needs of the
developers who use it?

iii)

Can a catalogue of errors help develop;:rs prevent and/or detect errors during
software development? What other implications can the use of a catalogue of
errors have on develop;:rs' perfonnance (e.g. productivity)?

1.3 Structure of the Thesis
The objective of this section is to show how this thesis is structured. Following this
introductory chapter, chapter two examines the related literature. This examination
focuses on two broad approaches that can be used to target errors:
i)

Error detection approaches, and
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ii)

Error prevention approaches.

Both of these approaches are divided further into subcategories. During the exmnination
of error detection and prevention approaches, comparisons, contmsts, and critical
evaluations arc made.
In chapter three, the research objective and the three research questions that were
addressed in this study and their relationships nrc dearly defined. The need for the
research questions, the possible benefits which may result by addressing them, and the
respective success factors~·

.I

o explained. In addition, in this chapter the research

approach, which is n field study, is defined. The field study is described after relevant
research methodologies arc reviewed and compared.
In chapter four, issues relating to the design of the field study and its C<Jmponents (e.g.
field experiments) are identified and addressed. These issues include:
i)

Planning, which addresses participant selection, experimental, and

ii)

Operation, which addresses participant preparation and data validation issues,

iii)
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instrumenW.tion issues.

Dam analysis methods, which summarise the ways in which the collected data

will be analysed.
In chapter five, four aspects of the validity of the field experiments, which are the most
important components of the field study, are addressed. They include conclusion
validity, internal validity, construct validity, and external validity. A discussion
evaluating the different types of validity and their impact on the field experiments
concludes the chapter.
In chapter six, the first research question is addressed. This is concerned with the
development of an error framework and its empirical evaluation via a questionnaire.
The literature underlying the individual elements of the error frlllllework is exlllllined
first. The motivation to unify the individual elements into a unique error framework is
then presented. Following this, an error framework is proposed and contrasted with
existing frameworks. The need for the empirical evaluntion of the error framework is
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then explained. The chapter concludes with the examir,Jtion of empirical data which
nffinn the usefulness of the proposed error framework.
In chapter seven, the second research question is addressed. 'This qu~stion is concerned
with the constnlction of a catalogue of errors, based on the error framework proposed in
the previous chapter. Chapter seven outlines the process followed to develop the
catalogue of errors nnd the differences between two versions of the catalogue of errors
are identified. Finally, empirical data collected via a questionnaire, evaluating the two
versions of the catalogue of errors are presented.

In chapter eight, the third research question is addressed. This research question deals
with the empirical evaluation of the impact that the catalogue of errors has on the
number of errors committed and .:orrected by software developers and their
productivity. The empirical evaluation is carried out by using data collected from two
field experiments.

Chapter nine discusses the outcomes and the implications of this research. The
outcomes of each research question are revisited and the contributions of the thesis to
this field of knowledge arc highlighted. Limitations of the

~tudy and

future research

directions are also addressed.

1.4 Terminology
In this section some basic working definitions used in this thesis are outlined. As
indicated in section 1.2, the research described in this thesis focuses on the study of
errors, the development of a catalogue of errors and the examination of its impact on
software development. In this context, two categories of tenns are identified. First,
error-related tenns which include, errorn, faul13, failures, etc. will be defined in section
1.4.1. Second, software development-related tenns which in.clude development concepts
and have been grouped in two subcategories, namely basic software development tenns
relating to the development phases and development pi!Illdigm terms.
As will be shoWII in ch<~pter four, nn object-oriented Java software development
environment was used to assess the impact of the catalogue of errors on the quality of
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delivered software and developer productivity. Consequently, it is in.portnnt that some
basic working object-oriented notions and terms be defined. In addition, from time to
time in the discussion, comparisons between the object-oriented paradigm and the
procedural alternative are made. This necessitates the eKplllrnltion of some basic
procedural paradigm notions as well. Software development-related terminology
{including its two subcategories) will be addres~ed in sections 1.4.2 through to 1.4.4.
The different categories of terms are summarised in figure 1.1.

Terminology

Error·reloted

Software Dovelopmcnl-relatod

SofiWIII'< Development tonns

Figure 1.1 -Summary of Terminology
1.4.1 Definition of Error, Fault, and Failure
This research focuses on the study of errors. In this thesis, the definition of errors and
related notions is generally based on the taxonomy of definitions provided by Binder
(2000) and Jorgensen (2002), who rely on the standard definitions developed by the
Institute of Electronic and Electrical Engineers (IEEE) Computer Society {Binder, 2000;
Chillarege, 1996; Jorgensen, 2002).
An error represents a human action that may lead to problems in the correct behaviour
of software. A synonym of an error is a mistake. A fault is what results from an error.
The terms defect nndlor bug are common synonyms. More specifically, a fault is the
mode of expression ofa.n error. The mode of expression of an error can include
narrative text in a textual software artifllct, a dataflow diagram, source code, etc.
Jorgensen {2002) illustrates an example of a fault:
"When a designer makes an error of omission, the resulting fault is that
something is missing that should be present in the representation." (p. 3)
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A failure occurs when the fauh executes. Specifically, a failure is an observable
deviation in the behaviour of software from the required capability. Examples include
missing or incorrect output, unacceptable performance in time or space or abnormal
termination. The notions that were explained above have been summarised in Figure
1.2.

Error
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Leads to
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ObserYOble de~!at!on !n
soflware behaviour from what
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Figure 1.2- Errors, Faults, lUid Failures
It should be emphasised that sometimes the above terms are used interchangeably
(Mays, Jones, Holloway, & Studinski, 1990), inconsistentlY (Jorgensen, 2002), or even
ambiguously (Binder, 2000). For example, the terms error and defect are used
interchangeably in Gilb & Graham, (1996) and Mays et al., (1990); the term defect is
used to refer to both faults or failures in Freimut, (2001); the term defect is used to refer
to errors, faults, and failures (Lanubi!e, Shull, & Basili, 1998). Nevertheless, the
categories defined above are generally found useful (Binder, 2000).
In this thesis, the definitions of error-related terms will adhere to the definitions that are
shown in figure 1.2. Deviations in the use of the terms of figure 1.2 will be only made
when it is necessary to be consistent with the terminology used by the original authors.
Such cases will be duly acknowledged.
1.4.2 Software Development Terms

Software is developed by progressively refining a set of requirements into a working
system (Pressman, 1997; Sommerville, 1996). Typically, this refinement occurs during
designated development phnses. Typical development phases include requirements
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specification, design, code, and testing (LMdis et al., 1990; Landis et al., 1992;
Pressman, 1997; Sommerville, 1996}.

During !he requirements specificnticm phase or simply the requirements phase, !he needs
ofthe users (or clients) are fonnalised into clear, unambiguous, correct, consistent, and
complete statements detailing the services expected to be provided by !he software and
its constraints. The· requirements are documented in !he requirements artifact.

The design phase consists of two components, namely, high-level design and low-level
design. High-level design specifies an overall model representing !he structure of
software. This model is also known as software architecture and is composed of
individual elements which are also referred to as subsystems. Software architecture
shows how individual subsystems interact with each other.lndividual subsystems can
be traced to the individual requirements specified during the requirements phase and are
specialised to carry out specific services (also known as functions, operations, and
behaviours).ln order for such services to be successfully delivered to the final software
user, a set of steps must be detailed. The steps represent individual instructions which
provide a required service when carried out in the specified order. This collection of
steps is also known as an algoritlun. Algorithm definition is carried out during low level
design. Each service must be easily traceable to a subsystem in the high-level design.
The information that is produced from high-level and low-level design is documented in
a design artifact.

During the coding phase the algorithms specified in low-level design are translated into
execu!!'.ble programs Md integrated into subsystems, as dictated by the high-level
design. The collection of the executable programs produced during the coding phase
represents the code artifact. Fi1111lly, the compliance of the individual services, the
subsystems and the entire software to the origi1111l requirements (specified during the
requirements phase) is validated during the testing phase. Software validation-related
infonnation is included in the testing artifact.
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At the completion of each phase, an artifact is delivered which is further refined in the
subsequent phase. For example, at the completion of the requirements phase a
requirements artifact is produced. The requirements artifact is used as input to the
design phase, at the completion of which a design artifact is genemted. This process
continues until a working software application is completed (figure 1.3).

In this thesis, the tennphase will be used to refer to a part of the development where the
development of an artifact occurs, whereas the tenn development artifact will be used to
represent the deliverable resulting from work carried out during aqy development phase.
Where specific development artifacts are dealt with, the term development ortifac/ will
be prefixed with an identifier, indicating the phase during which the artifact is produced.
For example, requirements deve!opmcnl artifacts or simply requirements artifacts are
produced during the requirements phase, design artifacts are produced during the design
phase, and so on.

The literature suggests that there are slight variations in the way development phases
and artifacts are named and defined. In this thesis, the definitions provided earlier in this
section wiU be adhered to. The relatiolL'Ihips between the development phases and the
respective artifacts have been summarised in figure 1.3.

Requirements
Ph""e

Design Ph""c

Requll'ements
Anifaot

_..

Arrowmean•:foii<Ywodb,v

.......---.-.
____ _.,.

Arrow means: generates
Arrow mum: Input In/a

Figure 1.3- Development phases and artifacts
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1.4.3 Object-oriented Paradigm

Binder (2000) emphasises the necessity to define basic object-oriented tenninology in
that the: "Ambiguous usage, synonyms, and homonyms are mmpant in object-oriented
development, so definitions of basic tenus ..• are in order." (p. 18). Consequently, the
following object-oriented paradigm working definitions are warranted.
The basic lexical unit ofllll object-oriented program is 11 class. A class defines inslllnce
variables to allow data. storage and implements methods to manipulate the data stored in
the instance variables. An instance variable is an attribute ofa class that can be
implemented using primitive data types, such as integer, byte, character, etc., or user
defined data types (Binder, 2000). A method contains 11 "le:dcally contiguous unit of
statements" (Binder, 2000, p. 18) that can be e:o;eouted in response to a message. A
message is a mechanism tlJat alloWEa method to be invoked by associating it with a
specific object. An object is a run-time inslllnce of a class and the class is therefore said
to be the template from which an object is instantiated. An object contains specific
values for each instance variable of the class that it is instantiated from. Also, an object
has access to the methods defined in the class and it can use them to manipulate values
stored in the instance variables.
Among others, the object-oriented paradigm provides full support for inheritance and
polymorphism (Binder, 2000). Inherilllnce constitutes that act of deriving a new class
from an existing one (Lewis & Loftus, 2001). The new class is called 3 subclass. The
tenns, child class and derived class are synonyms with the tenn subclass. The eKisting
class that is used to derive the new one is called the superclass. The tenns, parent class
and base class are synonyms of the tenn superclass. Together, a superclass and a
subclass fonn an inheritance hierarchy. Technically, there is no limit to the number of
subclasses that can inherit from the same superclass (i.e. the breadth of the inheritance
hierarchy). Also, a class can be both 3 subclass and a superclass. For eKample, if class C
inherits from class B, which inherits from class A, then class B is a subclass of A and a
superclass of C. In this case, the inheritance hierarchy of classes A, B, and C contains
three levels. Tochnically, there is no limit to the number of levels that an inheritance
hierarchy can have (i.e. depth of inheritance hierarchy).
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A subclass is said to inherit the instance variables and the methods of its superc!ass,
which means that the subclass can access the instance variables and use the methods of
its superclass. In addition, a subclass can specify its own new instance variable~ and
methods. A subclass can also, override (or redefine) the superc!ass definition of an
inherited method by retaining the method name and redefining the statements inside the
method. This suggests that an implication of inheritance is that the same method (name)
can have many forms (because' the statements inside the method can be modified or
redefined). This is known as palymarphism.
Programming languages that provide full support for the notions of classes and objects
are called object-based progranuning languages. Object-based programming languages
that provide suppart for the notions of inheritance and polymorphism are called objectoriented programming languages (Binder, 2000; Dei tel, Deitel, & Nieto, 1999b;
Louden, 2003).

1.4.4 Pro~cdural Paradigm
As the name suggests, a program written in the procedural pnradigm consists of a
collection of procedures. A procedure is a logical sequence of statements or instructions,
which when executed, deliver a unique service (Brookshenr, 1997; Louden, 2003). A
procedure is the basic lexical unit of a procedural program. A typical procedural
program can have many specialised procedures which can have access to data and
which manipulate data stored in variables common to all procedures. A typical
procedural program also contains a main procedure whose objective is to control how
other specialised procedures are executed.
1.5 Summary

This chapter bas provided a backgroWld to the study, the research objective, including
the general areas of investigation. The structure of the thesis has been presented,
followed by a set of working definitions. The structure of the thesis is summarised and
presented as a flow chart in figure 1.4.
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2. Literature EXamination
2.1 Overview
The objective of this chapter is to identify the various methodologies and techniques

that have been used to target errors in software development. The elCamination of the
literature has revealed that methodologies and techniques targeting a development
artifact in particular or all development artifacts in general, adopt two different
approaches towards errors (figure 2.1 ). The first is the detective approach, where an
artifact is first developed and then errors that might have been injected during its
development are detected using a set of predefined steps or criteria. The sel:ond is the
preventive approach, where the development artifact is developed at the same time as
being elCami;Jed for errors. The detective approach is regarded as destmctive in nature,
because it attempts to 'break' the artifact after development to see whether it complies
with its initial development requirements. The preventive approach is regarded as
constructive because it aims to construct error-free artifacts (Coward, 1988).

Figure 2.1 -Error Detection and E110r Prevention
Error detection approaches can be categorised into two further broad categories. First,
non-execution-based error detection approaches examine development artifucts
statically with the aim of locating injected errors. Second, execution- \~~Sed e110r
detection approaches examine development artifacts dynamically with the aim of
locating injected errors. Typically, non-execution-based approaches are applied to both
execuUible (e.g. code artifacts) and non-elCeCutable (e.g. requirements, design artifacts,
etc.) software development artifacts, whereas the execution-based approaches are
applied to only executable artifacts. The examination of the litemture shows that there

exists a rich plethora of error detection approaches, both execution· and non-executionbased. In order to facilitate the presentation, the different error detection approaches
have been categcrised further, as shown in figure 2.2.

Figure 2.2- Types of Error Detection Approaches
Reviews, inspections and reading techniques include systematic approaches to review
development artifacts to identify errors. Met<ics are concemed with measurements made
to a development artifact with the objective of!ocnting error-prone sections of the
artifact. Testing offers techniques that help generate data, which can be used to run
executable artifacts (i.e. code artifacts). The principal property of such data is that it
helps expose the presence of errors in code artifacts.
In general, error prevention has focused on four main categories, which have been
summarised in figure 2.3.

Error Prevention In
Requirements
Anlfacts

Error Prevention
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Development

Error Prevention

Figure 2.3 - Summary of Error Prevention Approaches
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using Metrics

The first category focuses on error prevention approaches addressing requirements
artifacts. The second category includes approaches which use error cause analysis in
order to prevent errors. The Cleanroom software development uses a collection of
techniques to prevent errors and constitutes the third category. Finally, errors can also
be prevented by analysing metrlcs data, and the approaches that deal with this type of
error prevention are classified under the fourth category.
The overwhelming conclusion from the literature is that the amount of work that has
been carried out on error detection is significantly greater than that on error prevention.
Work on error prevention, however, appears to have received more attention in the last
decade. 1bis is because error prevention is cheaper than error detection. Nevertheless,
error detection and error prevention are closely related, because error detection
contributes a great deal to our general knowledge about errors which is important for
error prevention to be effective.
In section 2.2, the various error detection approaches (see figure 2,2) are discussed. The
error prevention approaches (see figure 2.3) are discussed in section 2.3. Throughout the
chapter the terms methodology or technique rather than the generic term approach will
be used when specific methodologies and teclmiques are discussed. 1bis is done in
order to be consistent with the terminology used by the original authors. In section 2.4,
the chapter is summarised and conclusious drawn.

2.2 Error Detectioo Approaches
The objective of this section is to survey the various approaches to error detection. As
figure 2.2 shows there are four categories of error detection approaches. Each of these
categories is discussed in the sections below.

2.2.1 Reviews and Inspections

Until the early 70s, it was believed that errors in computer programs could only be
detected tluough program execution. This attitude prevailed until 1971, when Weinberg
published his landmark book entitled "The Psychology of Computer Programming"
(Weinberg, 1998). Weinberg uses the term "cognitive di~sonance" to refer to the human
tendency to self justify actions. This means that a progranuner will fail to detect any
errors in the artifact that he/she has authored, no matter how blatant they are. This is
because a pr.ogrammer cannot see his/her own errors. However, a second programmer,
who reads/reviews the same artifact, will pick the errors almost immediately. The notion
of cognitive dissonance constitutes one of the most important aspects of software
reviews.
The tenn software review suggests the e;>~:amination of a development artifact.
Weinberg's notion of cognitive dissonance suggests that the review of a development
artifact must be carried out by a developer other than its author. Since the publication of
Weinberg's work many types of software reviews, including technical reviews, software
inspections, walkthroughs etc., have emerged in the literature. While these types of
reviews are fimdamental!y similar, they are different with regard to the technical details
of their practical implementation. A detailed characterisation of the most common types
of software reviews is outside the scope of this chapter. Such details, however, can be
found in Humphrey, (1989a) and MI!ZZ!I eta!., (1994).
The most popular software review technique is called software inspection. The software
inspection method requires the visual ins'pection of a development artifact by a tenm of
developers and the formal evaluation of the various work items included in the artifact
tlrrough formal meetings (Chaar, Halliday, Bhandari, & Chlllarege, 1993). The principal
objective of software inspections is to detect errors as early as possible during software
deve!Op!tlent (Chaar eta!., 1993; Humphrey, 1989a; Wheeler, Brykczynski, & Meeson,
1996). In general, empirical research has shown that software inspections can identify
up to 80% of all errors in the early phases ofsoftware development (Weller, 1993).
There are a few variations of software inspection, which are generally determined by
factors such as, 1) the size of the team conducting the inspection, 2) number of meeting
sessions where team members discuss the identified errors, 3) the method used to detect
errors, and 4) post.-error detection information collection feedback (e.g. error root cause
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analysis). Due to space limitations, this section will only review Fagan's Fonnal
Inspection method which appears to be the most popular in the industry. A detailed
account of the different types ofiuspections is provided in Knight & Myers, (1993) and
Porter, Siy, & Votta, (1996). The reason why only Fagan's Fonnallnspection method
is used is not only because this method is an error detection approach, but also because
some of its variations introduce concepts (e.g. error abstraction) which have the
potential to be used in error prevention.
2.2.1.1 Fagan's Formal Inspections

Fagan's fonnal inspections method Willi origina!ly developed and used to manually
review design and code artifacts at IBM. in Fagan's words, his inspection method was a
" ... fonnal, efficient, and economical method of finding errors in design and code
[artifacts]" (Fagan, 1976). Since its introduction, Fagan's fonnal inspection method has
been widely accepted and adopted in varions organisations. Fagan's fonnal inspection
method has also been adopted by IEEE as a standard (IEEE SID I 028-1988) (Wheeler
eta!., 1996).
Fagan's inspection method can be summarised to consist of three main steps. As a first
step, the development artifact under consideration is inspected by individual reviewers
with the purpose of identifying as many errors as possible. Henceforth, this is referred to
as the e"or identification step. As a second step, the individual reviewers in a fonna!
group setting are nssigned well-defined roles and tasks and discuss the results of the
error identification step according to a fonnalised agenda. Henceforth, this step is
referred to as the group meeting step. Subsequently, during the third step, the identified
errors are corrected by the author of the artifact. Henceforth, this is referred to as the
error correction step. There is widespread agreement in the literature that formal

inspections help detect a large number of errors. In fact, Fagan and others have shown
that fonnal inspection can detect between SO to 90 percent of the errors in a software
artifact (Fagan, 1986; Oilb & Graham, 1996). The technical details of how fonna1
inspections can be implemented can be foWld in Fagan, (1976); Gilb & Grahlllll, (1996);
Pfleeger, (1991); Schnch, (1997, 1999) and Van Genuchten, Cornelissen, & Van Dijk,
(1998).

Kelly eta!. (1992) conducted a study of the density of errors found during the usc of
their customised variation of Fagan's fonnal inspection m•,:iliod at the Jet Propulsion
Laboratory (JPL) at California Institute of Technology. The results of the research show
a higher density of errors during the inspection of requirements artifacts. As progress
wns made, however, to the inspection of design and code artifacts, it was fbund that the
eJTOr density dcx:rensed e1<ponentially, because once errors in the earlier development
phnses were fi1<ed, there was no opportunity for them to migrate to later phnses of
development. The empirical data, therefore, supported the conclusion that increasing the
inspection rate in the early phases of the development decreases the density of errors
found in later phases of the development (Kelly, Sherif, & Hops, 1992).
D<lolan (1992) concludes that Fagan's fonnal inspection method can be applied to more
than the design and code artifacts for which it wns originally designed by Fagan in
1976. Fagan's fonnal inspection method can alsa be successfully used to detect errors in
a range of other software development artifacts, including, requirements artifacts, scope
documents, user documentation, test plans and results, management documents etc.
(Doolan, 1992).
Schneideret al. (1992) adapted Fagan's formal inspection method on user requirements
documents with the objective oflocating requirements errors. They propose that
Fagan's fonnal inspection method can be replicated to review user requirements
documents, in parallel using N independent teams coordinated by a single moderator
(Martin & Tsai, 1990; Schneider, Martin, & Tsai, 1992). This is based on the hypothesis
that separate teams will not significantly duplicate eilch other's efforts by detecting the
same error more than once, which was hinted at by the results of a pilot study carried
out and discussed in Martin & Tsai, (1990). The findings of this empirical e1<ercise
revealed that, while formal inspections have been reported to detect 60 percer.tofthe
errors in design and code artifacts (Boehm, !987a), they do not appear to be as effecti~<:
in detecting errors in requirements artifacts. Out of 9 teams in an experiment by

Schneider et a\. 's (1992) only 4 managed to locate as many as <\0 percent of the errors,
with all teams on avemge managing to catch only 35 percent of the errors. While this
result does not seem to be very encouraging, Schneideret al. (1992) claim that not a
single error was found twice by the 9 teams, implying that using 9 teams did not
duplicate the error identification effort. As a matter of fact, about 78 percent of the
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errors were found by at least one of the nine teams involved. In addition, about23
percent of all errors went undetected by all teams, which confinns that error detection is
holistic in nature and must, therefore, be carried out throughout all phases of software
development, starting from and including the requirements phase.
While the parallel replication b claimed not to affect the time required to complete the
inspections, it cannot be denied that it will increase the hwnan resources involved
during the fonnal inspection activity, resulting in higher costs. In addition, there is no
indication in Schneideret al. (1992) whether systematic measurements had been made
to show that the additional cost incurred by using e1dra teams is actually offiiet by the
savings resulting from the detection of the additional requirements e['fors. Such
measurements are crucial, as they would have a bearing on the economic feasibility of
the methodology.
In 1998, Lanubile, Shull, & Basili enhanced Fagan's original fonnal inspection
technique to detect e!lors in requirements artifacts by including an additional step. This
was inserted between the existing error identification and COllection steps, and appears
to replace the group meeting step (though this is not clearly shown in their publication),

and entails the abstraction of the identified errors. Ellor abstraction requires the

classification of the identified errors under abstract themes, free from domain specific
details, in order to enhance the learning of errors by developers (Lanubile et al., 1998).
For example, Lanubile et al. (1998) make reference to the requirements artifact ofa
Parking Garage Control System. For instance, if the requirement to display the number
of vacant parking lots available were missing, then clearly the requirements artifact
would conlllin an error. This error, which is associated with domain specific details, can
be abstracted. The abstracted version could be called an omission error and be

generically defined to represent a missing requirement.
Upon completion of the error abstraction step, the author of the requirements artifact is
eKpectcd to reeeive the abstracted list of errors and use it to correct the requirements
artifact, The inspection steps proposed by Lanubile et al, (1998) are repented for each
system requirements artifact requiring inspection. Lanubile et al. (1998) validated their
variation of the fonnal inspection technique and reported positive results at a reasonable
cost. However, despite these positive results, t\\lo drawbacks can be identified. First,
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there are no clear guidelines on what would constitute a sound basis for error abstraction
and how much information about an error can be abstracted. This may constitute a
future research direction as error abstraction can help build up knowledge about errors
which can be used later to prevent them. Second, the procedure described by Lanubile et
al. (1998) suggests that error abstraction promotes the duplication of effort in the error
abstraction documentation. This is because an abstract error documented for one
requirements artifact will be identical to an abstract error documented for another
requirements artifact.

In general, it is clear that significant research has been conducted on Fagan's formal
inspection method. While its different steps complement each other, the error
identification step is the key step determining the effectiveness of the formal inspection
to detect errors (Ciolkowski, 1999). Recent research hM shown that the group meeting
step does not increase the number of detected errors (Johnson & ljahjono, 1998;
Lanubi!e eta!., 1998; Shull, 1998; Votta, 1993). Consequently, a meeting will not only
fail to identify new errors but it may also not be always economically justifiable. It
follows that formal inspel:tions can be as effective as the error identification step.

2.2.2 Reading Techniques
Significant research has been carried out concerning the techniques that an individual
can use to review or read an artifact. Such techniques are commonly referred to as
reading techniques. Individual reviewers apply reading techniques to read software
artifacts and detect errors. Reading techniques can be applied to all artifacts, including
requirements, design, and code artifacts to detect errors (Basili, Shull, & Lanubile,
1998; Basili, Shull, & Lanubile, 1999; Ciolkowski, 1999; Lanubile et al., 1998; Shu!!,
Rus, & Basili, 2000; Shu!!, Travassos, Carver, & B!!Sili, 1999; Shull, 1998; Travassos,
Shull, & Carver, 1999c; Travassos, Shull, Carver, & Basili, I999b; Travassos, Shull,
Frederics, &

Basil~ 1999n~

The literature shows many different reading techniques.

The most popular ones include ad-hoc, checklist-based, I!Od scenario-based reading
techniques, which will be discussed in the following subsections.

2.2.2.1 Ad-Hoc Reading

With ad-hoc reading, reviewers inspect the whole software development artifact They
do not receive any guidance on what specificPlly to look for or how to proceed and error
detection depends entirely on chance and/or the reviewer's experience, intuition,
interest, and capPbility (Ciolkowski, 1999; Porter, Vottu, & Basili, 1995). Reviewers do
not require any training to ]cam how to use ad-hoc rending.
2.2.2.2 Checklist-Based Reading

With checklist-based re!lding, reviewers receive p list of questions which address
various Issues concerning the software development artifact under considemtion (see
table 21). Typically, the questioll.'l are dichotomous (e.g, yes/no) and are based on the
prior knowledge of typical errors of the artifact.
Table 2.1 -Excerpt of a Checklist (Porter eta\., 1995)
Are lho goals oflho S)'Siem dofined?
Aro lho roqulromen~ clelU' and unomblg~~cu•1

Ha•olho roqui!omcnl:l boon •lnled
prooossin~ for <Och funclion1

in"'""' oflnputloutpuland

It follows that the checklist questions can be customised for different artifacts and for
different errors. Reliance on prior knowledge, however, may also constitute a problem,
if reviewers do not pay attention to errors that have not been previously encountered
and/or documented (Laitenberger, Emam, & Harbich, 1999a). Checklists provide only
partial guidance to detect errors, because they guide the reviewers what to check for,
without showing how to look for errors (Ciolkowski, 1999; Porteret al., 1995). Thus,
reviewers who use the checklists may need some training to learn how to use them
properly, There are other pitfalls that are attributed to checklist-based reading
(Ciolkowski, 1999; Laitenberger et al., 199°a; Pamas & Weiss, 1985).ln order to make
checklist-based reading practicnl Md not too time-conswning, checklist questions are
designed to be general Md, therefore, sometimes Jack specific guidance. The lack of
guidance also extends to not asking reviewers to document their analyses.
Consequently, an individual reviewer's efforts may not be repeatable by other.>
(Laitenberger et al., 1999a). The generality issne can be addressed by augmenting the
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checklist with more specific questions; there is a downside, however, that is the
checklist might become too lengthy, and therefore potentially tedious and time
conswning to complete (Ciolkowski, !999). Another issue concerning checklists is that
they are standardised, and therefore multiple reviewers are likely to cover the same
aspects and detect the same errors in a development artifact. Moreover, checklist-based
reading requires reviewers to indiscriminately read all information in the artifact for
possible errors. This might cause n reviewer to 'get swamped' with information that he
or she may not understand or be interested in. Parnas & Weiss (1985) were among the
first to identify this problem with checklists. Their active design reviews suggest that a
development artifact should be reviewed by several experts in order to detect errors.
Experts use specialised checklists with questions from their area of expertise. For
example, an application domain expert focuses on application domain aspects of the
artifact, and a user interface expert focuses on user interface aspects of the artifact
(Cio\kowski, 1999). This means that multiple aspects of the artifact can be covered,
which according to Pamas & Weiss (1985) provides an objective of reading techniques.
While the active design review constitutes an improvement over checklists, it still
suffers from one shortcoming which is inherent in ch~klist-based reading as well: it
does not show how to look for errors. This is addressed in sceruuio-based reading,
which is covered in the following section.
2.2.2.3 Scenario-Based Reading

Scenario-based reading suggests that a reviewer should read an artifact while following
n set of guidelines, called a scenario (Ciolkowski, \999). The guidelines not only help
address what errors to look for, but also how to scrutinize an artifact in a systematic
mrmner in order to locate errors (see table 2.2). Scenario-based reading techniques fulfil
the active design review artifact multiple aspect covemge objective. Thus for scenariobased reading to be effective, several reviewers should apply several different scenarios
in their reviews. Consequently, all or at least most aspects of the artifact and most errors
are likely to he detected. Two main scenario-based reading techniques have been
proposed and discussed in the litemture: defect-based and perspective-based reading.

Table 2.2- Excerpt ofa Scenario (Porter et al., 1995)
Inco<m:tl'unotionollly Seonorio

l.

For each funotlonol requirement idomil"y atllnpullou!pul dato objocto:
a)

Aro oil volucs writton lo ..cll ourput dotaobjoot corulslCI\1 with

Its lnlCII<lod

!Unction?
b)

!dClltify nll...t one ll!nctlon tbot u.., cooh output doll! objeCL

o)

Ambiguity or Mi.,ing Fwtotlnnallty Scenorio
l.

Identify"" roqulrod proct.l011, rcspon" lime, etc. forcooh functionol roqulremOlt
o) Arc oil required proclslons indit:~~led? ..

Defect-Based Readjng
With defect-based reading, reviewers concentrate on scenarios whose guideline~ focus
on certain classes of errors. Specifically, the guidelines address issues of where and how
to look for what errors. Currently, existing defect based reading techniques are
specialised to detect errors in requirements artifacts (y. Basili et al., 1998). Therefore,
they target specific types of requirements errors such as, inconsistencies, ambiguities,
incorrect or missing functionality 1etc. The existing defect-based reading teclmiques can
also be customised to deal with errors in other types of artifacts (e.g. design and code)
(Ciolkowski, 1999).
Perspective-Bnsed Readjng
Per:spective-based reading is based on the assumption that different stakeholders of a
software development artifact value different aspects of that artifact in different ways
(McCall, 1994; Shull eta!., 2000). Consequently, perspective-based reading provides a
set of individual reviews such that each review builds scenarios containing guidelines to
cover the artifact from a different perspective, hence the name. The perspectives are
determined by the stakeholders of the software artifact under review and may vazy
depending on the development artifacts and the organisation (Shull et al., 2000). The
rationale behind perspective-based reading is based on the premise that the union of the
perspectives provides an extensive coverage of the software development artifact. The
implication of the extensive coverage is a better and more in-depth analysis of any
r Th"e are examples ofrequiremenls errors. Wh!lc the error name provides some id011 about who! lhe
errors ure about (e.g. IIII!blgulty means that n certain requirement !s runbiguous, therefore, not clearly
stated), more precise deflnilions are provided in appendix A, •ections 1.1 or 1.2 (catalogue of Errors
documentation).

errors in the artifnct {Basili et al., 1996). While perspective-based rending has been
shown to work with requirements artifac!S, it can also be used with other types of
development artifacts provided that the scenarios and the respective guidelines are
tailored to the new perspectives (Ciolkowski, 1999). Basili et a!. (1996) provide an
example where a requirements artifact can be read from three perspectives, representing
the respective stakeholders: the user of the system, the designer of the system, and the
tester of the system. The scenarios in general, and the guidelines in particular, should
consider the points of view or perspectives of the user, the designer and the tester of the
system, if perspective-based rending is to be effective in detecting errors.
2.2.2.4 Empirical Evidence ofthe Effectiveness o[Reoding Techniques
The objective of this section is to present some empirical evidence about the error
detection effectiveness of rending techniques. This evidence is important because it
shows that reading techniques can be applied to all types of artifacts and consequently
target all types of errors soon after the artifact has been developed.
Porter, Vot\11, & Basili (1995) report an experiment with graduate students as subjects,
where the effectiveness of ad-hoc, checklist-based and defect-based reading techniques
to detect errors in requirements artifacts was compared and contrasted. Admittedly, due
to threats to external validity, the findings apply only to the experimental setting. The
findings, however, have been widely cited in literature on rating the relative
effectiveness of selected reading techniques. For example, Porter et al, {1995) found
that the error detection rate of defect-based reading was 35 percent higher than ed-hoc
or checklist-based reading techniques. It was also found that the performance of defectbased reading, which is e scenario-based reading technique (see section 2.2.2.3),
depends on the way that the scenarios and the respective guidelines are designed. The
results also showed that checklist-based reading was no more effective than the ad-hoc
based reading. These results are corroborated by findings in a similar experiment with
professional subjects (Porter & Vot\11, 1998).
In a different study, Ciolkowski (1999) reports the results of three experiments where
students were employed to compare the error detection effectiveness ofindividuals and
teams for requirements artifacts using checklist-based and perspective-based reading
techniques. Unlike Porter eta!. {1995) and Porter & Votta (1998), Ciolkowski (1999)
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was unable to confinn any difference in the error detection effectiveness of individuals
and teams for chl:l:klist and perspective-based reading techniques. This is attributed to
the high degree of difficulty of the requirements artifact used in the experiment.
Ciolkowski's results, although inconclusive, have shown that requirements artifacts
should be designed to be easily understandable by reviewers. In addition, the reviewers
should be familiar with the application domain and be given a reasonable time frame to
perfonn their reading. Reviewers also need appropriate training in the reading
techniques (Ciolkowski, 1999).
l.aitenberger & DeBaud (1997) report an experimental study where the effectiveness of
perspective-based reading of code artifacts as a group activity is evaluated with
professional developers from Bosch Tell:l:om GmbH. The results indicate that the
overlap of the detected errorn reported by the different reviewern using different
pernpectives was relatively low, showing that there was effectively no duplication of
effort with pernpective based reading (Laitenberger & DeBaud, 1997). The results also
indicated that 'multi-individual' reviewer meetings identified only negligible numbers
of errors (Laitenberger & DeBaud, !997). Finally, the results also indicated that there
were no significant differences with regard to the error detection rntes of reviewers who
had experience in the programming language and/or application domain of the code
artifact and reviewern who did not (Laitenberger & DeBaud, 1997). This corroborates a
similar finding which was reported in Basili et. al., (1996). They also emphasise the
importance of tailoring the pernpective-based scenario guidelines to the specific
characteristics of the artifact under consideration and the organisation that has produced
it.
In more recent studies, Laitenberger et al. (1999, 2000), compare and contrast the
effectiveness of checklist- and perspective-based reading for design and code artifacts in
experimental and quasi-experimental settings where software professionals were
involved (Lnitenberger, Atkinson, Schlich, & El-Emam, 2000b; Laitenberger et al.,
1999a). The results indicated that perspective-based reading was more effective than
checklist-based reading. Moreover, Laintenberger et. a!. (1999; 2000) also found that
the cost per error using perspective-based reading was significantly lower than
checklist-based reading. Other empirical studies where similar findings have been
reported can be found in Lanubile & Visaggio, (2000); Shull eta!., (1999); Thelin &

Runeson, (1999); Travassos eta!., (1999c); Travassos et al., (1999b); Tmvassos et al.,
(1999a).
2.2.2.5 Reading Techniques: Summary and Evaluation

In summary, this section compares and contrasts the reading techniques discussed above
against five criteria, which have been defined below as:
i)

Systematic: This criterion is concerned with whether the steps of the individual
process to review an artifact for errors 11re definable or not.

ii)

Focused: This criterion is concerned with whether the reviewers focus on the
same or different aspects of the artifact.

iii)

Controlled improvement: This criterion is concerned with whether reviewers can
use feedback to identify and enhance one or more aspects of a reading technique.

iv)

Customisable: This criterion is concerned with whether a reading technique can
be tailored to specific artifacts (e.g. requirements, design, and code), paradigms
(e.g. procedural, object-oriented) or organisational needs.

v)

Training: This criterion is concerned with whether reviewers need training to
successfully use a reading technique (Shull et al., 2000).

The evaluation of the reading teclmiques discussed above with respect to Shull et a!.
(2000) has been presented in table 2.3.
Table 2.3
Reading

Comparing Reading Techniques (Shull eta!., 2000)
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As far as error detection eff~tiveness is concerned, it can be concluded that, in general
scenario-based reading is more effective and has a lower error detection cost than the
other reading techniques (e.g. ad-hoe or checklist). Mainly, this is attributed to the fact
that scenario-based reading techniques (i.e. defect-based, and perspective-based) tend to
force reviewers to exami11e the artifact under consideration in more detail. While this
may require the individual reviewer to put in more effort, it enhances the reviewer's
understanding about the artifact under considemtion and reduces the overall cost of

error dete>:tion. In addition, reading techniques in genernl and scenario-based reading
techniques in particular appear to have a wide applicability to all of the main software
development artifacts. When applied, however, they need to be carefully customised to
suit the characteristics of the artifact under considemtion, the application domain, the
organisational needs etc.
:Z.:Z.3 Metrics

A metric is a quantitative measure of the degree to which a development artifact
possesses a given attribute (IEEE, 1993). In this definition, a given attribute constitutes
anything that a developer might be interested in knowing about a development artifact.
Exrunples of metrics include the nwnber of errors in an artifact, the complexity or
length of the code, etc. When the value ofa metric is measured for an artifact,
developers can learn more about the artifact; they can rote it and compare it with other
artifacts. There is widespread agreement in literature that some metrics, which are
referred to as 'amber' or 'warning' metrics (Doake & Duncan, 1998), can be applied to
software development artifacts with a great benefit: they help identify errors or parts of
the artifact that are likely to contain errors. If !he metrics are applied to artifacts that are
developed in the early phases of software development (e.g. requirements specification,
design) then their benefit can be even greater because errors will be identified early in
the development. Early identification of errors is desirable because they can be
eliminated with relative ease and low cost (Doake & Duncan, 1998; Duncan & Doake,
1998; Fenton & Pfleeger, 1997; Abreu & Campuca, 1994).
The review ofliterature shows that several studies have been carried out in this area.
Some have been empirically validated, while others have not. The surveyed studies can
be grouped into two categories. Firnt, those using metrics to detect errorn in
requirements artifacts. Second, those using metrics to detect errorn in design and code
artifacts. In the second category, studies about design and code have been deliberately
grouped together because the literature suggests that metrics are used in the same way to
detect errorn in both design and code artifacts.
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2.2.3.1 Using Metrics to Detect Errors in Requirements Artifacts

In 1993, Davis et a!. argued that the presence or lack of errors in requirements artifacts
can be signalled by measuring the values of a set of24 attributes which they defined.

These attributes include unambiguity, completeness, correctness, consistency,
conciseness. According to Davis etal. (1993b), a given value of the unambiguity
attribute indicates the lack or presence of ambiguity errors; a given value of
completeness indicates the lack or presence of omission errors, and so on. The values of
18 of the 24 proposed attributes can be measured by computing 18 different fonnulae.
Each formula requires data before its computation can be carried out. Davis eta!.
(1993b) suggest that the required data may be collected during reviews of the
requirements artifacts for which the attributes nre measured. No formulae have been
proposed for 6 ofth" attributes, since the determination of the values these should be
made subjectively. An example of how these metrlcs work can be provided by showing
how the amount of ambiguity errors is measured. Ambiguity errors in requirements are
measured as a percentage of the requirements that have been given identical
interpretation by all reviewers. Such percentage values are expected to range from zero,
where each requirement in the document would have multiple interpretations, to one,
where each requirement would have a unique interpretation.
The inconsistency attribute constitutes another example. Consistency exists if and only
if no one requirement stated in the artifact conflicts or contradicts any other requirement
stated in the same artifact (Davis eta!., 1993b). To measure consistency, the review of
the requirements artifact must generate data on the count of unique requirements (no)
and on the count of situations (nn) where the software described in the requirements
artifact is expected to assume difli:rent states as a resuh of tOO same inputorinteraction
with its environment. Davis eta!. (1993b) state that nn CO\Ult generation relies on the
software (that is described in the requirements artifact) being depicted as a finite state
machine (FSM). An FSM2 is an analysis method whereby software requirements are
mapped in terms of inputs, outputs, states, transitions, triggering events etc. When n.
and n, are obtained, consistency can be computed by the following fonnula:
Consistency~

((n.,)- (nn))/ (n,)

'FSMs arc cxlltninedin more detail il Beizer, (t990.
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The values for consistency can range from zero, which would indicate the presence of
inconsistency errors in the requirements artifact, to one, which would indicate a lack of
inconsistency errors in the requirements artifact
The metrics proposed by Davis eta!. (1993b) offer a rather long-winded approach
towards error identification. While the values generated by the formulae may be helpful
to judge the quality of a requirements artifact, they can only be obtained after the
requirements nrtifact has been reviewed and using data that has been generated by the
review. Therefore, any errors in the requirements artifact that arc picked by its review
will be reflected in the computed values of the formulae. In this context, it is not clelll'
how much additional value the computation of the formulae provides to aid error
detection. In addition, the computed values of the formulae do not contain any
information about error location, which would be essential when errors are eventually
corrected. Furthermore, it seems that for certain formulae to work (e.g. unambiguity
computation formula), more than one reviewer is required. This has the potential to
increase the cost of the reviews and error detection. Another drawback is that not all
required data appears to be easily obtainable from simple reviews made to requirements
artifacts. Certain formulae (e.g. inconsistency computation formula) suggest that
requirements must be analysed by using specialised methods (e.g. FSMs), which
sometimes cannot be used and sometimes can be too complex and time-consuming. It
follows that complete reliance on certain methods of analysis would make some
formulae useless, if software cannot be analysed by using such methods of analysis (e.g.
inconsistency computation formula relies on FSMs). Finally, there is no indication in
Davis eta!. (1993b) that the proposed formulas have been empirica!ly validated.
2.2.3.2 Using Metrics to Detect Errors In Design & Code Anifocts

Significant empirically validated work on the role of metrics to detect errors in design
and code artifacts bas been carried out by Basili eta!. (1995; 1998) and Briand eta!.
(1997; 1999; 2000). These scbollll's and others have conducted several studies
investigating the relatioaship between object-based and object-oriented design and code
metrics, on the one hand, Wld errors in object-based and object-oriented design Wld code
artifacts, on the other. A list of these studies including the types ofme!rlcs used, the
conclusions rna~~ and their applicability, and the nature of the project where the
validation data was co!lected from, has been SUlllmarised in table 2.4. In these studies,

the way the design/code classes are related to each other appears to influence the errorproneness of the design/code artifact.
It can be concluded from this table that, generally, there is an agreement that metrics
can help identify errors or error-prone components. Coupling between classes 3, in
general, and the frequency of method invocations between classes, in particular, and the
depth of inheritance hierarchies were found to be very strong indicators of error-prone
classes. The surveyed studies were consistent in concluding that the principal benefit of
using metrics is that errors or error-prone classes can be identified early in software
development, resulting in development cost savings and allowing testing resources to be
budgeted and allocated accordingly (Briand, Daly, Porter, & Wust, 1998a; Briand,
Wust, Daly, & Porter, 2000; Fenton & Pfleeger, 1997). An exception to this general
conclusion may include metrics derived from code artifacts. Their benefit may be of a
lower magnitude as opposed to their pre-code (i.e. requirements, design metrics)
counterparts due to the fact that code mctrics are only obtained almost at the end of
software development.
Liggesmeyer (1995) points out that the fact that an error·prone class is identified does
not necessarily mean that the actual error or errors are revealed. Some may consider this
inability ofmetrics to detect the actual error(s) as a disadvantage ofmetrics. However,
the benefit of using metrics should be obvious from the cost perspective, when error
detection resources can be allocated to error-prone classes, rather than to the entire
software (Liggesmeyer, 1995).

1 Coupling botween cl..,ses indiontes the extent to whioh one ci85S depends on anothor o]85s. Depending
on the degree ofsuch dependence, coupling oun be a design error. A more concise definition of coupling
(and other design errors) and the situations when coupling oan be an error b provided in appendix A,
sections J.l or !.2 (C•talogne of Errors docum011tation).

Table 2.4- Summary of empirical studies evaluating the effectiveness of metrics to predict error and error prone components
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A problem identified with some metrlcs, especially the ones proposed in Briand et al.,
(1998}; Briand, Daly, & Wust, (1997) relates to the litct that some appear to be based on
comparable ideas. The im;:tlicntion here is that different metrics predict identical errors
or error-prone classes and are, therefore, redundant.ln addition, many authors nppearto
agree that the error-proneness predicting ability of the metrics depends on the
application domain and, therefore, developers should be cautious when generolising the
reported findings, without replicating them in different application domains first (Briand
et al., 1998a; Briand et al., 2000}. Another problem that can be identified is that they
can be paradigm-specific. For example, most of the metrlcs that are discussed in Briand
et al., (1998}; L. C. Briand et al., (1997) are only specific to the object-oriented design
artifacts and cannot be readily applied to artifacts developed in different paradigms (e.g.
procedural designs).
2.2.4 Te.>~ting
Humphrey (1989) defines testing as the execution ofa program with the objective of
finding errors. Seminal work on testing dates back to 1976, when Myers postulated a set
of axioms for testing software in general and procedurnl software in particular. Myers'
axioms suggest that in order to expose the presence of errors in a progrnm, the tester has
to systematically genemte test data and the respective output expected to result from the
execution of the program under test with such test data. The test data and the expected
output are collectively known as test cases. The test cases should provide for valid and
invalid input conditions and are considered to be successful if they show the presence of
errors, rather than their absence (Myers, 1976).
In 1989, Weyuker extended her previous work (1986) by abstra::ting and formalising a
set of eleven testing axioms. Of the eleven axioms, seven are applicable to procedural
software, whereas the remaining four are concerned with object-oriented software
(Weyuker, 1986, 1989). Weyuker (1989) describes the difference between existing
work and her own work thus:
''The philosophy behind this work is that software testing is more than just the
selection oftest data and the eKecution of software on that test set We need to
evaluate test data by using adequacy criteria and assess proposed criteria." (p.
668)
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In other words, Weyuker's axioms describe criteria for the selection of the test cases
that would adequately test a program to expose the presence of errors. Weyuker's
axioms" ... are, in some sense, negative axioms in that they expose inadequacy [of test
cases], rather than guarantee [their] adequacy" (Perry & Kaiser, 1990, p. 14) (Perry &
Kaiser, \990).
The examination of !iternture shows that while comprehensive and substantia! work has
been done in the area of software testing, there exists l! ~;;-called negative reward
structure of testing (Vick & Rnmamoorthy, 1984). This means that the attitude of a
dedicated software tester who attempts to break software in order to detect errors and
report them often conflicts with the attitudes of the software developers and their
managers who attempt to construct and deliver error-free software. Nevertheless, testing
has been found to be critical to software development and efforts have been made to
formalise a testing theory (Cherniavsky & Statman, 1988; Goodenough & Gerhart,
1975; Weyuker & Ostrand, 1980).
Weyuker & Ostrand (1980) capture the essence of the testing theory by stating that:
"The primary goals of a theory of testing are to provide a basis for practical

program testing methodologies, and to establish ways of determining the
effectiveness oftests in dete<:ting program errors." (p. 236)
In this conte){t, lrowever, Roper ( 1994) argues that
" ... willie testing theory has made a contribution to testing research by exposing
fundamental problems, it has not reached a stage whereby it may be used in the
way suggested by Weyuker and Ostrand (1980)." (p. 15)
This is becaliSe the testing theory constantly depends on a program (or part of it) being
correct And it is widely accepted that proving program correctness for a reasonable
program can be an unreasonable proposition due to the need for exhaustive testing. This
is commoniy referred to as untractabllity of testing (Roper, 1994). Despite Roper's
observation regarding the lack of a basis for practical software testing methods, a rich
plethora of testing methodologies and techniques have been developed. These are
discussed in the fo!lowing secliollll.

2.2.4.1 Speciflcatirm-versus Program-based Testing
Depending on the criteria used to generate test cases to expose enors, testing methods
and teclmiques can be classified into twa broad categories (Bashir & Goel, 1999;
Beizer, 1990, 1995; Binder, 2000; McGregor & Sykes, 1992; Myers, 1979; Pressman,
1997; Roper, 1994). Specification-based testing lnlso known as black box testing,
confonnance-based, responsibility-based or functional testing) uses program
specification criteria and seeks to establish confonnance of the program wtdertest to its
requirements. This is achieved by constructing test cases that are sufficiently
representative of the input domain and exercise the essential features of the program
under test. Howden (1980) defines specification based testing as follows (Howden,
1980):
"In the "black box'' testing approach to program testing, the internal structure of
a program is ignored during test data selection. Tests are constructed from the
functional properties of the program that are specified in the program's
requirements. The disadvantage of the black box testing approach is that it
ignores important functional properties of the program which are pllrt of its
design or implementation and which are not described in the requirements." (p.
162).
According to Pressman (1997), Beizer (1995) and Patton (2001) specification-based
testing targets the following types of errors:
i)

Incorrect or missing program functions errors;

ii)

Errors in the interfaces between various program functions;

iii)

Errors in data structures or external database access;

iv)

Input/output errors;

v)

Performance errors; and

vi)

Variable/program initialisation and termination errors.

The second category, program-based testing (also known as white box testing,
implementation-based, fault-based- or stroctural testing) uses program implementation
criteria and seeks to reveal implementlltion errors by constructing test cases that rely on
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the program's source code. Program-based testing is defined as follows (Howden,
1980):
"Structural [program-based] testing is an approach in which the internal control
strocture of a program is used to guide the selection of test data. It is an attempt
to take the internal functional properties of a program into account dwing test
data generation and to avoid the limitations of black box functional testing." (p.
162).
Beizer (1990), Pressman (1997), and Patton (2001) suggest that program based testing
attempts to ensure that:
i)

All indep-endent execution paths4 in the program have been exercised at least
once;

ii)

All logical decisions on their troe and false sides have been exercised;

iii)

All loops at their boundaries and within their operational bounds have been

exercised; and
iv)

All internal data structures have been exercised.

Program based testing helps uncover errors like data reference, declaration, and use
errors, control flow errors etc. (Beizer, 1990; Patton, 200 I).
While most of the surveyed sources draw a distinct line between specification- and
program-based testing (Pressman, 1997; Sclmch, 1999; Sommerville, 1996), Binder
(1994b) remarks that inobjet:t-oriented programming ''The gap (and therefore
usefulness) of the white/black-box distinction is decreasing." (p. 24). He attributes this
to the fact that object-oriented programs are structurally different from procedural
progl'lllllll. The structural difference is based on the fact that, in general object-oriented
methods contain less code than procedures in procedural programs. This reduces the
scope for program-based testing (Jorgensen & Erickson, 1994).
In general, however, it is widely accepted that specification- Md program-based testing
teclwiques and methodologies complement each other (Binder, 2000; Pressman, 1997;

• Pressman (1997) defmes a poth as "• path through tbc program that Introduces at least one new set cf
processing statements or a new condl!lcn." (p. 458),

Roper, Wood, & Miller, 1997). The following sections briefly discuss the most popular
specification· and program-based testing techniques.
Specification-Based Testing: Equivalence Partitioning
Equivnlcnce partitioning divides the input domain of the program under test into
equivnlent classes of data, from which the typical test cases to detect errors can be
derived (Pressman, 1997). This suggests that, if a test case that belongs to a particular
cliiSS is able to locate an error (or not), nil test cases belonging to that c\IISS will nlso

tecate the same error (or not). The objective cf equivalence partitioning is to reduce the
input do!llllin for test cases to a manageable size, which is an advantage of the technique
(Roper, 1994). Roper (1994) niso suggests that the effectiveness cfthe technique
depends on the application domain. The main deficiency commonly attributed to the
technique is that it does not take into consideration all types of test cases, such as high·
yield test cases, for instance (Myers, 1979). Another deficiency is that it does not
explore all combinnticns of input circumstances (Myers, 1979; Roper, 1994).
Specification-Based Testjng: Boundary Value Analysis
Boundnry value analysis is often ccnsidered to be an extension of equivalence
partitioning and selects test cases at the boundaries of each equivalence class (see
previous section) (Roper, 1994). The rationale behind boundary value analysis is that
program errors nonnally occur while atypical test cases (i.e. the class boundary or edge
partition values) are processed. The principal advantage of boundary value analysis is
that it provides specific guidance for the selection of the test data. The major limitation
of boundary value anulysis is t.iat it only works well if the program to be tested is a
function of several independent variables that represent physical quantities (Jorgensen,
1995, 2002). Secondly, boundary values may have to be determined arbitrarily, if an
equivalent class does not have explicit bounds. Finally, boundary value analysis cannot
be applied to boolean type variables, becuuse such variables only have two extreme

values, namely true and false (Jorgensen, 1995, 2002).
Specification-Based Testing: Cause-Effect Graphing
Cause-effect graphing entails the identification of causes and effects from the software
requirements artifact Normally, software inputs correspond to causes, whereas,
software outputs wtd transfonnations correspond to effects. The technique uses a

boolean logic network to link the causes to the effects (Pfleeger, 1991). The boolean
logic network is then converted into a limited-entry decision table showing the effects
occurring for each possible combination of cawes and the test cases to be used to detect
errors (Pfleeger, 1991). This te;:hnique has been found effective to identify omission
and ambiguity errors in requirements artifacts (Roper, 1994). The first limitation is 1hnt
cause-effect graphing does not explore boundary conditions, therefore, it cannot be used
as a replacement for boundary value analysis; it should, however, be used to
complement it (Pfleeger, 1991). Another limitation ofcnuse-effect graphing is that its
effectiveness is application domain dependent. For instance, Pfleeger (1991) argues that
boolean logic networks are not practical for software that includes time details,
iterations etc. Finally, given a large number of causes, the technique can become very
complex. Consequently, users of the technique need to be highly experienced. However,
despite the fact that the technique can be automated, it has not gained popularity
(Pfleeger, 1991; Roper, 1994).
Specification-Based Testing: State-Based Testing
State-based testing is based on the use of finite state machines (FSM) which allow
developers to model software behaviour (Heizer, 1990, 1995; Chow, 1978). An FSM
models the behaviour of software in terms of a col!cction of states and state transitions
caused by inputs (or stimuli) from the external enl'ironment of the software. During
state tmnsitions, software may produce observable outcomes (e.g. operations) that are
commonly referred to as outputs. Beizer (1990) shows that state-based testing can
uncover errors associated with unspecified and contradictory state transitions,
unreachable and dead states etc. One problem that is frequently associated with statebased testiug is that it is not easy to build FSMs for complex software, unless automatic
tools are used (Jorgensen, 2002).
Specification-Based Testing: Random Testing
Random testing is used to test specific functions of the program (Howden, 1987). The
technique is based on the use of a random number generator program that randomly
selects test cases from the input domain. The effectiveness of random testing is
controversial. Myers (1979) describes it as the poorest specification-based testing
technique on the grounds that it uses no information from the requirements artifact.
Others praise random testing as a valuable, simple, practical and often cost-effective test
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case generation technique (Duran & Ntafos, 1984; Leveson, 1991; Pizzarello, 1984).
Some studies point out that random te~ting can be effective under conditions where the
program to be tested is known to be error.. prone or is at the early stages of its
development (Loo & Tsai, 1988). Finally, in another study random testing was found to
be effective in inferring about the opemtional reliability (i.e. the continuous delivery of
correct functionality by software) of the program under tert (f'~~n & Yu, 1996; Lyu,
1996).
Emgram-Based Testing: Logie Cover~
Logie coverage presupposes the use oJf pro gran stro' ;ure to genemte lest cases such that
every statement, decis)on branch or condition, etc. is executed at least once. Chilenski
(1994) defines logic covernge crit~ria as a .:llntinuum of five levels ranging from the
least to the most effective. The weakest logic covemge criterion is ca!led statement
covemge and requires that a!! ~tatements be executed at least once. The next coverage
criterion in the continuum is ca!l..xl decision coverage (also known as branch coverage)
and it requires that every point of entry and exit in the program be invoked at least once
and every decision in the program take all possible outcomes at least once. The
literature suggests that statement coverage and decision coverage are commonly
accepted as the minimum mandatory program-based testing requirement (Seizer, 1990).
The strongest coverage critericn is ce.!led multiple conditicn coverage and it requires
that every point of entry and exit in the program be invcked at least once, and that ali
possible combinations of the outcomes of the eonditicns within each decision be taken
at least once. The ccmplete list oflogic coverage criteria can be found in Chilenski &
Miller, (1994); Roper, (1994). In general, the surveyed literature suggests that coverage
criteria, depending on the choice of the criterion and the complexity of the program
under test, can be very complex and time consuming. On the positive side, the literature
survey has shown that logic coverage can be automated (Bertolino, Mirandola, &
Peeicla, 1997; Patton, 2001).
Program-Based Testing: Data Flow Testing
Data flow testing entails tracing ofindividwtl variables nnd. their data through the
software program (Patton, 20Gi). This differs from specification-based testing. While
with specification-based testing a developer would know what the value ofa variable is
at the beginning and at the end of a procedure, with data flow testing, the developer

focuses on the intermedilli)' values of the variable as well (Patton, 2001). Specifically,
tracing a variable ami its data includes knowing what data values a variable assumes
(i.e. variable definitions), the circumstances where the variable and its datum (or data) is
used (i.e. a predicate or computation use), and when the variable is killed (Jorgensen,
1995). Rnpps (1985) and Beizer ( 1990) present a set of data flow testing teclmiques to

uncover errors and organise them according to their relative strength in a subsumption
hiertll'Chy. The testing strategies differ in the extent to which predicate uses and/or
computation uses of every definition of every variable in a program are exercised under
some test (Beizer, 1990; Frankl & Weyuker, 1988; Rnpps & Weyuker, 1985). Data flow
testing is considered effective to uncover errors. However, data flow testing also
requires lots of effort Wid is a tedious activity due to the enonnous amount of
bookkeeping involved. This disadvantage has, however, been offset by in!roduction of
automated data flow testing tools (Beizer, 1990).
Program-Based Testing: Path-Oriented Testing
Path-oriented testing makes use of the control flow infonnntion of the program under
test. Fundamentally, path-oriented testing consists oftwo major activities (White,
1987):

i)

Select a path or a set of paths along which testing is to be conducted; and

ii)

Select the test cases that will cause the selected paths to be executed.

An important advm~tage of p5th-oriented testing is the explicit association of the path

Wid the input data that will trigger its execution, On the downside, complex progrnms
may have n very large number of paths, Wid the test data generation Wid execution of
each possible path may prove WI impractical Wid expensive exercise (Beizer, 1990).
Path oriented testing has been found effective to identify missing path errors and errors
in conditional statements. Coincidental correctness is identified as the principal
limitation of path-oriented testing (White, 1987; White & Cohen, 1980),
Summary and Evaluation: Soecification- and Progrnm-based Testing
Table 2.5 summarises the above testing teclmiques according to the type Wid the main
test case generation criterion.

As table 2.5 suggests, testing techniques can be categorised into two groups,
specification-based and program-based testing techniques. Specification-based testing
techniques have in common the fact that they all view the program under test as a
mathematical function that maps its inputs into outputs (Jorgensen, 2002). Individual
specification-based testing techniques differ from each other in the degree of
sophistication required to uo;e a technique. Sophistication can be seen as the union of
two effort components, namely, the judgemental and mechanical effort, both of which
are required to be invested into by a developer in order to apply a testing technique.
Between the two effort components, it is the judgemental effort that is the most
important and is proportional to the degree of sophistication of a testing technique. The
mechanical effort component, howe<:'er, while important for the practical use of a. testing
technique, does not significantlY aff~ct sophistication, because the more significant the
mechanical component ofa testing technique, the higher the potential for automation of
the technique (Jorgensen, 20()2).
Various testing techniques can be compared with each other by using sophistication as a
comparison criterion. For eKample, both equivalence partitioning and boundruy value
analysis require input domain partitioning in order to generate test cases which
complement each other. The only judgement that is required for both equivalence
partitioning and boundruy value analysis is the determination of the equivalence classes.
After that, test case generation effort is mostly mechanical. Similarly, relatively more
judgement effort is required for cause-effect graphing and state-based testing. Causeeffect grophiog and state-based testing ace conceptually similar, Causes and effects (in
cause-effect graphing) are similar to inputs (or stimuli) and outputs (in state-based
testing), but they differ in the way t:1e)' ilre implemented. The former uses boolean logic
networks and decision tables, whereas the latter uses finite state machines, Both require

considerable judgement effort in order to consider data (i.e. causes/effects or
inputs/outputs) and logical dependencies (causes versus effects or inputs versus
outputs).
The sophistication of testing techniques is important because, according to Jorgensen
(2002), it detennines the number oftest cases that are su~cessful for detecting errors. In
this context, Jorgensen (2002) suggests that the higher the sophistication of a testing
technique, the more complete and minimal the number error-revealing test CllSCS.Titis
conclusion, however, appears to be based on limited empirical evidence, which suggests
that more work is needed to evaluate the degree of sophistication of available testing
techniques and its relationship to the munber of error revealing test cllSes.
Jorgensen (2002) shows that, in general, specification-based techniques suffer from two
problems, namely gaps and redundancies. The gap problem arises when a testing
technique generates test CllSes which test only some parts of the program and ignore
others. For example, if a program has 10 possible paths of execution, a testing technique
is said to suffer from a gap problem if it generates test cases that test only 5 of the 10
possible paths. A redundancy problem occurs when a testing technique generates test
CllSCS which test the same part of the program for the same errors more than once. For
example, if a testing technique generates test cases A, B, and C which test only a single
path in a given program and reveal the same enors, then the testing technique suffers
from a redundancy problem. Jorgensen (2002) argues that in order to avoid gap 110d
redund1111cy problems, the specification-based testing techniques should be used in
combination with program-based testing techniques. Program-based testing techniques
are similar to each other in that they all attempt to identify multilevel subsumption
hierarchies of program coverage criteria. It is claim~d that different levels of coverage
do identify progressively more errors.
The combination of specification- and program-based testing techniques is referred to liS
a hybrid testing method and is highly recommended by Jorgensen (2002).1orgensen's
(2002) discussion, however, falls short of genera! ising rules or criteria about how to
develop hybrid testing methods. Given the plethora of specification- and program-based
testing techniques. a developer may find it rather difficult to detennine which
specification-based technique(s) should be combined with which program-based

.

technique(s). Io additioo, it is also important that developers know which types of errors
would be detected by the various combinations of specification- l!!ld program-based
techniques (i.e. hybrid testing methods). The fact that the Mswers to these questCons
were not foWld in literature suggests that further research is required in this direction.
2.2.4.2 Tesi/1Jg Different Levels ofAbslracl/an

Software development normally progresses through different levels ofabstract!on. In
the highest levelofabstraction the problem is stated in abstract terms which are
complillllt with the npplicat!on domain language. In the lowest level of nbslnlction the
problem is stated in a language that can be directly implemented as an executable
computer program (Pressml!!l, 1997). Pressml!!l (1997) cites Wasserman (1983) who
argues the need for abstraction levels:
"The psychological notion of"abstraction" permits one to concentrate on a

problem at some level of generalisation without regard to irre\evllllt low level
delllils;" (p. 347).
In software development, levels of abstraction have a direct implication for testing,
because they determine what wi11 be tested for errors lllld how exactly testing must take
place in order to expose the presence of errors. Consequently, the designation of!evels
of abstractions lllld their definition affects how errors can be identified, i.e. how testing
techniques can be defined While different development paradigms (e.g. procedural lllld
object-oriented paradigms) are consistent with the way they designate levels of
abstraction (e.g. both procedural and object-oriented paradigms recognise Wlit,
integration, and system levels), they differ with respect to the definition of some of
these levels (e.g. Wlitlevel) (Chen, Chen, & Chung, 1999; McGregor & Sykes, 1992;
Myers, 1979; Pflceger, 1998; Pressman, 1997; Smith & Robson, 1992; Sommervi\1e,
1996). The following sections compare the different abstraction levels designated in the
proceduralnnd object oriented paradigms nnd the way these levels affect testing for

Unit Testing
The key advnntage of introducing the concept of units for testing purposes (in both
proceduralnnd object-oriented programs) is that small portions of a large program can

be tested for errors in isolation, before the rest of the program is written and integrated.
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Consequently, error hunting can be confined to smaller, more manageable chunks
(Hunt, 1996).
There is ·a universal agreement in the literature that the class is the naturnl unit for the
design of test cases for an object-oriented progrnm (Berard, 1993; Binder, 2000;
Jacobson, Christerson, Jonsson, & Overgaard, 1992; Yourdon, 1994; Chen et al., 1999;
McGregor & Sykes, 1992; Smith & Robson, 1992). By definition, class testing takes
care of the correctness of method interaction within a clnss and is the smallest
executable unit (Binder, 2000; Chen et al., 1999). This differs from the procedural
paradigm, where the smallest executable unit is the individual procedure (Jacobson ct

a!., 1992; Myers, 1979; Pflceger, 1998; Pressman, 1997; Sommerville, 1996).
Pressman ( 1997) argues that in procedural programs, unit testing (i.e. testing of
procedures) is necessary because it helps uncover certain kinds of errors which may
otherwise go undetected. The common errors detected via unit testing in procedural
programs include I) misunderstood or incorrect arithmetic pre;:edence, 2) mixed mode
operations, 3) incorrect initialisation, 4) pre;:ision inaccuracy, and 5) incorrect symbolic
representation of an expression. In order to uncover these types of errors, developers
need to use one or more of the testing techniques that are sununarised in section 2.2.4.1.
In object-oriented programs, a method in a class is considered as a program written in a
procedural language, and is, therefore, tested for the same errors as indicated by
POOS$man (1997) (i.e. like a procedural program unit). D'Souza & LeBlanc (1994)
motivate the need to test methods in object-oriented programs as follows:
"But is it really necessary to test the routines [methods] individually? In other
words, is it sufficient to teat classes only at the cluster level and class level?
Although the answer may seem affinnative, in actuality such testing may be
quite inadequate. This is because such an approach to testing cannot guarantee
statement adequacy for the class code. Consequently there will be some
executable parts of the class code that may remain untested, leading to an overal!
Jack of quality of class implementation. However, if routines [methods] are
tested individually, there will be an assurance that all executable code has been
tested to some degree, and there will be more confidence in its corre;:tness." (p.
33).

In obje<:t-oriented programs, methods in a class interact witb each otbcr by modifying
tbe set of shared variables (i.e. the instance variables oftbe class) of the object tbat
encapsulates them (Alexander, 1999; Barbey, 1997; Barbey & Strohmeier, 1994b). The
interactions between methods in a class must be tested for errors. Testing such
interactions constitutes class testing in object-oriented programs, and is the similar to
the integration testing of procedural programs which is discussed later in this chapter
(Harrold & Rothermel, 1994; Kim & Wu, 1996b; Kirani & Tsai, 1994).
Binder (2000) and D'Soll7ll& LeBlanc (1994) argue that class testing is necessacy and
should be performed after method testing for the fo!lowing reasons:
i)

Many errors go undeteded, if class testing is minimal or skipped altogether. This
is because. ensuring the metbods of a class function correctly by themselves
does not guarantee that they will function correctly when used in conjunction
with other metbods in the same class; and

ii)

If class level errors escape class testing, tbey will be much harder and expensive
to correct wh~n identified later in the development (i.e. during Integration or

system testing).
The survey of literature indicates that some class !~sting techniques have been
developed by tailoring existing procedural testing techniques to suit an object-oriented
class structure, while other class testing techniques have been developed anew, In
general, four categories of class testing techniques bave been identified. These are
swnmarised in figure 2.4.
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The four categories of the testing techniques, as represented in the diagram in figure 2.4,
are exwnined individually in the following subsections.
Class Testing Using Data Flow Testing Techniques
Most of the surveyed class data flow testing techniques are based on different software
development artifacts (where the class is specified) in order to generate \e3t cases. For
example, Hnrrold & Rothennel's (1994) class data flow testing technique is based on
the code of the class. Hong, Kwon, & Cha's (1995) technique is based on the
diagrammatic representation of the class as a finite state machine. Kim eta!. (1999) use
a class UML state diagram to perfonn data flow testing. In these studies, specialised
algorithms are used to transfonn the initial artifact into a flow graph automatically. A
flow graph depicts the logical control of a program using specialised graphic notations.
A flow graph allows variable definitions and uses (also known as def-use pairs) to be
easily identified (Harrold & Rothermel, 1994; Hong, Kwon, & Chn, 1995; Kim, Hung,
Bae, & Cha, 1999a).
At this point, data flow testing techniques (see section 2.2.4.1) can be directly applied to
test the flow graph representation of the class. Whilflthe techniques proposed in Hong
et al., (1995); Kim et al., (1999a) are specification-based and can be applied in the
absence of class source code, the technique proposed in Harrold & Rothennel, (1994) is
program-based. All techniques were found to be relatively effective in uncovering errors
in a class and all techniques can be automated.
Boujruwah, Saleh, & A!-Dallal (2000) adopt a different approach to class testing using
dais flow techniques. They instrument the class code by manually inserting software

probes whose objective is to collect infonnation about the definitions and uses of \he
variables while the class under test is executing. After class execution, the collected
information is tabulated and analysed against the class specifications, which is portrayed
using an extended version of finite state machines. Boujruwah, Saleh, & AI-Dallal
(2000) claim that this analysis helps detect possible class errors. While this approach

was shown to be effective, its practicality may be questionable given \hot class
instrumentation and result tabulation may prove to be quite tedious for large and
complex applications. Besides, no indication was found that these steps can be
automated (Boujarwah, Saleh, & Al-Dallal, 2000).

Class Testing Using State-Based Testing
Many studies agree that an object-oriented class can be modelled as a finite state
machine. In this context, Binder (2000} argues that:
"The packaging of instance variables and methods iuto a class is fundamental to
object-oriented programming. The resulting interactions, dependencies, and
constraints on message sequences are collectively called behaviour. Although,
the number of message sequences and instance variable value combinations is
infinite for practical purposes, a state machine can nevertheless provide u
compact and predL~table model of[class] behaviour." (p. 176).
Many studies have used class finite state machine models to develop test cases to

identify errors. Examples include the studies presented in Gao, Kung, Hsia, Toyoshima,
& Chen, (1995; Hoffman & Strooper, (1995, 1997); Kung el al., 1994; Turner &

Robson, (1993, 1995). The models described in these studies have in common the fact
that they analyse instances of a class (i.e. objects) as a collection of states which are
determined by the values of class instance variables. These studies have developed
variations of the test case generation algorithm developed by Chow (1978). The
objective ofsuch algorithms is to identifY sequences of methods that cause erroneous
class state transitions to occur.
Other studies use state-based testing concepts in a different manner (Battig, 1998;
Binder, 2000; Firesmith, 1993; Jezequel & Meyer, 1997; Marick, 19950; Rangaraajan,
1999; Wang, King, & Wickburg, !999). In these studies, a class is instrumented with
statementsl which are commonly referred to as built-in test code or simply BIT. An
exception is Rangaraajan's (1999) study where BIT is not embedded in the class itself,
but instead in a special program external to the class, yet capable of accessing the
encapsulated class state infonnation.In any case, the objective of BIT is to ensure that
instances of a class (i.e. objects) do not assume invalid states. Since class
instrumentation with BIT entails the insertion ofadditional code in the class under test
(which means that the class will be different from wbat was originally specified in the
Generally, such statements l!fC categorised a3 ofprc-IUld post-conditions und irwarlao!S {Meyer, 1997).
PrxonditiOM IIJe amrtions of what should be true before an algorithm starts. Post-conditions arc
.,,.rt\ons of what should be true after the algorithm end!.

!
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class requirements), it is possible that new errors may be introduced. In addition, it is
also possible that the instnnnented code may interact with the code that provides the
required functionality of the class Wid generate errors. Consequently, the use of BIT is
controversial in some circles. Some authors regard built-in tests as intrusive to the
ultimate purpose of software (Andersen, 1996; Rangaraajm~, 1999). Others have found
built-In tests to decrease software perfonnance Wid Increase development costs (Battig,
1998; RST, 1994). Nevertheless, there are other researchers who have found BIT
effective in increasing the error-revealing ability ofa class, and therefore beneficial to
the testing classes (Battig, 1998; Binder, 1994a).
In general, state-based testing techniques were found to be able to detect statedependent errors (incorrect state, incorrect tmr..sitions, extra Wid missing state errors,
etc.) thu! were impossible to detect with other testing teclutiques. This supports the
recommendation that state-based testing is complementary to specification- Wid
program-based techniques. However, the existing controversies also suggest that more
empirical research is required in class ~tate-based testing.
Class Testing by Examining Pointers
D'Souza & LeBlanc (1994) claim that using pointer aliasing infonnation can be a
powerful way of detecting errors In object-oriented classes. Their technique works as
follows. The run-time structure of a class is examined and stored in a table of path
names. Each path name is comprised of an object reference or pointer and the dynamic
type of the object associated with that path name. Sorting the table reveals situations
where two or more object pointers (i.e. corresponding to path names) point to the same
object. These situations constitute anomalies and, therefore, suggest the presence of
errors (D'Souza & J., 1994). The authors used contrndiction to prove that this technique
is as powerful as other techniques developed at that time. An advantage of the technique
is that it discovers the causes rather than the symptoms of class errors. However, the
disadvantage is that the infonnation obtained by examining pointers can be too
voluminous. Consequently, the practicality of the technique may be adversely affected.
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Class Testing Based on Data Bindings
The objective of the technique presented in Kim & Wu, (1996b) is to test a class by
considering varying sequences of data interactions between class methods. Such
interactions are otherwise referred to as data bindings. The teclmique is based on the
premise that class instance variables are shnred among the methods defined in the class.
Flow graphs are constructed for each individual instance variable and the methods that
manipulate its data Such flow graphs are called slice-flow graphs. It is claimed that
testing all possible method call chains on n slice-flow graph will help recognise
incorrect method sequences and gecerate error-revealing test cases (Jorgensen &
Erickson, 1994). A method call chain constitutes a path that starts with a method that
calls another method and so on. A path6 ends when a method is reached which does not
make any calls of its own. Kim & Wu (1996b) claim thnt this methodology generates an
increased number of mutually independent test cases faster 1111d easier in comparison to
other class testing techniques, but they do not specify what other class testing
tcclmiques are beiug referred to.
Integration Testing
Integration testing is indispensable in testing programs for errors because unit testing
cnn never reveal integration-level errors (Jorgensen & Erickson, 1994). In this context,
Pressmnn (1997) argues about the necessity 1111d value of integration testing for
procedural programs in that:
''The problem, of course, is "putting them [the proeedures] together"-interfacing.
Data can be lost across an interface; one module [procedure] can have an
inadvertent, adverse effect on one another; sub functions [procedures], when
combined, may not produce the desired major function; individually acceptable
imprecision may be magnified to unacceptable levels; global data structures can
present problems - sadly the Jist goes on and on." (pp. 498-499).
An identical argument is put forward by Binder (2000) for the integration of objectoriented classes where he suggests that integration testing reflects the relationship and
interaction among a set of objects thnt interface with each other, assuming a correct
behaviour for every single object involved (Chen et al., 1999; Overbeck, 1994; Tai &
' Sucb palhs an: also known as MM-path; {Jorgensen, 2002; Jorgensen & Erickson, 1994).

Daniels, 1999). Binder (2000) strengthens his argument by using Weyuker's (1989)
antieomposition axiom and its interpretation for object-oriented programs by Percy &
Kaiser (1990). According to Weyuker's IUltioomposition axiom, the adequate testing of
individual classes in a program is not equivalent to the adequate testing of the integrated
classes or system of classes (Perry & Kaiser, 1990; Weyuker, 1989).
It cllll, therefore, be concluded that integration errors would go undetected by just
testing the program units (i.e. procedures or classes) in isolation. In the discussion that
follows, the tenn unit will be used generically to refer to both procedures (in procedural
programs) and classes (in object-oriented programs), when the discussion is applicable
to both object-oriented and procedural programs. Otherwise, the designated tenns (i.e.
procedures and classes) will be used.
Binder's (2000) comprehensive work on object-oriented testing and works of a similar
nature on procedural program testing (e.g. Beizer (1990); Sommerville, (1995);
Pressman (1997)) show that systematic integration testing patterns have been developed
and used since the early 1970s. Some of these integration patterns rely on the type of
dependencies between units. For instance, one type of dependency is the client-server
dependency which describes which unit uses other units (i.e. the client) nnd which unit
is used by other units (i.e. the server).
Integrntion patterns thnt rely on dependeneies that exist in both object-oriented and
procedural programs are equally applicable to both types ofprogrom.s. Consequently,
such patterns mny be equally efflll:tive to uncover integration errors in both objectoriented and procedural programs. For instance, client-server relationships exist in both
object-oriented and procedural programs, therefore, integration patterns that rely on
client server relationships can be used to integrate test programs in both paradigms.
Other integmtion patterns rely solely on object-oriented specific dependencies (e.g.
aggregation, association, inheritance, etc.). In such cases, their applicability is confined
to object-oriented programs. In this context, Jorgensen & Erickson (1994) distinguish
between procedural and object-oriented integration testing by stating th11t:
"Because [in object-orientation] the concept of main program is minimised,
there is no clearly defined integration structure. Thus [unlike in procedural
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systems] there is no decomposition tree to impose the question of integration
testing order of objects." (p. 33).
The most popular and frequently cited integration patterns are swnmarised in lhe
following se<:tions.
Big Bang Intewtion
Big bang integration requires that all units be brought together wilhout considering their
dependencies or the risk that such integration may bring about (Binder, 2000). This type
of integration may be the appropriate approach for monolithic procedural systems where
it is impossible to separate tightly coupled units or for poorly designed object-oriented
implementations (Foote & Yoder, I 997). Binder (2000) claims that big bang integration
targets errors in an ambiguous and opportunistic way and is therefore, discouraged. In
this context, Beizer (1984) says:

"In its purest (and vilest) fonn, big-bang testing is no method at all-'Let's fire it
up and see if it works!' It doesn't of course." (p. 160).
Binder (2000) continues, by saying:
"A common result of [big bang integration] is that there are so many interfuce
hugs [errors] that the system barely runs, defeating Big Bang Integration tests
and making it hard to know where to look for and diagnose a failure." (p. 651).
Binder's (2000) statement suggests that the principal drawback of big bang integration
is error correction difficulty, due to the fact that developers are likely to have only few
indications about the location of errors, and hence are unable to easily correct them.
Bottom-Up Intemtion
Bottom-up integration testing requires the development of a dependency hierarchy
showing which units are clients (i.e use other units) and which are servers (i.e. are used
by other units). The servers which are located at the bottom of the dependency hierarchy

are tested first. Generally, complete testing ofa. server requires that its interface with the
client be tested for possible errors. In this case, a driver is developed. A driver is a
simplified throwaway version of a client, whose objective is to temporarily imitate and
exercise the actual interface between the actual client and the server. When errors are
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identified and removed from the setver, softwru:e developers work their way up the
dependency hierarchy and itemtively replace drivers with actual units until all units are
integrated into the working software. Binder (2000) and Jorgensen (1995} suggest that
driver development is the most significant cost of bottom up integration. Such cost,
however, may be offset if drivers are designed to be reusable (Gamma & Beck, 1998).
In general, the effectiveness of bottom-up integration to uncover integration errors h115
been played down in some studies (Solheim & Rowland, 1993), and confirmed In others
(Jakobsen, 1998).
Top-Down Integration
Like bottom-up integration, top-down integration requires the development ofa
dependency hierarchy showing clients and servers. Unlike bottom-up integration, units
at the top of the dependency hierarchy, i.e. the clients, are tested first A client that is
being tested for errors may need to usc a setver that hilS not been tested yet. In this eliSe,
a dummy setver is written to temporarily replace the actual setver. The dummy setver-is
also known as a stub. A stub h115 the same interface as the unit it is supposed to
substitute and a very limited functionality (Pfleeger, 1991; Sonunerville, 1996). The
stub is used until the all errors in the client have been identified and corrected. Client
testing is repeated across the different levels of the dependency hierarchy by
substituting stubs with full functionality units, and stubbing lower level servers (Binder,
2000). Reaching the servers at the bottom of the dependency hierarchy signals the
completion of top-down integration. Binder (2000) Wld Sonunerville (1996) suggest that
top-down integration helps discover unnoticed design errors early in system
development, while providing early demonstrotions of end-\o-end system functionality.

The cost of driver development in top down integration Is minimal, but it is offset by the
cost of stub development. Solheim & Rowland (1993) studied different integration
testing patterns with respect to their error detection ability. They found that top-down
integration had a higher error detection rate, which they attnbute to the fact that topdown integration patterns exercise more components per test case than other patterns
do. Finally, the literature suggests that there is more throwaway code in top-down
integration than bottom-up integration, implying that top-down integration is more
.costly (!orgensen, 1995).
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Object-Oriented Integration
In recent years, the integration of object-oriented classes appears to have received
special attention in literature. This is attributed to the fact that object-oriented classes
are subject to wtique kinds of relationships, namely, inheritance, aggregation, and
association. These types of relationships may contain errors, which must be detected
during the integration of the classes (AleJtander, 1999a).
A seminal study on object-oriented integration testing was carried out by Harrold,
McGregor & Fitzpatrick (1992). This study focused on error identification between
classes related by inheritance. The proposed technique incrementnlly updates parent
class testing information to reflect modified, inherited and newly defined elements (e.g.
instance variables and/or methods) in the subclasses (Harrold, McGregor, & Fitzpatrick,
1992). This work has been eJttended by A!eJtander & Offutt (1999) where errors
resulting from palymorphic relationships between classes in inheritance hierarchies are
cansidered. These errors are identified using a hierarchy of coupling criteria that
fonnalises the different levels of dependency that can exist between classes in objectoriented programs (Alexander, 1999, 1999a; Jin & Offutt, 1995, 1997, 1998).
Several other studies have aimed at determining the order in which classes should be
tested and integrated in object-oriented programs (Andersen, 1996; Chen eta!., 1999;
Jeron, Jezequel, Traon, & Morel, 1999; Kung, Gao, Hsia, Toyoshima, & Chen, 1995d;
Kung, Gao, Hsia, Lin, & Toyoshima, 1995a; Labiche, Thevenod-Fosse, Waeselynck, &
Durand, 2000; Tai & Daniels, 1999). All these studies have in common the fact that
they all use the inheritance, aggregation and association relationships as criteria to
determine the order in which classes are tested for errors and integrated. In addition, the
surveyed studies attempt to minimise the number of stubs and drivers that need to be
developed to help testing and to minimise cost. These studies differ in the algorithms
used to identify class integration order.
Svstem Testing
According to Binder (2000) the scope of system testing comprises a complete integrated
application. The test cases derived using system testing techniques focus on finding
errors with functional (i.e. conformance to requirements) and non-functional (i.e.
performance, stress, security, and load) capabilities (Humphrey, 1989a). System testing
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of object-oriented programs has the snme goal as system testing nfprocedural programs,
i.e. to ensure that the collaboration of the individual units (i.e. procedures or classes)
solves the target problem correctly and consistently without errors (Barbey, 1997;
McGregor, 1999a; McGregor& Sykes, 1992). Consequently, there is consensus in the
literature that system testing in both procedural and object-oriented programs, is
essentially the same (Binder, 2000; Duncan, Robson, & Munro, 1999; Irvine & Offutt,
1995; McGregor, 1998b). Two system testing techniques appear to be most popular in
literature. These techniques are l) use case testing, and 2) operational profile testing.
Use Case Testing
Use case testing appears to be a popular system testing technique (Binder, 2000;
Jacobson, Booch, & Rumbaugh, 1999; Jacobson et al., 1992). Jacobson et al, (1992)
define a use case as follows:
"A use case is a specific way of using the system hy perfonning some part of the
functiiJnality. Each use case constitutes a complete course of events initiated by
an actor and it specifies the internction that takes place between an actor and the
system. A use case is thus a special sequence of related transactions perfonned
by an actor and the system in a dialogue." (p. !59).
Binder (2000) describes the details of the use case testing technique. In essence, use
case testing comprises three main steps, nnmely, use case development, test case
development, and execution of use cases using the appropriate test cases. In general,
Binder (2000) suggests that use case testing is good at uncovering the following types
of errors:
i)

domain, logic, and incorrect data handling errors,

ii)

incorrect or missing dependency on system states established by prior use cases,

iii)

undesirable system feature interactions, and

iv)

omitted or not required system ~pabilities, etc.

The principal problem with use case development and testing is that there are no
generally accepted guidelines that indicste the correct degree of specificity of a use
case. This directly affects the quality of the test cases generated and therefore, whether
such test cases will successfully uncover all errors.
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Operational Profile Testing
Operatioml proflle testing is driven by the motivation that the frequency of failures
(caused by errors in a system) experienced by the user is proportional to the frequency
with which different operations of the system are used. The latter is referred to a.s
operational usage frequency (Binder, 2000; Musn, 1993a).ln this context, Musa (1993)
says that:
"Testing driven by an operational profile is very efficient because it identifies
failures (and hence the faults [errorn] causing them) on average, in order ofh[)W
often they occur. This approach rapidly increases reliability-reduces failure
intensity-per unit of exe.:ution time because the failures that occur most
frequently -:;:;.-•. caused by the faultyopcm.tions used more frequently. Users will
also detect failures in order of their frequency, if they have not already been
found in test." (p. 28)
This type of testing has been found to be well-suited to test both procedural and objectoriented programs (Binder, 2000; Collofello, 1988). Operational profile testing is also
called statistical testing (Walton & Poore, 2000; Walton, Poore, & Trammell, 1995).
Binder (2000) suggests a generic approach to conduct operational profile testing where
the tester is supposed to prepare an operational profile of the systern under test
Typically, an operational profile ranks system use cases and operations on the basis of
their relative frequency of usage. The testing resources are allotted to use case testing
according to their relative usage frequency. This is considered an advantage given
testing budgetary constraints (Binder, 2000; Walton et al., 1995). The main drawback
associated with operational profile testing is the relative difficulty in estimating
accurately operational profiles for the system under test. Despite this, evidence of the
effectiveness of operational profile testing has been reported in several experience
reports, which can be found in Chang, Liao, Seidman, & Chapman, (1998); Musa,
(1998); Runeson & Regnell, (1998); and Wohlin & Runeson, (1994).
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2.2.4.3 Summary and Evaluation ojTes/ing
Testing is commonly referred to us the execution of a program with the intent to find
errors. The discussion about testing was made from two perspectives. First, testing
techniques were categorised on the basis of the criteria used to generate test cases,
which help expose errors. Second, testing techniques were categorised on the basis of
the levels of abstraction that software development normally goes through. Where
pos.~ible, comparisons

between testing techniques applied to the two most popul!lf

development paradigms (procedural and object-oriented) were made.
Clearly, there existr. a plethora of testing techniques that can be used to identify errors at
different levels of abstraction of software using different criteria. Commonly, these
techniques are detective in nature nnd despite the fact that they may be based on
different development artifacts (e.g. design artifacts) to generate test cases, they are all
mennt to identify errors in executable artifacts (i.e. code artifacts). In addition, there are
mnny testing techniques, all of which are different and nre specialised to target different
types of errors. This implies that there is no such thing as the best technique. Existing
research suggests that some testing techniques complement each other, and
consequently, they shonld be applied in combination with each other. For example,
specification-based techniques should be combined with program-based techniques in
order to test program units. Once tested individually, the interactions among units must
be tested using integration testing patterns. Finally the system represented by the

developed software must be tested as well using system testing techniques.
There is widespread agreement in literature that, when properly combined, testing
techniques may be able to detect most errorn in code artifacts (Jorgensen, 2002).
Neverth~!ess,

e)[isting research does not seem to hnve systematically addressed issues

concerning which combinations of testing te~:hniques are best at uncovering different
types of errors. In addition, many of the surveyed testing techniques arc fairly
sophisticated and complex. As a result, successful application may require experience,
training, and other resources. Consequently, applying many complementary testing
techniques may be costly. The cost factor may be a deterrent to their use in practice.
Besides, the fact that testing techniques focus mainly on code artifacts means that
although they may be successful in detecting errors, additional work may be still
required in removing the detected errors. This may be particulnrly expensive for errors
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injected during the early phases of software development, i.e. pre-code artifacts
(Hevner, 1997).
2.2.5 Summary and Evaluation of Error Detection Approache.>1

In section 2.2, a variety of error detection approaches were discussed, Error detection
presupposes that the errors have already been injected into a development artifact and it
is the developer's task to identifY and remove them. As pointed out in the beginning of
section 2.2, two broad categories of error detection approaches are recognised, namely
execution- and non-execution-based. Initially, in section 2.2.1 and 2.2.2 reviews and
inspection techniques were covered. In section 2.2.3, the use ofmetrics to detect errorprone sections of development artifact was discussed. These error det«tion approaches
are non-execution-based. In section 2.2.4, the different approaches to testing software
were explained. Testing approaches are execution-based.
The survey of literature has identified some studies, which have attempted to compare
techniques from execution and non-execution based categories. For example, Roper
(1994) cites the results of some studies carried out by Basili & Selby (1987) and
Lauterbach & Randall ( 1989) where code reading, specification- and program-based
testing techniques are compared. In general, the findings are consistent in the conclusion
that code reading is more effective in detecting errors than both specification- and
program-based testing.
The findings of the experiment conducted by Roper, Wood, & Miller (1997) comparing
and contrasting between code reviews, specification- and program-based testing, are
interesting, because they conclude that the relative strengtlls of a testing technique
depends on the nature of the program and its errors. This suggests that an additional
activity that developers need to perform before embarking on error detection. is to
choose an error detection approach that best suits their application. No systematic work
appears to have been carried out in this area, implying that making an informed decision
about what error detection approach to use might turn out to be an expensive
proposition. Roper, Wood, & Miller(l997) also found that the effectiveness ofa
technique depends on the human component, because different subjects using the same
technique did not identitY the same errors (Roper et al., !997). This suggests that the
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background of the programmer and the progrrunmer's knowledge about errors have a
direct effect on the effectiveness of a testing teclutique.
There is agreement in literature that knowledge about errors is important for both
execution- and non-execution-based error detection approaches (Ciolkowski, 1999;
Laitenberger et al., 1999a; Lanubile eta!., 1998; Overbeck, 1994), The work of
Lanubile eta!. (1998), however, is the only one that suggests that knowledge about
errors can be accumulated using error abstraction. While the idea of error abstraction
was shown to be effective, it fails to specify what exactly should be abstracted about
errors and why. This needs further investigation.
The survey of literature shows that there exist many error detection approaches, most of
which require experience and automation (for testing techniques), and while these
approaches may be effective, they can alro be expensive and time consuming to apply.
In addition, error detection approaches are limited to error detection only. This mellllS
that error detection is a way to assess the quality of an artifact, not a remedy by itself
(Hendrickson, 2001). In order to obtain an error free artifact, additional work is required
to remove the detected errors from the artifact. This additional error removal work may
vary depending on which phi!Se of the development errors were injected and how far
from that point they were detected. There exists significant evidence in the 1iternture
that the farther an error is from its injection point, the more expensive that error is to
correct (Boehm, 1981, 1987a; Boehm & BI!Siti, 2001). Although, error detection and
correction increase the amount of work by developers, it should be stipulated that error
detection and correction still do not guarantee error-free artifacts and software. This is
because the co=tion ofa detected error may actually introduce new errors. This
requires regression testing to detect errors that may have been introduced during the
correction of previously detected errors (Leung, 1995; Rothermel & Harrold, 1996).
This suggests that producing error-free software artifacts using error detection may be a
lengthy and costly process.
The following section examines what error prevention approaches can offer. Error
prevention means that software artifacts are constructed in a way that error injection is
averted. The next section shows that less research has addressed error prevention as
opposed to error detection. However, the reviewed work suggests that error prevention
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relics heavily on error detection in two ways, First, it relies on knowledge about the
error:s that error detection has genereted. Second, it relies on the use of error detection
approaches as soon as artifacts or their pllrl.'l have been developed.

2.3 Error Prwention Approaches
As stated in the beginning of this chapter, the aim of error prevention is to prevent

errors from being introduced into a software artifact. Jones (1985) suggests that error
prevention is about "do[ing] it [development artifact] right the first time" (p. 150).
Figure 2.3 (shown in the beginning of this chapter) shows that research on error
prevention can be classified into four categories. Firstly, significant work has been done
to prevent error injection into requirements artifucts.1bis work is discussed in section
2.3.1. Secondly, several studies have focused on the analysis of the causes leading to
error introduction as the basis for error prevention. These studies are summarised in
section 2.3.2. Thirdly, section 2.3.3 presents an error prevention methodology called
Cleanroom software development. Finally, section 2.3.4 discusses some studies that use
metrics to prevent errors.
2.3.1 Preventing Errors in Requirements Artifacfll
Many studies consider requirements artifacts critical to the entire software development
e)(ercise (Lamsweerde, 2000). 1bis is because other development artifacts (e.g. design,
code etc.) rely on requirements artifacts and any errors injected and not removed from
the requirements artifacts are likely to be carried over to subsequent development
artifacts. The literature survey suggests that there ore different approaches to prevent
errors from being injected into requirements artifacts. A summary of the surveyed
approaches is provided in figure 2.5 and each of these are discussed in tum in the
following sections.
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Figure 2.5 - Summary of Requirements Error Prevention Approaches

2.3.1.1 Go11/Ana(ys/s
Lrunweerde (2000) argues that requirements errors can be avoided by using goal
analysis. A goal is an objective that mU51 be achieved by the software under
consideration (Lrunsweerde, 2000, 2001; Letier & Lamsweerde, 2002). The rationale
behind goal analysis is that requirements are refinements of the system goals and "are
sufficient to establish the goals they are refining." (Lrunsweerde, 2000, p.7) (Anton &
Potts, 1998; Lamsweerde & Lcticr, 1998). The principal advantage of incorporating
goals into the requirements development is thnt goals provide a criterion for sufficient
completeness of a requirements specification artifact (Lamsweerde, 2001 ).
Consequently, software goal identification is the first step towards avoiding omission
errms {Mylopoulos, Chung, & Yu, 1999). Software omission errors occur when
nece~.sary information is

omitted from requirements artifacts. Second, goals help

identify not only all functional requirements', but also the non-functional ones!
(Leveson, 1995; Mylopoulos et al., 1999; Nixon, 1993). Third, goal representation
greatly facilitates the early phases of software development and provides a rationale for
the stakeholders of the software supporting the proposed requirements (Lrunsweerde,
200 I; Lamsweerde & Letier, 1998; Mylopoulos et a!., 1999). Fourth, incorporating
goals into the requirements specification helps to avoid irrelevant requirements, which
are frequently considered as deficiencies of requirements artifacts (e.g. extraneous
infonnation error) (Lamsweerde, 2001).

' Funt!lonal requirements lead Ill pDrlleular fimotions or sm>i<:«< that the system is expected to deliver
(LBmsweerde, 200!). Functional requircmcnts are stated fonn•lly nnd nrc enforced during the
implementation. (Mylopoulos etal., 19'99),
1Non·functional requirements are global qualiUos of the proposed software suth as flexibility,
maintainability, useability, extensibility, performance, seturlty, ••fety, etc (Lamsweerde, 2001). Non·
fimotional requirements nre nonnally stated infonnally and ore often contentious. For example,
perfonnontc goals usually Interfere with flexibility gool.s (Mylopoulos ct nl., 1999).
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2.$.1.2 Viewpoint Analysis

Larnsweerde (2000) suggests that another way to prevent requirements errors from
being introduced into requirements artifacts is by using viewpoints (Kaindl, 1995; Potts,
1995; Potts, Takahashi, & Anton, 1994). Viewpoints constitute all end-users or other
systems that are interfaced to the software whose requirements are being specified
(Kotonya & Sommerville, 1996). For exwnple, in the ATM system described by
Kotonya & Sommerville (1996) some of the identified viewpoints include the bank
manager, the home customer, the foreign customer, security officer, etc.I.arnsweerde
(2000) suggests that viewpoint consideration helps point out possible inconsistency
errors in requirements. Inconsistency errors exist if information in one part of a
requirements artifact contradicts infonnation in other parts. However, Kotonya (1996)
criticises viewpoint analysis by suggesting that it lends itself to the possibility of
individual viewpoints being considered in isolation from other viewpoints. Therefore,
viewpoint analysis lucks the ability to depict possible intemctions between viewpoints.
For ClUllllple, in a banking software application the interaction between a bank customer
viewpoint and a bank manager viewpoint, in which the m8tlager allows the customer to
overdraw his accoWit, may not be very clear.
Viewpoint analysis is similar to perspective-based reading (see section 2.2.2.3) be;:ause
different perspectives are involved. The difference consists of the fact that in viewpoint
analysis different perspectives are employed to construct 8tl artifact, whereas in
perspe;:tive-based reading different perspectives are employed to review an artifact that
has already been comtructed (not ne;:essarily by using different viewpoints).
2.3.1.3 Use Case Analysis

Another type of analysis that can be used to avoid requirements errors is called use case
analysis. Use case analysis is also known as scenario analysis. A use case comtitutes a
chronological sequence of interactions, events and exceptions, which result when the
system collaborates with one or more of its users (see section 2.2.4.2). Potts (1995)
suggests that one important advantage of use case analysis is that it can illwninate,
before implementation, how a proposed system is likely to affect its actual users in
different usage situations. Therefore, this may help avoid requirements errors. Use cases
are also said to be helpful for validation purposes {Fickas, Karat, Johnson, & Potts,
1994; McGregor, 1998a). However,one problem inl!erent in use cases relates to the
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likelihood of combinatorial explosions when all possible behaviour.:; are enumerated
(Lamsweerde, 2000). Consequently, use case analysis for complex software may be
costly and time consuming, unless automated. Lamsweerde (2000) also suggests that
use cases are procedural in nature and this may lead to overspecification which can be
considered a disadvantage.
2.2.1.4 Protatyplng
Prototyping can also be used to prevent requirements errors (Davis et al., 1993b). A
prototype presents the users with an inexpensive and executable imitation of the
required software where they can see directly whether the requirements provided by the
prototype correctly fulfil their needs (Mason & Carey, 1983; Saiedian & Dale, 2000).
This helps developers to get users to identifY any possible requirements errors that
might have been injected in the requirements artifacts early. Prototype development has
been found particularly helpful in avoiding incorrect fact errors in interactive systems
(Mason & Carey, 1983). Incorrect fact errors exist when information in the artifact
conflicts with general domain knowledge or with what the user expects to be delivered
by the software. While there is growing consensus that prototype development is a
critical prerequisite to specifY correct requirements, it must be added that prototype
development is also expensive, because prototypes are meant to be disposable samples
of the required software (Andriole, 1994; Mason & Carey, 1983; Saiedian & Dale,
20[)0; Sommerville, 1996). Another danger is that sometimes developers choose to
evolve a 'good' prototype into the required software, allowing Jess-than-ideal solutions
to be delivered (PressmM, 1997). An extensive discussion of different prototype
development techniques and their advantages and disadvantages can be found in Carey
& Mason, (1983) and Uri>an, (1992).

2.3.1.5 Formal Methotk
Formal methods constitute an alternative way to prevent requirements errors. Formal
methods use applied mathematics, typically formal logic, to develop requirements
artifacts. Generally, formal methods describe a system as a mathematical model and
have been found very effective in preventing all types of requirements errors
(Ciolkowski, 1999). The literature suggests that there exist several formal methods to
prevent requirements errors (Easterbrook et al., 1998; Greenspan, Mylopoulos, &
Borgida, 1994; Heitmeyer, Kirby, & Labaw, 1997; Heitmeyer, Jeffords, & Labaw,
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1996; Lemoine, Marre, P., & Wippler, 1998). Despite the effectiveness of these formal
methods to prevent requirements errors, they suffer from several disadvantages which
have limited their application in the industry. First, formal methods are costly because:
a) they are difficult to learn and understand, b) they are tedious and time-consuming,
and, c) they require training of developers. Second, requirements specification artifacts
developed using formal methods are highly technical and therefore difficult for users to
read especially if they typically work in non-technical domaius. Third, the application of
formal methods is application domain-dependent. For instance, formal methods have
been found easily applicable and very effective to prevent requirements errors in
embedded software. However, formal methods appear to be very complex to apply in
information systems software perfonning data transformations (Ciolkowski, 1999).
2.3.1.6 Summary
In section 2.3.1 approaches preventing errors from being injected into requirements
artifacts have been discussed. Some of the approaches are specialised and prevent
certain types of requirements errors (e.g. gonls analysis is cited to be good at avoiding
omission errors, etc.). During the application of such approaches, the prevention of
other types of errors may occur, but this does not appear to be systematic. This implies
that these approaches may be more effective if used in conjunction with each other.
Formal methods appear to be an exception, and help to prevent most types of errors.
Yet, they suffer from several disadv110tages which make them impractical and rather
difficult to use. This may explain the lack of popularity offonnal methods in general in
the industry.
2.3.2 Error Prevention Using Error Causal Analysis
Many studies have been carried ont in prestigious companies, such as IBM, NEC,
Computer Sciences Corporation (CSC) and Lucent Technologies with respect to error
prevention (Card, 1998; Gale, Tirso, & Burchfield, 1990; Kajihara, Amarniya, & Saya,
1993; Leszak, Perry, & Stoll, 2000; Mays eta!., 1990). These have been reported over a
10 year period (1990-2000) and propose team-based error cause analysis in order to
prevent errors from being introduced into development artifacts. The surveyed studies
are conceptually similar, yet there are minor differences in the way they are
implemented.
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First, the common cornerstone of the surveyed error prevention approaches is causal
analysis. Cnusal!UUilysis is commonly carried out in meetings, where the possible cause
or causes leading to shortlisted errors 9 are identified, discussed and agreed upon by n
group of developers. TyPicnlly, error cause nnnlysis meetings are cnrried out at the
completion ofn development phnse. Causal annlysis involves the abstmction of errors in
generic terms and their classification into categories of error causes. The meeting also
determines the prevention actions (also referred to as remedial actions, countermeasures
etc.) and development phase changes to avoid similar errors from recurring in the
future. In all studies, the aim of causal analysis and the generation of preventative
nctions is to achieve what Mays nt al. (1990) refer to as "defect [error] extinction"which means removing all existing errors from an artifact and preventing their future
oecurrences.
Second, another common element wnong the surveyed studies is the employment of
designated action teams with the objective of ensuring that the preventive actions
suggested in the cause analysis meetings are actually implemented. In all studies, the
information about errors, erro~ causes, preventive actions, and preventive action
implementation results obtained by the action tewns, is systematically recorded into
indexed repositories which are publicly accessible within the organisation.
Third, the dissemination of error information in the repositories (i.e. information
including error causes, preventive actiom, Wld preventive action implementation results
etc.) appears to be a common activity in all studies. However, in different organisations,
this is implemented in different ways. Mays et al. (1990) use systematic kickoff
meetings, which are conducted at the beginning of R development phase to prepare
developers for the work of the phase. Kajihnm et al. (1993) disseminate information
through !mining sessiom, seminars etc. In both cases, the information that is
accumulated in the repositories is discussed among developers who are about to embark
on a development phase or projeet, with particular focus on common error lists.
Common error lists constitute compilations of errors thnt are expected to meur
frequently during a development phase or entire ooftware proje~:t. Both Cnrd (1998) Wld
Leszak et al. (2000) recognise the importwlce of the dissemination of the accwnulnted
• Shonlls!ed errors are lden!lficd ll!lng error dc!cction !e<lmlques.
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error infonnation (i.e. the infonnation in the repositories), but have not shown how
exactly this dissemination must occur.
Error prevention using causal annlysis has been found to be very effective in reducing
the number of errors committed during the various phases of software development.
Empiricnl evidence supporting the error prevention capability and productivity is
provided in Card, (1998); Gale eta!., (1990); Kajihara et al., (1993); Lesmk et nl.,
(2000) and Mays et nl., (1990). Some drawbacks, however, have been identified. First,

the fact that causnl analysis to discuss errors injected in the artifact, !likes place at the
end of a development phase, presumes that error detection approaches (see section 2.2)
must have been applied to the artifact prior to the error cause analysis meetings. In all
studies, the use of such techniques is only alluded to. This suggests that error detection
techniques play an important role in effectiveness of error prevention using causal
analysis
The surveyed studies are inconsistent in the proposed error cause 10 categorisation
schemes. This may be attributed to the different nature of the software projects where
the shortlisted errors are found, organisational standards, practices, etc. In addition, the
cost of the resources required to administer error prevention, liS suggested above, is
quite significant, despite the fact that such cost is offset by the rewards resulting from
the implementation of cause-based error prevention (Chlilarege et nl., 1992). Last but
not least, these studies are commonly criticised in relation to their potential subjectivity,
due to total reliance on qualitative opinions. Such opinions appear to be solely based on
the human investigative capabilities of the developers who get involved in the causal
annlysis meetings to identify causes Wld attribute them to errors (Chillarege et al., 1992;
Fredericks & Basili, 1998).
To address the issue of subjectivity related to the error prevention methodologies
discussed above, Chillarege et nl. (1992) have proposed an Orthogonal Defect
Classification (ODC) methodology. The ODC methodology does not rely on developers
to speculate possible causes of errors, rather it uses an error categorisation scheme

,. A detailed rfu;=icn cf!he diff<II!nt error cause classificatlcn schemos is provided in chapter 6.
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which provides definitive easily measurable answers about error couses.ln this context,
Chillarege et al. (1992) state that:
"The goal [ofODC] is to provide an in-process mensurement paradigm to
extracting key infonnation from defects [errors] and enable the metering of
cause-effect relationships." (p. 944).
Chil\arege et al. (1992) add that:
"ODC essentially means that we categorize a defect [an error] into classes that
collectively point to the part of the process that need. attention, much like
chare.eterizing a point in a Cartesian system ofortbogonal axes by its (x, y, z)
coordinates." (p. 945)
ODC is based on two error11 attributes. First, the error type attribute, which
characterises what needs to be corrected, and can be linked to different phases of the
software development. Nonnally, errors injected in different phases of development,
bear their own signature in their distributicon for the phase where such errors arc
corrected, if such errors are charted using ODC's error type attribute. For simplicity,
such distributions of signatures are called baseline distribution signatures. At the
completion of each development phase, the number of different corrected errors
categorised by the error type attribute is charted. Any departure from baseline
distribution signature points to a deficient phase in the development that may be causing
errors. Consequently, further attention may be paid to that phase. This is known
software development process inferencing.
Second, the error trigger attribute constitutes a condition that can lead to the eKposure
of errors in an artifact. Chillarege et al. (1992) justify the need for and the usefulness of
error triggers thus:
''The concept of the trigger provides insight not on the development process
directly, but on the verification process. Ideally, the defect trigger distribution
for field defects [errors} should be similar to the defect [error] trigger
" In the original one publications, the lmn defect bas bun used (Cbillarege et at., 1992). In the
beginning of !Ills thesis, it was slated that tho t<:rm error would bo ll.'l<d tbrouglioul the thesis to represent
errors, defects, 1111d faults. In order to main consistency, in this thosls, the term error will be used to refer
to Chillnrege et. al.'s one defect tenn.

distribution found during system test. If there is a significant discrepancy
between the two distributions, it identifies potential holes in the system test
environment." (p. 950).
Therefore, error triggers measure the completeness and the effectiveness of the artifact
error detection activities, such as testing, reviews, inspections etc., and reiterate the fact
that error detection and error prevention are closely related.
While many studies llltest the effectiveness ofODC in identifying error-causing
development phases, there are some ODC implementation issues that are not very cle!ll'.
For instance, it is not clear in what way baseline distribution signatures w:e determined.
Also, corollary questions such as, the factors (e.g. project application domain, project
scope, experience of developers) determining the shape of baseline distribution
signatures are left unanswered.
Yu (1998) at Lucent Tectmologies takes a different approach to causal-analysis error
prevention. He reports that a team at Lucent Technologies have developed a catalogue
of C code errors commonly encountered during the coding of switching systems. The
development of the catalogue of C errors was based on interviews conducted with
various developers about common errors, their root causes and possible prevention
guidelines which would avoid their future introduction into code artifacl:i. The catalogue
ofC errors was used by the developers as a training and reference guide in the
development of subsequent releases of switching software. Yu (1998) reports that the
information provided by the catalogue ofC code errors helped reduce the risk of
introducing any of the catalogued errors into code artifacts, while reducing the cost of
testing and error correction. While Yu's (1998) study indicates the effectiveness of a
catalogue ofC code errors, it also raises many other questions for further research. For
instance, it raises the question of whether a similar catalogue would be equally effective
to help prevent errors in pre-coding phases of software development. The errors in Yu's

(1998) catalogue have been described in terms of causes and prevention guidelines. This
raises the question of what other error related information might help describe errors
better. In addition. Yu's (1998) catalogue is language-dependent and this fact raises the
question of whether similar catalogues would be equally effective in different languages
and development environments (e.g. Java, etc.). Finally, Yu's (1998) study did not
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indicate whether the catalogue of C errors has any effect on the productivity of
developers. Clearly, such iesues require investigation and they are addressed in this
thesis.
2.3.3 Cleanroom Software Development

Cleanroom software development focuses on error prevention rather than erro; detection
and correction, and has a primary objective of the development of software that exhibits
no failures in use (Linger & Trammell, 1996). Linger & Tranunell (1996) capture the
essence ofCleanroom software development processes as follows:
"Key characteristics of the Cleanroom process are the incremental development
lifecycle and independent quality assessment through statistical testing. The
deve!ojlment life cycle starts with a specification that not only defines function
and performance requirements, but also identifies operational usege of the
software and a nested sequence of user-function subsets that can be developed
and tested as increments which accumulate into the final system. Disciplined
software engineering methods provide design and verification teclutique~
required to correct software. Correctness verification by development teams is
used to identify and eliminate defects prior to any execution of the software."
(p.l).

Linger & TranuneU's (1996) statement reiterates the three principal elements of
Cleanroom software development which are carried out in a team effort using:
i)

an incremental development model;

ii)

a box structure specification and design, correctness verification and statistical

iii)

ongoing reviews.

testing; and

Incremental development models allow development stability, while providing users
with the opportunity for change. Incremental development allows the functionality of
software to be partitioned into a series of increments, which are developed and delivered
one by one. In Cleanroom software development, each increment is fonnally specified
and while it is being developed, its specification is frozen. This, however, does not
apply to the specification of remaining increments allowing users to change them
(Sommerville,l996, 1996a).

Cleanroom software development uses a box structure for requirements specification
and design representation. The bo)[ structure comprises three distinct forms of system
representation, known as the black box, the state box, and the clear bo)[. The black box
structure maps only external, user-observable box structure stimuli (inputs) into
software responses (outputs). The state box structure is derived and verified against a
corresponding black box and it encapsulates state-dependent data, in terms of data
structures. The state box maps each stimulus and an e)[isting state into a system
response and n new resulting state (also known as state transition). The clear box
structure contains the design of the procedures required to implement the state box
transitions.
When the system is specified and designed using these three box structures, its
correctness is verified. Correctness verification is performed using formal mathematical
proof techniques. While correctness verification has been found remarkably effective in
diminating errors early (Linger & Trammell, 1996}, it is also considered quite
expensive, difficult, and requires ~ignificant developer training. In this context,
Tranunell, Binder, & Snyder (1992) argue that:
"Although practitioners Jearn formal mathematical proof techniques in
Cleanroom training, a balance of formality and economy of effort is emphasized
in practice" (p. 87).
This implies that mathematical proof techniques may not always be economically
justified.
The goal of statistical testing, also known as operational profile testing (see above
section 2.2.4.2, Operational Profile Testing), is the measurement and certification of
software reliability rather than the identification of errors per se. Software reliability is
measured by observing the number of failures caused by errors that occur during the
execution of probable operational profiles (Sommerville, 1996). For e)[ample, if the
maximum number ofnllowable failures is e)[ceeded, redesign is warranted.
Reviews are checklist-driven (see above section 2.2.1 and 2.2.2) structured activities
involving the author of the artifact under review and at least another developer who has

not seen the artifact before, Hence, they are also referred to as peer reviews. Peer
reviews are orgllllised in order to detect any errors that might have been inje~;ted into
design and code artifacts and to check whether standards have been adhered to.
Many success stories highlighting the effectiveness of Cleanroom software development
have been reported in literature (Basili & Green, 1994; Hausler, Linger, & Trammell,
1994; Krasner, Terrel, Linehan, Arnold, & Ett, 1992; Linger, 1993, 1994; Linger&
Trammell, 1996; Oshana & Linger, 1999; Sommerville, 1996, 199611; Trammell,
Binder, & Snyder, 1992). These studies have commonly and consistently concluded that
Clennroom software development helps improve the quality of the delivered software in
terms of significant reductions in error rates, significEIIIt reductions in system failure rate
and the minimisation or total elimination of design and code compilation errors. In
addition, Linger & Trammell (1996) suggest that other improvements have been noted
in productivity, and return on investment Also, Linger & Trammell (1996) cite Ett &
Trammell (1996) noting that the Cleanroom software development does not recognise
pamdigm boundaries, implying that it can be easily and effectively applied to
procedural and object-oriented paradigms, etc.
One of the characteristics of Cleanroom software development that seems to have
caused controversy is the fact that unit testing and error correction (i.e. debugging) is
substituted by correctness verification and statistical testing. While Clennroom
proponents take pride in this fact due to the realised development cost savings
(Trammell et al., 1992), others consider it a dnngerous malpractice which contradicts
"known testing theory as well as common sense" (Seizer, 1997, p. 14).
Seizer (1997) contests the effectiveness of Cleanroom by arguing that "Its claimed
superiority is based on grievously flawed attempts nt controlled experiments." (p. 14),
implying that the appealing results reported in liternture are based on unfair and
sometimes invalid comparisons; Seizer (1997) notes further that:
"When advocates "compare" Clennroom with testing, it is always with some
obsolete hacking model of 11 quarter-century ago. Cleanroom is never measured
against
proper unit testing done under coverage standards,
people trained in testing techniques,
shops that use test design and automation technology, or
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• organisations that do proper integration testing." (p. 15)
In addition, Beizer (1997) criticises the excessive reliance of Cleanroom on statistical
testing and suggests that, while Cleanroom promotes the st.ntistical testing of high
probability operationlll profiles, the most serious errors may be occurring in low
probability operationlll profiles. Unfortunately, there is no evidence that such profiles
are adequately tested for errom. Furthermore, while Cleanroom proponents claim that
correctness verification is powerful for avoiding error injection, as mentioned above,
correctness verification is not Ill ways applied in practice in the way suggested by the
theory. This is due to cost considerations. Furthermore, while Cleanroom software
development is claimed to result in a near zero error level and to produce better code
than unit testing, it also specifically requires the involvement of highly skilled and
committed developers (Pressman, 1997).
Although success stories are reported in the literature, it is not known how effective the
Cleanroom model can be when applied by less-skilled nnd less-committed developers
(Linger, 1994; Sommerville, 1996; Trammell et al., l'l92).ln addition to Beizer's
(1997) critique, this is probably one of the reasons why, despite a quarter of a century of
publicity, Cleanroom has not become part of mainstream software development (Beizer,
1997).
1.3.4 Preventing Erron using Metrics
In this section, the use of metrics to prevent en"Ors is discussed. Unlike the studies
reported in section 2.2.3, which measure various artifact properties to help detect errorprone sections in an artifact, error prevention studies use error counts as metrics to
analyse error injection and removal patterns in an effort to prevent such errors in future
development exercises. Section 2.3.4.1 focuses on the Personal Software Process,
whereas section 2.3.4.2 discusses phase contaiJUUent metrics.

2.3.4.1 The Personal Software Process (PSP)

In his book entitled "A Discipline for Software Engineering", Watts Humphrey (1995),
describ¢5 a further error prevention methodology, which has been developed at the
Software Engineering Institute. The approach is known as the Personal Software
Process (PSP) and aims to assist software developers in learning about their personal
error propensities over different software development phases and utilises such
knowledge to prevent errors. Developers use PSP by collecting data on the basic metrics
of development time spent on a phase and errors committed, detected, and corrected.
This information is recorded in Time and Error Recording Logs. The process of
personal data collection and recording is repeated over a number of projects and the
recorded information is retained in project summaries and wmlysed with the aim of
discerning personal trends of error injection and removal.lnfonnation on the likely
distribution of error types over various development phases, and on likely time intervals
required to locate and fix errors etc. is expected to emerge during the analysis of the
collected data. The information on personal trends is eXpeded to make developers
aware of what their strengths and weaknesses nre and to improve the way that
developers build software so that error introduction can be averted. Admittedly, there is
limited experience with the application ofPSP. PSP trials at six universities and in three
software organisations have consistently demonstrated that the use of a defined and
measured PSP has improved the quality (i.e.tenns offewer errors committed) of
development llrlifacts five to ten times, while also improving developers' productivity
(Ferguson, Humpllrey, Khajenoori, Macke, & Matvya, 1997; Hayes & Over, 1997;
Humphrey, 1994a, 1994b, 1995, 1996; Silderberg, 1998). While the limited evidence is
encouraging, the cost incurred by the developers to b::come PSP-proficient is only
alluded to. PSP data are required to be collected over many projects before personal
trends can emerge. In addition, Disney ,kJohnson (1998) in their PSP study observed
that participants complained about the number of data recording activities, which were
regarded time-consuming and disruptive to their normal flow of work (Disney &
Johnson, 1998).
While Disney & Johnson (1998) support existing PSP results, they question whether
PSP results are highly dependent on the quality of data collection and analysis.
According to their experiment results, three types of anomalies, nwnely, omissions,
additions, and transcriptions, may affect PSP data collection. Omission anomalies occur
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when a developer fails to record required measures of errors committed, time etc.
Addition anomalies occur when the developer unintentionally makes up new data that
does not necessarily reflect the actual practice. Transcription anomalies occur when the
developer makes a mistake in the process of data recording. Similar anomalies may
occur even during the PSP data analysis. For example omission anomalies may occur
when the developer fails to perform a required analysis on the col!ccted data.
Calculation anomalies take place when incorrect calculations are performed and
transcription anomalies occur during data transfer.
The possibility of such anomalies during the data col!ection and analysis suggests that
PSP data alone may not be used to assess the effectiveness of the PSP methodology due
to the possibility of such data being erroneous. Disney & Johnson (1998) illustrate this
point as follows:
''The improvement in average defect [error]levels for engineers who complete
the course is 58.0%, if based upon PSP data alone, might only reflect a
decreasing trend in defect [error] recording, not a decreased trend in the defects
[errors] present in the work product" (p. 151, 1998).
Another drawback relates to the application ofPSP in software development
organisations where management support has been critical. on its success. in this context
McAndrews (2000) observes:
" ... It turned out that the PSP skills were not effectively practised within
organisations unless those organisations made a commitment to the PSP
approach and to the individuals who used it. Humphrey found that if managers
do not provide a supportive environment, and ask for and constructively using
PSP data, engineers soon stop using PSP. In these cases, engineers fell back to
the chaotic practices that they had w;ed before they were PSP-trained." (p. 3)
As a consequence, recently, Watts Humphrey extended PSP to develop the Team
Software Process (fSP) (McAndrews, 2000). TSP provides guidance to teams ofPSP·
trained developers on how to articulate the artifact quality (in terms of Jack of errors),
productivity and schedule goals with which managers can identify. Admittedly, this has
helped developers gain management support for their activities. TSP is also said to
greatly enhance team dynamics and continuow;ly improve software development to
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avoid errors. Only few empirical resull.'l have been published, yet the results produced
are compelling. Different studies are consistent in their reports about significant
reductions in densities of errors, test duration, early error detection and removal while
using TSP (McAndrews, 2000; Webb, 2000; Webb & Humphrey, 1999).
Despite any of the PSP pitfalls discussed above, it is widely agreed upon that PSP has a
significant educational value with a considerable positive impact on software engineers
who have adopted it in their development practices.
2.3.4.2 Hevner's Phase-ContaitJment Metrics

Hevner (1997) discusses another approach to error prevention that is based on the
notion of the phase containment of errors. The phase containment of errors means that
any error that enters a software artifact should be located and corrected within the same
development phase in which it was injected (Hevner, 1997).ln this context, in-phase
and out-of-phase errors are defined. An in-phase error is an etwr that is found in the
same phase in which it originated.lfan error escapes the phase in which it was
introduced and is located and corrected in subsequent development phases, it is then
referred to as an out-of-phase error. Data consisting of counts of in-phase and out-ofphase errors are collected during the various phases of development of selected software
projects using formal inspection techniques. The analysis of the collected data on in·
and out-of-phase error counts produces metrics showing total errors by phase and total
errors that escape the phase in which they were injected. These metrics (also known as
phase containment metrics) are e:otpected to help developers gain critical insights on the
e~~:isting software

development practices and their own error-prevention ability. Such

insights are used to improve development practices for future projects. While
e:otperience on the use of phase containment metrics in the industry has been reported by
Hevner (1997), !his study does not appear to have been replicated.
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2.3.4.3 Summary and Evaluation ofError Prevention Using Metrics
While the rationale of Humphrey's (1994) and Hevner's (1997) approache3 is similar
(i.e. learning from past experience by counting and analyzing one's own errors), the
former targets individual developers, wherens the latter has been used with teams of
developers. The other difference is that Hevner's data collection is more detailed,
because it distinguishes between in-phase and out·of-phase errors. This may make
Hevner's data much more insightful than Humphrey's and more effective in preventing
errors. This assertion, however, requires empirical validation as it does not appear to
have been addressed in the existing literature.
2.3.5 Summary and Evaluation of Error Prevention Approaches

In section 2.3, error prevention approaches were surveyed. In section 2.3.1 various ways
to prevent errors in requirements artifacts were discussed. The incorporation of error
cause inforrnatiol'. into error prevention was covered in section 2.3.2. In section 2.3.3,
the Cleanroom software development methodology was explained. Finally, in section
2.3.4, the use of error count metrics to prevent errors was discussed.
In general, preventive approaches rely on a set of steps that must be systematically
carried out in order to prevent errors. These steps do not seem to be applied easily to
individuals, but have been adopted by large organisations, or experienced teams,
sometimes requiring extensive mathematical skills (e.g. error prevention using cause
analysis and Cleanroom software development). No evidence was found whether such
steps can be easily adopted by average individual developers. One exception, however,
is Yu's (1998) study where the catalogue ofC coding errors was used by individual

developers. Despite the fact that the preventiun capability ufthe catalogue was limited
to coding, the idea may be useful for other types of artifacts and this will be investigated
further in this thesis, The approaches Ill software prevention using metrics, althuugh
reported tube effective, require the systematic accumulation of past suftware
develupment data, which is costly and time consuming. The approaches preventing
errors from requirements artifacts, although effective, have limited applicability. They
should, however, be incorporated into all software develupment phases. In general, it
was observed that the effectiveness of error prevention approaches depends on error
detection approaches which indicates that the two are closely related.
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2.4 Chapter Summary and Discussion
The objective ofthis chapter was to examine the existing literature for different
approaches used to target errors in software development. The above elUllllination
suggests that two main approaches cnn be used to target errors in software development:
the error detection approach, by which software artifacts rue first developed and then
systematically searched for errors, and the error prevention approach where attempts are
made to avert the injection of errors into software artifacts while they are being
developed. The literature shows that a significant amount of work has been carried out
on error detection and, while, except for fonnal metltods, the amount of work on error
prevention is clearly less, it has received significant attention during the last decade.
While the error detection and prevention approaches are essentially different, they are
strongly related to each other. This relationship is based on the fact \hat error dete.:tion
generates knowledge about errors which presents opportunities for error prevention.
Conversely, error prevention approaches make use of error detection while developmer.t
artifacts are being developed. This ensures that the detection ofinjected errors occurs as
close as possible to the point at which they originate, This relationship is summarised in
figure 2.6.
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Ftgure 2.6 Relattonshtp between Error Detectton and Error Prevention
This pattern can be seen in many error prevention studies (Kajihara et al., 1993; Mays et
al., 1990; Yu, 1998) etc. Jorgensen (2002) argues that no matter how successful an error
detection approach is, it always suffern from two problems:
i)

a developer cannot know the total number of errors in an artifact. and

ii)

no matter how many errors are detected in an nrtifact, a developer can never
prove that the :u1ifact is error free.
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Therefore, in error detection it is better to work backward from errors. Thnt is, given
particular errors, n developer can choose error detection approaches that are likely to
uncover such errors. This may constitute a pragmatic approach to enhance error
detection effectiveness. This view is also supported in Ciolkowski, (1999); Jorgensen,
(2002); Lanubile et al., (1998). Consequently, knowledge about errors is important.
Overbeck ( 1994) and Andersen (1996) also suggest that knowledge of errors Cllll help in
the design of error detection approaches (Andersen, 1996; Binder, 2000; Overbeck,
1994), which means that, the more we know about errors, the better the error detection
approach.lt can, therefore, be concluded that error detection works best if developers
know about the errors that they want to detect. However, this approach may not be easy
inpmctice, because software in different application domains may contain errors of
different types. For example, errors in business transactions processing software may be
quite different from errors in embedded software {Pressman, 1997; Sommerville, 1996).
The examination of literature did not find any publication that categorises error types by
applil;ation domain. This suggests that there are no systematic guidelines for developers
about what error detection approaches to use in order to detect errors in a given
application domain. Consequently, developers are likely to make arbitrary decisions
about what error detection approaches to use or they are likely to make decisions that
are based on prior experience or simply based on hunch and gut feeling.
Also, even if it is assumed that such guidelines exist, the review of error detection
approaches in section 2.2, has shown that there is no error detection approach that can
detect all errors. In practice, developers may need to use a combination of different
approaches. For example, reviews or inspections are good for detecting errors in early
software development artifacts (Doolan, 1992), rnetrics are good for detecting errors in
design artifacts {Briand et al., 2000; Briand et al., 1999b), testing techniques are good
for detecting errors in code artifacts {Binder, 2000). However, if applied together,
various error detection approaches may increase software development costs. Also, as
argued in section 2.2.5, error detection is not the end of the story, but must be followed
by error correction, which is also associated with additiomJ costs. There is evidence in
literature that not all software development organisations are willing or able to incur
suth costs, and frequently avoid many error detection approaches altogether (e.g.
reviews, inspections, etc.) (Slaughter, Harter, & Krishnan, 1998) and frequently,
software development artifncts or entire software products are delivered with errors,
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which may cause failures during software operation. In conclusion, error detection
approaches work best if developers know about what errors they are looking for, but
they may be quite costly.
The relationship between knowledge of errors and error prevention is important,
because it suggests that error prevention can occur if developers know what errors
should not be injected into software development artifacts. Slaughter, Harter, &
Krishnan (1998) argue that error prevention is superior to error detection when cost
considerations are made. They suggest that in order to prevent errors from being
introduced into software artifacts, additional work must be carried out during artifact
development which may include the early use of error detection approaches. The
additional error prevention work incurs additional cost, which according to Slaughter,
Harter, & Krishnan is voluntary, b~use developers undertake error prevention WOL'k
voluntarily. On the other hand, the cost that v.uuld be incurred by developers to correct
errors after detection, when error prevention v.urk is not carried out, is Involuntary. This
is because developers incur such costs due to their contractual obligations towards their
clients, not because they are willing to return to and fix software that they have already
delivered. According to Slaughter, Harter, & Krishnan (1998), any increase on
voluntary error prevention cost is offset by the savings gains due to the decreased
involuntary costs. This view is strongly supported by Crosby, (1979); Hendrickson,
(2001); Juran & Gryna, (1988); Thielen, (1992). Ruthven (2002) cites an example from
IBM where error prevention voluntary costs incurred were approximately at $90/error
as opposed to field involuntary corrections costs, which amounted to $25,000/error. In
this example,error prevention is more than 250 times cheaper than error detection and
correction (Ruthven, 2002).
It would be a mistake, however, to totally dismiss error detection, as the relationship

between error prev~ntion and error detection is strong as explained by Henrickson
{2001):
''The key to improving the quality [in terms of fewer errors committed] of your
software is to invest heavily in bug [error] prevention and very early defect
[error] detection. It's best if the bug [error] never happens. But if it does, the
Closer to the original developer's desk the bug is found, the better." {p. 10)

This means that error detection approaches not only help error prevention approaches by
building knowledge about errors, but also by detecting errors early (Hendrickson, 201)1).
In summary, error prevention is better than error detection, but if error detection is
applied early it can consolidate error prevention. Given that the objective of this
research is to construct an enor prevention approach (see chapter one), it is worthwhile
to briefly review the salient features of the error prevention approaches that were
examined in section 2.3. Most enorprevcntion approaches using error causal analysis
and Clennroom so !\ware development require an organisational infrastructure in place
(e.g. repositories for error information stomge, error information dissemination systems,
etc.}, are team based (e.g. cause analysis meetings), and require experience and strong
mathematical skills (e.g. Cleanroom software development, mathematical correctness
verification skills). Enor prevention approaches using metrics (both PSP and phase.
containment metrics) require significant data collection from prior software projects in
order to be useful. The error prevention approaches for requirements artifacts that are
useful, are nlso limited in their scope. When viewed in the context of the other error
prevention appronches, one approach that was found successful, without being
significantly costly, was described by Yu (1998) with the catalogue ofC errors. Yu's
idea is worth investigating further for four main reasons:
i)

A catalogue of errors to help error prevention is not as costly as the other enor

ii)

A catalogue of errors to help error prevention has the potential to be

prevention approaches.
comprehensive for all phases of software development.
iii)

In order to build a catalogue of errors, information about errors would need to be

studied first. Answers to the following questions would not only be beneficial to
error prevention but also to error detection (see figure 2.6 and refer to (Lanubile
etal., 1998):
a) How much is known about errors?
b) What is known about errors?
c) To what extent is what is known about errors iniportant?
d) Is knowledge about errors systematically organised?
iv)

A catalogue of errors may serve as a training and educational tool. This is
important mcause as will be seen later the lack of developer education and
training constitutes one of the major causes of software errors (Yu, 1998).
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These issues, the benefits arising from addressing the above issues and the ways to
address them nre formalised as a research thesis in the neK! chnpter.

3. Research Questions, Significance, and Approach
3.1 Overview
This chapter hns three major objectives. First, it eKplains the research questions that this
thesis hns pursued. Second, it outlines the signific1111ce of each research question. Third,
the factors determining the sucCllss of the investigation of each research question are
addressed. Fourth, the chapter concludes with the presentation ofa hybrid research
approach consisting of two field studies and a field eKperiment which were used to
address each re.:earoh question.
3.2 Research Objective and Questions

As chapter two has shown, there are two possible approaches to target errors, namely,
the preventive and the detective approach. The preventive approach is favoured against
the detective approach because it not only attempts to avert errors from being injected
into development artifacts from the start of the development, but it is also much cheaper
that its detective counterpart. Despite this fact, the detective approach cannot be totally
ignored because it has helped build up considerable knowledge about errors. In addition,
the detective approach can help developers gain the confidence that constructed
software artifacts do not contain errors early in the development.
In chapter two, it was also pointed out that most error preventive approaches have
drawbacks. For example, some error preventive approaches are difficult to apply by the
individual developer, wherens others are limited to a single devdopment phase, and yet
others require eKcessive amounts of data collection ll!ld experience. The study ofYu
(I 998), however, which presented the development of a catalogue of C code errors and

its use in the development of C programs, while limited to code artifacts, was found to
be an interesting avenue for further research.
The overall objective of this research has been to construct an error preventive approach
using a catalogue of errors that encompasses the entire development (i.e. all
development phases). The catalogue of errors can be used to prevent errors from being
introduced into the common software development artifacts. In order to achieve this
objective, a nwnber ofissues must be investigated. First, the catalogue of errors must be

developed. Second, the catalogue of errors must be empirically evaluated in order to see
whether it can indeed help prevent errors. In order to simplify the accomplislunent of
the overall research objective, three complementary research questions have been
identified and explained in the following sections.
3.2.1 Question One: The Error Framework

What type of error informadon Is Important to help de~~elopers learn about errors and
how can such hi/ormation be organised into a generic Error Framework?
This question consists of two parts. FirsUy, it seeks to investigate what information
about errors is important to help developers learn about errors. There are a number of
studies that have focused on errors (Andersen, 1996; Beizer, 1990; Bytesmiths, 1995;
Grady, 1992; Hayes, 1994; Yu, 1998; Yu, Barshefsky, & Huang, 1997). These and
others appear to be inconsistent in what error information is important. Some suggest
that an lll!Drname is sufficient (Bytesmiths, 1995), same present taxonomies of errors,
where they organise errors in different categories based on different criteria (Beizcr,
1990), others suggest that error descriptions including examples are required to enhance
developers' understanding of errors {P..ndersen, 1996), While yet in others, the focus
shlfts to error causes and prevention countermeasures (Yu, 1998; Yu et al., 1997).
Therefore, this thesis reports on a comprehensive investigation of errors. This
investigation has been made from different perspectives. The identification of important
error perspectives can r.ssist the understanding of Wid learning about errors, if such
information can be presented in a meaningful generic way, which dictates what needs to
be known about errors. The second part of the question will investigate how the

identification of error perspectives helps our understanding of them. Efforts to
detennine what needs to be known about errors have been made in existing literature.
Examples include the efforts made in Freimut, {2001); Purchase & Winder,

(1991~

The

results of these efforts, however, do not seem to be comprehensive and are quite
inconsistent with each other.
Given that the overall objective of the rc;;enrch is to construct a cotalogue of errors to
help in error prevention, it is clear that prerequisite efforts must be undertaken to
detennine in wiut way infurrnation ~bout errors must be built up. Consequently, a
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generic error template or framework is needed. The Cambridge International Dictionary
of English defines the term framework as: "a supporting structure around which
something can be built".
For the purpose of this resenn:h question, an Error Framework is define< to be a
structure that consists of a generic collection of perspectives from which errors must be
analysed. The analysis of errors from this collection of perspectives is expected to
genemte information that needs to be known about an error, if its prevention is to be
facilitated.
In summary, research question one constitutes an attempt to identifY what perspectives
about errors are important in enhancing developer understanding and learning, in vrder
to facilitate their prevention. Also, once error perspectives are identified, research
question one should also address the issue of how the identified error perspectives can
be organised into a generic Error Framework.
3.2.2 Question Two: The Catalogue of Errors

Haw can the Error Framt!WDrk (d~loped in question one) be used to catalogue
errors that are commonly Injected i'!to various software development artifacts?
A Catalogue of Errors is defined as an organised collection of software development
errors, where individual errors are described with specific information concerning all of
the perspectives that constitute the Error Framework.
The idea of a catalogue of errors in nut new. Several studies have attempted to develop
catalogues of errors (Lazonder 1ft. VanDer Meij, 1995; Yo, 1998) etc., however, they
have deficiencies. First, they are not comprehensive, because they focus on a single
de\'dopment phase or artifact (i.e. requirements, design, or code). For exnmple,
requirements errors have been catalogued in Lutz, ( 1993), design errors have been
catalogued in McGregor & Sykes, (I 992), and code errors have been catalogued in
Andersen, (1996); Belzer, (1990); and Yo, (1998) etc. Some might argue that this
deficiency may be easily overcome by simply compiling the different catalogues. While
this option crumot be ruled out, the constituent parts of a resulting catalogue of errors
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would be largely inconsistent with each other, because different studies catalogue errors
in different ways. In this study, errors from the various development phases or artifacts
would be catalogued on the basis ofa single, unique Error Framework to geaemte a
consistent Catalogue of Errors that encompasses all phases of software development.
In ordeJ. to fully address this question a number of corollary questions need to be
tackled, for instance, what errors in what artifacts will constitute the focus of the
Catalogue of Errors. If the Catalogue of Errors encompasses the entire softv;are
development (including the coding phase), which progrnmming language v.ill be
focw;ed on. Due to the time constraints of this study, some parts of the Catalogue (e.g.
code errors) will be progranuning language dependent, white others (e.g. design errors)
may be development parndigm dependent. This is beeauo;e a selected programming
language would belong to a spe;:ific paradigm. Issues of this nature are expe..:ted to
cause limitations in the proposed Catalogue of Errors, because it would not be feasibl~
to catalogue each error in every language in every paradigm.

3.2.3 Question Three: The Impact o£tbe Catalogue o£Erron on Software
Development
What is the impact of using the Catalogue of Errors on software de~~elopment?

The aim of this question is to investigate whether the Catalogue of Errors helps
developers prevent errors. There are several preventive approaches, but some are
expensive and time-consuming to apply. Some even require considerable experience
and expertise. A Catllogue of Errors, while requiring time for developers to mnster, will
help them not to commit the errors that they have learned about in the Catalogue, in the
fizst instnnce. ln other words, using a Catalogue of Errors may be a much cheaper
alternative in preventing errors tJum other preventive approaches. Hence question three
in mJre r.oncrete tenus generate.~ the following two subquestions:
i)

Does tr,:;lnillg :software de~~elopen whh the Catalogue ofErrors (developed by
addrt!Sling question two) htlp reduce the number oferrors Jrr]ected b)' them
into :software devtlopment artifaclf? Ifyes, call the reductfon ofthe Injected

errors be quantified? "Reducing the number of errors" is defined to mean the
following;
a) preventing errors from being introduced Into 11'1 orlifact; or
b) Identifying and correcting errors injected In an artifact bt/are the
construction of subsequent artifacts starts.
II)

What is the effect of the use ofthe Catalogue of Errors on lire productiv/Jy of
:software developers? Can this effect be quantified?

3.2.4 Summary: Relationships between Questions

in the above sections, the questions to be addressed in this thesis have been defined.
Clearly, the questions are strongly related to each other, in the sense that the results
produced by addressing one question are used as a basis to investigate the subsequent
question. This is nn indicntion that, taken together, the questions of this research are
cohesive nnd serve a single objective: the construction ofnn error preventive approach
using a Catalogue of Errors. The relationship between the questions has been
summarised in figure 3.1.
Question One:
Error Frnmework

Question Two:

Catologue of Errors
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Figure 3.1 -Relationships between Research Question I, 2, ar.d 3
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Figure 3.1 shows that the Catalogue of Errors is divided into three parts. Figure 3.1 also
shows that only three development phases and their respective artifacts !ll"e addressed.
The rationale for these decisions is presented in chapter seven, where the development
of the Catalogue of Errors is addressed in more detail.
3.3 Motivation
The objective of this section is to present the motivatio11 for the pote11tial benefits that
are expected to arise by addressi11g each research questio11 (see sectioB3.2). The
decisio11 to address the motivatio11 of each question separately rather than collectively
was deliberate. This was done in order to show that while the three questions are
cohesive and serve a unique research objective (i.e. develop an error preventio11
approach using a Catalogue of Errors) the outcomes expected to be (1btained after
addressing the individual questions would be beneficial, even if they were to be
considered in isolation.
3.3.1 Question One: Why develop an Error Framework?
There are several rei!SOIIS why an Error Framework needs to be developed. Firstly, the
Error Frnmework is expected to provide a solid basis for identifying and supporting
major issues with respect to error handling. Error handling issues are comprised of, but
are not limited to issues such as error description, error identification, error cause
analysis and prevention etc. (Humpluey, 1989b; Lrc:onder & VanDer Meij, 1995).
Secondly, the different perspectives of the Error Framework may help characterise the
quality of the processes and activities that are carried out to construct an artifact (Basili
& Weiss, 1984; Freimut, 2001; Hendrickson, 2001). Thirdly, the Error Framework is

expected to provide a template dictating the accumulation ofoonsistent information
about errors (Florae, 1992). The template provided by the Error Framework assures that
important questions about errors are nnswered. Brown et al. (1998) describe various
software architecture patterns that can cnuse problems. Such patterns are also known as
antipattcrns. Brown et al, (1998) propose and usc an antipattem template to consistently
describe their antipatterns and argue the need for it, by saying:
"Each [anti]pattem hilS a consistent, rhetorical structure-a patterns template. By
rhetorical stmcture, we mean that there is a well-conceived logic to the pattern
descriptions. The consistent logical stmcture is a direct result of the use of the
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template. Each section of the template has a rhetorical pUlpose. It's part ofa
technical line of reasoning, 1111d each section answers some key questions about
the pattern involved." (p. 49)
In this context, the proposed Error Framework is expected to serve the same pUlpOSC as
Browne\ nl.'s (1998) 1111tipattem template.
Lastly, an Error Framework cnn be used by developers as a template to create n:iental
representations of errors and, therefore, to help developers organise and associate
knowledge structures about errors aeeordingly (Borgman, 1999; Stone, Jordan, &
Wright, 1990). This is particulnrly important for student or novice developers who seem
to Jack the ability to develop associations among the different aspects of errors (e.g.
association between errors, their symptoms and their causes) (Allwood & Bjorhag,
1990).
3.3.2 Question Two: Why develop a Catalogue ofErron?
The development of a Catalogue of Errors if important for several reasons. Firstly, a
Catalogue of Errors can be used as an educational guide for software development
practitioners 1111d students (Fraser, Smith, & Smith, 1992). The education of developers
is important because the quality of a development artifact (in tenus of lack of errors) is
governed directly by the individual who is suppose!\ to develop it and his/her
knowledge (Slaughter eta!., 1998). A Catalogue ofErro!'S, in its capacity as an
educational guide, can work on several dimensions including the ability to (Brown,
Malveau, McCormick III, & Mowbray, 1998; Cooper, 2000; Gnmm11, Heln·, Johnstm,
& Vlissides, !995; Purchase & Winder, 1991):

i)

Establish awareness about common errors;

ii)

Identify common errors;

iii)

Establish solutions about common errors;

iv)

Avoid common errors;

Such dimensions can collectively helo reduce the risk that developen; will commit such
errors in their future development efforts (Yu, 1998). As a corollary argument to this
t:oint, it can be added that knowledge of erron; in a Catalogue may also help enhance
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the enor correction (i.e. debugging) skills of developers, while minimising the number
of new errors that may be introduced during the correction of old ones (Stone et al,
1990). Secondly, a Catalogue of Errors is meant to be free from application domain
dependent details. This implies that eJTors in the Catalogue are described generict.lly
and can, therefore, be of value to any developer irrespective of their degree of
application domain expertise (Lanubi!e eta!., 1998; Mays et al., 1990).
Thirdly, a Catalogue of Errors is meant to !!ocument typical errors, and knowledge of
such errors may also help software engineers know more about the quality of the
processes that they carry out to produce software artifacts, In this context, Basili &
Weiss (1984) state:
"To obtain insight into the software development process, the data co\!ectors
need to know the kinds of errors conunitted ...." (p. 729).
Lastly, while the objective of this Catalogue of Errors is to help prevent the enors it
documents, it can also be used by developers who believe in error detection rather than
error prevention (Paulk, Weber, Curtis, & Chrissis, 1994). In this context, Travassos et
al. (1999a) refer to the detection of object-oriented errors by saying:
"Before we can describe how to detect 00 defects [eJTors], we need to have
some knowledge of the different kinds of defects [errors] to be sought."
(Travassos et al., 1999a).
3.3.3 Quesfinn Three: Why Invatlgate the impact oh Catalogue nfErrol'll?

The investigation of the impact of a Catalogue of Errors nn snftware development is
important for a number of reasons. Firstly, this question is an attempt to investigate
whether a Catalogue nfErrors can actually help increase awareness about errors, to help
developers quickly detect their presence in an artifact, and resolve and even avoid them.
Therefore, this question Cllll help validate the work done to answer question one and
two. Secondly, the investigation of this question is important because the results may
help restructure th~ way developers approach the construction of software artifacts (i.e.
using n Catalogue of Errors to identify potential development pitfalls before embarking
on the construction of the artifact) (Tichy, 1998). Thirdly, there have been other similar
studies that have indicated !hats catalogues of errors helps prevent such errors. As
shown in Yu (1998), o catalogue ofC code errors was found to be successful. This
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study, however, focused only on C code errors, ignoring pre-code errors. Existing
research shows that most errors introduced into software artifacts are pre-.:ode errors
(Boehm & Basili, 2001; Duncan et al., 1999; Mciliegor& Korson, 1994a; Roper,
1994).11ti.s suggests that including pre-code errors in the Catalogue and testing its
impact of on the development of pre-code artifacts, might be worthwhile. Fourthly,
there is ample evidence in the literature stressing the importance of empiricl!! validation
in computer science and software engineering (Mitchell & Welty, 1988; Tichy, 1998;
Tichy, Lukowicz, Prechelt, & Heinz, 1995). While some may find the answer to
question three intuitive and maybe predictable, this iiltuition should only be used as a
starting point and must be backed by empirical evidence (Tichy, 1998). In this context,
Lewis, Heruy, & Kafura (1992) argue that sometimes software engineering litemtute is
Jittered with unsubstantiated claims, for example,
" ... chUms made by software engineers often remain unsubstantiated because
they are inherently difficult to validate or because their intuitive appeal seems to
dismiss the n~ed for scientific cunfinnatiun." (p. 173) (Lewis, Heruy, & Kafura,
1992).
This statement suggesta that the answer to any question, irrespective of its predictability,
must be empirically validated, no matter how intuitive it may seem.
3.4 Success Factors for the Research Questions

The objective of this section is 10 defme factors that allow the investigator to determine
whether a given research question has b~en successfully addressed. This is important
because it not only helps to understand the research questions better, but also and most
importantly it provides the necesswy ingredients to address each research question. In
this section, the success factors are clearly identified and the mtionale underlying their
importance is e)[plEiined. The success factors are categorised on the basis of the research
questions and they are addressed in that order.
3.4.1 Question One Success F11dors

Question one requires the development of an Error Framework which covers various
perspectives from which errors can be wtalysed. Purchase & Winder (1991) l!lld Freimut
(2001) suggest that the perspectives of I!!IY error fnunework should be orthogonal,
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comprehensive and weable. The orthogonality of the perspectives of any error

framework is important because the perspectives should be mutually independent in
order to ensure that every piece ofinforrna~on about an error is considered by a single
perspective only. The perspectives of any error framework should be as comprehensive

as possible in order to ensure that no infonnation about errors that can help in error
prevention or early detection is left unaccounted for. The perspectives of any error
framework should be useable so that the error information tha, they represent can be
easily derived and used to build up the Catalogue of Errors.
As suggested by section 3.2, the Error Framework is meant to be used as a template to

build a Catalogue of Errors which w~;uld then be used by developers. Consequently, it is
crucial that the perspectives that constitute the Error Framework be empirically
evaluated by the developers in terms of their usefulness. The usefulness of an error
perspective constitutes the practicnl value of the perspective as perceived by the
developer. The detenninntion of the usefulness of the perspectives of the Error
Framework is important because if developers regard a given perspective as being not
useful, they are probably not going to use the infonnation that can be derived by

analysing errors from that perspeetive. Therefore, usefulness should be added to the list
of the success factors that is suggested by Purchase & Winder (!991) and Freimut
(2001).

In swnmary, the factors that can be used to assess the success of the outcome of
question one, i.e. the Error Framework, are orthogonality, comprehensiveness,
useability, and usefUlness. These factors have been systematically addressed in chapter

six, which is where the Error Framework (i.e. research question one outcome) is
proposed.

3.4.2 Question Two Suc~ess Factnrs
Question two requires the development of a Catalogue of Errors by using the Error
Framework constructed in question one. The objective of the Catalogue of Errors is not
to simply act as a repository of errors. It should properly implement the perspectives of

the Error Framework. The Catalogue of Errors should also be easy for developers to
learn and erJSy for them to use and be helpful in addressing the errors tiult it describes
during the development of various software artifacts. Finally, the knowledge about
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errors that is disseminated by the Catalogue of Errors should have a positive impact on
developers' overall software development skills. Therefore, the success factors for the
outcome the Catalogue of Errors include the following:
i)

Learnability;

ii)

lmplcmentation ofEnor Framework perspectives;

iii)

Useability;

iv)

Usefulness in identifY and correct enors; IUld

v)

Overall Software Develo~ment Skills Improvement.

3.4.3 Que:~tion Three Success Factors

Question three requires the assessment of the impact that the Catalogue of Errors h~ on
the ability of developers:
i)

to prevent errors from being introduced in an artifact,

ii)

to identify and correct errors injected into an artifact before the construction of
the subsequent artifacts starts, and

iii)

to be productive in the development of software artifacts.

Clearly, a positive impact of the Catalogue of Errors on all the elements of the above list
would constitute a successful outcome for question three. The elements of the above list

are therefore, considered as the success factors of research question three. However, in
order to determine the outcome of question three (i.e. the impact of the Catalogue of
Errors) with regard to the above success factors, a nwnberofmeasurements must be
considered and made. For example, the impact of the Catalogue of Errors on the ability
of a particular developer to prevent CtTOrs cannot be determined unless the actual errors
that this developer commits are counted and their type detennined. Similarly, the impact
of the Catalogue of Errors on developer productivity cannot be assessed unless the
proportion of a development artifact that is constructed in a given amount of time is
known.

The complete list of the measurements that can help determine the outcome of question
three and the issues that are related to them have been explained in the following
sections. These measurements are referred to again and addressed in chapter eight,
which is where the nutcome of research question three (i.e. impact of Catalogue of
Errors) is examined.

"

3.4.3.1 Error Counts and Types
The justification for using error counts and error types ns success factors is self-evident.
As question three suggests, the principal goal for the development of the Catnlogue of

Errors is to reduce the number of errors that developers commit in the various
development llrlifacts. Consequently, it would be natural to keep an account of the
number IUld type of errors committed by developers who use and do not use the
Catalogue of Errors IUld compare error counts to get som-:. ir.sight ns to whether the
Catalogue of Errors actually helps developers to commit less errors.
Error counts are used in many studies (Conte et nl., 1986). Early examples include
Litecky & Davis (1976) who counted errors in Cobol to find out those parts of the
IIUlguage that were more prone to errors (Liteckey & Davis, 1976). La.ter, Sunsoft, a
commercial softwnre development compMy, has used error counts to measure the
quality of its Infinite Plus software (Kitchenharn, 1996). Another more recent example
where error counts were used to demonstrate the effectiveness of reading techniques to
discover errors in requirements artifacts, is the study of Shull et al. (1999) who
"collected quantitative data by having the subjects tum in their defect [error] lists."
(p.7). Many other similar studies have obtained a simple error count, but have ignored
the types of errors committed (Conte et al., 1986; Wohlin, 1998; Wohlin et al., 2000).
If error counts were to be used alone, they would not be completely helpful to address

question three. The expectation is that when developers have access to the Catalogue of
Errors (which contains limited types of errors12), they will commit fewer catalogued
errors, because they would knnw about them. Therefore, error type evidence should be
collected ns well, that is error counts should be organised by error type.
Nevertheless, the use of error type count infonnation to determine what and bow many
errors are injected into artifacts suffers from one potential prohlem.lfa developer
produces only part oflll1 artifact, then the detennilllltion of error type count has the
potential to be misleading. In circumstances where only part of an artifact is examined,
it is sensible to nssume that fe,.,er errors are likely to be found. This, however, would
" Thb d•cblon was made bocall!lo of rhe !imo limitation constrnln!. A mo~ de!ailed discll!lsion is mode
in chapter 7.
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not be an indication that a developer is better because he/she has committed fewer
errors. To address a situation like this, it was decided that error type counts need to be
nonnalised by dividing them by the size of the nrtifact where they nre injected
(Kitchenham, \996; Land, Jeffery, & Sauer, 1997). Kitchenham (1996) explains the
tenn 'normalise' by saying that;
"In order to compllre the quality of different software products, defect [error]
counts should be 'normalised' by dividing [error counts] by the product size ••. "
(p.83).

Thus, normalising error type counts was achieved by dividing the error type counts by
the size of the llrlifact. This is known as the error type density of the artifact or simply
error density (Kitchcnham, 1996).

3.4.3.1 Error Deruity
C11rd & Glass (1990) define the ratio between the number of errors and the size of the
artifact as the error rate. Fenton & Pfleeger (1997) define the slillle ratio as error density.
It was decided that for this study the term 'error rate' was inappropriate m~d misleading
because it implies some suggestion uftime, which error density does nut (Fenton &
Pfleeger, 1997). Kitchenham (1996) supports the use of error density;
" ... the size of the software product is an clement which influences all
dimensions [e.g. quality, productivity, etc.]. It allows us to 'normalise' measures
in each dimension to enable cross-project comparisons. In this context the term
'normalise' means converting a measure into a rate or percentage." {p. 64)
This suggests that error density is useful to compare development artifacts when they
are developed using different tedmiques or by different authors.
Conte, Dunsmore & Shen (1986), however, suggest that error density is flawed;
"Our m~alysis lends to the conclusion that error density is generally a poor sizenormalised index of program quality." (p.349).
1bey base this conclusion un the findings of some studies (Motley & Brooks, 1977;
Potier, Albin, Ferree\, & Bilodeau, 1982; Shen, Yu, Thebaut, & Paulsen, 1985). These
studies have observed that a program or an artifact size is not proportional to the
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number of errors in it. This finding is unexpected and contrary to the general belief that
larger programs are susceptible to a larger number of errors (Conte et al., 19&6).
Also, Conte, Dunsmore, & Shen (1986) conclude that the minimum program size
beyond which the error density could reasonably be considered unrelated to size is
approximately 500 lines of code. This conclusion may not be entirely accurate, because
there is no mention about how complex 500 lines of code should be, in order for
program size to be proportional to error density. Complexity directly nffects the number
of errors in the program (McCabe, Dreyer, Dwm, & Watson, 1994). No mention is
made either of the relationship between the size of pre-code development artifacts and
the number of errors in these. Despite this conclusion, by Conte, Dunsmore, & Shen
{1986), many studies have used error density without discriminating between smaller or
larger programs, for example, Bell & Thayer, (1976); C111d & Glass, (1990);
Daskalantonakis, (1992); Diaz & Sligo, {1997); Fenton & Pfleeger, (1997); Humphrey,
(1996); McGregor, (l998a); Tsuda, Morioka, Ta.kadachi, & Takahashi, {1992); and
Wohlwend & Rosenbaum, (1994). This suggests that despite the flaw reported by
Conte, Dunsmore, & Shen (1986), error density has been widely used and was,
t11crefore, used in this research.
An error deruity measurement can be helpful to address question three because its
values can be interpreted as follows: A low error density for any artifact means that
fewer errors are injected into an artifact or that more errors are prevented from being
injected into an artifact. A high error deruity for any artifuct means that more errors are
injected into the artifact or that fewer errors 111e prevented from being injected into an
artifact. However, while error density is more accurate to compare artifacts, it also
increases cost, because it requires an additional factor to be considered, namely, the size
of the artifact for which error density is computed. The size of development artifacts is
considered in more detail in the following section.

3.4.3.3 Si~e ofArtifact
The detennination of the size of a development artifact depends on the type of artifact.
Two types of artifacts 111e recognised:

i)

Those artifacts which are mainly textual in nature, for example,
requirements artifacts describir;g the requirements of a system nnd design
artifacts describing the design of the system.

ii)

Those artifacts which contain lines of code in a given progromming
language, for example code artifacts contain lines of Java, C, C++ etc..

The literature suggests that the size of different types of artifacts is determined in
different ways. For example, the size of artifacts that are textual in nature is determined
by counting the pages of the document where the artifact is described. The size of
artifacts containing lines of code is measured by counting the number oflines of code in
the artifact. The following sections describe these in more detail.
Page Counts for Textual Artifacts
Fenton & Pfleeger (1997) argue as follows:
" ... a [requirements] specification or design [artifact] can consist of both text
and diagrams, suggesting at !east two types of atomic objects that are
incommensumte with respect to length. We can enforce comparability
artificially by defining a page as an atomic object, so that both text and diagrams
are composed of a number of sequential pages. Thus the number of pages
measures length for arbitrary types of documentation; it is the m!Jsl frequently
used in industry." (p. 255).
This type of measure for textual artifacts in general and for requirements and design
artifacts in particular has been used in various studies (Bassman, McGarry, & Pajerski,
1995; Bell & Thayer, 1976; Oilb & Gmham, 1996; McGregor, 1998a; Peng & Wall nee,

1993) and was therefore used in this resean:h as well.
Number of Lines of Code fLOC) of Code Artifacts
As suggested above, the si~c of code artifacts is determined by the number of lines of
code (LOC) in the artifact. It is debatable whether or not LOC may be used to determine
the size of a software artifact accmately. A number of problems that are often attributed
to LOC have been reproduced below from (Boehm, 1987b):

,.,

i)

The LOC measurement may be problematic because complex statements
or complex combinations of statements receive the snme weight as
simple assignment statements;

ii)

The LOC measurement is nota uniform metric because lines of machine·
oriented lwtguage, or higher-order language, or very high level language
are given the snme weight;

iii)

The LOC measurement is difficult to define well, especially wh~,,
deciding what should be included and/or excluded in the line count (e.g.
comments, non-executable Jines of code, etc.).

iv)

The LOC measurement is not well correlated with the value added to
software development; unnecessary statements may be added without
necessarily adding to the real value.

v)

The LOC measurement does not necessarily represent quality; sloppy
code may be added which may not necessarily be free from errors.

The nonuniformity issue ofLOC is raised in relation to languages by Lorenz & Kidd,
(1994). They suggest !hat in different languages LOC counts are different to determine
the size of code artifacts. While this may be a problem when proje<:ts developed with
different programming languages are compared, it can be avoided if projects have !he
snme language and use the same programming conventions.
Other problems with LOC are related to the definition of LOC. Definitions differ on
whether they include or exclude blank Jines, comments, and data dec!W'!Ition Jines of
code. Conte, Dunsmore, & Shen (1986) and Grady & Caswe!l (1987) define a line of
code as any line of the progrnm text except comments and blank Jines. This definition
includes executable and non-executable sllltements (e.g. declaration sllltements) (Conte
et al., 1986). Littlefair (2001) cites other sources which exclude non-executable lines of
code {p. 83). In this study, it wns decided that declaration and initialisation statements
cannot be exempted from the LOC count, because !hey can be a source of serious errors
(Irvine & Offutt, 1995). Blank lines and comments, however, while they may be likely
to affect the readability and maintainability of code artifacts, do not constitute n source

of errors per se. Therefore, it was decided that the definition ofLOC would exclude
blank and comment Jines.
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Another issue tho! appears to affect LOC's validity is tho! individual developers have
stylistic programming differences, in the sense that some may prefer to have many
statements in the same line, while others may prefer to have a single statement per line,
etc. While individual stylistic progrnmming differences can be a problem, they can be
avoided if developers use the srune code conventions, such as those promoted by Sun
Microsysterns to code Java programs etc (Sun Microsysterns & Services, 1998).
Boehm (1987b) suggests that the number ofLOC is not the only way to determine the
size of code artifacts. Alternative ways exist. One example is using function points,
however, this method is outside the scope of this chapter. The interested reader is
addressed to Albrecht (1983) and Fenton & Pfleeger, (1997) for a more detailed
discussion about function points. Despite this, Boehm (1987bJ ~oncludes that no
alternative ways have proven to be superior to LOC because some have advantages over
LOC in some situatiolt'l, but they also have more difficulties. Besides, tl1e LOC is quite
popular because it is (Boehm, 1987b):
i)

relativelyeasytodefine and discuss witlmut running into ambiguities;

ii)

easy and practical to measure;

iii)

conceptually familiar to developers; and

iv)

easily used in conjunction with other measurements (e.g. productivity)

In summary, given the advantages and disadvantages, LOC is the most practical code
artifact size measurement that can be used in error density computations.

3.4.3.4 Escape Ratio
An additional foetor that is related to the error type count factor is the escape ratio. The
notion of escape ratios bas been discussed in Hevner (1997), who argues that errors in a
softw11re artifact must be identified and removed from the artifact where they have been
injected, rather than from subsequent artifacts. For example, requirements artifacts are
produced before design artifacts and are used as input for them. Similarly, design
artifacts are produced before code artifacts and are used as input for them. Errors which
are introduced in a requirements artifact and which are found before the design artifact
is started are cheaper to correct than those introduced in a requirements artifact and
found after the design artifact (or even the code artifact) is completed. The latter
category of errors is known as escapes because they have remained undetected and
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Ullcorrected in the artifact where they originated. The number of errors that escape the
artifact where they are originated can be divided by the total number of errors
in!!'Oduced imo this artifact (i.e. number of errors that were identified and corrected in
the nrtifnct of origin+ number of escapes). This ratio is important because it indicates
tlte ability of a developer to identify !llld remove errors. This escape ratio is similar to
the notion of percentage escapes introduced in Hevner, (1997). A smaller value of
escape ratios is better than a lo.rgcrvn!ue, because it shows that fewer errors go
undetected and uncorrected as development artifacts are produced. The concept of
escape ratios is also known as Error Removal Efficiency and is defined in Peng &
Wallace, (1993). Escape ratios can be computed for all types of artifacts Md all types of
errors.
3.4.3.5 ProductMty
Productivity is defined as the amount of output that is produced by a developer in a unit
of development time (Fenton & Pfleeger, 1997; Pflceger, 1996; Wohlin, 1998). This
productivity definition is slightly vogue, because it does not specifically state what
output and development time is. Commonly, output refers to the size of the artifact,
whereas the Ullit of development time refers to the amoUllt of time spent to develop the
urtifact (to be covered in section 3.4.3.6). A definition of productivity as a ratio between
the size of the artifact and the time spent to develop it is widely accepted in literature
(Card & Glass, 1990; Putnam & Myers, 1992; Diaz & Sligo, 1997; Tsuda et al., 1992;
Woh!in, 1998; Woh!in et ol., 2000; Humphrey, J989a, 1989b, J994a, 1994b, 1996;
Humphrey, Snyder, & Willis, 1991).
The need to determine productivity as a success factor is dictated directly by question
three. it is possible that using the Catalogue of Errors might slow developers down. If
this is the case, productivity is directly affected. It is, therefore, important to know what
effect the Catalogue of Errors has on productivity and to wbot extent developers
themselves are affected by it.
3.4.3.6 Time Spent to Develop onArtifacl
Bassman, McGarry & Pajerski (1995) suggest that tbe time spent to develop M urtifact
is measured in terms ofstaffbours, Md is used to represent effort or cost in the
development of a software artifact. Specifically they say that:
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"each individual must minimally report the total number of hours of effort and a
breakout of the numberofhours per activity (e.g. design, code, or other)."
(p.37).

This is supported by Landis et al., (1990); Landis el a\., (1992) Card & Glass, (1990);
De Marco, (1979); and KitchenhEIIII., (1996). However, while most researchers agree on
the importance of the time spent to develop an artifact, caution must be taken because
the measure of time spent on development can be problematic. Specifically, three
important considerations need to be made when time spent is measured (Brooks, 1980):
i)

time must be measured in such a way that irrelevant behaviour is
excluded; and

ii)

time must be measured in such a way to exclude all parts of development
irrelevant to the hypothesis being tested;

Brooks' (1980) observations are practical considerations that must be borne in mind
when the time spent to develop an artifact is computed

3.4.4 Summary: Success Factors for the Research Questions

In section 3.4 the success factors for the research question have been identified and
explained. The determination of success factors is important because it allows
investigators to determine whether a research question hns been thoroughly investigated
and whether it achieves its PUrpose. A summary of the ,,uccess factor for each research
question hns been presented in table 3.1.

Table 3.1- Summary of Success Factors
Sacceu Faetors

Comprehensiveness

[mplemcntBiion of Error
FramowOTk PcrspectlV<s

Useabil!l}'

Useability

Usefulness

Usefulness to ldcntil}' WJd Correct

'm"
OveraU Development Sktlls
1m

vemont
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3.5 Research Approach
3.5.1 Overview

The objective of this section is to identify ways to develop an error prevention approach
using a catalogue of errors, which, constitutes the principle objective of this thesis, In
order to address the research objective three research questions were identified (section
3.2). The successful investigation of the research questions leads to the accomplishment
of the research objective. It follows that the identification of how esch individual
research question is addressro would lead to the identification of how the research
objective will be accomplished.
The review of Hternture indicates that the terminology used to refer to the wny a
research objective WJdlor question is addressed is quite varied Wid sometime
inconsistent. For instance, Galliers (1990) uses the term approach; Galliers & LWJd
(1987) and Jenkins (1985) usc the tenn methodology; Anti!l (1985) uses the term

method; Hamilton & Blake (1982) use the term strategy; Zelkowitz & Wallace (1996;
1997; 1998) use the term model. Given this variety of terms, for the sake of consistency,
it WllS decided that the following definitions were warrWJted:
i)

Methodology: is used to refer to the way the individual research questions are
addressed, and

ii)

Approach: is used to refer to the collection of methodologies that are adopted to
address a group of related I"C.Iearch questions, i.e. an overall research objective.

The relationships between the research objective, questions, methodologies Wid research
approach have been portrayed in figure 3.2.
The review of literature on research methodologies suggests that there are many
methodologies available. In order to be able to make an informed decision about what
methodologies could be the best options to address each research question (see figure
3.2), it is important that the existing options be examined.
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Figure 3.2 - Relationships between research objective, questions, methodologies, and
approach
The categories of the existing research methodologies are examined first. These
methodologies are generally represented by two broad categories, namely, the positivist
and the interpretivist methodologies. These categories are covered in section 3.5.2. The
nim of section 3.5.3 is to examine the existing methodologies of research and to
critical!y evaluate them in terms of their respective advantages and disadvantages. A
number of works have been examined for this purpose. They include the works
presented in Antill, 1985; De Lone & McLean, 1992; Ga!iiers, 1990, 1992; Galliers &
Land, 1987; Jarvenpaa, 1988; Jarvenpaa, Dickson, & DeSanctis, 1985; Jenkins, 1985;
McDermid, 1998; Orlikowski & Baroudi, 1991; Pervan & Klass, 1992; Shanks, Rouse,
& Arnott, 1993; Zelkowitz & Wallace, 1996, 1997; Zelkowitz & Wallace, 1998;

Zikmund, 1994. For consistency, the work ofSbanks, Rouse, & Arnott (1993) is used
here as the principal reference. Shanks eta!. (1993) draw on the work ofGalliers (1992;
1990) and their own experience and argue that research methodologies include
lab<lratory and field experiment/field study, simulation, survey, case study, interpretive
study, conceptuallargumentativefsubjeetive study, and action research. In section 3.5.4,
the methodologies to address the individual research questions of this thesis are
identified and the research approach is defined.
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3.5.2 Categories of Research Methodologies
In their paper, Shanks, Rouse, & Arnott, clEISsify research methodologies into two
categories. The first category is known by the names of positivism, scientific, empirical;
the second category is known by the names ofinterpretivism, subjective, non-empirical.
For convenience, in the following discussion, the two categories are refurred to by the
terms: positivism and lmerpretivism. A widely accepted description suggests that the
positivist methodologies attempt {Bunel] & Morgan, 1979):
" ... to explain and predict what happens in the social world by searching for
regularities and causal relationships between its constituent elements." (Burrell
& Morgan, 1979)

Thus, positivist methodologies attempt to e)[p!ain the phenomenon under investigation
objectively and systcmntica!ly, rigorously and rationally through empirical
investigation. Positivist methodologies also require replication of the investigation by
other researchers as the ultimate test for a phenomemm 's explanation (Shanks eta!.,
1993).
The proponents of the interpretivist methodologies maintain that researchers can never
be objective in their explanations of a phenomenon. Therefore, interpretivist
methodologies involve the possibility of many different subjective interpretations of the
same phenomenon; the impact of the investigator on the phenomenon under
investigation; and the context-related problems affecting the predictive ability of future
recurrences of the same phenomenon (Galliers, 1990; Shanks et al., 1993). lnterpretivist
methodologies collect empirical data, but unlike their positivist counterparts, the
collected data is subjective or qualitative in nature (Shanks et al., 1993). Finally,
interpretivist methodologies are not Concerned with the replication of the explanation of
a phenomenon, on the grounds that that It is impossible to reproduce all factors of the
phenomenon under investigation. The proponents of interpretivist methodologies are
concerned with the extent to which an explanation is sensible in the conle)[t where the
phenomenon is investigated (Newnan, 2000).
Shanks, Rouse, & Amott (1993) advocate that while the categorisation of some
methodologies is straightforward, others can belong to either category. For instance, on
the one hand, laboratory and field experiments belong to the positivist category because
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they are empirical in nature. Similarly, a conceptual study falls into the interpretivist
category because it is non-empirical, and involves subjective articulation about a
phenomenon or research question or objective. On the other hand, surveys, depending
on the nature of the collected data, can belong to both categories. Because of this.
Shanks, Rouse, & Amott (1993) categorise research methodologies on a continuum
rather than on two distinct categories. Figure 3.3 was adapted from (Shanks eta!., 1993)
to present the continuum of the research methodologies discussed above.
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I
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I
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I
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lnterpretivist
Subjective
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Scientir.c
Ernpiri~al

Figure 3.3- A continuum of research methodologies
In order for the investigation of the research questions to be comprehensive botb
positivist and interpretivist methodologies have been used. This has enabled the
investigator to capture complementary aspects of the use of the Catalogue of Errors in
software development. For instance, when the error density of code artifacts produced
by two developers in two development exercises is compared, such that one developer
uses a catalogue of errors, whereas the other do1;:s not use one, a better explanation of
differences suggested by the objective empirical error density data would be gained if,
subjective evidence using interpretivist methodologies were obtained as well. For
example, a subjective comment like: "developing a code artifact without a catalogue of
errors was easy, but once I spent some time to learn about errors in the catalogue,
developing a code artifnct was even easier and I managed to identify and 'orrect many
errors.", would help resolve any possible contradictions concluded by the analysi~ of the
objective error density dntn alone. In the work of Moher & Schneidennan (1982), where
different progrnmming constructs, techniques or tools were compared, a similar
argument was mnde.
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3.5.2.1 Relallol"l!lhlps Between Research Quesllons and Melhodologies ·Revisited
As ~hown earlier, research questions one and two entail the development of an Error

Framework >llld a Catalogue of Errors. Research question three entails the evaluatioo of
the impact of the Catalogue of Errors on developers' ability to prevent errors as well as
their productivity. In this tontext, research question one and two are conceptual design
questions. Question three, on the other hand, is an empirical implementation question. It
follows tba.t the methodologies u:;ed to address question one and two, should be
interpretivist in nature, whereas the methodology used to nddress question three should
be positivist as shown in figure 3.4.
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Objective

Research
Approach

}
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'""'""""'
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Mothodolog!os
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Figure 3.4- Relationships between research objective, questions, methodologies, and
approach
3.5.3 Review and Evaluation orReseardJ Methodologies
In this section severo! research methodologies are reviewed. This was carried out
because the knowledge of the details of individual research methodologies available
would help choose the right research methodology. The section concludes with an
evaluation of the review~d research methodologies m~d their relevance to the research
questions that are investigated in this thesis. This includes a short-list of the research
methodologies tba.t can be used to address the research questions outlined above. This
shortlist is comprised or the field study, Md the field CJ~:periment methrnlologies.
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Laboratory Exooriment
With this methodology human subjects are commonly employed in a controlled
environment, mainly a laboratory setting, in an effort to discover precise causal
relationships between selected variable~. Laboratory experiments nre characterised by
attempts to exert control on some variables (also known ns the independent variables) in
order to manipulate other variables (also known ns the dependent variables) while
systematically and quantiUltively measuring them. Quantitative analytical techniques are
used to process the measured values of the dependent variables in order to confinn or
refute the hypothesiSed causal relationships between independent and dependent
variables (Galliers, 1990; Jenkins, 1985; Zelkowitz & Wallace, 1996, 1997; Zelkowitz
& Wallace, 1998). Laboratory experiments are also called In vitro experiments (Bnsili,
19~6a).

The use oflaboratory experiments is regarded advantageous because it provides

the researcher with the opportunity to isolate and control a small number of factors and
study them intensively. The down side, however, is that Jaborotory experiments generate
results that cannot be readily generalised to the real world. This occurs due to the fuct
that in the real world, identified relationships are far more elaborate than their
laboratory counterparts. In addition, it is often said that since most laboratory
experiments employ students as surrogates for true developers, this is sometimes
debatable, if plausible generalisations to real world situations are to be made.
Field Experiment/Study
In principle, field experiments are similar to and considered an extension of laboratory
ell:perimen~

(Galliers, 1990). They differ in the fact that field experiments are

conducted in a more realistic environment, precisely, in an organisation's natural setting
involving actual stakeholders or developers (Oalliers, 1990; Jenkins, 1985; Zelkowitz &
Wallace, 1996, 1997; Ze\kowitz: & Wallace, 1998).

[n addition,

field ell:periments

measure the effects of the independent variables on the dependent variables through
systematic observation of the human subjects, which may consist of interviews,
questionnaires, participant observation etc. Field experiments are also know as In vivo
experiments (Bnsili, 1996a). The principal advantage of field ell:periments is greater
generolisibility to real world situation. It is however, difficult to find organisations
willing to be involved and replications are virtually impossible (Ga\liers, 1990).
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McDermid (1998) suggests that the term field study (also known as field trial) is =:d to
refer to studies which focus on the qunlitative (i.e. subjective) rather than quantitative
(i.e. objective) aspects of the research questions under investigation. A field study
would, therefore, need to be located on the right hrutd side of Shanks et al.'s (1993)
continuum (figure 3.3), due to its interpretivistic nature. A field study does not require
the definition of hypotheses, which need to be tested in order for causal relationships
between/among variables to be confirmed or refuted. With a field study, the investigator
of the reseru-ch question remEiins the expert providing an WlSWer to the research question
under investigation; participants in the field study are considered as components of the
experiment, because their feedback about the WlSWer of the research question provided
by the investigator is sG!icited from them; such feedback is subsequently incorporated
into a further refinement of the answer of the reseru-ch question (McDermid, 1998).
Simulation
Simulation is used to study problems where the constituent variables are known, and the
behaviour resulting from their interactions is not. A model of the behaviour is
constructed and the behaviour is observed as the variables are adjusted. The main
problem inherent in this type of research methodology is the fact that it is hard to build a
model that reflecta the real world, or if such made\ is built it is hard to know ifit is
accurate.

fu!=:
A survey is othenvise kno•.vn as opinion research and uses questionnEJ.ires or interviews
to collect data on opinions, attitudes etc. at a particular point in time. The data is
analysed using statistical methods so that inferences crut be made. The principal
advantage of surveys is that depending on the design of the questionnaires or interview
questions, they allow for a large number of variables to be taken into consideration. In
addition, depending on the allotted budget they may be administered to a reasonably
large sample of the population, making the inferred results more genemlisable. Despite
these advantages, surveys have their weaknesses too. For example, the researcher has no
control ofwhG actunlly completes the questionnaire and there is no way to guarantee
that the respondents willing ta participate are not biased in their auswers (Galliers,
1990; Galliers & Lnnd, 1987; Jenkins, 1985).
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CaseStudv
A case study is an empirical inquiry that attempts to investigate a problem in its renl·life
context. Typically, in a case study the boundaries of the problem are not always clearly
evident. Consequently, data are collected using a variety of means, such as interviews,
questionllllires, observation etc. (Gable, 1992). Galliers (1990) suggests that the main
advantage of the case J!Udy is that it allows ''the capture of'reality' in considerably
greater detail (and the anal}'llis of a considerably greater number of variables)" (Galliers,
1990, p. 162) as opposed to the previously discussed methodologies. The pitfall is that a
case study Is normally confined to a single problem in an organisation, which may be
difficult to reproduce in other similar organisations, in order to obtain stntistically
significant results (Galliers, 1990).

Action Research
Action research is often construed as a special case of the case study methodology
(Galliers, 1990). In action research, a problem or research question is investigated with
the active and reflective participation of the researcher (often in a consultant role). At
the completion of action research the role and the impact of the research is identified
and acknowledged (Baskerville & Wood-Harper, 1996; Wood-Harper, 1985). The main
strength of action research lies with the fact that the knowledge that is likely to accrue
from action research may be immediately applied in the organisation where action
research takes place. In addition, the researcher's involvement is overtly acknowledged,
helping claril)t the researcher's biases. The main weakness of action research is similar
to what was identified for the case study methodology.
lntemretatjve Study
Interpretative study involves the articulation of the essence of a phenomenon, in terms
of meaning, preconditions, prejudices and assumptions (Shanks et al., 1993). The
essence nf a phenomenon is not verified empirically, because the proof of the essence of
a phenomenon is "its self-evidence" (Galliers, 1990, p. 165). An interpretative study is
mostly used to understand existing problems rather than investigate new ones
(McDermid, 1998). The main strengths of interpretative study is the depth and the
richness of the understanding that the researcher can gain about the phenomenon under
investigation. The main weakness relates to the "inability to exclude alternative
eltplanations" (Shanks et al. 1993, p. 39) and the researcher's bins (Galliers, 1990).

ConeeptuaUArgumentative/Subjective Study
Shanks, RoiiSc, & Arnott (1993) define a conceptuallargumentativelsubjective study as
''the nrticu!ation of subjective beliefs about WI area of investigation." (p. 39). This
methodology cnn be IISed to review existing bodies of knowledge by conducting an in·
depth analysis of the existing literature (Shanks et al., 1993). The results of such
analysis can provide a basis for further empirical studies. The principle strength of this
methodology is that it allows for a critical analysis of existing knowledge, which ca.n
lead to deeper understanding, development of theories and new insights (Shanks et al.,
1993). The main weakness is that it can be highly su!Jjlll:tive and subject to bins and
distortion (Shanks et al., 1993).

Evaluation ofResearch Methodologies
Shanks, Rouse, & Arnott (1993) suggest that the nature of the research question
determines the choice of research methodology. This implies that some methodologies
can be more suitable than others to tackle certain types of research. In this context, three
types of research can be distinguished. Exp!omtory research is typically used to explore
existi11: literature and help discern generic models, frameworks, and insights (Shanks et
a!., 1993). Descriptive research attempts to accumtely describe the specific structural
and functional details of a setting (Shanks eta!., 1993). Explanatory re.~earch attempts to
inve.~tigate

why things happen the way they do (Shanks et al., 1993).

Table 3.2 was adapted from (Shanks et al., 1993) and swnmarises which research
methodologies are best suited for each type of research defined above. Shanks et al.'s
(1993) table has been augmented with the field study entry. A field study helps explore
a phenomenon by soliciting subjel:tive or interpretivistic feedback by the stakeholders
involved in the phenomenon. A field study may help explain causal relationships but not
absolutely, because feedback from pnrticipants will be subjective. A field study may
also help describe the specific structural and functional details of a phenomenon,
provided that the stakeholders have been involved in the phenomenon under
investigation.
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Table 3.2 may be helpful to narrow down the choice the research metho!kllogies to be
adopted given the type of research that the research questions discussed at the beginning
of this chapter represent.
The first question is an attempt to discern a generic Error Framework by exploring the
literature to identify what type of information may be helpful to developers in learning
about errors. This suggests that this question entails exploratory research. Similarly, the
se\:ond question seeks the exploration of literature for information in order to develop a
Catalogue of Errors, based on the Error Framework. Hence, the second question entails
exploratory research as well Finally, the third question is an attempt to investigate
whether a causal relatioll.'lhip exists between the knowledge of a Catalogue of Errors,
and the number of errorn injected by developers into software development artifacts and
the productivity with which such artifacts are developed. This suggests that the third
question entails explanatory research. In this context, the best research methodologies
suitable to address the three research questions have been summarised (table 3.3).
Table 3.3- Potential research methodologies to use to address research questions
Rescan:b Queitlon
Exploralory

Queslion 1, 2

Explanatory

Qu~ion3

~h

Melhcxlolcgy

Simulation; CDSe study: Action r=rch; Field Study
lnlerprelalivc study, ConeepiUal study
Labcratory/Fiold ellperiment

Simulntion and laboratory experiment can be deleted from table 3.3, because they lack
the real-world context. Similarly, conceptual study and interpretative study do not
involve any kind of testing involving participants (McDennid, 1998). As indicated by
the elaboration of the success factors for the research questions (see section 3.4),
research question one and two require participant feedback concerning the Error
Frnmework and the Catalogue of Errorn. According to McDermid (1998) 11 case study
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"involves the observation of an existing phenomenon in a relatively unobtrusive way"
(p. 97). The results of the investigation of question one and two, however, are meant to

be enriched with feedback from participants. Therefore, case study is not a good choice
to investigate them. Action researeh requires the active participation of the researcher.
Question one and two do not require such participation. Titus, action research can be
removed as well. Having found that some ofreseareh methodologies from table 3.3 are
not suitable to address the questions under investigation, 11 short-list has been produced
in table 3.4.
Table 3.4 -Short-list of the methodologies to u~e to address research questions
Re!IWI:h type
Exploratory
Explanatory

Re!IWI:!l QIICII!cm

ResWI:h Methodology

Question I, 2
Question 3

Field Study
Field experlmont

---'---'-------"'-:::.....·

Obviously, table 3,4, has .•:.-r.,.vcd down the seareh for methodologies to addresses the
research questions significuntly. A more detniled analysis to identify and define the
research approach to be used in this thesis is canied out in the following section.
3.5.4 Ident!fying the Reuan:b Approach

The objective of this section is to explllin the research approach adopted in this thesis
(see figure 3.5). In order to address research question one, which requires the
development of an error framework, the existing literature must be reviewed and
analysed. The outcome of the literature review and analysis should culmi1111te with the
proposal of an Error Framework, which must be empirically validated as suggested by
question one success factors (section 3.4.1). This methodology of research fits
McDermid's field study definition (McDermid, 1998). A similar methodology can be
adapted to address research question two, which requires the development of a
Catalogue of Errors, i.e. review and analyse the literature and empirically validate the
outcome of the review and analysis using question two success factors (section 3.4.2).
Finally, in order to address question three, which seeks to evaluate the impact of the
Catalogue of Errors on the number of errors committed by developers and their
productivity a field experiment can be used (tnble 3.4). Note that figure 3.5 is an
evolved version of figure 3.4, which was discussed earlier.
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Figure 3.5- Research Approach
Clearly, figure 3.5 suggests that a hybrid resenn:h approach hll!l been adopted tG address
the three questions. This approach consists of two separote field studies whose
objectives are to address questions one and two, and a field experiment which addresses

question three. Note that in figure 3.5 the overall research approach has been named llS
a field study.lt is accepted that this name does not exactly fit the description of the field
study methodology described earlier in the chapter (see section 3.5.3). However, given
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the need to name the research approach of this thesis, it is believed that the termfield
$/Udy is the only term that does justice to nature of the overall research approach

portrayed in figure 3.5.

The research approach constitutes a $/Udy about errors and the impact that the
knowledge about them can have on the number of errors injected in software
development artifacts and developer productivity. This study took place in afield
setting. In order to avoid any possible confusion in the following cluipters the research
approach will be referred to as the field study approach, whereas the methodologies
used to address question one and two will otherwise be generically referred to as field
study methodologies.

3.5 Summary
This chapter has focused on four main issues. First, the research obje<:tive and three
research questions were formulated in section 3.2. The three questions ate to be
addressed sequentially and comprise the development of an Error Framework (research
question one), which is used as a template to develop a Catalogue of Errors (research
question two). The Catalogue encompasses errors from the entire development lifecycle.
The Catalogue of Errors should be incorporated into software development and used to
help developers understand and learn about potential e=rs that they ate likely to
introduce into their development artifacts. The impact of the Catalogue of Errors on the
number of errors injected by developers into development artifacts and their
productivity must be identified and quantified (research question three). The chapter
continued with section 3.3, which argued about the need and the potential benefits of
addressing each research question. In section 3.4, the factors that would determine the
success of each research question were addressed. Finally, in section 3.5, the research
approach was defined. This section has also presented a review of the categories of
various research methodologies and has evaluated them according to accepted research
criteria. Section 3.5 has culminated with the conclusion that the research approach
should be a hybrid approach consisting of two field studies and a field experiment. The
issues related to the design of the field studies and the field experiment, context
selection, etc. are addressed in more detail in chapter four.
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4. Research Design Issues
4.1 Overview

In chapter three the research approach to address three research questions was
identified. This research approach is comprised of two field studies and a field
experiment. The objective of the first field study is to define Wld empirically evaluate
the Error Framework (research question one). The objective of the se;:ond field study is
to use the Error Framework in order to develop the Catalogue of Errors and empirir.ally
evallUite it (resean:h question two). The objective of the field experiment is to
empirically evaluate the impact of the Catalogue of Errors on the ability of developers
to prevent errors or to detect and correct them early in the development and their
productivity (research question three). While chanter three has provided a bird's eye
view of the research approach, it has igtoored a number ofspecific research design
issues that are related to the mechanics and the technical aspects ofits practiCI11
implementation.
For example, issues relating to the context and participant selection with respect to
whom the research questions are investigated must be addressed. Unlike field
experiments, field studies do not require the definition of hypotheses to be tested in
order to confirm or refute causal relationships between variables (McDennid, ! 998).
However, field experiment design issues (e.g. hypotheses definition) must be
meticulously considered and adequately resolved. In both field studies and field
experiments the appropriate data collection instrument design issues must be considered
in order to ensure that participant feedback is captured accurately. Participant feedback
is represented by the data collected from participants using data collection instruments.
In both field studies and field experiments, participants must be carefully prepared
before their feedback is elicited and the collected data must be adequately validated
before any plans for their analysis are carried out. The coltected data must be
summarised and analysed in order to discern patterns that help answer the research
questions. Therefore, data analysis methods and presentation issues must be planned for.
Issues like the ones that were described in the previous paragraph require careful
consideration and adeqllllte resolution, before the research approach can he clll'ried out
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in practice. These issues have been C(lllectively named 11.'1 research design issues and
they are addressed in this chapter.
The research design issues discussed in this chapter have been categorised into three
major groups:
i)

research planning issues,

ii)

research operation issues, and,

iii)

data processing and presentation issues.

Table 4.1 summarises the individual research design issues Wlder their respective
categories and also indicates their relevance to the research questiolll!. This is important
not only because it provides llll overview of the chapter but also becall.'ie it shows that
the relevant research design issues have been addressed for each research question.
Table 4.1 -Summary Research Design Issues
Rtseal'<h Drslgn_I~!Uell

Rrseanh (/urstlon l Researcb Question 2 Reseanb Questloa 3
' Er'ror !1o.meWofk < CatalogUe. of EriOn· ImP,.ct Or Catalogue
--- · .ofErrors

Re•ear<h Plonulng h•ues
Context Selectloo
Panicipmt Sel•ction Issues

Design of Field Experiment

This chapter culminates with the resolution uf several impurtll.llt design issues and the
presentation ufthe supporting arguments. Firnt!y, a university environment is selected

as a rt:.'leareh context and the rntionale for the decision to use senior student developers
as participants in the research is explained. Secondly, the rationale for using a non·
randomised field exp-erimental design to investigate question three is presented. Thirdly,
the chapter continues with the development ofa hierarchy of data collectiun instruments
in order to capture participant feedback with regard to research questions. Fourthly, the
need for participant commitment and data validation is explained. Finally, the chapter
concludes with the discussion of the plans for data analysis and presentation.
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4.2 Research Planning Issues
The research planning issues have been divided into four major groups. Context
selection issues, participant selection issues, experimental design issues, and
instnunentation issues.
4.2.1 Context Selection
The research was carried out in a university environment in the context ofa unit (US
equivalent of'course') called the Internet and Java Programming taught in Edith Cowan
University, Perth, Western Australia. This unit is a final year advanced programming
unit and is offered to senior computer science and software engineeringundergrodunte
students. The enrolled students are expected to develop a major non-trivial simulator
project in the Java programming language. The project is given to students in an
unstructured fonnat problem statement at the beginning of the semester. In order to
successfully complete the simulator project, the students need to develop three separate,
but related software development artifucts, which constitute progressive refinements of
the problem statement into a requirements artifuct, design artifact and code artifact for
the underlying simulator project over a period of 12 weeks in a 13 week semester.
The Internet and Java Programming unit is offered at two separate campuses of the
university, namely, the Mount Lawley Campus and the Joondalup Campus. There are
no differences in the way the unit is offered and ron in both campuses (e.g. the same
lecturer taught on both campuses). In addition, the unit was offered in both semesters of
2001. In order to ensure that students did not use their seniors' projects as their own, the
only part of the unit that was changed was the problem statement for the simulator
project. In Semester I 20(11, the problem statement of an Intersection Simulator was
provided, whereas in the following semester the problem statement of a Hotd U.bby
Simulator was given. The problem statements for semester 1 and 2 simulator projects
have been provided in appendix B, sections 2.1.1 and 2.1.2.
The same delivery dates applied for development artifact submission for students
enrolled in both campw;es and in both semesters and were Week 4, Week 8 l!lld Week

12, for the requirements, design, and code artifacts, respectively. This arrangement is
summarised in mble 4.2
Table 4.2- Development projects and artifacts

Project

NoofStwknt.;

- Semester 2 2001'

Semester 12001

Semester I 2001

Mount Lawley

.J.i'ondalup

Mowit Lawley

Intersection Simulator

lnter.;ection Simulator

Hotel lobby Simulator
;. "-:·..:-" -67·,"-

· c-:. 39.'

m-.:

.. _,,_

Weck4

Requirements Artifact due

Requirements Artifact due

Requi~m~~!S Am~t due

weeks

DeslgJi ArtifaCt duo

Design Artifact due ·

Dc1i8Q' Artifaot due

Week 12

Code Antfact due

Code Artifaot due

Code Anifoct

The principal benefits associated with !he selection of this context are related to the
saved effort that is associated with participant selection, research approach set up,
replication etc. Such issues are discussed in more detail later in this chapter. Sinoo the
selected context directly affects the ability to genemlise the findings to a wider
population, issues concerning threats to genemlisation etc. are addressed in detail in
chapter five where validity is evaluated.
4.2.2 Resear• ;h Approach Revisited
The fact that two semesters and three groups of participants were available presented
the opportunity for replication. The first trial of the study took place during semester I,
2001, and the replication took place in semester 2, 2001. The replication was seen as an
important way to confirm or refute the results obtained from the first trial. This
lliTilllgement is summarized in figure 4.1. A further discussion on replication benefits is
provided later in this chapter.
4.2.3 Participant Selection Issues
This section contains an overview of various participant selection issues induding,
population definition, sampling, sample size definition, and the types of participants
determination relating to this research. The conelwllon is that student participants can be
a valuable participant selection pool.
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4.2.3.1 Population and Sampling
A population consists of the totality of the observations with which the investigator is
concerned (Walpole & Myers, 1993). U:rually it is not feasible to deal with every
individual of the population, which suggests that a sample needs to be drawn from the
population of interest. A sample is, therefore, a selection from or a subset of the target
population. The sample definition is very important because it not only determinea the
ways in which sample data may be analysed, but also it detennines the various facets of
the validity (e.g. genernlisation) of the researchll. Two main categories of samples are
recognised. Probability or representative samples presume that the probability of the
selection of each participant is known before the sample is drawn, whereas, nonprobability samples presume that probability is unknown (Robson, 1993). There are
many types of probability sampling techniques, The most popnlar ones include simple
random sampling, systematic sampling, and stratified random sampling. Simple random
sampling involves selecting participants at random from the target population (Moher &
Sclmeider, 1982). Systematic sampling requires choosing a random starting point in the
intended sample !llld then selecting the nth occurrence as many times as the required
sample size (Robson, 1993). Stratified random sampling entails dividing the populations
into a number of groups or strata !llld then applying simple random sampling within
each stratum (Moher & Schneider, 1982). Robson (1993) points out tlurt probability
samples can be used to make statistical inferences about the populations. He, however,
also says that:
''The exigencieB of cnrrying ont renl world studies can mean that the
requirements for representative sampling are very difficult, if not impo115ible, to
fulfil. [representative or probability] sampling frameB may be impossible to
obtain" (p. 142).
This implies that that while probability sampling is feasible in principle, it also presents
e)[lretnely difficult practical and ethical issues (Robson, 1993).
There arc many types of non.probability sampling techniques. The most popular ones,
include, quota sampling and convenience sampling. Quota sampling requires the
" Tho Impact of sampling on data analysts is examined taler In the chapll:r, The impact nfswnptillg on
validity is examined inclu!p!er five.
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acquisition of readily available representatives of the various elements in the target
population, normally in the relative proportions in which they rn:cur(Robson, 1993).
With convenience sampling, participants are chosen on the basis of who is readily and
conveniently available (Moher & Schneider, 1982). Robson (1993) says that non·
probability samples are easier to obtain. In general, the non-probability samples can be
used to mal(e sensible judgements about the population, but such judgements cannot be
made on strong statisticnl growtds.
From the above discussion it is concluded that in a field study or experiment the
population and sampling technique must be determined.
4.2.3.2 Sample Slu
The number of participants is another issue that requires consideration. TI1e more
participants take pnrt in empirical research, the better the chances that the experiment
will yield meaningful results. Moher& Schneider (1982) advocate that as more
participants get involved in an experiment exercise, tighter confidence intervals to
determine the significance of results become available to the investigator. In addition,
the larger the number of the participants, the lower the probability of maldng inconect
conclusions that the sample findings can be applied to the population as 'Well (Miller,
Daly, Wood, Roper, & Brooks, 1997). This implies that in a field study or experiment,
the size of the sample size must be adequately determined.
4. 2. 3. 3 Professional versus Student Participants
The review of literature suggests that in general two types of participants can be
identified. First, professional participants are participants who work in the software
development industry. Second, novice or student participants, include participants who
are enrolled in software development-related university degrees (e.g. software
engineering, computer science, etc.). There are two distinct sr.hoo!s of thought that
advocate which type of participants should be used in empirical studies (e.g. field
studies and experiments). The proponents of the first school of thought suggest that
novice developers are no different from the experienced professional developers. The
pro{Klnents of the second school ofthoughtobject to such an idea by advocating that the
two types of developers, i.e. novice and professional, are quite different and mwt,
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therefore, not be used to replace each other. Referenced citations of the proponents of
these two schools of thought are provided below.
Moher & Schneider (1982) quote Miller defending the employment of participants with
minimal experience or novice developers:
"Use ofnal've subjects [participants] overei'l:perienced programmers may permit
detection of the characteristics of those processes unconfounded by differential
training, experience, ei'l:pectations, and attitudes associated with professionals."
(p.68).
Supporters of the first school of thought not only promote the idea conveyed by Miller's
statement, but they also go one step further and suggest that results of such ei'l:periments
may even be generalised to n broader range of developers, including ei'l:perienced
professional developers.
In the same disc!L5sion, Moher & Schneider (1982) quote Yowtg, a proponent of the
second school of thought, who argues that the two categories of developers are quite
different:
"Overall, it appeared thnt advanced programmers committed errors of different
types more equally, eliminated the superficial ones more rapidly, and th!L5
accounted for fewer errors in total. Beginners were apparently more subject to
the commission of some errors than others, but proceeded to eliminate all types
of errors with nearly the same facility." (p. 69).
Weinberg (1998) brings an interesting dimension into the discussion. This dimension
suggests that it is the amount of exposure on the tool or methodology etc. that is being
empirically evaluated or ei'l:perimented with, which distinguishes between professional
and student developers. This amount of ei'l:posure is what detennines ei'l:perience:
"In our study of JCL (Job Control Language), some ofthe students were relative
novices at programming, and others were rather old hllllds. All, however, were
novices at JCL .... When the group was tested at the beginning of the course,
ei'l:perienced and inexperienced alike did poorly; at the end of the cJurse, the
groups. did equally well. Thus it was not [programming] "ei'l:perience" in general
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that mattered in this problem, but the specific experience withJCL. "(Weinberg,
1998, p.34).
In 1111other study, Brooks (1999) quotes Young who concludes about his study on e!T(Ir
rates that:
'' ... the study ofe!T(Ir rates in prognunming which revealed, surprisingly, that
e,.;perienced progmnuners initially make about the same nwnber of e!T(Irs as
beginning programmers, but nrc able to fmd their errors faster." (p.l98) (Brooks,
1999).
This suggests that errors in progranuning nrc committed in the same way by both
professional and novice programmers. These two categories of participants, differ in the
way they detect errors, however.
The study conducted by Host, Rcgnell, & Wohlin (2000) presents llll empirical
evaluation of the differences between student and professional software developers in
non-trivial tasks that require knowledge and understanding of professional software
development. Host, Regnell, & Woblin (2000) were unable to detect any significant
difference between the two selected groups, leading to the conclusion that in empirical
studies, software engineering students may be used instead of professional software
developers. They, however, are cautious not to generalise this conclusion to all possible
situations, conditions and tasks (Host, Regnell, & Wohlin, 2000). The obvious conflict
between the above two schools of thought, and the argwnents presented by Weinberg
(1998), Host, RegneU & Wohlin (2000), and Brooks (1999), lead one to a
straightforward conclusion. It is possible to use student participants in empirical studies
focusing on how errors are committed. However, extreme care and strong justification is
needed when the empirical results obtained from the student participants are generalised
to profession£11 developers.

4.1.3.4 An Evaluation ofPartlcipan/ Selection Issues to Identify Portlclpants
In this section, the participant selection iSSIIeS that were reviewed above are discussed
with reference to the context where the research questions {see chapter three) are
investigated.
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Population and Sampling
The population used in this research was that of third year advanced Java student
developers enrolled in computer science and software engineering degrees in Edith
Cowan University (ECU), Western Australia. As Wohlin (1998) suggests, third year
students are about to enter the software development industry, therefore, the population
included juniorJava developers who are about to or have just joined the industry.
Given the conte)[t, the probability of selection of the participants is not known in
advance, therefore, non-probability sampling was used.ln addition, the participants
were readily and conveniently available because they had signed up for a unit which
means that the sample was a convenience sample (Wohlin, 1998; Wohlin et aL, 2000).
Statistics literature suggests that convenience samples are not recognised to produce
representative fmdings (Robson, 1993). Robson (1993), however, reports Bryman
(1989) showing only a few instances of probability Slllllples being used in the research
literature, while according to Schwab (1985):
" ... almost all of the empirical studies published in our journals use
convenience, not probability samples .... Thus if one took generalisation to a
population using statistical inference seriously, one would recommend rejecting
nearly a!! manuscripts submitted." (p.\73).
Examples of studies using convenience sampling may be found in Wohlin, (199&);
Wohlin et al., (2000). These studies suggest that extreme caution needs to be taken
when generalisations to the target population are made with convenience sampling.
Number of Participants
The participants were selected from the students who were enrolled in the Internet nnd
Java Programming unit. The number of participants was detennined by three factors: I)
number ofstudents that enrolled in the unit; 2) number of students that allowed
investigators to use their results; 3) number of students that decided to withdraw from
the experiment without completing all development artifacts. Table 4.3 distinguishes
between participants who begWl the empirical study Wld those who completed it. Nine
participEillts did not complete all required development artifacts. The impact of the size
of the three participating groups on statistical significance is revisited later in chapter
five, where the validity of the research is e)[amined.

Joondalup
Mount Lawt~y

39

Total

61

39
65
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TyPe of Partiejpants
Numerous experimental studies employing students as p!lrticipants were surveyed
(Battig, 1998; Host et al., 2000; Land et al., 1997; Porteret al., 1995; Schneider et al.,
1992; Shull, 1998; Stone et al., 1990; Wohlin, 1998; Wohlin eta\., 2000). All these
studies converged on the reasons for selecting students rather tJum professionals as
participants. First, while there is no doubt that professional developers are the ideal
p!lrticipants, it is also recognised that it is very difficult to engage them into
experimental exercises without remuneration because they must forgo their existing
commitments. An alternative was to Sllek professional developers who would be willing
to participate in the experiment while retaining their commitments. This, however,
woulrl have the potential to marginnlise the study, because the p!lrticipants' own
commitments would carry a higher priority. Loss of control over the experiment might
ensue. In short, professional developers were found to be unattrw::tive participants, when
cost, convenience, and control were considered.
Student participants, on the other hand, were willing to participate in empiric:al studies
when such studies were p!lrt of a unit that they were enrolled in. In these circumstances,
it is possible to integrate the learning objectives of the unit with the research goals of the
study. Most of the time, student participants are readily available and do not have to be
paid any remuneration. Besides, if the learning objectives were integrated with the
empirical study goals, the study under investigation would be a top priority with the
students. In such a case, greater control is achievable. For instance, as shown in table
4.2, the student participants were to complete the development of simulator projects, by
delivering requirements, design and code artifacts. These circumstances constituted a
very suitable context for the research.
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In addition, student participants were more likely to be available in larger numbers than

professional developer participants. This was ex1=ted to boost the significance of the
results. Another argument favouring the selection of student participants was the benefit
of conducting an empirical study in a university environment. If positive ou«:omes were
obtained, it would be possible to replicate the empirical study in the industry. If negative
outcomes were obtained, there would be no oosts to the industry. Therefore, initial
studies conducted in a university environment may determine whether further research
with professional developers is warranted (Linkman & Rombach, 1997).
Another final argument supporting the use of students as participants is that empirical
evaluation (i.e. experimentation) can become an integral part of software engineering
and computer science education (Wohlin, 1998; Tichy, 1998).
The discussion about the impact of student developers on the generalisability of the

findings is oovered in chapter five.
4.2.4 De!iign ufFleld Experiments
In this section, field experiment issues related to variable definition, experimental
hypotheses definition, randomisation, and balancing are examined. Figure 4.1 shows
that two field experiments were conducted. The variables and experimental hypotheses
definition were identical for both field experiments conducted in semester 1 and 2,
2001. However, some randomisation and balancing considerations were difii:rentand
where applicable, such differences are highlighted in the following discussion.
4.2.4.1 Variable Defln/1/on
In any experiment exercise, two types of variables are recognised. They are called

independent and the dependent variables. Wohlin et al. (2000) defme an independent
variable as any variable that may be manipulated by the investigator of the experiment
(Wohlin eta!., 2000). Wohlinet Ill. (2000) also define a dependent or response variable
as one that the investigator is interested in and whose values are expected to be affected

in response to changes in the independent variable.
The field experiments conducted in this study (see figure 4.1) manipulate one
independent variable, namely, Java development, including requirements, design, and
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Java coding. This independent variable has two possible values, namely, Catalogue·
assisted Java development and standard Java development. In order to avoid any
ambiguities that may arise with the two possible values of the Java development
independent variable, the following definitions are wammted:
i)

Catalogue-assisted Javo Development- the participants were to use the

Catalogue of Errors and training to assist them to develop requirements, design,
and code artifacts sequentially;
ii)

Standard Java Development-the participants were to produce the requirements,

design, and code artifacts sequentially.
Such values of the independent variable are otherwise referred to as treatments of the
independent variable. A similar approach to the definition of independent variables is
applied in Land eta!., (1997); Moher & Schneider, {1982); Shull, (1998).
Seven categories of dependent variables have been identified (see section 3.4.3, chapter
three). The dependent vwiables include:
i)

Error type/count;

ii)

Time spent to develop requiremenls/designlcode artifacts;

iii)

Size of requirements/design/code artifacts;

iv)

Density of errors;

v)

Escope ratios;

vi)

Productivity of developers when constmcting requirements/design/code
artifacts.

Given the definition of the dependent variables, it is worth reite111ting that the values of
the dependent variables are measured and evaluated in order to assess whether the
manipulated independent variable has a statistically significant effect on them. The
relationship between the dependent and independent variables and the underlying
experiment(s) has been depicted in figure 4.2.
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Figure 4.2- The relationship between Dependent and Independent Variables
4.2.4.2 Hypothesis Formulation

One of the most important aspects of an CKp.lriment is to fonnally and clearly state v.tlat
the experimental hypotheses are (Wohlin et al., 2000). Before such defmition can be
made, however, a preliminary eKperimental design issue must be addressed. Titis issue
is related to the fact that the Java development independent variable, described above,
has two possible treatments involving two groups of participants. For convenience and
simplicity, the two groups were named and defineci as follows:
i)

GroupA

Group A, !he non-intervention group, wast() develop S()ftware artifacts, namely,
requirements, design, and code using the standard Java development treatment
of !he independent variable (see section 4.2.4.1).
ii)

GroupS

Group B, the intervention group, was to develop software artifacts, namely,
requirements, design, and code using !he Catalogue-assisted development
treatment of the independent variable, (see section 4.2.4.1 ).
Having defined the two participating groups, nn infmmal definition of the hypotheses
was made as follows:
l. It is hypolhesised that gmup B participants would commit fewer errors in the

development of their artifacts as opposed to the participants of group A. The error
densities of groups A and B would be measured and compared to confmn or refute
the hypothesis. The expected result would be attributed to the fact that group B
received error-related infonnation and training with a Catalogue of Errors.

2. It is hypothesised that group B participants would have fewer errors that escape to
other phases as opposed to the participants of group A. The escape ratios of groups
A and B wouiJ be measured and compared to confirm or refute the hypothesis.
Again this would be attributed to the fact that group B received error-related
information and training with a Catalogue of Errors.
3. It is hypothesised that group B participants would have a lower productivity in Java
development as opposed to the participants of group A. Productivity would be
measured in terms of the artifact size produced in relation to the amount oftime
spent to construct the artifact. The amount of time spent to deliver the artifact would
not include the time spent learning the Catalogue of Errors. This decision was made
because Catalogue learning time occurred only once for each participant.
On the basis of the above informal statements, the hypotheses can be stated formally as
below:
I. Null Hypothesis, Ho: There is no difference in the density of errors committed,
between the participants of group A and B.
Ho:Error Density(group A)= Error Density (group B)
Alternative Hypothesis, H.: Error Density (group A);< Error Density (group B)

Measurements needed:
Density of Catalogued Requirements Errors; Density of Other Requirements
Errors;
Density of Catalogued Design Errors; Density of Other Design Errors;
Density ofCatalogui:d Code Errors; Density of Other Code Errors

Given that six different measurements were needed, six different hypotheses were
tested. These hypotheses have been summarised in table 4.4.

2. Null Hypothesis, Ho: There is no difference between group A and Bin the number
of errors that escupe to phases other than that of origin.
H0 : Escape Ratios (group A}"' Escape Ratios (group B)
Alternative hypothesis, Hi. ~ape Ratios (group A) "' Escape Ratios (group B)
Measurements needed:
Escape Ratios of Requirements Errors escaping to Design Artifacts
Escape Ratios of Requirements Errors escaping to Code Artifacts
Escape Ratios ofO:sign Errors escaping to Code Artifacts
Given that three separate measurements were required, three different hyPotheses were
tested. The hypotheses have been summarised in table 4.5.
Table4.S

3. Null Hypothesis, Ho: There is no difference in the productivity (measured as the
mtio ofartifllct size with the artifact development time) between group A and B.
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Ho: Productivity (group A)= Productivity (group B)
Alternative hyPothesis, H.: Productivity (group A) o# Productivity (group B)
Measurements needed:
Productivity to develop Requirements Artifacts
Productivity to develop Design Artifacts
Productivity to develop Code Artifacts
Given that three separate measurements were required, three different hypotheses were
tested. The hypotheses have been summarised in table 4.6.

Table4.6

The type of statistical tests used to test these hyPotheses is examined in section 4.4.3.
4.2.4. 3 Randomization

The aim of this section is to explore the available possibilities for assigning the two
treatments of the independent variable to the available participants. Two options were
possible:
i)

Option one: assign participants randomly, or

ii)

Option two: 113Sign participants arbitrarily using the existing segregation (i.e.
based on campus location and semester).

Option One
The first option is typically used in experiments. Thus, Cook & Campbell ( 1979) refer
to nmdomised experiments14 which "are characterised by the use of initial random
assignment for inferring treatment-caused change." (pp. 5-6). However, they point out a

" Robson {1993) nofen to rnndomised Ollperimen!s as lruo aperimi!II!.J.
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practical difficulty with mndomised ClCperiments in general and with randomised field
experiments in particulEII':
"It is more difficult to assign individuals or IEII'ger social groups to treatments at
random than it is to assign agricultural plots. It is also more difficult to assign
individuals to treatments at random in field experiments than in laboratory
settings. The field researcher is often a guest in at the sites where he or she
works while the laboratory researcher has almost total control over the setting
and acts us the respondent's host Such considerations imply that random
assignment will be less frequent with humans than with objects and less frequent
with humans in the field than in the laboratory." (p. 6)
Judd, Smith, & Kidder (1991) add:
" ... there are frequently practical and ethical considerations that force the
researcher to use some design other th(l!l a randomized experimental one." (p.
34).

Furthermore, if participant!: were to be assigned to the treatments of the independent
variable randomly, there would be a high probability that participants assigned to either
of the treatments would be sharing the srune campus. This wou_ld have presented the
potential problem of data sharing between the participants. This problem is recognised
and discussed by Basili eta!. (1998; 1999). Data sharing would have the potential to
undermine and invalidate the e)[periment results for both groups of participants (Basili
et al., 1998; 1999). In addition, the experiment requires that the Catalogue-assisted Java
development treatment participants be trained with the Catalogue of Errors prior to the
softwnre development. The training materials were integrated into the lecture notes for
the Internet and Java Programming unit, where the participants were enrolled ns
students. Therefore, if option one were pursued, four sets of lectures (for two randomly
selected groups in two campuses) would have had to be delivered. Therefore, option one
would have presented difficulties with randomising treatments and data sharing as well
as training materials.
Option Two
Option two requires the arbitrary assignment of the treatments of the Java development
independent variable to the participants, which means that the experiment would lack
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randomisation, raising the validity of the term 'experiment'. Cook & Carnpbe!l (1979)
distinguish a category of experiments called quas/-exper/menls. Robson ( 1993) quotes
Campbell & Stanley (1963) who define a quasi-experiment as:
"a[n experimental] research design involving an experimental approach but
where random assignment to treatment and comparison groups has not been
used." (p.98).
Cook & Campbell (1979) point out that the investigator of quasi-experiments has the
additional responsibility to separote the effects that may be caused by initial noncomparability of the participants from the effects that are caused by the treatment. They
describe quasi-experiments as where:
" ... the comparisons depend on nonequivn!ent groups that differ from each other
in many ways other than the presence of a treatment whose effects are being
tested. The task confronting persons who try to interpret the results from quasi·
experiments is basically one of separating the effects of a treatment from those
due to the initinl noncompambility between the average units in each treatment
group; only the effects of the treatment are of research interest. To achieve this
separation of effe<:ts, the researcher has to explicate the spe<:ific threats to valid
causnl inference that random assignment rules out and then in some way deal
with these threats. In a sense, quasi-experiments require making explicit the
irrelevant causal forces hidden within the ceteris paribus of random
assignment." (Cook & Campbell, 1979, p. 6)
Thus, the quasi-experimental approach, while it liberalises the randomisation restriction
and failing to rule out threats to the incomparability among participants, it shares all the
principn!l!Spects with the true experiment including hypothesis testing, cause and effect
investigation, vnlidity assessment etc. (Robson, 1993). However, the comparability
wuong participants is very important, because its absence can mask any variability of
the dependent variables resulting from the manipulation of the independent variable
(Moher & Schneider, 1982).
There are "literally thousands" (Weinberg, 1998, p. 35) of factors that can affect the
comparability wuoug participants (Keppel, Saufley, & Tokunaga, 1992). Strictly
speaking, the number of such factors is "infinite and unspecified" (Robson, 1993, p. 47)

and even randomisation cannot totally control them, Randomisation only rendern the
effects of such non·treatment related factors on the comparability of the participants,
implausible to a specified probability (Keppel et al., 1992; Robson, 1993). It follows
that in quasi-experimentation a reasormble list offactors that is expected to have an
effect on the comparability of the participants, Wld hence on the dependent variables,
must be specified and controlled for. In this study the.«'.: fr.ctors will henceforth be
collectively referred to as the development background independent variable. For
practical reasons, the remaining factors, i.e. non-development background related
factors, have tD be assumed at a fixed level fDr all participants. Hereinafter, such factors
are referred tD as other independent variables.
The liternture suggests that there are two common ways to capture information about
the development background Independent variable that affects the compnmbility of the
participants. One way involves the pre-testing of participants Wld the collection of pretest data The second way involves the collectiDn of supplementary evidence (e.g.
participant development background data via questiDnnaires) al:mut pDssible non·
treatment causes of variation in the dependent variables (Frankfort-Nachmias &
Nachmias, 1992; Judd, Smith, & Kidder, 1991). Either way, the collected data may he
used to help identify threats that may result in non-treatment-caused effects on the
dependent variable(s) and, therefore, establish participant compnmbi!ity. Pre-testing is
suggested by Robson (1993), whereas questionnnires have been used by Wohlin (1998),
Schneider, Martin, & Tsai (1992), (Frankfort-Nachmias & Nachmins, 1992; Judd eta!.,
1991) etc. In short, qunsi-experiments are the best choice to consider when it is not
possible or when it is difficult to randomise the allocation of !he treabnents of the
independent variable (Judd et al., 1991; Robson, 1993).
Identifving the Option to be Applied
One advantage of using option_two in the context of !his research is related to the fact
that the participants taking the different treatments would he located in two different
widely separated campuses. This would minimise the probability of data sharing
between participants. The other advantage of option two is that, if pursued, only two
sets oflectures would ba required for delivery, resulting in relatively lower cost.
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The selection of option two, however, requires M additional decision to be made with
regard to the use of pre-testing or questiormaires in order to capture supplementary
information.
The use of pre-testing has two problems. Firstly, given the scope of the project (i.e.
Intersection and Hotel Lobby Simulators) that the participants were expected to develop
as part of the field experiments (a

12 week project in a 13 weeks semester duration),

there was insufficient time to pre-test participants with meaningful pre-test task(s) that
would reveal useful comparability data. Secondly, if it is assumed that such meaningful
pre-test task(s) could be identified and completed by the participants, other negative
implications were expected to ensue. For example, the true effect of the Catalogue·
assisted treatment of the independent variable in the real experimental exercise, was
likely to be confounded by the additional experience that the participants were expected
to gain as a result of completing the pre-test task(s). Beca\15C of these problems, it was
decided that questionnaires were a better option. Due to the impossibility and
impracticality of collecting infonnation about all possible non-treatment related factors,
it was decided to collect information about the software development background of the
participants while assuming that the remnining factors were at a fixed level for all
participants (see further section 4.2.5.1). With the adoption of option two, figure 4.2 can
be evolved into figure 4.3.
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Assjgning Groups to Treatments of the Independent Variable
In order to simplify the referencing to the various groups involved in the field

ellperiments, three definitions were made:
i)

the participWits taking the writ in the MOWlt Lawley campus during
semester 1, 2001, are hereinafter referred to as the ML1 group.

ii)

the participants taking the unit in the Joondalup cmnpus iluring semester

iii)

the participWits taking lhe unit in the Mount Lawley campus during

1, 2001, are hereinafter referred to as the JO I group.
semester 2, 2001, are hereinafter referred to as the ML2 group.
Group size was used as a criterion to assign the groups to the treatments. Table 4.7
shows the arrangements made.
Table 4.7- Assigruuent of treatments to groups of participants
Semeoter l 2001
Semester 2 2001

- Cala!OJ!l!C:WistedJal'll ~velopmontMLJ (Ngl33 participants)
ML2 (n-67 part!elporiti.>

· Standard Jal'll DevelopmCDt

Tobie 4.7 suggests that ML1 and ML2 participants would use a Catalogue of Errors in
their development, whereas the JO I participWits would not. The Catalogue of Errors is
the intervention into the standard development. Consequently, the ML1 and ML2
groups are the intervention groups, whereas the JOI group is the non-intervention
group.
Table 4.7 also shows that both treatments of the independent variable were run in
semester I, 2001, but only one treatment (the Catalogue-assisted Java development) of
the independent variable was run during semester 2, 2001. The decision was purely
OpPOrtunistic in nature. Since the unit was only offered at one campus, MY segregation
of the ML2 group of participants into intervention and non-intervention groups would
pose the data sharing problems.
The reason for running the Catalogue-assisted Java development treatment a second
time was to eonfonn with the need for replication requirement that most eJ~:perimental
publications necessitate (Bnsili eta!., 1996; Brooks, Daly, Miller, Roper, & Wood,
\994; Judd et al., 1991; Shull et al., \999; Shull, 1998). If the results ofareplication are
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consistent with the original research, not only is the original resenrch validated, but also
confidence in the previous results is enhanced. While exact replications are often
impractical and unattainable due to cost considerations and the need for original work,
pwtial replications or replications with extensions can be used (Brooks et al., 1994;
Hubbard, Vetter, & Little, 1998). Also:
"Replication takes two forms: internal and externai.Intemal replication is
undertaken by the original experimenters; external replication is undertaken by
independent researchers and is critical for eslllblishing sound results." (Brooks et
al., 1994, p. 2)
The field experiment conducted during semester 2, 2001, was therefore an internal

partial replication of the field experiment conducted in semester I, 2001.1n semester I,
2001, the MLI and JOt pwticipants were required to develop the Intersection
Simulator. In semester 2, 2001, the ML2 participants were required to develop the Hotel
Lobby Simulator (see !llble 4.2). While the Intersection and the Hotel Lobby Simulators
were different, they were of similar complexity (see appendix B, section 2.1.3 11 ).
The results obtained during semester 2, 2001, (with group ML2) would be examined for
consistency with those of the Catalogue-assisted Java development treatment run during
the semester 1, 2001 (with group MLI). If the findings of both experiments are
consistent they have more confirmatory power. Even greater confirmatory power can be
obtained by future external replications, which can be a future research direction. This
would enhance the generalisability of the results (Brooks et nl., 1994).

4.2.4.4 Balancing
Balancing involves assigning an equal number of participants to each treatment of the
independent variable (Fenton & Pfleeger, 1997; Woblin et al., 2000). As suggested in
the previous section the replication of the field experiment in Semester 2, 2001, did not
involve a control group. Consequently, such internal partial replication is not affected
by balancing. In the following discussion, balancing is only discussed with reference to
the initial trial of the field experiment in Semester I, 2001.

u Appendix B, section :Z.l .l compare• md ~n!nl!l!l bclw~ !be lt1tcrsecllon and !be Hotel Lobby
Simulators.
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According to Wohlin eta!. (2000), balancing is desirable because it helps strengthen the
statistical analysis. However, balancing is not necessary (Wohlin eta!., 2000). Fenton &
Pfleeger(l997) agree with Wohlin eta!. (2000) by suggesting that experimental design
can range from being completely balanced to having little or no ba!Rllce at all, Miller et
a!. (1997) are more cautious than Wohlin eta!. (1997) and Fenton & Pfleeger (1997)
when balancing is considered, for example:
''Once the required sample size has been calculated and the subjects
[participants] recruited it is important to separate into groups of approximately
equal numbers, N1 say. If this is not exercised, the skewed distribution of

subjects results in a lower power of statistical test because a subset of subjects
will contribute nothing to the study." (p. 289)
It is clear that in the field experiment that took place in Semester I, 2001, the

assignment of the treatments of the independent variable to the groups CNMLI=J33;
NJo1= 39) suggests an unbalanced design. To help determine the number of participants
whose data run the risk of not being fully utilized in unbalanced designs, and to
detennine the effect that this may have on the power of the statistical analysis of an
experiment, Miller eta!. (1997) advocate the computation of what they refer to as the
harmonic mean. The harmonic mean is·computed by the following formula:

The harmonic mean for the field experiment is 60 16. Therefore, the field experiment
with a harmonic ffiCill1 of 60, is equivalent to one with equal group size of 60 rather than
86 17(Milleret al., 1997). This suggests that the skewed distribution of the participants in
MLI and JOI fails to fully utilize 521g participants' data (Milleret a!., 1997). Clearly,
the distribution of the participants into the MLI and JOI groups such that NMLt=l33
and NJm= 39 wiil not maximize the power of the statistical analysis. However, as
discussed above, the samples were convenience samples and the investigator was unable
to ask participants to move to a different group. This situation is not uncommon in
sdlware engineering research. In this context, Miller et al. (1997) state that:
10 (') ~ 133 X39)/(133 + 39)"' 60.
"{!33 + 39)12 - 86.
"((133+39)..(60 +60))-52.
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"Admitte_dly, however, it is not always possible to split subjects [participants]
into even groups. In such cases it 1~ always better to use the 'extra' subjects
rather than simply discard them." (p. 289)
Therefore, the issue is whether the power of the sllltistical Rna.: · is tha.t is inherent with
the existing illTlUlgement, where NMLl =133 and NJol"' !~

a.P:~ts

the reliability of the

results. This is discussed in detail in section 5.1.1 (S<'.e \...lh~J!~r five), which deals with
the low statistical power threat to the ·:i('\d experir t;n•
4.1.5 Instrumentation

The objective of this section is to r•r.:stnt the various types of instmments that were
used in the field studies and experiments. These have been classified into three ma.jor
categories, namely,
i)

Data collection instruments;

ii)

Training instmments; and

iii)

Development instruments.

Some of the instruments included in these categories are based on the study reported in
(Basili eta!., 1995). These instruments are presented in appendix B.
4.2.5.1 Data Coffection Instruments

The design of data collection instruments constitutes a compromise runong conflicting
objectives (Basili & Weiss, 1984). Obviously, it is desirable to obtain as complete and
detailed a set of data as possible in order to address in depth the research questions of
interest. However, this enta.ils designing data collection instmments tha.t are large and
deta.i!ed, Md which require time and effort to complete. Data collection instruments of
this nature are likely to irritate participants (Basili & Weiss, 1984). Consequently, the
design of the data collection instruments was governed by a set of criteria adapted from
Basili & Weiss, (1984) and Littlefair, (2001) which are S)lllthesized below:
i)

The data collection instrument should be as straightforward as possible;

ii)

The collected daW. should be readily and easily transferable to sW.tistical

iii)

The individual participants should require only a minimal runount of time to

pa.cknges to faciliW.te processing;
complete the daW. collection instruments;
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iv)

The data collection instruments should permit participants some flexibility to
describe any change or personal opinions outside the scope of the questians
nsked.

v)

Ovemll participant data entry averhead should be minimal and avoided where
passible.

Twa classes of data are used In this research, nameJy,porllcipant-generated data and
rev/ewer-generated data. Participant-genemted data were callected via questionnaires,
which were used to seek feedback from participants regarding various issues. Reviewer·
generated data were genemted by four reviewers who reviewed the participants'
development artifacts. The mtionale for gathering data and the individual data collection
instruments are presented in the following sections.
Participant-genemted Data
The data collection instrument that was used to collect data from participants was the
questionnaire. The primary reason for using questionnaires wns that they constitute the
best way to collect infonnation from participants in a timely and efficient manner. As
indicated previously, there were 239 participants, 198 of whom underwent the
Catalogue-assisted development treatment and were expected to provide feedback
concerning the Error Framework and the Catalogue of Errors. Had individual interviews
been used, due to prnctical reasons, they would have had to take place some time after
the event, which would have resulted in participants having to rely on their pnst memory
to retrieve the required data. Given the size of the sample, it was decided that such an

approach, while extremely time consuming, was also more likely to lead to incomplet.:
and inaccurate data. Participants can be asked to fill in questionnaires immediately a'l'1er
the event, while the infonnation is still fresh in their minds. An exphmntion about '.ile
individual questionnaires is provided in the following sections.
Software Development Background Questionnaire
The objective of this questionnaire was to collect data on the comparability of the
software development background of the participants. This wo11id also enable a better
understnnding of the reoults obtained in this research. A copy of this questionnaire has
been provided in appendix B, section 2.2.1.1. The analysis of the data that was collected
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via the Software Development Background Questionnaire has been presented later in
this chapter (see section4.4.4).
E[!'Qr Framework and Catalogue of Errors Eyaluation Ouestionna!res
Both the Error Framework and the Catalogue of Errors Evaluation Questionnaires
contain assertions which participants were expected to evaluate on a five-point scale.
The choice to use five point scale evaluation as part of the questionnaires was motivated
by three factors:
i)

The use of an odd number of options provides the possibility for inclusion of a
neutral option as the middle point of the scale that reduces the potential to bias
the evaluation. This would be better than alternatives which either do not
provide a neutral optiun ur provide optiuns cuunting a different numbers above
and below the neutral point in the scale.

ii)

A 3-point scale could have been used, however, it was feared that it would have

iii)

Finally, using an odd number of greater than five points on the scale wru:

the potential of missing out meaningful and useful infonnation.
regarded as a possible way to increase the variation of the collected data, without
adding considerable value to the overall results.
The objective of the Error Framework Evaluation Questionnaire is to collect the
feedback from participants abaut the various perspectives of the Error Framework. The
participants were expected to evaluate the perspectives of the Error Framework on a 5·
point usefulness scale. This feedback would not only demonstrate whether the
participants recognized the various perspectives of the Error Framework, but would also
obtain their empirical assessment of the usefulness of the knowledge represented by
such perspectives. This was important because it helps address the usefulness success
factor that was identified in chapter three, section 3.4.1.
The objective of the Catalogue ofErrcrs Evoluation Questionnaire was to gather
feedback from participants in order to evaluate some of research question two success
factors (see section 3.4.2, chapter three) including:
i)

the implementntion of Error Framework perspectives in the Catalogue of Errors;

ii)

the usability of the Catalogue of Errors;

iii)

the usefulness of Catalogue of Errors to identify and correct errors; and
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iv)

the ovemll software development skills improvement.

The leamability of the Catalogue of Errors success factor was addressed b~· collecting
Catalogue of Errors learning time data.
As will be shown in chapter seven, the Catalogue of Errors was divided into three
components, namely Catalogue of Requirements, Design, and Code en:ors. In this
conte)[t, three Evaluation Questionnaires were designed addressing the same issues of
each component ofthP. Catalogue of Errors. For e)[ample, one of the as}>e(:ts of the Error
Framework is called error eause. The assertion to evaluate error cause implementation
in the Catalogue of Requirements, Design, and Code errors is similar to the following:

"The Catalogue of(Requirements/Deslgn/Code) Errors has helped me understand the
causes of the errors included In it."
Similar assertions were made about how the other perspectives of the Error Framework
were implemented in the Catalogue. Assertions were also made about the various
success factors of research question two. The participants were expected to evaluate
such assertions on a 5"point agreement-disagreement scale. The participant evaluation
of the Catalogue of Errors was not only considered as the means to empirically evnluate
the Catalogue, but also as an opportunity to gather clues to further enhance the
Catalogue.
Both the Error Framework and the Catalogue of Errors Evaluation Questionnaires
allowed participants to provide open-ilnded feedback about any aspect of the Error
Framework or Catalogue of Errors. This was done in order to enable the participants to
provide comments outside the questions and to openly criticize the Error Framework
and the Catalogue of Errors.
A detailed discussion about the feedback of the participants with regard to the Error
Framework and Catalogue of Errors is presented in chapter six and seven, respectively.
Chapter six and seven also discuss hDw the data representing participant feedback is
used to address research question one and two success factors. The Error Framework
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Evaluation Questionnaire and the Catalogue of Errors Evaluation Questionnaires can be
found in appendbt B, section 2.2.1.2 and 2.2.1.3.
Artifact Development and Catalogue Learning Time
Participants were also asked to indicate the amount of time that they had spent on
developing the different software development artifacts as well as the amount oftime
that they had spent on learning the Catalogue of Errors. The artifact development time is
important because it would help address the productivity success factor for research
question three (see section 3.4.1, chapter three). The time spent to learn the Catalogue of
Errors is important because it helps address the Catalogue of Error Leamability success
factor for research question two (see section 3.4.2, chapter three).
The requirement to indicate the time spent to complete an artifact in general or a given
task in particular is common for programming units in the university where the research
took place. Such a requirement occurs in the context of the Intellectulll Property
requirement, where a student is e)[pected to show a timed log of their activities to
complete the development artifact(s). Given such an arrangement, it was decided not to
require participants to provide artifact development time data separately via a
questionnaire, when the participants would provide such infonnalion, anyway.
Reviewer-generated Data
As suggested in table 4.2, individual participants undergoing both treatments of the
independent variable would produce development artifacts at the completion of various
development phases. In order to address question three and some of its success factors
(see section 3.4.3), data about the number and types of errors committed by all
participants and the size of the different development artifacts were collected. Error
type/count data and artifact size data issues are addressed in the following sections.
Error Type and Count Data
The error type1g and count data are important because they help nddress the success
factors for question tluee. The development artifacts where error type and count data
were located were also deliverab]es, which the student participants were supposed to
1' The rcvicwern CJUI!IIIned the three artifucts snbmilled by the participants for errorn that were Cllmlogu•d
in the Catalogue ofErron and errors that were nol.
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submit in order for them to be assessed for the Internet and Java Programming unit.
Error count and type information identified in a development artifact was provided in
terms of comments and returned to the participants so that the comments could be used
to improve future development artifacts (see appendix D). Error count and type
information was also later recorded in Error Report Forms (see appendix B, section
2.2.2.1).
The fact that the error type and count data collection effort was absorbed by the

reviewers is considered advantagoous because it can be a "source of irritation" (Basili
and Weiss, 1984, p.432) to the participants.
The possibility of getting the participants themselves to turn in a list of errors committed
in their development artifacts, as done by Shull et al., (1999) was looked into and
immediately discarded for three main reasons:
i)

The consistency with which errors would be discovered and reported would be

ii)

The error lists turned in by the individual participant could have been biased,

very difficult to maintain due to the large number of participants involved;
given that the artifacts were also deliverables requiring assessment in partial
completion for the unit where the participants were eiU'olled;
iii)

The issue of the identification of false positives would have been serious, given
the large number of participants.

Another advantage associated with the decision to get reviewers to collect error count
and type information is the increased consistency with which errors would be reported
due to the fact that a minimal number of people would be involved.
However, despite the advantages of using reviewers to collect error type and count data,
it was recognized that there was a potential pitfall that could threaten the quality of the
data: the likelihood of bias from the reviewers. This was recognized early before error
counts and type data were actually collected 1111d we.s addressed by developing and using
standardized development Artifacts Review Guides, swnmaries of which are shown in
appendix B, seotion 2.2.2.2.1n addition, brief informal pre. and post-review meetings
were held between reviewers. The pre-review meetings fociL'fCd on what errors to
identify1111d how to identify them and report them back to the participants. This was
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carried out to ensure that all reviewers started their reviews with consistent error
definitions in mind. The post-review meetings focused on the consistency with which
errors were identified in the development artifacts and subsequently reported. In order
to ensure this further, randomly selected samples of fom reviewed development artifacts
were frequently exchanged between some reviewers. Pre- and post-review meetings
were held for each development artifact. In the study reported in Basili et al., (1995)
error counts and type data were collected in 11 similar manner.
Artifact Size Data
Artifact size data are important because they help address some of the success factors of
research question three (see section 3.4.3, chapter three). Two types of artifacts were
produced by the participants: code and non-code-based artifacts. Code-based artifacts
contain code written in the Java programming language, whereas non-code-based
artifacts contain text describing requirements or design issues of the simulator projects.
The size of code-based artifacts was detennined by the number of non-commentary
Lines of Code, which was measured using the JavaNCSS (version 15.32) (Lahme,
2001). The size of non-code-based artifacts was determined by counting the number of
pages contained in the artifact. To ensure consistency between the artifacts developed
by the participants, the participants were required to adopt the same Artifact Templates
(i.e. artifact fonnat) to present their code-based and non-code based artifacts (see
appendix 8, section 2.1.4).
4.2.5.2 Training Instruments

The objective of this section is to describe the training instruments that were used to
train the participants who underwent the Catalogue-assisted Java development
treatment. The training instruments are divided into two categories, namely, Error
Framework training instruments and Catalogue of Errors training instroments. Both
categories of instruments were documented in lecture notes and handouts. The lecture
notes constituted the summarized version of the infonnation provided in the handouts.

Lecture notes and handouts were prepared for three main reasons:
i)

To facilitate the teaching and learningofthe Error Framework and the Catalogue
of Errors; and

ii)

To be ronsistent with the teaching and learning standards of the university where
the resean::h took place.
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iii)

The study of the Error Framework and the Catalogue of Errors was incorporated
into the objectives of the lntemetand Java Programming unit. Therefore, the
materials had to be made accessible to the students.

The lecture notes can be found in appendix B, sections 2.3.land 2.3.2, whereas the
handouts have been included in the appendix A, section 1.2.
4.2.5.3 Deve/opmentlmtrumenls
The development instruments are comprised of the simulator applications that the
participants were expected to develop. As indicated earlier, two different simulator
projects were developed, namely, the Intersection Simulator and the Hotel Lobby
Simulator. The Intersection Simulator was developed by the participants in semester I,
2001. A second simulator WIIS developed in semester 2, 20(ll, to ensure that the
participants in semester2 did not adopt their seniors' simulators as their own. Both
simulators involved the development of requirements, design and code artifacts. The
simulators, however, while different, were ofa similar complexity. The problem
statements describing the simulators and an account of their similarities have been
included in the appendix B, sections 2.1.1, 2.1.2, and 2.1.3.
4.2.5.4 Summary
The diagram presented in figure 4.4 swrunarizes the instruments that were used to
capture the different types of data needed. Note that the Density ofErrorType, and
Developer Productivity and Escape Ratios are computed using data that is provided
directly either by the reviewers or by the participants or both. Note also that the shaded
parallelograms and the trapezoid group together the instruments used to collect data
concerning the research questions discussed in chapter three. Table 4.8 swnmarizes the
research questions, the success factors as well liS the data that are required to address
each success factor.
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4.3 Research Operation Issues
This section describes the operational phase of the research. The operational phase
requires two main issues to be addressed. Firstly, the participants and instnrments must
be prepared. Se>:ondly, the collected data must be validated.
4.3.1 Preparation
Before the plan is executed, the participants need to be prepared for participation and
any instrumentatioo concerns must be properly addressed. Such preparation will ensure
the smooth exe>:ution of the research.

4.3.1.1 Commilling the Participants
The obje>:tive of this section is to address issues related to the commitment of
participants. Specifically, the issues that are addressed below include disclosing the
research objectives, obtaining consent from the participants, addressing the sensitivity
of the tesults, providin~ inducements to 11articipants, and other ethical conside..-ations.
These issues 11re addressed in tum in the following sections.
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Disclosing Research Objectives
A document called Statement of Disclosure was distributed to all participants before the
start of the field studies and field experiment (AVCC, 1997). The document contains
information and outlines the objectives of the research. The potential benefits and
burdens associated with the experiment nnd the direct or indirect ways in which they
could affect the participants were also explained (Zikmund, 1994). In order to avoid
adverse effects on results, the hypotheses and infonnation about the data to be collected,
were not explicitly disclosed to the participants (Fenton & Pfleeger, 1997; Host et al.,
2000; Wohlin eta!., 2000). From the participants' point of view, they were not
pnrticipating in a research exercise; but were taking a unit in partial fulfilment of their
degrees and completing the required assignments (i.e. the development artifacts) in
order to fulfil the unit objectives. The Statement of Disclosure has been provided in
appendix B, section 2.4.1.
Obtaining Participant Consent
In order to comply with ethics rules and regulations set out by Edith Cowan University
Committee for the Conduct of Ethical Resenrch and to mEIJ{imise the validity of the
collected data, participllllts' consent wns sought so that the investigator would be able to
collect and use the data. After the contents of the Statement of Disclosure was explained
to the participants, consent fonns were handed out for·signiog. Tills constituted a formal
agreement allowing the investigator to collect and use the data concerning the
participants' work. However, it was made dear that the participants were free not to
sign the consent fonns or to withdraw their consent at anytime, if they chose to do so,
without having to provide any explanation for tlteir choice. The consent was obtained on
an individual baslll using the relevant pre-defined forms provided by the Committee for
the Conduct of Ethical Research, Edith Cowan University (see appendix B, section
2.4.2). The number of the participants who signed the consent forms were shown earlier
in the chapter (see table 4.3).
Sensitjvitv of the Results
The data collected related to the participants' ability to produce artifacts without
committing errors as well as their productivity. In this context, confidentiality is an
important concern. The participants were guaranteed anonymity and the collected data

was to be immediately de-identified to avoid direct reference to individUIII participants.
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The col!ected data was stored in designated locations as approved by the Committee for
the Conduct of Ethical Research (Australia, 1999; Crothers, 2000).
Inducements
Incentives and motivation are necessary so the participants can provide their best
perfonnance. One positive inducement was the expectation that the Error Framework
and the Catalogue ofErrorn documentation and training would help participants learn
more and improve their development skills through knowledge of enors. Secondly,
given that the Error Framework and the Catalogue ofEnors were part of the Internet
and Java Programming unit objectives, it was indicated upfront that these subject areas
would be assessable.
One negative motivational factor was that some participants could regard the Enor
Framework and the Catalogue ofEnorn documentation and training as additional work
that was not included in the unit in the previous semesters. A few participants e)[pressed
such concerns. These concerns were addressed by the investigator, lecturer and/or unit
coordinator who reiterated the fact that the Enor Framework and CntrJogue of Enorn
had been incorporated into the unit objectives and hence were part of the unit. This was
reinforced contint'ally both in fonnal and informal meetings with the students.
Other Ethical Consideration§
Another ethical issue is concerned with the assurance that no group is unfairly
discriminated against. This must be achieved by providing nil groups involved in the
research with an equal opportunity to acquire knowledge (Australia, 1999; Crothers,
2000). The design of the research approach described earlier in this chapter had the
potentinl for the discrimination of the JOl group as opposed to MLI and ML2 to occur
(see table 4.7). While MLI and ML2 would be provided with documentation of and
trained with the Enor Framework and Catalogue ofErrorn, the JO[ group would not
receive such documentation and training during the semester. To address this ethical
issue the following arrangement was made:
L The JO I group received no Error Framework and Catalogue of Errorn training for
the duration of the proj~t development (12 weeks).
2. The JOl group received complete and e)[tensive Enor Framework and Catalogue of
Errors training and documentation during week 13 of the semester.
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3. The MLI and ML2 groups received Error Framework and Catalogue of Error
training and documentation for the duration of the project (12 weeks).
4. The results of each participant's project were to be used to assess the in-semester
"."'Ork component of the assessment for the unit where the participants/students were
enrolled. Such results would, therefore, be subjected to a moderation exercise, if
necessary.

4.3.1.2/nstrumentalion Concerns
Individual sets ofinstruments including training materials and questio!Ulaires, etc, were
distriblited to each participant. The participants were also briefed about how the
questionnaires were to be filled in. Participants were expected to keep the training
materials and hand the questionnaires back to the investigator. Initially, they were
required to supply their student ID number as a means of identification. There were two
reasons for this request:
i)

Five questio!Ulaires (i.e. Software Development Background Questio!Ulaire,
Error Framework Evaluation Questionnaire, and Catalogue of Errors Evaluation
Questionnaire for the three components of the Catalogue of Errors) were
required to be filled in by each participant at different times, The student ID
numbers would be used to put the data for each participant together into
spreadsheets.

ii)

It was recognized that sometimes questionnaires could be filled in an unclear or

conflicting way. When this occurred, the student ID number was needed to tmce
the participilllt(s) in order to obtain clarification~. Once the questionnaires were
validated and found to be clearly filled in, they were de-identified to make
participilllt identification impossible.
4.3.1 Data Validatio~
The objective of this section is to describe data collection and validation issues. Basili &
Weiss (1984) suggest that:
"Validation consists of checking the questionnaires for correctness, consistency,
and completeness.'' (p.730).
They also propose a number of issues that need consideration as part of data collection
and validation. These are discussed in the following sections.
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Misunderstanding of the data Cllllection procedures
This deals with whether the data collection procedures were properly understood by the
reviewers and the participants. In order to minimise any misunderstandings each time
the participants were expected to fill in a questionnaire, a briefmg session was
conducted to explain the questions and how to answer them. Second, the reviewers of
the artifacts produced by the participants were also shown how to identify errors of
various types and report them on the artifacts as feedback to students. This was done in
pre-review meetings.
Timely data collection and validation
The shorter the Jag between data collection and validation the better. Data collection and
validation should also be concurrent with software development. This was applied in
two contexts. In this study, the reviewers validated the data within fourteen days after
the participants turned in their artifacts. This is considered to be reasonably concurrent
with the development of the artifacts. The questionnaires were validated for accuracy
inunediately after they were submitted. Generally, questionnaire submission occurred at
the same time as the artifact submission. When submitted, the questionnaires were
examined. In general, the following flaws were obsetved:
i)

Ticking between the entries (rather than on the entry itself) in the 5-point scale
evaluation questionnaires. This problem was rectified by approaching the
participants that had conunitted this mistake and asking them to fill in the
questionnaire(s) again.

ii)

Failure to indicate student ID numbers enabling the investigator to bundle
individual participant data. In some instances this was easy to rectify, because
the participant(s) had included the unidentified questionnaire with the artifact,
which was easily identifiable. To maintain anonymity artefacts and
questionnaires were immediately separated. In 13 cases the questiommires were
submitted anonymously. Calls were made for these participants to resubmit the
questionnaires and supply their ID numbers. However, the data supplied via
those questionnaires was eventually disregarded, because none of the 13
partic;pants came forward.
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Sensitivity of collected data
According to Basili & Weiss (1984), the participants need to be assured that the data
they would provide via the questionnaires, was not to be used to their disadvantage.
Participants were, therefore, reassured that the data collected from their artifacts and
questionnaires would not be used to bias their grading for the unit.
4.4 Data Analysis Methods and Presentation Issues
4.4.1 Overview

The objective of this section is to present an overviewofthe methods that were used to
arwlyze and present the co!lected data As shown in figll!"C 4.4, the collected data seek to
characterize various attributes of development artifacts. An attribute constitutes a
characteristic of an artifact that an investigator is interested in (e.g. size of the code
artifact in \elms ofLOC, or nn evaluation of the Error Framework, etc.). The
characterization of an attribute with data is known as measurement of the attribute.
Measurement can occur by using different scales. A measurement scale is a system that
dictates how to map between the attribute one is seeking to characterise and n predefined set of recognisable and meaningful nwnbers or symbols which represent a
sunumuy of all possible characterisations of that attribute. The definition of
measurement scales and the detennination of the scnle that is used to measure specific
attributes is important, because it can determine the kind of data analysis method to use
(De Vaus, 2002; Fenton & Pfleeger, 1997; Littlefair, 2001). Fenton & Pfleeger (1997)
classify measurement scales as one of the following five types:
i)

The nominal scale is the least powerful and the most primitive scale which seeks
to define unordered classes of categories and place the attribute under
consid~ration

ii)

in one of them (e.g. error typing);

The ordinal scale augments the nominal scale by adding infonnation about the
ordering of the underlying classes, thereby allowing them to be ranked (e.g.
software complexity).

iii)

The interval s1:ole preserves the order introduced by the ordinal scale and
supplements t'ne notion of the size or magnitude of the intervals between the
classes (e.g. time measured in minutes, hours, days, months etc. for a software
project to complete).
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iv)

The ratio scale retairui ordering, the size of the intervals and augments a zero
element, which represents lack of presence of the attribute and the initial point
where the other ciBSses start increasing at equal intervals. Arithmetic and ratios,
including division and multiplication, are also supported (e.g. length of software
code in LOC).

v)

The absolute scale indicates the number of occurrences of a certain entity,
namely the actual count. This type of scaling supports all arithmetic operations,
includir:g division and multiplication (number of failures, number of errors,
etc.).

It is clear that the sets of ordinal, interval, rstio and absolute scales are successive

supersets of the preceding sets of scales (Littlefnir, 200 I). An e11tcnsive description of
the types of measurement scales can be found in Conte et al., (1986); Fenton &
Pfleeger, (1997).
The data collected for research question one (Error Framework Evaluation
Questiorumire: 5-point perspective usefulness evaluation and open-ended evaluation)
were similar in nature to the data co!lected for question two (Catalogue ofErrom
Evaluation Questiorumire: 5-pointscaJe agreement and open-ended evaluation) (see
figure 4.4). The 5-point scale evaluations for both research question one and two were
therefore measured using the ordinal scale. The open-ended evaluations are subjective
evaluations about either the Error Framework or the Catalogue ofE11ors. Consequently,
the data analysis methods for both research questions one and two are similar, and are
therefore presented together in section 4.4.2. The data collected for research question
three were measured by using at least the interval scale (see figure 4.4). Section 4.4.3
presents the !llethod by which question three data were analyzed.
4.4.2 Researeb Question One and Two Data Analysis and Presentation

The ordinal data co!lected to answer que.~tion one and two are mainly presented in a
tabular fonnat. The tables contain the median values and the interquartile ranges of the
underlying distributions. The median is used to measure the central tendency of a
distribution of ordinal data and constitutes the midpoint in the distribution (of
participant indications in the 5-point scales of the evaluation questionnaires) after the
individual distribution values have been ordered from the smallest to the largest (Mason
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& Lind, 1993). There are as many values above the median as there are below it. The

variation of ordinEII distributions is shown using the interquartile range meiiSUreillent,
which constitutes the middle 50 percent of the distribution after the bottom and the top

25 percent (i.e. 25"' and 75"' percentiles) have been dropped. Narrow interquartile
ranges ~how a lower variation and as a consequence the median is a better
representative of the underlying distribution (De Vaus, 2002). De Vaus (2002) suggests
that the median and the interquartile range are the best statistics that are suitable to
describe data of an ordinal scEIIe.
The subjective open·ended evEIIuations were exnmined individually forEIIl participants
who chose to provide them. These evaluations were abstracted and sununarised in tables
where the frequencies of the participants subscribing to a given evaluation were
included. Both the descriptive statistics (i.e. median and interquarti\e range) and th~
frequencies of the abstracted open-ended evaluations were categorised on the basis of
group (i.e. MLl, 101, and ML2). The data analysis and presentation presented above
can be found in chapter six and seven, which deal with research questions one and two.

4.4.3 Research Question Three Data Analyslll and Presentation
The data collected to address question three are measurements of an interval scale.
According to De Vaus (2002) interval scale distributions are described in tenns of
means and standard deviations. Means and standard deviations are organised in a
tabular fonnat and are nsed to describe the central tendency and the variation of the
underlying distributions. The mean ofa distribution is the mtio between the sum of the
individual vEIIues of the distribution and the total number of values in the distribution
(Keller, Warmck, & Bartel, 1994). The standard deviation describes how far away the
individual values of the distribution are from the mean (Iversen & Gergen, 1997). The
descriptive statistics (i.e. mean and standard deviation) were categorised on the basis of
group (i.e. MLI, JOI, and ML2). In order to aid the descriptive powerofthe above
statistics, box plots were also used (De Vaus, 2002; Keller et al., 1994).
The data collected for question three were also analysed using inferential statistics. As
shown in section 4.2.4.2, the research hypotheses are expressed in tenus of pairs of
statistical hypothesis (null hypothesis (Ho) versus alternative hypothesis (H,)). A
hyPOthesis must be tested using statistical tests. While the alternative hypothesis (H.)
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presupposes a significant diF.erence between the treatments of the independent variable,
the null hypothesis (H~) assumes no such difference. Stntistical significance tests are
expected to show reje(:tion or non-rejection ofH~ as opposed to rejection or nonrejection of H•. De Vaus (2002) describes the objective ofstntisticnl tests of significance
as follows:
" ... tests of significance tell us how likely it is that the sample findings would
exist within the population as a whole. To be precise, tests of significance tell us
how likely it is (with n given sample size) that we would find the particular
pattern observed in a sample if such a pattern did not really exist in the
population. That is, how likely is it that the sample figures do not reflect
population figures." (p. 208).
This is the reason why tests ofsignificnnce are also known by the name of inferential
statistics, because they help the investigator infer about the likelihood that observed
sample patterns exist in the population where the sample is drawn from (De Vaus,
2002). There are many statistical tests available in litemture that can be used to achieve
this {Keller et al., 1994; Mendenhall & Sincich, 1992; Walpole & Myers, 1993; Wohlin
et al., 2000).
The choice of a statistical test depends on whether the collected data satisfies certain
required assumptions. For example, the so-called parametric tests are used to compare
two groups when the data collected

is nonnnlly distributed, whereas non-parametric

tests are used when the nonnality assumption is violated.
In order to detennine whether the data collected in the field experiments was normally
distributed, the Kolmogorov-Smimov test was used. However, this test revealed that the
nonna!ity assumption for the collected data was invalid (see appendix C, sections 3.3.1,
3.3.2, and 3.3.3), which prompted the need to use non-parametric statistical tests to test
the hyPotheses. Therefore, the Mann-Whitney U non-parametric stafisticnl test was
used. This statistical test is based on the ranking of distribution values in two groups
and testing whether the distributions are equivalent in lncations (Huck, 2000; Land,

2000). The Mann- Whitney U test is nonnally used when distributions from two
independent samples are compared. This test was used to compare the results between
the MLI and JOt participants. The results of the stntisticnl tests for the fonnulated
160

hyPOtheses are presented in tables that contain the dependent variable with reference to
each statistical test Tables also include the sample size (i.e. N) and the computed
probability (i.e. p value) at the 95% confidence interval. The data analysis and
presentation issues presented above can be found in chapter eight, which deals with
research question three.

4.4.4 Software Development Background Queationnalre Data Analysis
The groups that participated in the field experiments were not significantly different
from each other with respect to their software development background. The data
co!lected via the Software Development Background Questiounaire violated the
nonnality assumption (see appendix C, soction 3.1.1 ). Consequently non-parametric
statistical tests were used in order to compare the three groups (i.e. MLI, JOJ, and
ML2). The Kruskal-Wallis H test wu identified as a suitable test for this purpose. This
test is based on the ranking of distribution values of three or more groups, and like the
Mann-Whitney U test, it tests whether the distributions are equivalent in locations
(Huck, 2000; Llllld, 2000). The difference is that while the Mann·Whitney U test is used
when distributions from two independent samples are compared, the Kroskal· Wallis H
test is used when distributions from three or more samples are compared (Huck, 2000).
The results of the K.ruskal-Wallis H test indicate that the software development
backgrounds of the MLJ, JO I, ll!ld ML2 participants, as characterised by the data
collected through the Software Development Background Questionnaire, are not
significantly different (see appendix C, section 3.1.2).

4.5Summary
This chapter has examined issues relating to the design of the research approach.
Initially, planning issues related to the research approach were covered. Planning issues
include context and participant selection, field experiment design, instrumentation, and
data analysis and presentation.
It was argued and concluded that a university environment constitutes a good context
and that student participants constitute an attractive participant selection pool in order to
investigate the three research questions. Convenience sampling was used to recognise
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tluee groups of participants, namely, MLI, JOt, and ML2. ML1 and JOI participated in
the field studies and the field ex.periment during Semester I, 2001, whereas ML2
participants were used during Semester2, 2001.
Due to the convenience considerations in selecting student participants, the field
experiments lacked randomisation. Consequently, they had to be treated as quasi·
experiments. The review ofliterature indicates that when quasi-experimental settings
are used the additional task of establishing comparability between MLI, 101, and ML2
participants must be carried out. This was done by collecting additional infonnation
from the participants, which allowed the investigator to cenclude that any changes in the
values of the dependent variable were due to the effects efthe treatments of the
independent variables.
Instrumentation iosues as well as a detailed account of the instruments used in the field
studies and the field e~tperiments were also discussed in this chapter. Three broad
categeries ofinstruments were recognised, namely, data collection instruments, training
instruments, and development instruments. The discussion on instrumentation showed
how individual instruments would contribute towards addressing the three research
questions.
Issues relating to conteKt and participant selection and instrumentation concern all of the
research questions, whereas the field

e~tperiment design issues concern only research

question three.
Chapter four also dealt with issues concerning research operation, including participant
preparation and data validation. These issues were important because the participmts
had to be adequately prepared before embarking into the field studies and the field
e~tperiments.

Also the data collected from the field studies and the field experiment to

address the tluee research questions had to be properly validated before analysis.
Finally, the chapter was concluded with a discussion of how the co!lected data would be
analysed and presented in order to address the research questions.
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S. Validity Evaluation
5.1 OVerview
In clwpter four it was shown that two quasi-experiments were conducted in order to
confirm or refute propositions about the ability of developers to commit and remove
errorn and their productivity with and without a Catalogue of Errors. These propositions
were articulated in terms of hypotheses which establish relationships between dependent
and independent variables. Unfortunately, both the field C)[periments and quasi-

experiments generate data only from samples in order to make conclusions about the
relationships between the dependent and independent variables. Attempts are then made
to infer such conclusions to the population where the samples were drawn from. This
occurs because, due to practical and feasibility considerations, it is impossible to
involve the entire population into experimental exercises. Consequently, in any
experiment or quasi-experiment, strictly speaking, it is impossible to know the truth or
the falsity of any propositions made about the true relntion!!hip between the dependent
and the independent variables for the entire population (Cook & Campbell, 1979; De
Vaus, 2002). Therefore, the term validity refers to the best possible appro)[imation of the
relationships between the dependent and the independent variables for the participants
of the study, to the true relationships between the dependent and the independent
variables for the entire population of Java student developers (Cook & Campbell, 1979;
Frankfort-Nachmins & Nachmias, 1992; Judd et al., 1991). It is, therefore, important
that henceforth the tenn vnlidity be understood to represent approximate or tentative
validity.
Cook & Campbell's (1979) landmark work on quasi-experimentation suggests that, in
order to assess the validity of an experiment, four questions need to be answered:
i)

Is there a relationship between the dependent and the independent variables
defined in the experiment?

ii)

If a relationship between the dependent and the independent variables is
ascertained, is such a relationship plausibly causnl from the independent
variable(s) to the dependent ones?

iii)

If a relationship between the dependent and the independent varinbles is
ascertained. and if it is reasonably known that it is the independent variable(s)
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causing the effect on the dependent variables, what particular cause and effect
constructs are associated with such a relationship?
iv)

How generaliseable is the caw;al relationship between the independent
variable(s) and the dependent variables to other individua.IB of the target
population who may be operating in other settings, times, etc.?

According to Cook & Campbell (1979), Judd, Smith, & Kidder (1991), FrankfortNachmias & Nachmias (1992), and Wohlin eta!. (2000), each of the above questions
involves numerous issues that need to be addressed. Cook & Campbell (1979)
categorise the issues associated with the aforementioned questions under four tenns,
namely, conclusion vulidity, internal validity, construct validity and external
experimental validity. There is widespread agreement that such terms constitute
experimental validity {Frankfort-Nachmias & Nachmias, 1992; Judd eta!., 1991;
Robson, 1993; Wohlin et al., 2000).
5.2 Conclusion Validity

Conclw;ion validity is concerned with the statistical relationship between the treatments
of the independent variable and its effect on the dependent variables, given a certain
significance level (Wohlin ct al., 2000). There are several issues that may affect the
ability to mnke correct conclw;ions about such relationships and which are potential
tim:ats to making correct conclusions (Cook & Campbell 1979; Wohlin et al. 2000).
However, threats are not always applicable to all experiments. The following sections
address some of the threats that are applicable to the qlUISi-experiments that were
undertaken in this study.
5.:Z.1 Low Statistical Power
In order to ensure that the results derived at the end of the experiment are reliable, the

statistical power of the qiiiiSi-experiments must be considered in the light oftluee
components (Baroudi & Orlikowskl, 1989; Lipsey, 1990; Miller et al., 1997):
i)

the significance criterion (a);

ii)

the sample size (N}; and

iii)

the effect size (y).

The signifiClll1ce criterion (a) is related to the fact that the testing of the stated
hypotheses involves the possibility of two different types oferrors. On the one hand, it
is likely that the test result may suggest the rejection of a null hypothesis when it is
actually true; on the other hand, it is possible that the test result may suggest the
acceptance of a null hypothesis when it is actually false. These are referred to as Type I
and Type 11 Errors and indicate that the inference made on the basis of the test results is
incorrect. Littlefair (2001) in his thesis says:
" ... the diagnosis of an alpha [Type I] or beta [Type II) error presupposes that the
experimental data \VIIS correctly gathered and processed, the incorrect inference
having arisen out of the data sampled being by chance a misleading sample."
(p.164).
As proposed by Miller et al. (1997), in this thesis the significance criterion (a) is set at a
''prudently low level of0.D5" (p. 287) to protect against Type I error. This means that
there is a I in 20 chance of incorrectly rejecting a nu!l hypothesis (Milleret al., 1997).
The risk of committing a Type II error is represented by ~· The power of a statistical

analysis is represented by the probability that the statistical analysis will result in the
actual rejection of the null hypothesis when such hypothesis is false and is related to~
with the fonnula

1-~

(Land, 2000; Miller eta!., 1997). In this thesis, the powerofthe

statistical test is set to 0.8 (allowing for~ of0.2) which, according to Miller eta!.
(1997}, is recommended for research in software engineering.
The size of the sample, commonly referred to byN, is a very important criterion in a
quasi-experiment. In this context, Milleret a!. (1997) state that:
"As N increases, the probability of error decreases, thus the greater the precision

and the higher the chance of rejecting the null hypothesis, assuming that the
sample is a representative cross·sectionofthe entire population." (p. 288).
The effect size (y) refers to the extent to which the phenomenon under study is present
in the population: the larger the size of the effect, the greater the possibility that the
effe>:t is detectable and, therefore, the null hypothesis is rejected (Miller et a.I., 1997).
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According to Miller et al. (1997) the effect size is typically set to O.S, which is
considered a large effect.
Miller ct al. (1997) suggest that in order to achieve the effect size o( y = 0.8, when the

power of the statistical test is set to 0.8 (1·~) and the significance criterion is set to 0.05
(a), data from at ll"ast 25 participants are required (Miller et al., 1997). In this study,

where NML1=133 and N 101= 39 and NMu=67, the number of participants is clearly more
than 25 (see section 4.2.4.3, table 4.7), which enhances confidence in the reliability of

the results. Therefore, the results are not affected by low statisticnl power.
s.:z.:z Vlnlated Assumptions or Statislicp) Tests
As indicated in chapter four, the non-parametric statistical significance test called

Mann-Whitney U test was chosen to test the data. This decision is based on the fact that
the data (see appendix. C, sections 3.3.1, 3.3.2, and 3.3.3) would violate the nonnnlity
assumption (i.e were not normally distributed).
This choice is further justified given that the intervention (i.e. NMu=l33) and non·
intervention (i.e. NJoL= 39) group samples sizes were uneven (see chapter four, section
4.2.4.4).1n such circumstances, Douglas & Webster (1999) recommend the choice of
non-parametric over parametric tests:
''Non parametric tests were used rather than parametric tests, because they are
better suited to unequal group size and non-normality, both of which can
seriously bias parametric tests ...." (p. 3).
This point is also made by Huck (2000) who also claims that, with nonnormal
distributions, non-parametric tests can provide a better protection against Type II errors.
Therefore, it can be concluded that the choice for the Mrum-Whitney U test as a non·
parametric test is justified, due to the Wleven sizes of the samples and non-normal
distribution of the data collected from such samples.
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5.2,3 Reliability of the Measurements
The conclusion validity of an experiment is also dependent on !he reliability of !he
measurement of !he dependent variables. A me!L'Iurement is said to be reliable if it can

be repeated wilh the same outcome. Measurements can be classified into two broad
categories, namely, objective and subjective meii3U[ements. Objective measurements
(e.g. Lines of Code, page count, etc.) are normally more reliable !han subjective
measurements (e.g. an opinion or subjective evaluation) because the latter involves
more human judgement.
Measurement data in this study was generated by the participants and the reviewern. The
participanlll generated data by filling queotiorumires to evaluate the Error Framework or
the Catalogue of Errors, etc. In order to minimise any reliability problems, close
attention was paid to the wording of !he ques:ions to avoid ambiguity.
The reviewers of the artifacts produced by !he participants were another source of
measurement data. In scme circumstances the reviewers bad to use their own judgement
to determine the error type (see chapter four, section 4.2.5). While most errors do not
lend themselves to subjective judgement (e.g. interface .:rrors, object initialisation
errorn, etci0 there are some (e.g. requiremenlll errors) that can be misinterpreted. For
example, it is possible for an inconsistency error to be confused with an ambiguity error.

This issue is also raised in Bell & Thayer, (1976). As indicated in chapter four, efforts
were made to minimise this potential reliability problem by conducting reviewer
meetings before and after the artifaclll were reviewed. The objective of such meetings

was to ensure that all reviewers had coasister t -lefmitions of errors so that the artifactll
were reviewed consistently.
5.2.4 Reliability of Treatment Implementation
Treaunent implementation concerns how the treatments of the independent variable(~)
are applied to the participants. This can be a threat if the treatment is not similEifly
applied to aU participants. There were two trentmenlll of the independent variable,
namely, the Catalogue-assiste.! Java development and Standard Java development. As
shown in chapter four, the Catalogue-assisted Java development entailed training the

"' See appendi~ A, section t.l and 1.2, fora complete account oftlt:oe erroiS and olhen.
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participants with the Error Framework and the Catalogue of Errors in lecture and
workshop sessions. The reliability of treatment implementation threat was minimised by
standardising the treatment training materials and using the same person to conduct
treatment \rllining lectures. The workshop sessions were conducted by different tutors,
who had helln instructed to use identical training illlitruments in the workshop sessiollli.
This ensured that the Catalogue-assisted Java development treatment was similarly
applied to all participants.
5.31Dternal Validity

Robson (1993) defmes internal validity as that "concerned with the extt.nt to which an
e){periment establishes that a particular factor or variable has actually caused the effect
that b found." (p. 46). Wohlin et al. (2000) add to this definition of internal validity in
that it must also Cllliure that the causal relationship between the independent and
dependent variables is not the result of another factor or group of factors over which the
investigator has no control or bas not measured. Internal validity is subjeet to a number
of threats which might show a causal relatiolllihip between independent and dependent
variables, when such a relationship does not e){is\. The potential threats to internal
validity are addressed in the following sections.
5.3.1 History Effects
History effects are caused by events that take place during the experiment. Such events
may include anything ranging from holiday breaks, where student participants tend to
catch up on their work, to an unexpected fire drill during a lecture session, which could
disrupt attention during a Catalogue of Errors training session, etc. In order to control
for history effects, both the intervention and the non·interventior. groups (i.e. JOI and
MLI) were subjected to the treatments during the same time span (Semester I, 2001)
and it is believed that any major events (e.g. holidays) would have affected both groups
in the same way. The MT.2 group was subjected to the Catalogue-assisted Java
development treatment in a different time span (Semester 2, 2001 ). In addition, all
participants used similarly equipped, although different computer laboratories with
equal access to identical software packages. It was recognised that complete control
over other history effects was impossible.
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5.3,2 Maturation and Sele~tion Effe~ts
Maturation effects are related to participant reactions as time passes (Wohlin eta!.,
2000). It was not possible to rule out the occurrence of maturation effects in this study.
For instance, it is possible that the MLI participants may have become tired or fatigued
because the Catalogue of Errors entailed additional work on their part, causing loss of
motivation and less effective and efficient performance. Also, it is believed that it is not
impossible that the MLI participants perceived the Catalogue of Errors-related work as
something extra, given that it was not part of the unit in previous semesters. This might
hove caused reluctance, carelessness etc. In either case, the true effect of the Catalogue
of Errors may have been underestimated.
On the other hand, it is possible that the MLI participants may have felt more
enthusiastic and motivated because they were learning new things not taught before. It
is also possible that the MLI participllllts, coincidently, were able to learn faster than
others. In either case, they DlliY have performed more effectively and efficiently and the
true e!Teet of the Catalogue of Errors may have been overestimated.
It is believed that maturation effects were minimised in this study because the Catalogue
of Errors training and other related ta.~ks were included in the unit objectives which
students are introduced to onee eruolled in a unit. This was expected to ensure that the
participants maintained interest throughout the research exercise.
Another threat is related to the non-random assignment of the two treatments which is
known as the selection effect. According to Judd, Smith, & Kidder (199I) and Cook &
Campbell (1979) selection effects are pervasive in quasi-experiments and "do not
permit causal inferences with the same degree of confidence as randomised experiments
do". As a consequence, some internal validity is sacrificed at the expense of practical
considerations (see chapter four, section 4.2.4.3). Selection effects were controlled by
collecting supplementary evidence to either help establish compambility between the
participants or to help explain any possible variation in the results. As a matter of fact,
the data collected via the Software Development Background Questionnaire suggests
that the MLI, JO I, and ML2 participants are not significantly different. This suggests
that the selection effects were minimal.
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5.3.3 Testing Threat

The testing threat is concerned with the number of times particular participant responses
arc measured. If a given participant response is measured more than once, it is likely
that the participant performance may be enhanced due to learning effects. It is believed
that testing threats have been eliminated in this research because, the participants were
not involved in a pre-testing e)[ercise. Participant testing occurred once for each artifact,
nEUnelY requirements, design and code. It is not believed that this threatened internal
validity because the artifacts were different and hence subject to different errors.
5.3.4 Mortality

Mortality is concerned with the number of participants who do not complete the
e)[perimcnt which results in data loss. E)[p<:rimental results may be affected if the lost
dats is representative of the total sample. As shown in chapter four, in total, nine
participants from MLI (7) and ML2 (2) did not complete all the software development
artifacts. However, given the total size of the samples, mortality would have had only a
minimal impact on the internal validity.
5.3.5 Diffusion or Treatment Effects

Diffusion or the imitation of treatment efli:cts occurs when participants from the nonintervention group learn about the treatment and as a result imitate the behaviour of the
intervention group. While the lack of diffusion of treatment effects cannot be
guaranteed, they were minimised because the pcrticipantsofthe intervention (ie. MLl)
and non-intervention (i.e. JOI) groups were locall:d in two separate campuses.
5.3.6 Compcll!latory Rivalry and Resentful Demoralization Effects

Typically, compensatory rivalry occurs among the participants of the non-intervention
group who may feel as "the natura[ underdog" (Wohlin et al., p.70) and as a result be
motivated to change (i.e. by performing better or worse than expected). As shown in
chapter four (see section 4.3.1.1) both intervention (i.e. MLI) and the non-intervention
(i.e. JOI) groups were given the same opportunity to acquire the new knowledge that
the Catalogue of Errors offered. This helped to minimise any compensatory rivalry or

resentful demoralisation effi:cts.
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5.4 Construct Validity
Construct validity represents the extent to which the independent and the dependent
variables accurately reflect the construct of interest (Judd et al., !991).ln this study, the
construct of interest is the impact of knowledge of the Catalogue of Errors on the
quality of software development artifacts and developer productivity, and the concrete
representation of quality of software development artifacts is measured by the number
of errors injected into them by developers during construction (Fenton & Pfleeger,
1997; Kltchenham, \996; Conte et al., 1986; Dinz & Sligo, 1997; Pflceger, 1996;
Wohlin, 1998). According to Land (2000) and Judd, Smith, & Kidder(1991) the
operational definition of the construct most be objective to allow replication by others.
Chapter four hns clearly defined the dependent and the independent variables and
described the instruments to allow replication by others. Yet, construct validity is
subject to a number of threats, which are discussed in the following sections.
5.4.1 Hypothesis Gue~sing
The thrent of hypothesis guessing concerns participants who might attempt to work out
the purpose and the intended result of the experiment. As a consequence, their
behaviour is positively or negatively affected by their guesses about the hypotheses.
Attempts were made to minimise this threat on the field experiments by not infomting
the participants about the dependeotand the independent variable information. It is,
however, impossible to guarantee that participants were unable to guess what the
independent and the dependent variable.'! were.
5.4.2 Hawthorne Effect
The Hawthorne effect is known to affect the performance of participants who are aware
that their performance is being observed (Brown, 1954). Kltchenham (1996) explains
the Hawthorne effect ns when participants perform better in an experiment because of
the very fact that they are participating in an experiment. Bru;i\i & Weiss (1984) suggest
that there is no simple solution fer the Hawthorne effect, however, they also say that:
" ... if error monitoring is a continuous, long term activity, that is part of the
normal scheme of software development, not associated with evaluation of
progrannnerperformance, this effect [Hawthome effect] may become
insignificant."(p.736).
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It is believed that the Hawthorne effect was insignificant in the field experiments,
because, although the participants were informed that they were participating in
experiments, they were not told what data was being collected. Even the collection of
error data followed normal university procedures for producing and assessing the
participants' artifacts. For example, the errors that were being collected were noted
down by their reviewers in temls of conunents justifYing the deducted marks. Such
comments are normally C)[pected in a university environment, when a deliverable (i.e.
the artifact(s)) is submitted and flaws that are found are reported (see appendix D).
Finally, the project was a long tenn project taking 12 weeks ofa 13 week semester to
complete and, as such, possibly exhausting any Hawthorne effect that may have
occurred.
5.4.3 Experimenter Expectancies

"Experimenter expectancies" is the term used by Cook & Campbell (1979) and Wohlin
et al. (2000) to refer to the potential threat to constmct validity from experimenter bias
about what they expect from the experiments (Wohlin eta]., 2000).1n order to minimise
this two COILiidemtions wc:re made. First, the questions in the questionnaires were
designed so that the answers would not be biased to get the answers the experimenter
wanted. In addition, participants were able to openly express any opinions in an openended question. Second, efforts were made to minimise this threat by involving four
different reviewers and conducting meetings before and after the reviews to minimise
inconsistencies.

S.S External Validity
External validity is concerned with the ability of the investigator to genernlise ''the
causal relationship of the constroct of the cause, and the effect" (Woh!in et al., 200(1, p.
65) outsideth~ scope of the study to the general software engineering population and
settings. External validity may be subject to various threats, such as using the wrong
participants or using the wrong experimental software development materials. These
issues are addre!lsed in the following section.

5.5.1 Participant and Experimental Task Reprenntativenes~

The participants who took part in the field experiments were senior students in
Computer Science and Software Engineering degrees. The experimental development
artifacts that the participants completed are typical indiiSirial software development
artifacts (Landis et al., 1990; Landis et al., 1992). Nevertheless, the problems addressed
(i.e. the simulators), while being complex and challenging may not be representative of
industrial problems. The participants spent twelve weeks of the semester workingll on
them. The fact that the participants were given a deadline to complete software
development artifacts is indicative of deadlines within the industry. In addition,
participants were not coofined in any way and had unlimited access to tools that may be
used in industry (e.g. JBnilder, Java Development Kit 1.3.x, Java API Libraries, etc.).
The fact senior students were involved in the study and that they addressed problems of
a non-iodustrial nature may be considered as threats to the external validity of this
study. Nevertheless, there are arguments that suggest that generalisation of the findings
beyond the immediate scope of the study may be a reasonable proposition.
For example, Wohlin (1998) points out that senior computer science and software
engineering students are soon to be first year software developers in an industry where
newcomers ofteo work in software development. Therefore, there should be little
difference between s~nior student programmers and first year or junior software
developers, and results should be easily genemlisable to junior developers in the
indwtry (Wohlin, 1998).
A corollary benefit of any finding is that it may shed light on what the Java
development industry can expect when h;r;,Jg fresh university graduates (Wohlin, 1998;
Wohlin et al., 2000).
Further support for the similarity between students and developers is provided in
McAndrews (2000), for example:

"The twelve wcd<s lime spenl on lho mifoots represents lhelime intervalllom lhc limclhe participants
were given lhc specification to lhc lime <hey delivered lhe<:Ode. TIIIClYc weeks doe• not necessarily
rcprcseniiWelve weeks of full limo work on lhe artifacls, because lhe pmicipants were also students and
enrolled in olher units and also might bave been commiHcd 10 part-llme jobs elc,

"Most software engineers Jearn how to develop software in college, where the
main focus is on learning a language such as C or C++ and writing programs,
Students do whatever it takes to write programs, compile them and tum them in.
They seldom worcy about disciplined methods and quality. Nor are they overly
concerned with planning their I!Ssigrunents, with the exception that they
probably want to get them done as quickly as possible. The bottom line is that
the students do not Jearn to practice sound development, planning, and qUlllity
methods. In addition, the practices they use in college are carried over to their
jobs. In many companies, these practices are still considered acceptable." (p. 6).
McAndrews (2000) suggests that the -:levelopmcnt habits of software engineers are
actually fonned early when sofiware engineers are educated in college. In addition,
there exists empirical evidence suggesting that student participants are similar to
professionals in many quantifiable measures, including their approach to develcping
scftware (Boehm-Davis & Ross, 1984; Hast eta!., 2000). Therefore, despite the fact
that further refinement does occur in a developer's approach, basic development habits
rue fanned early (Boehm-Davis & Ross, 1984; McAndrews, 2000).
TI1ese arguments, when tflken together, suggest that generalisation of the findings of this
study to junior or first year Java developers in the industry is reasonable. Nevertheless,
the best way to support generalisation is the future replication of this research in
different settings.

5.6 Summary aDd DiscussioD
The objective o>fthis chapter was to disc1133 the varicus validity issues canccming the
field or quasi-experiments that were described eiU"Iier in chapter four. In the beginning it
was ill"gued that it is impossible to knew the lrue relationship between the dependent and
the independent variables in the pcpulaticn under study due tc the inability cf
investigatcrs tc involve the entire papulation into the experimental exercise. It was alsc
indicated that in such circumstances, investigators examine the validity of the
experiments, which attempts to identify the best approximation of experimental findings
about the relationships between dep:ndent and independent variables to the true status
of .'!llch relationships in the Wlderlying population. In order to identify such
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Rpproximation four different w;pects of validity were examined. The different w;pects of
validity that were applicable to the field experiments described in this thesis included,
conclusion val~dity, internal validity, construct validity, and external validity. While
several threats to these w;pects of validity were identified, arguments about the actions
taken to minimise them were also presented.
Wohlin et al. (2000) suggest that different types of research place different priorities on
the importance of different aspects of validity. For example, Wohlin et al. (2000) argue
thnt in theory testing resenreh, the most important thing is to show the causal
relntionship between the dependent and the independent variables (i.e. internal validity).
This is followed by an indication that the variables are representative of the construct
suggested by the theory (construct validity), which is regarded as the second most
important aspect of validity. Wohlin ct al. (2000) consider conclusion validity w; the
third most important, followed by extemnl validity, which in theocy testing research "is
seldom related to specific settings, population or times to which the results should be
generalised" (p. 74).1n applied research, however, the priority placed on the importance
of each aspect of validity is different. For example, Wohlin et al. {2000) prioritise the
different w;pects of experimental validity in applied research in decrew;ing order of
importance as follows: internal, external, construct, and conclusion.
The field experiments that were described in chapter four constitute applied research,
because they focus on an important area in software engineering, that is the production
of quality software artifacts (in terms of fewer errors committed) and developer
productivity. The fact that this study is applied research suggests (after Wohlin et al.
(2000)) that the different aspects of experimental validity should be prioritised in an
order of importance.
In this study internal validity is of greatest importance becanse the goal of the
experiment is to study the relationships between the independent variable (the
Catalogue of Errors) and the dependent variables (the number of errors committed,
removed, and developer productivity). The generalisation of the experimental findings
to a wider context (i.e. the external validity) is the second most important aspect of
validity because this study is of limited value if it cannot be applied in a variety of
industry and training contexts. The participants and the experimental instruments were
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considered as representntive ofjunior developers in an industrial context (Wohlin et al.,
2000; McAndrews, 2000). Conclusion validity is the third important aspect of validity
because the effect that is ell:pected to accrue has practical importance, and therefore,
must be backed by statistical significance.
Finally, construct validity may be seen to be the fourth mo~t important aspect of validity
because:
"The applied researcher is relatively less interested in which of the components
in a complell: treatment that really causes the effect (construct validity)."
(Wohlin, et al., 2000, p. 74).
The mting of construct validity echoes Basili & Weiss's (1984) stlltement according to
which:
"The results [of an elCperirnent] cannot be used to prove that a particular factor in
the development process causes particular kinds of errors, but can be used to
suggest that certain approaches, when applied in the envirorunent studied, will
improve the development process. The software developer may then be provided
with a set of recommended approaches for improving the software development
process in his environment." (p.736)."
Therefore, the validity aspects of the field ell:periments described in this study can
prioritised from the most to the least important as folloW5: internal, ell:ternal, conclusion,
and construct.
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6. A Framework to Represent Software Development Errors
6.1 Overview
The objective of this chapter is to address the first research question that was posed in
chapter three ofthis thesis:
What type of error Information is important to help developer.s learn about error.s and
how can s~~t:ll information be organised into a generic Error Framework?
The litemture oo!lfinns that software errors have been analysed from various
perspectives. While some studies have focused ou a single perspective, others have
attempted to unifY multiple perspectives in order to enhance error analysis. The number
and type of the perspectives from which an error is viewed detennine the range of the
developers' knowledge about errors. This, in turn, has a direct impact on the way those
errors are committed, prevented, detected and corrected.
This chapter is divided into four sections. In section 6.2, the different standpoints that
exist with respect to software development errors are reviewed. In section 6.3,
argwnents supporting the unification of the various perspectives into a single clear Error
Framework are presented. In section 6.4, an Error Framework is proposed, a comparison
with other existing frameworks is carried out and the Error Framework is empirically
validated. This section also addresses the success factors ofresearcb question one (see
section 3.4.1, chapter three). Finally, in section 6.5, the chapter is sununarised and
concluded.
6.2 Software Errors: Different Perspectives
This section addresses two issues. First, what infonnation developers need to know
about errors, and, second, why do they need to know such infonnation. An eclectic
approach has been taken to address these issues. It ill believed that this approach may
initially help as a rationale supporting the Error Framework, which is presented later in
the chapter. The rationale will also be used to investigate whether the Error Framework
can be useful to developers.
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6.2.1 How eiT(Irs are referred to and described?
Various studies use only an error name to refer to software development errors. For
example, in her paper, Bytesmi.ths (1995) lists the names of 54 common Smalltalk
errors. This is used as a way to alert developers to possible emirs. It is claimed that
having such a Jist coul!l help developers improve the quality ofSmalltalk code, because
developers would know what not to commit or what to look for when reviewing their
code artifacts (Bytesmiths, 1995).
Other works that have provided lists of error names include the work by Beizer (1991),
Bashlr & Goel (1999) and Binder (2000). In these works comprehensive and wenorganised lists of errors are presented. But, unlike Beizer (1991) who presents generic
errors, Binder (2000) presents language·specific errors for C++, Java, and Smalltalk.
The language-specific error lists are augmented with definitions and descriptions to help
understand ench individual error (Binder, 2000). Again, Binder's (2000) motivation for
developing such error lists is for them to " ... be used as check:ists for d~sign and code
reviews and in the development of test plans" (p.88). Basili & Perricone (1984) argue
that it is very important that an error description be associated with the error name,
because the description will not only clarify what the error is all about, but also it "helps
for the type of the error to be inferred with a reasonable degree of reliability" (p. 44). In
some cuses, good error de~criptions have even been successfully w;ed to investigate the
circumstances leading to errors (Bhandari & Roth, 1993; Jones, 1985).
Mays el al. (199(1) propose that in order to aid understanding about errors. an error
description should contain an il!U'l!rative example of the error. A common method of
learning about errors is to include examples (Michalski & Stepp, 1983). For instance,
Andersen (1996) extends Overbeck's work and describes 17 errors exclusive to the C4+
Jnngunge (Overbeck, 1994). In addition to the defmitions for each error, examples
illustrating the circumstances under which such errors occur are also provided
(Andersen, 1996). Andersen (1996) claims that her taxonomy of C4+ errors is expected
to assist C4+ developers test their programs more thoroughly by helping them to create
complete sets of test cases.
Yu (1998) takes the issue of the inclusion of examples into descriptions of errors one
step further. According to Yu (1998), awRI!lness and knowledge about errors can be

enhanced further, if the illustrative examples consist of two parts, namely, the incorrect,
and the correct error example. The incorrect example is an artifact (e.g. section of code)
extract containing the error. The correct example is the same artifact e)[tmcl after the
error has been corrected (Yu, 1998). Using correct and incorrect examples to describe
an error is considered to enhance learning, because examples and counter C)[amples are
used (Ralescu & Baldwin, 1989).
It is widely accepted that using descriptive error names, error definitions, and examples
and counter examples helps establish error consciousness among developers. However,
if this information is used alone it may be oflimited use to developers who are primarily
interested in avoiding errors altogether and not just understanding and knowing about
them. For example, if developers know about the causes of errors or when during
development some errors are likely to be injected, etc. they are more likely to prevent

lli=.
6.2.2 Wbat 19 tbe origiD of erron?

Some studies have used error origin us a starting point to llllll.iyse errors. As the name
suggests, error origin pinpoints where in the development of software the error
originated Wld was injected into the artifact. In many cases, origin has been used as a
criterion to categorise errors.
Some early studies have denoted the development phase (e.g. requirements
specification, low- and high-level design, rode, etc.) as the origin where the error is first
injected; other studies are more specific and have focused on a specific activity ofa
development phase where the error is introduced (e.g. initialisation errors are errors that
occurdnring the variable initialisation activity of the code phase); other studies are even
more specific, because !hey clearly map an activity where an error is introduced to the
development phase where such activity is performed; another category of studies
introduce development paredigm (e.g. object-oriented) specific terminology to refer to
the specific activities where errors may be introduced, as the origin of such errors. The
following sections overview the studies in the categories outlined above. This is done in
order to enhnnce understanding about error origin and to observe the differences
betwet:n such studies.
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6.2.2.1 Development Phase Origin

Basili & Perricone (I 9R4) report a classification of error origins based on software
development phase, which according to them is widely used at the Softwl!fe
Engineering Laboratory (SEL), University of Maryland. This classification includes
important development phases (e.g. requirements specification and design) used as
origins of errors. This however, is inconsistent in its organisation. Two different criteria
have been used, namely the origin of the error (i.e. the phase where the error was
introduced), and also the reason(s) leading to the error being introduced (see section
6.2.4.)). SEL's categorisation has been reproduced in table 6.1.
Table 6.1- SEL's Error TyPe Classification (Basili & Perricone, 1984)
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Clearly, SEL's classification was initially organised using the phase where the error
originated as a criterion. However, the last four categories (see figure 6.1, E though to
H) encompass errors that occur due to certain reasons or causes (e.g. errors in the use of

programming language which mean that the programmer does not have adequate
knowledge of a certain aspect of the language).
6.2.2.2 Development Activity Origin

ChiUarege et al. (1992) regard development activity as the origm of errors and use it to
categorise them (Chil!arege et al., 1992). The objective of this classification is to
categorise errors on the basis of the semantics of the repair needed to conect them
(Fredericks & Basi!i, 1998) and to capture insights about the errors and their effect on
software development using origin (Chillnrege, Kao, & Condit, 1991). Chillarege eta!.
(1992) call their error categorisation orthogonal, which means that no error can possibly
fit into more than one category. The categories contained in their orthogonal
classification include: function, interface, checking, assigrunent, t!minglserialisntlon,
buildlpackagelmerge, documentation, and algorithm errors (Chaar et al., 1993;
Chillarege et al., 1992; Chillarege eta!., 1991).
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Although, the error categories proposed by Chillarege et al. (1992) appear to be selfexplanatory a little description on each category may be useful. Function type errors
require fomm! design changes because they affect significant capability, end-users or
product or hardware architecture interfaces, and global data structures. Interface errors
include errors that result from interacting components, call statements, control b\01:ks,
or parameter lists. Checking errors require code changes as they affect proper preprocessing data validation. Assignment errors suggest problems in the initialisation of
variables, control blocks, or data structures. Timing and serialisation errors result from
the improper management of shared and real-time resources. The build/package/merge
category includes errors that affect library systems, change management or version
control. Documentation errors correspond to problems that are associated with the
written descriptions of user manuals, installation guides, code comments, etc. Finlllly,
algorithm errors include efficiency and correctness issues that may be implemented
without the need to request a design change.
Chillarege et al. (1992) have intentionally limited the number of categories to eight, in
order to increase the likelihood that a developer will categorise errors identified in a
particular project accurately (Fredericks & Basili, 1998). Chillarege eta!. (1992) claim
that their categorisation allows logical inferences to be made about the development
phase where the error was injected without requiring developers to conjecture or
speculate about it (Fredericks & Basili, 1998). This is also referred to as process
inferenc/ng (Chaar et al., 1993; Chillarege eta!., 1992; Chillarege eta!., 1991). For

example, assigruuent errors have the tendency to be introduced during the coding phase,
whereas algorithm errors tend to be injected during the low-level design phase. Process
inferencing, however, relies on the relationship between the development phase and the
activities used to represent error origin. Such a relationship is alluded to but not clearly
sh(}wn in the surveyed publications (Chaar et al., 1993; Chillarege eta!., 1992;
Chillarege et al., 1991).
A more recent study where development activity is used to represent error origin is
conducted by Le52Jlk, Perry & Stoll (2000). They propose their own classification of
error origin. According to these authors, the errors in software development may be
classified into three large categories, r,a.mely, implementation, interface and eKternal
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errors. Given that these three categories are very general, they m:e subdivided into
further component categories as shown in table 6.2:n.
Table 6.2- Classification of error types (Leszak et al., 2000)
lmpl•m•otodoo
1: douo design/Usage
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Leszak, Perry & Stoll's (2000) categorisation contains a total of21 categories, however,
these are not all based on the origin of the error (i.e. the activity where the error Willi
injected). In some instances, a category seems to be based on an aspect of the final
software product where an error may be detected (e.g. functionality designlusage).ln
other instances, a category appears to be based on circumstances causing the error to be
introduced (e.g. language pitfalls).
6.2.2.3 Development Phase and Activily Origin
Purchase & Winder (1991) provide an error origin categorisation that has received
widespread rewgnition, although it has not been empirically validated (Andersen, 1996;
Battig, 1998; Overbeck, 1994). They view error origin in terms of bug history. A bug
history indicates the phase in the software development where a bug or error is
introduced, whereas the actual bug [error) type represents the activity in the
development phase where the error is injected.
Using the notions of bug type and history, nine types of errors m:e recognised and it is
claimed that this categorisation is orthogonal, noncomplex and exhaustive (see table
6.3) (Purchase & Winder, 1991).

ll the dassifi011tion depicted in table 6.2 is augmented with a third fat1or whose objective is to specifY

the naturo or each errOr category into one of the po,ible three values, namely, incorrec~ Incomplete and
other (Leszak et al., 2000).
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Table 6.3- Bug Type and History (Purchase & Winder, 1991)
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Grady (1992) reports an error classification scheme developed at Hewlett-Packard. This
classification scheme uses both development phase and activity to categorise errors
(Grady, 1992). This categorisation scheme has been reproduced in figure 6.1. As the
middle layer of figure 6.1 shows, there are different types of errors that may originate at
each development phase and activicyll.
While the diogram in figure 6.1 shows that ench error type mny be mapped to a
development phase, Fredericks & Basili (1998) criticise Hewlett-Packard's
categorisation by suggesting that it may be flawed when used in practice. If historical
data about errors are collected, the mapping between errors and phases should allow for
development phase evaluation. According to Fredericks & Basili (1998), the mapping
between phases and errors in Hewlett-Packard's categorisation is not clear enough and it
requires developers to speculate or conjecture about "what occurred at some point in the
past" (Fredericks & Basili, 1998, p.l4). Admittedly, this could subject the mapping
!>etween errors and origin to misclassification problems (Fredericks & Basili, 1998).

:u All errors irrespcctove of their phase of origin an: further classified 115ing the mode criterion. The mode

criterion indicates that any error m•y be missing, unclear, wrong. changed, or there may be a better way
to set the underlying error or defect. For example, a silllation whereby an error checklngproecdure (code
error) has not been implemented or omitted would be categorised undor 'missing' (Grady, 1992; Grady &
Caswell, 1987).
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Figure 6.1- Hewlett-Packard Error Categorisation Scheme (Grady, 1992)

Yu (1997; 1998) also advocates error categorisation by development phase and activity
where an error may originate. However, only errors in the low-level design and coding
phases have been considered. Yu (1997; 1998) introduces an interesting perspective,
which is only alluded to by the diagram of Hewlett-Packard's error categorisation
scheme (see figure 6.1). According to Yu (1997; 1998) some errors may be introduced
via activities performed in the low-level design phase, but they may also be introduced
via activities performed in the coding phase. This explains why there is a significant
degree of overlap between the low-level design and coding error types as shown in table
6.4.
Table 6.4- Low-Level Design and Coding Errors (Yu, 1998; Yu et al., 1997)
Error Type

Coding

Definition

Functionality
Interface
Data
Logic
Input/Output
Performance

LowLevel
Desi n
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes

Maintainability

Yes

Yes

Standards
Human Factors
Syntax
Testing/Testability
Documentation
Duplicate
Not a problem

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
No
No

Other

Yes

Yes

Error in function (e.g. applicability)
Problem in data control or information passing
Error in data specification (e.g. data type or domain)
Error in correctness/consistency of computational and control logic
Error in input/output functions
Unsatisfactory functional performance (e.g. response time,
throughput)
Problem in ease with which maintenance can be performed (e.g.
how easy it is to make changes to system)
Technical/organisational/industry standards not followed
Problem in user satisfaction (e.g. clear/simple interface)
Error in structure of expressions in a language
Problem in process of exercising or evaluation a system component
Error found in feature development documentation
An error/problem that has already appeared
Error specified in error reports/list that never became a problem in
implementation
Other !I~es not s~ecified in the list
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Yu's (1997; 1998) categorisation, suggests that it is possible for the same type of error
to origiMte at more than one phase Qf the software development. For example, errors
pertaining to data control or information passing may be introduced during the interface
definition activity that occurs in both low-level design and coding phases (see row 2
(interface) of table 6.4).
Hevner's (1997) error categorisation is based on development phase and activity of
origin and is qu::e comprehensive. It contains 21 categories. The proposed categories
and a short description for each have been reproduced io table 6.5.
Table 6.5- Error Types (Hevner, 1997)
t!o~>

Code

o ..m
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The objective ofHevner's categorisation is to capture essential information about the
origin of the enor which is expected to aid the "understanding and improv~ment of
software qualicyl 4" (Hevner, 1997, p.876). The principal advantage ofHevner's
" Horo, software quality refers to the lock or presence of errors in software.
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categorisation is its reliance on historical error data In a way, such reliant could be
regarded as the categorisation's validation. Unlike Yu's categorisations, Hevner
encompasses all phases of software development and claims that the proposed
categories meet the necessary and sufficient conditions for orthogonality.
6.2.2.4 Paradigm-specific Activity Origin

Tang, Kno, & Chen (1999, propose an activity-based origin error categorisation scheme
based on the object-oriented paradigm for software development. This categorisation
comprises tluee broad categories of errors, namely Type I, II, and Ill errors. The Type I
category includes errors that are strongly related to object-oriented features such as,
inheritance and polymorphism. For example, typical inheritance errors occur during the
inheritance definition activity when a subclass object modifies an instance variable of
the superelass object, which in tum causes a change in the behaviour of the superclass
object (Marick, 1995a, 1995b). Polymorphism errors occur when an object may be
bound to different class specifications during run-time (Binder, 2000).
Type II errors include problems that are associated with object management. This
category encompasses dangling reference issues which occur when a destroyed object is
referred to and with memory usage problems which hllppen when the memory alliJcated
to an object is not freed up after the object is no longer needed (Tang et al., 1999).
Finally, Ty!Jc Ill errors include all other errors that are not associated with objects and
which are related to the procedural paradigm (Seizer, 1990). One obvioiL'! benefit from
Tang, Kno, & Chen's (1999) categorisation is the relative convenience and case with
which errors can be classified. This may be attributed to the fuel that only three broad
categories are proposed. The drawback is that the adoption of non-infonnativc category
names does not enhance the categorisation.
The error categorisation provided by Yilmaz {1998) resolves the category generality
problem identified earlier in the categorisation proposed in Tang et al., (1999). Yilmaz
(1998) breaks down Tang, Kao, & Chen's Type I and II errors into six categories, and
ignores Type III errors altogether. Yilmaz {1998) recognises class/object errors,
message errors, instance variable C!JOrs, method errors, inheritance errors, and
integrotion errors. The class and object error category includes any error related to class
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definition and behaviour, ranging from failure to me~t class specification to cl!15S
invariant violation, class size and complexity etc. Message errors include errors such as
a message sent to the wrong receiver, parometer mismatches, etc. Instance variable
errors encompass missing initialisation errors, out ofrange errors, incorrect visibility or
seeping, etc. The method error category comprises, message mismatch errors, invariant
violation errors, incorrect operations, in~orrect postoQperation states, etc. The
inheritance error category consists of inheritance related errors ranging from abstract
class instantiation errors to superclass/subclass inconsistency errors, excessively deep or
broad class hierarchy errors and incorrect use ofpolymurphic protocols, circular class
graphs, etc. Finally, the integration error category covers errors ranging from deadlocks
to incorre<lt environment interfaces, memory leaks and reuse component errors.
Yilmaz's categorisation attempts to broaden th11 range of categories of errors. The fact
that the category names have been constructed on the basis object-oriented features (e.g.
inheritance) or object-oriented program building blocks (e.g. class, method, instance
variable) is an advantage of this categorisation. With this categorisation, developers can
be made aware of likely pitfalls of the activities of object-oriented program
constroction. However, there are some flaws in the proposed categorisation. Firstly, the
categories are not mutunlly exclu~ive, i.e. orthogonal. For example, invariant violation
errors can be classified as incorr~ct post-operation state errors or vice versa. Secondly,
the categories rely heavily on tl:e object-oriented paradigm ignoring procedurni errors
entirely (i.e. Tang, Kao, & Chen's Type Ill errors). Such errors cannot be ignmed
because the methods in object-oriented programs are in fact equivalent to prxedures
and as such subject to procedural errors (Binder, 2000). Finally, any errors that mBY be
introduced in pre-code phases cannot be included anywhrre in Yilmaz's (1998)
c!!legories. For example, there is no room for requirements ambiguity errors in any of
Yilmaz's categories.
6.2.2.5 Paradigm-specific Phase afrl .1clhily Origin

Binder (2000) agrees that a categorisation of .:rrors should be based on error origin
pinpointed by the development phase and activity where the error is likely to be
injected. In his rategorisation, Binder (2000) advocates that a development phase that is
used to produce an artifact, is typical!y made up of various activities nnd it is during
such activities that the errors may creep into the artifact. Binder's categorisation is
s~ciflcally

recommended for object-oriented software. In Binder's categorisation an
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abstraction level dimension, including, method, class aud cluster or subsystem, bas been
added. The addition of such a dimension makes it easier to isolate error origin. Binder's
categorisation bill! been summarised in table 6.6. The complete version can be found in
Binder, (2000).

....

Table 6.6- Binder's Error Categories (Binder, 2000)
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The first category in Binder's categorisation addresses the r<::quirements phase and
encompasses all errors that may be injected when the methods, classes or clusters of
classes are specified. The second cntegory comprises errors introduced during the
design of the methods, individual classes and clusters of classes. The design phase,
however, contains activities, thus it is more sensible to have subcategories of errors that
may be introduced during the completion of individual activities of the design phase. A
similar sub-categorisation is done for the code phase. The final category is the process
category, which is not a development phase per ;re, but includes enors that are related to
the production of documentation across the different phases, throughout software
development. Binder claims that his categorisation is eclectic, and is developed on the
basis of his own experience and also based on various other widely accepted
categorisations, including, Firesmith, (1993); Hayes, (1994); Trausan-Matu, Tepandi, &
Barbuceanu, (1991). The principal advantage of Binder's categorisation is that phases
and activities are logical, c<Jnveni~nt and reflect a natural way to think of the origin of
enors and their use as cntegorisation criteria. There is no evidenee, however, that
Binder's categorisation has been used or vlllid<:lted in practice.
6.2.2.6 Summary and Evaluation ofCaregorie;r ofError Origin
Having reviewed the above sources, it is clear that there is widespread agreement about
the necessity of knowing the origin of enors. In general, the origin is llSSOCiated with the
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development phase and the specific phase activity during which the error originated.
Nevertheless, there are also some incorn~stencies among the surveyed studies. For
example, some studies are comprehensive and recognise all phases of software
development and their component activities as a potential origin for software errors (e.g.
Hevner, (1997)), others focus only on some of them (e.g. coding in Yu, (1998); Yu et

al., (1997)).
Some studies, fail to recognise phase, but they recognise activity. For example,
Chillarege et al. (1992) do not recognise the requirements phase as a source of errors

per se, hut recognise the documentation activity as a lifecycle-encompassing activity,
where requirements, design etc. errors might be injected. Some studies focus on error
origin categorisations that are paradigm specific (e.g. (Yilmaz, 1998)), while other
studies use origin as a dominant criterion for error categorisation (e.g. Chillarege et al.,
(1992), Binder, (2000), Purchase & Winder, (1991) etc.), and yet others do not (e.g.
Leszak eta!., (2000) etc.).
In addition to the differcmces with respect to organisation criteria (i.e. phase versus

activity) and development comprehensiveness (i.e. all versus some development phases)
the surveyed sources also vary in level of detnil. For example, Hevner (1997) and
Lesza.k, Perry, & Stoll (2000) recognise 21 possible origins of errors, whereas Purchase
& Winder (1991) and Chillarege et al. (1992) only recognise 8 and 9 possible origins of

errors respectively. There exist arguments and counter argwnents supporting bolh.
choices. On !he one hand, fewer categories suggest each individual category
representing error origin is described in more general terms. While this makes error
classification easier (Chillarege et al., 1992), it may be oflimited help to developers in
practice, because a single category may contain different types of errors. As a result
useful information about error origin may be lost. For example, docum~ntation error by
Chillnrege et al. ( 1992) may comprise errors in requirements artifact docwnentation (in
the requirements phase), design artifact docwnentation (in design phase), code artifact
documentation (in code pilnse) etc. On the other hand, more categories suggest that
error origin is described in more specific terms. While this may add to the overhead to
error classification, it isolates the exact error origin. For example, definition/use errors
occur during the definition and uses of variables in the code phase of software
development
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This variability (organization criteria, development comprehensiveness, and level of
detail) may be explained by the specific nature of the projects or the organisationspecific development processes that the reviewed literature has reported. In either case,
the observed variability has not affected the main observation that developers need to
know about error origin (i.e. phnse and activity) because this knowledge will help them
become aware of weaknesses in the way they develop artifacts in that phi!Se and
activity. Such awareness will in tum help them prevent errors.
6.2.3 How is the seriousneli5 or errors depided?
Errors in software affect users in different ways. For exwnplc, an application that fails
to implement a function that the user needs (a missing requirement error) cannot be used
unless the missing function is developed. On the other hand, an application which
displays a date in the YYYYMMDD format instead of the required DDMMYYYY will
just cause a slight inconvenience to users without necessarily affecting the application
operation. Thus, it can be said that the secood error is less serious t1wn the first enor.
Analysing errors from this perspective constitutes error severity analysis. By definition,
enor severity describes how serious a failu·:e caused by an error can be. Error severity is
important because it attempts to evidence the impact of the failure caused by the error
during the operation of a software product (Fenton & Pfleeger, 1997; Peng & Wnl\ace,
1993). This awareness helps developers distinguish be". Neen high- and low-impact
errors.
The literature contains various categorisations of errors on the basis of their seriousness
or severity. These categorisations can be classified into two groups. The first group
(Group One) comprises error severity categorisations which contain only 2-3 levels of
severity. The second group (Group Two) encompasses categorisatior.s that comprise S-6
levels of severity. Representative studies from both groups are reviewed in the
following sections.
6.2.3.1 Group One

According to Doolan ( 1992) severity can be used to categorise errors in terms of minor
errors, major errors and super-major errors. Minor enors range from spelling mistakes,
through to sentence construction, and clarification issues. Major errors result if software
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is produced from the wrong specification or if developers misinterpret vaguely specified
requirements or if a requirement is neglected altogether. Finally, super-major errors
make the software useless. The presence of super-major errors requires substantial
redesign and rewrite of the final software product Hevner (1997) recognises only two
levels of severity, namely major and minor. An erroris t>lmajor severity if it r.ffects the
service of the software. An erroris of minor severity if it does not affect the service
rendered by the software (Hevner, 1997). However, the error severity tategories
suggested by Doolan (1992) and Hevner ( 1997) are too general. Oae advantage of
having broad or general severity levels is that developers have less thance to
m!sc!assify errors when they are analysing them. The drawback, however, is that errors
of close but different severity will be included under the same severity level. It follows
that categorisations with general severity levels may be Jess useful in practice.

6.2.3.2 Group 1Wo

Florae (1992) uses the term "criticality" to indicate the degree of disruption that an error
may give to users when they encounter it (Florae, 1992). Florae suggests that
"criticality" or severity needs to be measured using several levels on atontinuum-like
scale, however, Florae (1992) defines only the extremes ofa continuum of five levels.

Level one or the most critical level, includes errors which cause a catastrophic
disruption in the use of the software system, and Jeve/ jive or the least critical level
being just an wmoyance in the use of the software system. The developer is ellpected to
rate criticality or the severity of errors that do not belong to either of the extremes
subjectively (Florae, 1992). Florae's classification provides a more detailed error
severity classification. The lack of intervening definitions leaves room for identical
errors to be assigned different severity, therefore, the usefulness ofFiorac's severi.ty
classiikation may be undermined.
The error severity categorisation provided by Grady (1992) is more comprehensive and
detailed. It provides five levels of severity. In addition, Grady's severity levels are
enhanced by recommendations about how to treat errors of each level. Grody
rocognises critical etrors, serious errors, mediwn errors, ]ow errors, and unclassified
errors. A ~ritical error is said to have occurred when the customer is unable to use the
software resulting in a critical impact on its opemtion. Such problems require inunediate
solution. A serious error exists 1\ohen the customer is able to use the application, but its
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use is severely constrained. In such case, a temporary solution must be provided.
Medium errors fbrce the customer to use the product with limitations as these errors are
not critical to its overall operation. With low errors, the customer Clltl avoid the pn:•blem
lltld the use of the product with only minor inconvenience. Finally, an unclassified error
is an error that has been reponed, but is not yet analysed or classified.
Peng & Wallace (1993) concur with the previous authors in the definition of the concept
of error severity. They maintain, however, that severity classification depends on the
nature of software. It fol!ows that severity classification should be tailored to reflect the
domain of software. Despite this, Peng & Wallace propose their own severity
classification which is simill!f to Grady's (1992). They, however, add 11t1 additional level
of error severity which encompasses errors that occur as a result of the user's
misunderstanding of the delivered functionality.
Other error severity cl118sifications have been developed and reported in the literature
(Black, 1999; Demirci, 1996; Patton, 2001 ). They are vezy similar to those of Grady
(1992) and Peng & Wallace (1993).
6.2. 3.3 Summary and Evaluation ofCategories ofError Severity

Although the error severity classifications reviewed above differ slightly, they do have
some elements in common. First, different categorisations use different levels of
severity to accommodate the different types of severity. The nwnber of severity levels
for the surveyed categorisation systems r;inges from two (Hevner, 1997) to six (Peng &
Wallace, 1993). This variability may be explained by the fact that they have probably
been intended for r.oftware systems in different domains where the severity of error
varies (Peng & Wallace, 1993), although no indication of this is given in thelr original
sources. Also, the identification of the levels for each categorisation has been
establi~hed

on purely subjective grounds. Apart from Grady's (1992) categorisation,

which offers ways to treat errors belonging to a certain severity level, the other
categorisations only provide the definitions of each severity level. There do not seem to
be any guidelines to minimise possible subjectivity in the ~ategorisation of errors on the
bnsis of severity. Despite the variability, all authors are consistent on the need·to·kncw
requisite of error s~verity. Severity information is important for developers because it
helps them to prioritisetheir efforts during development when high severity errors

might be involved, to learn more about error characteristics, and therefore, to prevent
them from occurring {Leszak et aL, 2000; Sullivan & Chillarege, 1991 ).
6.2.4 What i9 tbc cause of crron?

Endres' {1975) seminal work on error causes defines a cause ns a certain condition or
group of conditions that should have been different for an error not to be introduced into
a development artifact (Endres, 1975). This definition of error cause is subscribed to by
other researchers as well (e.g. Purchase & Winder {1991), etc). For example, Jones
(1985) supports the necessity for the developers to know this infonnation by arguing
that:
" ... if people [developers] can be reminded of the most common causes for
errors made in a task [development activity] just before they start to perfonn thnt

task. they are less likely to repeat the error." {p.l53).
Endres (1975) argues that knowledge of error causes helps future prevention. He
proposes six categories of error causes: technological, organisational, historic, group
dynamic, individual, and other causes. Technological causes i•Lclude problem
definitions and feasibility and the availability of procedures and tools. Organisational
causes comprise iGsues relating to the availability of infonnation, communication,
resources and workload. The third category, historic, includes the impact that previous
development history may have on current projects. For example, the way special
problems or errors have been handled in the past may affect the way similar problems
are handled in the present. Group dynamic caw;es include issues relating to team
members' willingness to coopemte and accept designated roles. The fifth category of
error causes, individual, is related to each individual's experience, talent, qualification,
etc. Finally, Endres reserves the sixth category for other causes that may not be
categorised in the first five or causes that are simply inexplicable. Interestingly,
experience with the development of the IBM DOS operating system and the above
categorisation of error causes led Endres to conclude that relatively few categories of
error causes encompass most errors committed in system programs, confinning a
simila:r conclusion arrived at in Sprohrer & Soloway, (1986). The findings of Endres
(1975) and Sprohrer& Soloway (1986) do not seem to be isolated, because they are also
confinned by Pressman (1997) who argues that although many different errors may be
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committed by developers, all may be traced to a relatively small number of causes or a
predefined set of causes.
Pressman (1997) advocates that proposed cause categories need to be exlliilirred in the
light of the Pareto Principle, by which "80 percent of the errors can be traced to 20
percent ofall possible eauses" (Pressman, 1997, p.l95). Some of the historical data
presented to support Pressman's m·gument indicate that a few vital causes account for
more than halfofthe introduced errors. These are incomplete or etroneous
requirements, misinterpretations of customer communication, and errors in data
representation in code artifacts, etc. This is consistent with a similar discussion
presented in Davis, (1995) and in Patton, (2001).
A significant contribution is given by Mays et al. (1990) from !BM. Despite being
sceptical about categories and categorisations, on the grounds that error categorisation
schemes "obscure the details of the error and its cause" (p. 24), Mays eta!. propose an
error clnssification scheme which they claim Wll.'l useful in their Defect Prevention
Process at IBM. Five error cause categories were recognised, namely, oversight,
education, communication failure, lrllnscription problems, and development process
flaws. The first category, oversight, includes errors where for some reason developers
overlooked or failed to take into consideration all possible conditions or cases
thoroughly. One examp!P. might be a situation where a developer fails to realise that a
given variable may assume values exceeding a given mQ.Ximum value. The education
category includes errors that are caused by the failure to understand specific aspects of
the product or process, presumably due to lack of training in that area. An example ofnn
error in the education category would be a situation whereby 11 developer did not
understand the manner in which a given character variable is initialised by the compiler.
The third category, communication failure, specifies circumstances in which the
developer receives incorrect, incomplete or missing information that may be required to
produce Wl error-free artifact. For example, the designer might fail to inform the
programmer about a last minute change in the software design. The fourth category,
transcription problems, comprises errors caused by the programmers themselves.
Examples of transcription errors include typographical errors, omissions due to
negligence etc. The fifth category, the process flaw category, includes problems that
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may be caused by process flaws. For example. a development process could be flawed if
it docs not specify that the developers of the software must interact with the clients.
The fifth category, however, is controversial with some scholars trying to promote it
and others trying to demote it. This is because sometimes errors in the fifth category
may be used as a. scapegoat to hide errors that are caused by developers. Mays et al.
(1990) suggest that process errors need to be given due weight. That is each individual
enor cause should be considered on its own merit and then classified. One of the
strengths of categorisation by Mays et al. (1990) is that, in addition to the cause-based
classification, they propose preventive actions to avoid errors in each specific cause
category. These aspects, however, have been discussed in section 6.2.5.

Yu (1998) also believes that error categorisation should be based on causes or as he
refers to them root couse.1. Yu reports the use of a technique called fishbone analysis,
otherwise known as Ishikawa diagramming (Kan, 1995), to identify the root causes of
coding errors (Yu, 1998). The fishbone analysis incorp.>rates the identification of six
major categories of error root causes, namely, execution/oversight, resources/planning,
education/training, communication, proccssfmcthodo!ogy, and product environment.
Yu, however, still found that the major root cause categories were !oo general, and as a
consequence, Yu proposed components for each major root cause category that CliJl be
acted upon by software engineers. Yu refers to these components as ocllrmable detailed
causes. With this, Yu implicitly supports the nssertion by Mays et al. that general

category names obscure true error~ause details (Mays eta!., 1990). These categories of
causes and their ~omponents have been reproduced in figure 6.2 (Yu, 1998).
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Figure 6.2 - Root Causes for Coding Errors (Yu, 1998)

As figure 6.2 shows, the advantage ofYu's cause categorisation is that he not only
breaks down the major root cause categories into more specific details, but also chooses
names for his detailed causes which carry information about the action to be taken to
eradicate them in the future. Hence the term actionable detailed root causes.

Error causes have also been categorised by Card ( 1998) who posits the development of
classes of error causes by claiming that they "help identify clusters in which systematic
errors are likely to be found" (p.58). Systematic errors include errors that tend to be
frequently repeated and account for a large proportion of the errors that are found in a
typical software project (Card, 1998). In addition, Card argues that predefined
classifications of error causes may help accelerate the causal analysis of errors and
suggests four principal categories of error causes.

First, if the methods employed by developers to engineer their applications are
incomplete, ambiguous, or wrong, they may cause errors. Even if the right methods are
in place, but their use is not widely enforced, they may still be the cause qf various
errors. Second, errors may also be caused by the use of unreliable and defective tools
and software development environments. The third cause of errors is human error due to
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lack of adequate training and understanding. The final category comprises incomplete,
ambiguous, and defective requirements or inputs. This category is an attempt to
introduce error origin infolllllltiun (e.g. incomplete, ambiguous, and defective
requirements may occur during the requirements phase). Card (1998) claims that his
categorisation not only helps group errors related by cause, but it also helps identity
flaws in software development phases.
Another study and classification of error causes is that ofLeszak, Perry & Stoll (2000).
They also argue that root cause analysis and categorisation is important because it helps
derive countermeasures and improvement actions. The novelty of this classification is
that it proposes t!Je replacement of one-dimensional root cause classification with a
four-dimensional root cause space. According to Leszak, Perry & Stoll existing error
cause categorisations are one-dimensional because they on!', allow for a single unique
root cause to be associated with an error. The four-dimensional root cause space
classification, on the other hand, allows for an error to be associated with severrJ
underlying causes, rather than just one. The four dimensions include human, review,
project, and phase root causes (Leszak et al., 2000). Firstly, the human dimension
comprises possible human-related causes, such as, change coordination, lack of domain
knowledge, lack of system knowledge, lack of tools knowledge, lack of process
knowledge, individual mistakes, errors introduced during repair of other errors,
communications problem, and inadequate documentation. Secondly, the review
dimension encompasses incomplete or missing reviews, inadequate preparntion, and
inadequate participation. Thirdly, the project dimeruion includes project specific
reasons for error introduction. For example, time pre.gsure, management mistakes, or
other product-related influen~es could constitute project-specific causes. Fourthly, the
phase root causes dimension captures the phase or the resulting artifact where the error
might have been introduced (e.g. requirements, high-level design, component
specification/design, and component coding). Each phase related root cause may be
further qualified by selecting one of several attributes highlighting the nature of the
cnuse (e.g. incorrect, incomplete, ambiguous, changed/revised/evolved, not aligned with
customer needs, and not applicable). To provide for situations where a cause may be
specified which does not belong to any of the four dimensions, Leszak, Perry & Stoll
use a distinct Other category where errors may have no underlying cause. Another
characteristic is that Leszak, Perry & Stoll recognise multiple causes for errors. This
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categorisation system, like the one proposed by Card (1998), integrates error cause with
error origin, because the phnse dimension indicates the phase in the development where
the error might have been injected.

6.2.4.1 Summary and Evaluation ofCauses a/Errors
The above review of cause-based error categorisations shows considerable similarity
and variation. First, all authors acknowledge that developers need to know about error
causes. Second, there is agreement that knowledge of error causes may help avoid
future recurrence of errors. Third, the authors of the reviewed publications are
consistent in the determination of the causes of errors. For example, all studies agree
that errors may be attributed to human factors (including communication problems,
education, management-related, reviews, etc.), development factors (including tools,
methods, procedures, processes, environment, etc.), and project-specific factors
(including time, contractor, resources, etc.).
The differences between the classifications relate to the relative importance that is given
to a cause in tenns of level of detail. For example, Mays et nl. (1990) emphasise hnmanrelated causes, where they distinguish between oversight, education, communication,
transcription causes. Card (1998) and Leszak, Perry, & Stoll (2000), on the other hand,
use a single category to encompass all these types of causes. In another instance, while
Mays et al. (199D) recognise only the development process category as a potentinl cause
of errors, Card (1998) recognises categories for development methods, development
tools and development environment.
In addition, some authors have made attempts to integrate error cause and error origin
information into the same classification (e.g. Card, (1998); Leszak et al., (200D)). The
classification by Lesz.ak, Perry, & Stoll (2000) is more comprehensive in this regard
tha.n that of Card (1998). This is because Leszak, Perry, & Stoll use the generic term
[development] phase, to represent any development phase, whereas Card refers
specifically to the requirements phase. In both cases, neither Leszak, Perry, & Stoll nor
Card focus on the specific activities of a development phase. The effort to nse cause
(why?) and o•.sin (where?) infonnation collectively to classify errors is a good idea
because, if taken together the why (cause) and the where (origin) information may be
more accurate in pinpointing errors thWI this infonnation used alone. However,
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categorisations using the joint consideration of error cause and origin have the potential
of becoming highly complex for practical use with the extent of complexity depending
on the comprehensiveness ofthe origin and cause classifications.
In any case, the reason for these differences may be attributed to the fact that these
cause analyses have been conducted in different organisationsll', where different
projects are implemented.
6.2.5 How can errors be prevented?

The software engineering community has nlso focused on whnt can be done to avert the
introduction of errors during software development (Hayes, 1998). This is known as
error prevention. Seizer ( 1990) supports error prevention by arguing that:
"A prevented bug is better than a detected and corrected bug, because if the bug
is prevented, there is no code to correct. ... the thinking that must be done to
create a useful test can discover and eliminate bugs before they are coded
indeed, test·design thinking can discover and eliminate bugs at every stage in the
creation of software, from conception, to specification, to design coding and the
rest." (p. 3)
Error prevention constitutes the application of certain measures or gnidelim:s during the
different phases of software development. However, there are no single generic cure-all
error prevention steps, guidelines or measures. For example, Endres (1975) argues that
the measures that one bas to undertake in order to prevent errors are "just as varied as
the types of errors" (p.l48) one can identify.

"' e.g. Card, (1 !198) at Computer Sciences Coqxmuion, May> e! a!., (1990) at IBM, l!lld Yu, (1998) nt
Lucent Technologies, etc.
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Mays et nL (1990) nrgue that while most error preventive mensures or guidelines m
error specific, the existence of different types of errors16 and categories of causes of
errors suggests that preventive actions mny be categorised ns wei!. They organise
preventive actions into different types where each type is tightly coupled with an
underlying cause category. For eXIUllple, errors that lll'e caused by oversight require one
or more prevention techniques specifically designed to prevent oversight type errors. A
summary of the categorisation of preventive actions proposed by Mays et aL (1990) is
presented in table 6.7.
Table 6.7- Types of Preventive Actions by Error Cause Category (Mnys ct a!., 1990)
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As table 6.7 shows, Mnys et al. (1990) suggest that error causes and prevention
measures are closely related to each other. Endres ( 1975), however, considers error
cause and error prevention to be one and the same by stating that:
"We do not distinguish between error cause and error prevention ..• ,but select
the neutral tenn "error factor" instead...• ["J1he error factors thus specified
indicate at the same time what is relevant to the cause of the error, and what
could be done in order to prevent the particular error. For example, if we accept
"Spmhn:r & Soloway (19S6) distinguish between bug [ermr]tokcn and bug [error] types. They define
an error Ioken to be an i1151nilcc of an error in 8 given pmgr;un. The m-er type on !he other hand
comprises all ideni!C~~I error tokens (Spmhrer & Soloway, 1986). A similur dlslin<:tlon is o!so mode in
Basili& l'erriccnc, (1984).
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as fact that !he cause ofan error in device handling is to be found in the lack of
clarity of the hardware documentation, then this type of error can be avoided by
improving the clarity of the h.anlware documentation." (p.147)
lbiH suggests that there is no need to distinguish between error cause and prevention,

because once the cause is examined, the prevention measure is obvious. It should be
borne in mind, however, that Endres' categorisation of error types underlies his own
classification of error factors.
Unlike Mays et aL 's classification of error causes, which contains only five categories,
Endres' categori5ation of error factors (cause and prevention) contains 33. Clearly,
Endres' analysis is more fine-grained and specific, whereas May. ·t al. 's causes are
more ahstrnct and general. This distinction makes Endres' error prevention measures
more obvious once the cause is ascertained. Mays et al.'s categorisation, however,
requires the explicit stipulation of prevention measures.
Yu (1998) at Lucent Technologies has introduced a set of technical guidelines with the
objective of preventing coding errors. While the prevention guidelines have themselves
not been used to categorise errors, they have been specifically tailored to prevent
specific code errors. These guidelines have been summarised in a formal document
called the Coding Fault Prevention Guidelines (Yu, 1998), Among other things, the
Coding Fault Prevention Guidelines provide detailed explanations of the various coding
errors along with recommendations on how to prevent them. For example, the
guidelines appear in terms of statements such as: "to avoid increment and decrement

errors, a set of() have to be 11sed to force the increment to take place on the contell/s
Indicated by the pointer" or "to prevent loop boundary condition errors, a/1 loop
boundary tests should be caref11lly examined'' etc.
Sometimes a different strategy is used for developers to prevent the underlying errors.
Coding fault (error) inspection checklists have been developed and can be formally
integrated into the coding phase. Such checklisL' comprise a set of questions to
stimulate thinking during the coding phase. E)Gill1plt",; included in Yu, (1998) are:
•

''Is this function providing the necessary functionality?

•

Will the parameter passed provide sufficient data to achieve that functionality?
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•

Would it be more efficient to pass a pointer rather than a group of variables or, if
those values are to be modified, a data structure?

•

Will the return value provide information that the calling function can readily use?"
(Yu, 1998, p. 12)

Other strategies to prevent coding errors include Coding Cookbooks, Coding Courses,
Peer Checking etc. Yu regards all these error prevention tools as countermeasures for
preventing coding errors. Like Mays et al. (1990), Yu advocates the association of root
cause to their respective countermeasures. Figure 6.3 has been adopted from Yu (1998)
and depicts the association between three major root cause categories to the respective
countermeasures. The root causes shown in figure 6.3 are shortlisted from a longer list
of causes because they were found to cause 72% of the coding errors in Yu's study (Yu,
1998).
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in"tE~tnat

su:ppor1:

C4!-rti fied :ins.pection (p()der ators and

rn_a<Hlatory in!>pector attcen<:lance

Figure 6.3 -Root Causes and countermeasures for preventing coding errors (Yu, 1998)

Leszak, Perry, & Stoll (2000) highlight the importance of error prevention by stating
that its resultant effect improves software quality in terms of fewer errors to be found
and repaired in later phases of the development process. In order to accomplish error
prevention they provide a prioritised set of countermeasures and improvement actions
for selected errors caused by human and inadequate review causes (see section 6.2.4).
The benefit expected from the countermeasures and improvement actions is to prevent
errors or detect them as early as possible in the development process (Leszak et al.,
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2000). Some of these countermeasures and improvement actions have bet:n sununnrised
in table 6.8.
Table 6.8- Countermeasure and Improvement Actions (Leszak et al., 2000)
Couatermeuure
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6.2.5.1 Summary and Evaluation of Prevention of Errors

In summary, the surveyed studies on error prevention ore consistent with each other. For
example, Mays et al. (1990), Yu (1998), and Leszak, Perry, & Stoll (2000) all agree that
activities such os reviews in geneml or checklist reviews in particular, error prevention
guidelines, educHtion and training about processes and development phases and
activities, forward WJd backward traceability between artifacts of software development,
and project management activities nre crucial to help prevent errors. Mays et al. and
Leszak, Perry, & Stoll suggest that errors can also be prevented when automatic tools
such os code analyscrs and unit test tools are used. Mays et al. and Yu also indicate that
training with common error lists can be powerful in preventing errors from being
injected into software development artifacts. Overa!l, the surveyed studies are consistent
with the message that developers must take preventive actions if they wish to improve
the quality of software artifacts. Such action will at best prevent errors altogether from
being introduced in software or at worst help detect them early in software
development. Moreover, a recurring theme is also the close relationship between the
causes of errors and the resultant preventive actiom;.
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6.2.6 How erro!'ll manifest them~ elves?
Another important perspective from which errors can be analysed is the symptom of the
en or. While an error identifies what is wrong or incorrect with a development artifact, a

symptom is the outward manifestation of an error (Fenton & Pfleeger, 1997; Gi1b &
Grnham, 1996). For c)[amplc, Gilb & Graham ( 1996) illustrate the concept of error
symptom by providing the following example: " ... the accounting system produced
incorrect subtotals in the monthly account summary report." (p. 345). The "incorrect
subtotals" are just the outward manifestation, i.e. the symptom, perhaps of a
multiplication rather than addition symbol, which is the error. Florae (1992) uses the
term problem as a synonym to the tcnn symptom. He defines a software problem {i.e.
symptom) us "a hnmnn encounter with software that causes difficulty, doubt, or
uncertainty in the use or e)[amination of software" (p. 8). Florae recognises two types of
problems namely, dynamic and static. Dynamic problems {i.e. symptoms) occur with an
operational system, whereas static problems {i.e. symptoms) occur with the e)[amination
of a development artifact (e.g. program listing) (Florae, 1992). The knowledge of error
symptoms is important because it helps developers diagnose the underlying errors
responsible for those symptoms (Lee & lyer, 2000).
Chi!larege, Kno & Condit (1991) argue that the knowledge of error symptoms and the
errors that cause them is important because it helps developers identify different errors
with the same symptoms (Binder, 2000; Lee & Iyer, 2000). They propose a set of fifteen
symptom descriptors which are used to describe the possible symptoms that software
errors may cause. These symptom descriptors have been reproduced in table 6.9.
Table 6.9- Error Symptom Descriptors (Chillarege et al., 1991)
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While Chillarege, Kao, & Condit {!991) claim that their symptom list is sufficiently
general and detailed to capture all symptoms, the list only contains symptoms that may
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be observed when the system is operational, i.e. dynamic problems (Florae, 1992).

Static symptoms have been ignored. A similar list of error symptoms has been
developed by Hewlett-Packard (HP) and is reported in Fredericks & Basili, (1998);
Grady & Caswell, (1987).
Kelsey (1997) also proposes a set of etror symptoms. He defines symptoms as software
problems that occur when the system is operational. Seven categories of error symptoms
are recognised. These have been summarised in table 6.11.
Table 6.11 ~Error Symptom Categories (Kelsey, 1997)
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Kelsey's objective is to identifY possible symptoms in order to support the testing phase
of software development. This is done by pinpointing operational aspects of the
software that require more attention from the developers. While it is implied that ''more
attention" refers to fixing the errors responsible for the symptoms, no direct guidelines
are provided on how to associate the responsible error with the resulting symptom(s)
(Kelsey, 1997).
The symptom categorisations proposed by Hewlett-Packard, Chillarege, Kao, & Condit
(1991) and Kelsey (1997) have a problem. They simply Jist the symptoms without
showing the errors underlying such symptoms. In a survey about difficult-to-correct
etrors, the lack of such association was one of the most frequently cited reasons (53%)
why some errors are difficult to track down (Eisenstadt, !997):
"The symptom is often far removed in space or time from the root cause,
possibly making the cause difficult to detect." (p. 33)
The categorisation of symptoms by Purchase & Winder (1991) (see table 6.10) is an
attempt to fix the problems with the previous symptom classifications. It should be
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noted that Purchase & Winder (1991) use the term deviation to refi:r to error symptoms.
Thus, each error in the proposed taxonomy is associated with a symptom or deviation.
Table 6.10- Error symptoms (Purchase & Winder, 199\)
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Clearly the association between errors and symptoms enhances the usefulness of the
categorisation, because developers have the chance to know the actual error that causes
a given symptom. Purchase & Winder (1991) argue tbn.t the rationale behind this type of
classification is that the symptom constitutes 110 important error diagnostic element that
"help[s] to cure existing bugs [errors]" (p. 17). Purchase & Winder's error symptom
categorisation bas been adopted by Binder {2000).
6.2.6.1 Summary and Evalualion ofCategorisation of Error Symptoms
In swnmary, the surveyed studies are similar but they nlso differ with regard to
symptom categorisation. While most of the studies just report symptom lists, Purcbll.'le
& Winder {1991) go one step further and IISsociate symptoms to their culprit errors. All

studies, however, are consistent in concluding that it is necessary for developers to
know about error symptoms. This knowledge enables them, in the best case scenario, to
recognise the responsible error, or in the worst case scenario, to narrow down the scope
of search for the responsible error. In either case, error diagnosis is considerably
enhanced.
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6.2. 7 How ean the pre!len~e or erron be uposed?

If errors exist in a software development artifact they nre dormant until the artifact is
activated (i.e. code artifncts are activated via test case execution; pre-code artifacts nre
activated by using reviews or inspection). During artifact activation, it is likely that the
presence of an error is flagged via a symptom. The facilitntor that enables software
errors to manifest their presence is called an error trigger or simply a trigger. An
example of an error trigger may coasist of any set of values x~o x1 , .•. , x, (i.e. the
triggers) such that, when passed in as arguments to a function that is meant to return
their swn, their product is return•

, !ad (incorrect result, i.e. the symptom). Clearly,

the incorrect computation results from the presence of the error in the implementation of
the function as triggered by Xt, x1 .... ,x 0 , Other examples of triggers, as shown by
Chillerage et al. (1992) include, stress or workload-related triggers, timing triggers,
exception handling triggers, boundary condition triggers, existing error fixes, etc. Error
triggers have been explored in Chant-eta!., (1993); Chillarege et al., (1992); Sullivan &
Chillarege, (1991).
Different types of errors need different types of triggers to expose their presence
(Binder, 2000) suggesting that knowledge about error triggers for each error type is
important if developers are to obtain the confidence17 that no such error types are
illfking in their artifacts. Knowledge about error triggers is also important because it
allows developers to get feedback on the effectiveness of error detection approaches,
including testing and verification {Chillarege eta!., 1992; Fredericks & Basili, 1998;
Freimut, 2001). To illustrate this notion, Chillarege et al. (1992) state that:
"Ideally, the defect [error] trigger distribution for field defects should be similar
to the defect trigger distribution found during system test. If there is a significant
discrepancy between the two distributions, it identifies potential holes in the
system test environment."(p.950).
The knowledge about error triggers, is therefore, needed to determine how the presence
of errors is exposed (Sullivan & Chillarege, 19!)1).

17 Here, die ttrm "confidence" ls being used ln die cverydoy •coso oflhc ward Md does not relate ta the
moaning af canfldenco all dtocrilled by Hamiel & Toylor, ( 1990).
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The literature suggests that error triggers need to be produced in a systematic way, and
therefore, a plethora of approaches (see chapter two) to help developers accomplish this
task has been proposed. The approaches that are othenvise known as testing approaches
consist of algoritluns or heuristics to create error triggers1 a from the artifact that is being
examined (Binder, 2000). The litemtute also indicates that no one approach can produce
error triggers to help expose all possible errors, that is Cllch approach is specialised to
produce error triggers whose objective is to expose certain types of errors (Chaar et al.,
1993). For example, Seizer ( 1990; 1995) and Eickelmann & Richardson, (1996)
describe many approaches that generate triggers to help identify errors specific to the
procedural paradigm. Hayes (1994) and Binder (2000) achieve a similnr goal, but with
triggers that expose object-oriented specific errors.

The trigger generation approaches described in the above works focus mostly on code
artifacts. Error triggers exist for pre-code artifacts too. For example, Chillarege ct al.
(1992) present a list of triggers that need to be applied to design artifacts. Such triggers
include, design conformance, logic/flow, detail understanding, backward and lateral
compatibility, consistency and completeness, language dependency, etc. (Chaar et al.,
1993). Other studies have focused on the development of ways to identify triggers for
pre-code artifacts (Shull et al., 1999; Shull, 1998; Travassos et al., 1999c; Trnvassos et
nl., 1999b; Trnvassos et al., 1999a).

A more comprehensive discussion on the different approaches by which error triggern
can be generated has been made in chapter two of this thesis. In this section, however, it
is important to emphasise that error triggers are an important perspective from which
errors must be analysed. This is because such analysis generates information about
errors that the developers need to know (Sullivan & Chillarege, 1991).

11 Binder's (2000) definition of a ttsl approncn includes algcrilhms and heuristics to create test CIISI:S from
a rcpresenla!lon, an Jmplemenlation, or a Jest model. The test case 3p«ifies !he pretest state of !he
implementzuion under tes~ the test input or conditions (i.e. !he error trigger) and !he expected result For
•impllcity, !hi• disciWion assumes trigg= to ~!he sole product oftest apprnacb~:S. This assumption is
based on ChEW et al. (1993) who slate: "'During the unillfl.mctlon testing •t.oges, a trigger r:apNRS the
intent boehlnd creating th• test c..e which, when executed, discovered lhe defect and Clm therefore
poten!lally ~ ldentined by !he designer of a Jest sccnorlo." {p. IOS9).
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6.2.8 Summary
The above survey has shown that software errors can be analysed from many
perspectives. Such perspectives include, nllllle, origin, severity, cause, prevention,
symptom, and trigger. The analysis of such perspectives helps complete understanding
about errors by generating additional knowledge about them. The pn:vious sections
have also highlighted the rationale motivating the need for such knowledge. which is
error prevention ond early error detection. Clearly, developers would bcJ,efit more if
errors are analysed from all rather than only few of the above error perspectives. In the
following section, the motivation to unify the surveyed error perspectives into an Error
Framework is presented. This is lbllowed by a description of the construction of an
Error Framework, which is compared to other existing frameworks and empirically
validated.

6.3 Motivation for Unifying Error Perspectives Into an Error Framework
In order to build high quality software (i.e. software with the fewest possible number of

errors), o good understanding oft he errors that a developer is likely to introduce during
software development is imperative. However, a good understanding about en:ors cnn
only be accomplished if they are studied in a structured, rather than an ad hoc manner
(Su!Uvan & Chi!larege, 1991). It is, therefore, important that before accwnu!ating
information about errors, a clear structure or Error Framework is needed to dictate what
information about errors needs to be collected ond how that information is to be
organised.
As discussed in section 6.2, the analysis of errors from different perspectives constitutes
what developers need to know about them (i.e. name, origin, severity, cause, prevention,
symptom, and trigger.). Therefore, such a framework should acconunodate these
perspectives. Building such a framework is supported by Kajihara, Amamiya, & Sayo
(1993) who hold the view that developers need to learn from errors if they are to avoid
their future occun:ence. Accordingly, the systematic analysis of errors from different
perspectives should lead to the establislunent of remedial measures whose
implementation wi!l prevent errors from recurring (JCajihara ct al., 1993; Thelin, 2000).
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Florae (1992) advocates analysing errors from multiple perspectives collectively in
order to provide a basis for communicating the meaning of the errors descriptively and
prescriptively for measurement purposes (Florae, 1992). This was necessitated in 1992
because there was significant variance in the industry in the way that errors were
recorded, reported and used to prevent future occurrence. But a simil~r variability is
also reported in the recent SUI"Vey results in Paulk, Goldenson, & · Vl".• te, (2000),
suggesting that the problem has not been addressed yet. lh ;;~~·.c. standardise the
perspectives about errors, Florae (1992) suggests Fenton's (1991) approach whereby the
''who, what, why, when, where, and how" {p. II) questions are collectively used to
obtain infonnation about errors (Fenton, !991). For example, questions such as: "What
was observed? Why did the errors occur?" help identify the symptom and cause
perspectives, respectively.
Florae's (1992) approach is consistent with the approaches presented in Endres, (1975),
Jones, (1985) and Mellor, (1992). Endres advocates that complete valid answers to such
questions will definitely lead to fewer problems in the future. Jones (1985) answers such
questions and motivates them. According to her, a developer should col/ecllvely
consider at least five main pieces ofinfonnation about errors. These include error
origin, error cause, error avoidance guidelines, error detection guidelines, and error
corrective actions. Information about where the error originated is necessary in order to
identifY the responsible developer or team to which the error can be dire\:ted for further
analysis. Cause identification is necessary so that the specific problem underlying the
errors can be identified. Error avoidance guidelines are needed as a remedy to prevent
an error from occurring again in the future. The error corrective actions are needed
because they establish specific steps to remove the error. While error avoidance
guidelines are normally general in nature and error corrective actions are project·
specific. Filllllly, error detection guidelines are necessary to enable the developer to
expose errors thnt may have not been prevented.
Plll"Chase & Winder (1991) present another argument to substantiate error analysis and
description from various perspectives collectively. For example, they maintain that
"solely causal [including error cause and error prevention guidelines] taxonomies are
academically elegant, but lack pragmatism, while (arguably worse) exclusively
diagnostic [including error symptom and error detection guidelines] taxonomies can
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help alleviate known bugs [errors], but offer little long-term help." (p. 17). This shows
that errors should be characterised using n combination of the different perspectives.
Freimut (2001) uses the process-inferencing argument as a rntionnle for the joint
considerntion of error perspectives. Freimut, however, considers the information
generated by annlysing an error from any perspective to be an error attribute. It follows
that an error can havens IIIWIY attribulcs ns there are perspectives from whicll it is
analysed. According to Freimut, individual error attributes mny be used for software
development analysis pwposes. Error attributes carry a lot of information which if
analysed collectively, may help to characterise the quality of the processes, procedures,
etc. that are already in place to produce a software artifact (Freimut, 2001; Hendrickson,
2001 ). In fact, Kelsey ( 1997) argues vigorously that the combination of information
about error origin, error symptom, and detection provides insights into the capability
and effectiveness of the design activities performed. For example, if symptoms (i.e.
problems) with user-initiated operations are found during inspection, it may be an
indication that unit testing is not sufficiently comprehensive. Similarly, if an algoritlunic
error is introduced during the design (i.e. the origin of the algorithmic error), it may be 11
sign that design inspections have been effective in targeting specific types of errors.
Other examples are discussed in Kelsey, ( \997). Chemnk (1996) concurs with Kelsey
(1997) but he is more specific and views the necessity to integrate the different error
perspectives as tantamount to the direct improvement of verification and validation,
rather than the entire software development In this context he says:
"A defect [errnr] model [framework integrating different perspectives] provides
us the leverage to perform n checklist formal synthesis based on a regression
analysis of existing defects." (p. 1167).
A similar argument is also provided in Perry, (1985); and Perry & Stieg, (1993).
In his nrticle, "My hairiest bug war stcries", Eisenstadt (1997) suggests that the
collective cxaminaticn ofinfonnation from various perspectives helps develcpers
perfonn debugging activities (i.e. to correctly identify errors more quickly nnd more
thoroughly). For example, Eisenstadt collectively examines three perspectives, namely,
origin, mot cnuse and trigger in order to help in the eradicaticn ohelative[y difficult
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errors (Eisenstadt, 1997). A similar argument is also forwarded in Purchase & Winder,
(1991).
In summary, integrating the various perspectives into an Error Framework is beneficial
bel:ause their joint consideration helps developers understand errors better. Such
understanding, not only helps developers commit fewer errors, but may also help to
organise error infonnation in meaningful ways so that problems in development can be
avoided and errors debugged from artifacts.

6.4 Building the Error Framework and Addressing the Success Factors
6.4.1 Overview

The objective of this section is to build an Error Framework in order to address research
question one (see section 3.2.1, chapter three). In this section, the success factors of
question one (see section 3.4.1, chapter three) are also discussed with reference to the
proposed Error Framework. In order to accomplish these objectives, an Error
Framework, which is grounded in the discussions of the previous sections of the
chapter, is first proposed and its orthogonality is addressed. Comparisons between the
proposed Error Framework and other similar frameworks proposed in the litemture are
made. This is done in order to identify omissions and problems with existing error
frameworks and to show that the proposed Error Framework is more comprehensive
than the existing frameworks. The usefulness of the various perspectives of the
proposed Error Framework is then empirically validated. Empirical validation is crucial
because it helps establish whether the different perspectives comprising the Error
Framework will be useful in practice. In addition, empirical validation has the potential
to help investigators identify parts of the proposed Error Fromework that need further
improvement or enhancement. The validation was carried out by the MLl and ML2
participants {see chapter four, section 4.2.2).
6.4.2 Proposing an Orthogonal Error Framework

An Error Framework is proposed comprising the following perspectives: error name,
error origin, error severity, error cause, error prevention guidelines, error symptom, and
error trigger. These perspectives have been summarised in figure 6.4, as the bottom
layer of the hierarchy.
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Figure 6.4- Proposed Error Framework

Depending on the information that the error perspectives represent, they can be related
to each other. In his seminal work, Endres (1975) argues that there is a close
relationship between cause and prevention guidelines, because if steps were to be
undertaken to eliminate the condition or conditions that lead to a given error, then such

error would then be prevented. Besides, cause and prevention are also related to the
origin of errors, i.e. the phase and/or activity of the development where errors occur or
are prevented from occurring. The perspectives of error origin, cause, and prevention
guidelines are, therefore, collectively categorised under causal perspecrlves (the middle
laycrofthe hienm:hy in figure 6.4).

In addition, error symptoms and triggers are closely related to each other. This is
because it takes one or more triggers to expose a symptom. It was, therefore, decided to
categorise the perspectives of enor symptoms and triggers under diagnostic

perspectives (Purchase & Winder, 1991). Finally, the remaining perspectives detennine
the identity ofenors and are thus categorised under idenlity perspectives. In this
conteKt, the Enor Framework can be seen as the union of identity, causal, and
diagnostic perspectives.
The individual perspectives of the proposed Enor Framework (see bottom layer of
figure 6.4) constitute an abstraction ofthc discussions that were carried out earlier in
section 6.2 of this chapter. These discussions have shown that the enor information that
each individual perspective represents is distinct and covers a wtique type of
infonnation about enors. It follows that, when taken together, the perspectives of the
proposed Enor Framework m:e orthogonaL Consequently, the perspectives of the
proposed Enor Framework satisfY the orthogonality success factor.

6.4.3

Compori~on with

Elisting Work to As~ess Comprehcn~ivcnelis

The objective of this section is to compare the proposed Error Framework with other
error frameworks that were found in literature. This comparison is carried out because it
helps to identify omissions and problems with the existing error frameworks and to
a!!1ress the comprehensiveness success factor for the proposed Error Framework (i.e.
the outcome of research question one). In addition, this comparison helps point out any
inconsistencies in existing error frameworks and also that not every existing error
framework has been empirically validated. These issues, when taken together, serve as a
rationale motivating the need to carry out the comparison with the existing work and to
build a comprehensive and empirically vlllidated Error Framework. In order to simplifY
this comparison, the pcrnpectives of the various error frameworks (including the Error
Framework proposed for this study) have been summarised in table 6.11.
Table 6.11 -Summary of Error Frameworks

Souroe

]•

••~~.' .' !

The summary presented in table 6.11 shows clearly that there is a general agreement
that errors need to be identified by nn error name. Error origin has been stressed by 82%
(9 out of II) of the surveyed works. Error severity has only been marginally med at
27% (3 out of II). Causes of errors have been given emphasis in 64% of the existing
frameworks (7 models outofthe surveyed II). Only 36% (4 out of 11) of the existing
,. Soe following 1ec1ion for ompiriOBl validotion.
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frameworks highlight error prevention guidelines as an important error perspective.
Error symptoms are used in 45% (5 out of II) of the surveyed frameworks. 55% of the
surveyed sources include error trigger as part of their frameworks. The last column of
table 6.11 shows that only 64% of the surveyed frameworks have been empirically
validated.
An Error Framework including all the perspectives listed in !able 6.11 would obviously
be more powerful anci comprehensive than one with fewer perspectives (e.g. Endres,
1975; Chillarege et al., 1991; Chillarege et al., 1992; Chemak, 1996; Kelsey, 1997). For
m!ample, it would improve on Endres's (1975), Jones's (1985) and Mays et al.'s (1990)
framework, which do not include any information about error severity and symptoms.
The perspectives provided by Purchases & Winder (1991) exclude severity, prevention
guidelines and error triggers. The perspectives proposed by Mellor (1992) and Freimut
(2001) are similar to each other in that they do not account for error prevention
guidelines. Yu (1998) while focusing on some causal perspectives (cause and
prevention guidelines) ignores diagnostic perspectives altogether (symptom and
trigger).
In summary, the discussion about the data of table 6.11 indicates that between 1975 and
2001 errors have not been analysed comprehensively and that the existing error
frameworks are quite inconsistent with each other. While most of the authors who have
crurled out existing work agree on error name and origin, there are inconsistencies with
regard to the emphasis that is placed on the remaining perspectives. Clearly, the
proposed Error Framework is an anempt to help developers analyse errors
comprehensively, and therefore, aims to satisl)' the comprehensiveness success factor.
6.4.4 Empirical Validation of Usefulness ofPcr!lpectlves of Error Framework

The objective of this section is to empirically validate the Error Framework proposed
earlier in section 6.4.2. There are three main reasons why this empirical validation
exercise should take place. First, empirical validation is an important aspeet of software
engineering (fichy, 1998; Tichy ct al., 1995). If the proposed Error Framework is to
have any practical value, its validation must be carried out.

Second, as was shown in chapter three, the Error Framework that is proposed in this
chapter is intended to be used as a template in order to organise information concerning
the various error perspectives for different errors in the Catalogue of Errors (see section
3.2.2, chapter three), to be used by participants (i.e. MLI and ML2 participants). The
validation of the Error Framework by the participants will help them create a mental
model about how the knowledge in the Catalogue of Errors is organised. Extensive
arguments about the benefits of mental models in learning can be fout1d in Borgll\1111,
(1999); Stone et al., (1990).
Third, as previously indicated, the vurious perspectives of the Error Framework were
drawn from the literature. However, this does not necessarily mean that the MLl and
ML2 participants regard each perspective of the proposed Error Framework to be
useful. If, for example, one or more perspectives were to be consistently rated as nat
U£ejUI, a lot of effort wauld be wnsted if information about such perspeetives were to be

included in the docwnentation of errors in the Catalogue of Errors. In addition, the
presence of nat U£cfu/ perspectives also signals that the Error Framework needs to be
reviewed and rebuild. Therefore, the only way to know whether the participants
recognise the usefulness of the different perspectives of the Error Framework is to
empiricnlly evaluate the proposed Error Framework before it i.; actually used as a
template to document errors in the Catalogue of Errors. This i~ why usefulness of the
Error Framework perspectives was listed as a success factor for the outcome of research
question one (see section 3.4.1, chapter three) and must be addressed.
In this context, the proposed Error Framework can be considered to be useful, if it
withstands empirical validation. This was carried out by asking the MLI (N=133) and
ML2 (N"'67) participants to fill in the Error Framework Evaluation Questionnaire. This
questiorumire requires participants to rote the usefulness of the various perspectives of
the proposed Error Framework on a I to 5 ordinal scale. In addition, an open-ended
question is used to seek suggestions about additional perspectives that the participants
thought might be useful. The open-ended question is important because it can help
minimise bias in the responses. A sample of the proposed Error Framework Evaluation
Questionnnire hEJS been shown in figure 6.5.
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Figure 6.5 -Error Framework Evaluation Questionnaire
The following sections slllllll1llrise the ordinal scBle and open-ended responses provided
by the pllrticipants in tum.
6.4.4.1 Ordinal Scale Responses
The ordinal scale responses obtained hnve been summarised in table 6.12.ln order to
simplifY the discii3Sion, the term error perspective distribution is defined whereby the
word perspective represents any of the seven perspectives of the proposed Error
Framework. Error perspective distribution will henceforth refer to the distribution of the
participant indications about the perceived usefulness of a given error perspective on the
I to 5 ordinal scale.
Table 6.12- F~uencies and Descrietive Statistics
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The values of the median suggest that the participants,rnted the error name, error origin,
and error prevention distributions relatively high at 4 ou the 1 to S usefulness scale. A

closer look at the interquartile range 30 values suggests that the interquartile range of
enor origin distribution is I. On the other hand, the interquartile range for both error
name and error prevention distributions is 2. This means that the median of error origin
is a better representative of its own distribution than both the medians of error name and
enor prevention are of theirn (De Vaus, 2002). The remainder of the error persJlC(:tives
distributions, namely, enor severity, enor cause, enor symptom, and enor trigger all
have a median of3 and the same interquartile range of2.
In summary, the data from table 6.12 is an indication that participants perceive enor

name, origin, and prevention pernpectives to be more useful than the remaining
perspectives of the Error Framework. The medi£UJ of all error perspective distributions
is above 3. This fact, along with the fact that the variability of all error pernpective
distributions is relatively low (i.e. the maximum value of the interquarti!~ range is 2),
suggests that nil participants recognise the pernpectives of the prnjJosed Frror
Framework as being relatively useful.
6.4.4.2 Open-ended Responses

Only 97 participants responded to the open-ended question in the questionnaire (see
figure 6.5). Generally, the responses were brief ranging from short sentences to few
words. However, they were consistent and, in summary, indicated the need for enor
description, explanation, or clarification, in tenns of e~~:wnples nod/or additional
descriptive or illustrative te~~:t. This is an indication showing that when errorn are
documented in the Catalogue ofEnorn, the enor name perspective of the Error
Framework must include additional descriptive information (with examples) about the
underlying errors. This is consistent with th" discussion that was made earlier in section
6.2.!.

6.4.5 Building an Error Framework: Summary and Discussion
The objective of section 6.4 was to build an Enor Framework. The building of the Enor
Framework is important because it constitutes the outcome of research question one.
The outcome of research question one is deemed to be successful if the Error

"The Vlllue ofinterquart!te range was computed by substrncting the 25lh percentile from the 7S"'
J>I'fCO!Itile. The narrow.r the in!erquart!te range, the better the median represonts the dl!tribution as o
whole (De Vaus, 2002).

Framework satisfies four success factors, namely, orthogonality, comprehensiveness,
usefulness, and useability.
The Error Framework was initially derived from !he discussions made earlier in I he
chapter (see section 6.2). It was also argued that !he proposed Error Framework
constitutes a collection of orthogonal perspectives from which errors can be analysed.
The proposed Error Framework was !hen compared and contrasted against other similar
error frameworks published in literature. This was carried out in order to identify
problems with the existing frameworks. Most importantly !he existing error frameworks
were shown to not be comprehensive and to be inconsistent with each other. Table 6.11
has therefore shown !hat the proposed Error Framework satisfies the comprehensiveness
success factor.
The empirical evaluation of the usefulness of the perspectives of !he proposed Error
Framework was also examined. This was cnrried out by !he ML1 and ML2 participants
(see chapter four) as part ofa field study (see chapter three). This is important due to the
general need for empirical validation in software engineering and !he need to help
participants build mental models about the structure of errors documented in the
Catalogue of Errors, which is the outcome of research qi!CStion two. The evaluation of
the perspectives of !he Error Framework is also important because it helps address the
usefulness success factor. The data presented in table 6.12 has shown tlmt, generally, !he
MLI and ML2 participants consider the perspectives of the proposed Error Framework
to be relatively useful.
The discussiort about the useability success factor of the Error Framework perspectives
has been deliberately deferred until chapter seven. The evaluation made with reference
to the outcome of research question one (i.e. the Error Framework) is a precursor to
further work that this research has set out to accomplish. Part of this work constitutes
the constroction of the Catalogue of Errors (i.e. the outcome of research question two)
by using the perspectives of the Error Framework. Consequently, the useability of the

Error Framework perspectives can best be addressed during the development of the
Catalogue of Errors, which is described in chapter seven.
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In summary, while the proposed Error Pramework satisfied the needs of this research, it
must be said that the Error Framework may need more thorough evaluation and
validation, ifit were to be used in different contexts or for different purposes. For
e:«Ullp]e, if the pUIJIOSe of the Error Framework were to be used as a template to collect
historical data about errors that have been conunitted in past software projects,
additional evaluation may be required.ln such circumstances, it is suggested that further
research about the proposed Error Framework may be warranted.

6.5 Cbapter Summary
This chapter has presented an Error Framework tlmtcan beusedas a template to
docmnent information about errors from which developers can learn. The Error
Framework constitutes the outcome of research question one (see section 3.2.1, chapter
3).lnitially, various perspectives about errors were examined. Attention was paid to
present each individual perspective as comprehensively as possible. Most importantly,
the information resulting by analysing errors from each perspective was argued to be
necessary for developers to know if they are to prevent errors from being injected into
software. The motivation to unify the identified perspectives into a single Error
Framework is another issue that was discussed in the chapter. Finally, the chapter is
concluded with the proposal and the validation of an Error Framework with respect to a
set of success factors that were outlined earlier in chapter three.
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7. Catalogue of Errors Development
7.1 Overview
The goal of this chapter is to describe the development of the Catalogue of Errors. The

Catalogue 01fErrors is important because it constitutes the outcome of question two of
this research:
How can

th~ ~"or framework

(developtd In question one) he us~d to catalogu~ ~«ors

thai are commonly Injected in various software df!Vf!lopment artifacts?

The Error Framework developed in chapter six is used as a template to document
selected development errors. In order to make the use of the Catalogue of Errors more
manageable, the phases of software development were used as criteria to split the
Catalogue of Errors into three components, namely, Catalogue of Requirements Errors,
Catalogue of Design Errors, and Catalogue of Code Errors (Mays et al., 1990). As the
names suggest, each component catalogues errors injected in the respective
development phase. This nmmgement is illustrated in Figure 7.I.
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Relatmnship between the Error Framework, the components of the
Catalogue of Errors and the Development Pha~es

In this chapter, the term Catalogue of Errors is used generically to refer to all
components of the Catalogue. However, when issues about specific components are
discmsed, their designated names are used (e.g. Catalogue of Requirements Errors to
refer to the first component of the Catalogue, etc.).

This chapter is divided into six sections. In section 7.2, the field study methodology that
was followed to develop the Catalogue of Errors is revisited. Issues relating to the
content of the Catalogue of Errors are discussed in section 7.3. In section 7.4, the
differences between two trials of the Catalogue of Errors are described (see figure 4.1,
chapter four). In section 7.5, the responses provided by the two groups of participanlll
who tried the Catalogue of Errors are compared and contrasted. The responses of the
partlcipants are 1mportant because they address the success factors of the outcome of
research que~1ion two (i.e. the Catalogue of Errors). Potential future enhancemenlll of
the Catnlogue of Errors are discussed in section 7.6. In section 7. 7, the chapter is
summarised.

7.1: Catalogue of Errors Development Metbodology Revisited
The objective of this section is to describe the methodo:ogy used to develop the
Catalogue of Errors. In chapter three, it was suggested that a field study would be used
to bufld a Catalogue ofErrors by reviewing existing litemture and using the Catalogue
of Errors Evaluation Questionnaires (see section 4.2.5, chapter four) to evaluate the
resulting Catalogue empirically and address the respective success factors in the COIUSe
of its development. Chapter four suggested that two trials of the field study would take
place. In this se>:tion, the field study methodology is refined further.
The Ca!Dlogue of Errors development methodology is based on the Plan·Do-Che>:k-Act
(PDCA) quality improvement methodology (also knownns the Shewhart/Demming
Cycle (Basili & Caldiera, 1995; Shull, \998)). The typi~al PDCA methodology is
comprised of four steps. The Plan step requires an investigator to identify, justify and
design a change in the way something is carried out (e.g. the way software is developed,
the way a tool or technique is used, etc.). The Do step entails trialing the change under
controlled conditions. The Check step requires the measurement of the results attributed
to the change. Finally, in the Act step, the results obtained from the previow; step are
used to improve the change that was initiated in the Plan step. This sequCJlce of steps is
repeated as required. In summary, the PDCA methodology is w;ed to carry out a change,
evaluate it, and further improve it.
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+
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Figure 7.2- Applying the PDCA Methodology to develop the Catalogue of Errors
In this thesis, the Catalogue of Errors constitutes a new tool that is expected to be used

by participants during the construction of development artifacts. Therefore, !he PDCA
methodology can be used on the development and improvement of the Catalogue of
Errors. Figure 7.2 portrays the way that the PDCA steps were adapted for the

development of the Catalogue of Errors. Initially, the Cllla.logue of Errors was to be
developed during the second lmlfof2000.

Between Februlll')' and June 2001, the Catalogue of Errors (henceforth referred to as the
original version ofthe Catalogue ofErrors) Willi trialed for the first time in 11 twelve

week software development exercise. During !his trial, feedback was collected ftom the

MLI participants who used the original version of the Catalogue of Errors. The
feedback was used to revise the Catalogue of Errors (the revised version is henceforth
referred to as the revised version ofthe Catalogue ofErrors) in order to mllke
modifications and to improve the way the Catalogue of Errors is presented to the
participru1ts. The modifications were planned for and incorporated into the revised
version of the Catalogue of Errors during June 2001. From July to November 20(11, the
revised version of the Catalogue was used in a twelve week software development
exercise with the ML2 participants. The ML2 participants provided feedback on the
revised version of the Catalogue of Errors. The feedback provided by the MLI and ML2
groups was then compared.
7.3 Content of Catalogue of Errors

While the format of individual errors included in the Catalogue of Errors was dictated
by the Error Framework, there were a number of content·related issues that required
resolution, such as:
i)

What errors would the Catalogue document?

ii)

How would the different perspectives of errors, as identified by the Error
Framework, be determined? And, whnt is the evaluation of the useability
success factor of the Error Framework?

iii)

In what format would the content of the Catalogue be provided to the
participants?

Sections 7.3.1 through to 7.3.3 address these issues in tum. Section 7.3.4 discusses the
differences between the original and the revised versions of the Catalogue of Errors and
section 7.3.5 describes three exnmple errors from the three components of the Ca!alogue
of Errors, nnmely, the Requirements, Design and Code Errors, respectively.
7.3.1 What errors to document?

There are many errors that developers may commit during the development of
requirements, design and code artifacts. Ideally, the Catalogue of Errors should capture
all the possible errors that are likely to be injected in development artifacts. However,
the time and cost constraints did not permit the documentation of all possible errors.
Besides, the nature of the simulator projects attempted by the ML I and ML2
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participants in the field experiments precluded certain errors from occurring. For
example, among others, Mitchell (2000) documents an SQL-related error that can occur
in the conteltt of a Java program. While such an error would certainly enrich the content
of the Catalogue of Code Errorn, it was unlikely to be introduced by the participants into
their code artifacts because the simulator projects did not have a database dimension
(see appendilt B, sections 2.1.1 and 2.1.2).
The decision of what errors to docwnent was based on four criteria. Firstly, the selected
errorn had to be typical. Hence, the selected errors should be expected to occur during
the field experiments where the MLI and ML2 participants would try the Catalogue of
Errors. This criterion was imposed in order to ensure that the Catalogue of Errors
contained information that would be useful to the participants. Secondly, the range of
the selected errors should encompass all phases of development, namely, requirements,
design, and code. This criterion is important because the participants were going to go
through such phu~es to develop the respective software artifacts. Thirdly, code errors
should b.:: 'lpCCific to the Jaw development environment in which the participants would
use Java as a programming language, Finally, the selected coding errors should be
errors that escape compilation, i.e. not syntali: errors. The reason for this criterion is that
if errors were identified by the compiler, developers would be alerted to them and
would, therefore, have no choice but to learn about them.
Prior experience with similar simulator projects and an informal sll!Vey of the literature
for errors that satisfy the above criteria allowed the list of e!Tllrs to be prodnced. These
errors were then documented in the Catalogue of Errors and have been snmmarised in
table 7.1. A list of the surveyed references showing these errors as commonly occurring
is presented in the right hEIIld side of the table.

Table 7.1 -Errors documented in the three components of the Catalogue of Errors
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Oml.,ions;
Jnoon!lslcndes;
lncom:<l Focts;
Amblgullles

(Oovls, l993a; Lanubllo 0\ ol., 1998; Shull,
1998) (ESA, 1987; Rombach, 1990; Tho)'tf
&Dorfmon.l9!17)

Algorllhmlo Ermr, lnlerl'aoo Ell'Or, Rouse Ermr, Sttong
CoupliO!l Error, WW Cohesion Error.

(Ed<t, KRppo~ & Soh"'n, 1!194; MoOregor
&Sykes, 1992)
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Abuse ofNIII11C5J>IlCCS Error, Constructor Jnvolcod
Overridden Mcii\Od Ermr, Foilure lo Embllsh CIOS>
lnv81Jon1 Emlr. l"ues wilh Honouring Conlnlo<s of
Mclhods lnheriled by Dlff=tlnlcrl"aces; ln=cm
and Dooi'Cil\Cnl Qp.,..IOI Ermr, Obj colin lliollsnlion
Ermr, Accessing MoJhods vs Aooesslng lnsllmco
Vorllllles Error; Cast Down lhclnherlllmco Hiorarohy
Ermr, C<mfu>lng- wilh cquo15() Error, I>Siles wilh
lM<rCIIISSo$ Error; Momory Leaks Ermr, Thread

(DIIrollta,

Dcodlook

Monk, Keller, & Bohncnbetgcr,
2000; H"8gor, 2000; Hw11, 1999; MIIOII<II,

2000)

Eml~

7.3.2 Determining the Error Framework Penpectives for Individual Errors

The sePrCb of literature on the different perspectives of individual errors indicated tlw.t,
for some error perspectives infonnntion was unsystematic and widely scattered, whereas
for other perspectives, the rescPrCher's own judgement had to be I!Sed to extmpolate the
required infonnation. For example, information about error descriptions, causes,
symptoms for most errors in tllble 7.1 was nonnally available from the literature. For
some errors, however, infonnation about prevention guidelines was not readily
available, in which case, such infonnntion was derived by studying the causes of the
errors or other error-related infonnation. A similar process was also used to generate
infonnation about the triggers for errors. Nevertheless, there were two perspectives of
the Error Framework, namely, error origin Md severity that were found to require
special attention.
7.3.2.1 Error Origin
As discussed in chapter six, the origin of errors is associated with the development

phase and activity where the error is introduced. While there exists widespread
agreement in the literature about the development phases (Binder, 2000; Grady &
Caswell, 1987), there are differences about what activities constitute a phase

(Chillarege et a!., 1992; Lesznk et al., 2000). The cited references suggest tim! the
activities perfonned during a development phase In one software project can differ from
the activities performed during the same development phase in a different software
project. The choice of activities appeiU'S to depend on a variety of factors, such as, the
application domnin of the project, the scope of the software, development pamdigm,
organisational standanls etc. As a consequence, it became necessllf}' to determine the
phases and activities tlmt the participants of the development exercise were to
undertake. This is important because, once detennined, the phases and activities would
then have to be mapped against the enoiS in table 7.1.
On the basis of previoiiS experience with software projects of this nature and the
suggestions of Pressman (1997) and Deitel & Deitee 1 (1999), the phases and activities
that the participants would go through for the development of their simulator projects
were determined. A summary of such phases and activities is provided in table 7.2.

;
Definition of viewpoints
Stepwl!e refinement of goals
into requlrcmeniS
Narrative ofrcquircmeniS
Definition ofrequlrcmeniS
llmitatio11.1
Definition of validation criteria
otlon
I

,;
lnherilall~e definition

Jdentificotion oflnteractlons
Definition of algorithms
Hum011 Computer Interface
Validation ~riteria
lnspectio:n

lntegmtion
Documentation
Testing
lnspccrton

To ensure that all participants perfonned all activities of all phases consistently, the
activities were mapped and fonnalised into software development artifact templates tlmt
the pnrticipants were to follow in order to produce their artifacts at the completion of a
development phase. Samples of the requirements, design, and code artifact templates
have been included in the appendix 8, section 2.1.4. These templates would not only
strocture the software artifacts of all participmts, but would also ensure consistency
across participants32. The Catalogue of Errors provided in appendix A (see section 1.1)
" Deitel & Delta! "Java How to Pr~grrun" ll!fercnce was the moin rcfe~CJ~ce used by the participants
enrolled in the Interne! and Java Progmmming unit.
11 This would obo make the use of page count as a measurement ofartifuct size (see section 3.4.3.3,
chapter !brce) more meaningful {Bell &. Thayer, 1976}.
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shows the association between the short\isted errors and the error origin perspective (i.e.
phases and activity).
7.3.2.2 Error Severity

When determining the severity of errors, a problem was encountered. The errors that the
Catalogue would document were abstractions of errors that were expected to occur in
the participants' development artifacts. This made the assignment of severity to errors
difficult because certain instances of an error would have a different severity from other
instances of the same error. For example, the requirements artifact of the home aiiU"lll
software system reported in Pressman (1997) requires the sped fica lion of a function
calied configure syslem. It is asswned that for some reason, the configure system
requirement is omitted and not implemented in the final software. This is 1111 omission
error whose impact would be serious because the software cannot be used. The
requirements artifact of the same home alill"lll software system also requires a beep
sound to be issued every time the ll.'ler actiVBtes or arms the alill"lll. If the beep sound

requirement were not to be implemented, an omission error would be committed, but
the severity of this error would be mucb lower than the severity of the missing configure
system function error. The above examples suggest that It is not possible to rate the
severity of an error accurately unless the actual instance of the error is known
beforehand. Yet, the actual instance of an error that a participant is likely to come across
is impossible to determine during the development of the Catalogue of Errors.
Consequently, a different mechanism to define severity bad to be used.
Thus, the reason why error severity is important was re-coll3idered. The reason for
considering the severity of errors in the Catalogue of Errors was to teach participants
that some errors have a higher impact than others. The impact affects users of the
saftware where the errors are located. Hawever, developers also are nat immune to such
errors, becaw;e eventually, the develapers need to carrect them.
Figure 7.3 illustmtes the view of Davis (1993a) with regard to different errors injected
into different artifiiCts. This view which is shared by many in the saftware engineering
community (Binder, 2000; Hevner, 1997; etc.) suggests that in general, errors that are
injected in earlier artifacts (e.g. requirements artifacts, design artifacts) are more

m

difficult and costly to correct than errors that are injected in later artifacts (e.g. code
artifacts).
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Figure 7.3- Cumulative effects of errors (Davis, 1993a)

Besides, errors that are injected in earlier artifacts are more likely to have serious
CCIDSequence.~

to usern of software:

"There is growing evidence that requirements errors can lead to serious
accidents [on the users] ..... Unfortunately, fixing requirements errors can be
extremely costly, especially if errors are detected late in the software lifecycle."
(p. 232) (Heitmeyeret nl., 1996).

Thus errors injected in earlier artifacts have a higher impact on both users and
developers of software and in addition are more costly to fix than errors that are injected
in later artifacts. It is accepted that there are exceptions to this rule. Pressman's (1997)
home alann software system beep sound requirement is one exnmple. Also there are
examples of errors that are injected in late artifacts which can also have a serious impact
on the user and can be very difficult and time consuming to fix (Patrick, 200 I). The
experience with memory lcalts (a code error injected in code artifacts) reported in
(Patrick, 2001) illustrates this.
Nevertheless, it must be borne in mind that the intent of the Catalogue of Errors wns to
impress upon the participants the need to produce error-free artifacts earlier in the
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development rather than Inter. Therefore, it was decided to adapt Grady's (1992)
severity classification and assign severity to errors in the Catalogue nrbitrarily, while
disclosing the grounds for such decision to the participants ami notifying them about the
exceptiom to the rule.
In this context, it was decided to regard requirements errors as critical. Critical errors
would include errors that have the potential to ma:ke software unusable and must be
corrected immediately. It was decided to trent d1:sign errors as serious. Serious errors
would include errors that have the potential to swerely constrain the user of the system.
Serious errors require at least a temporary solutiJn. Finally, code errors would be
treated as medium errors. Such errors have the potential to limit the use of software
although not critically.
7.3.2.3 An Evaluation of the Useability Success Factor ofthe Error Framework

At this stage the useability success factor (see section 3.4.1, chapter three) of the
perspectives of the Error Frnm.ework (see chapter six) could be assessed. As indicated
eW"lier in this section most of the perspectives of the Error Framework are useable
because they represent information that can be identified and used in building up a
Catalogue of Errors. The error origin and error severity perspectives, however, are two
exceptions.
As shown in section 7.3.2.1, infonnation about error origin can be identified and easily
mapped to errors in the Catalogue. However, it is anticipated that the error origin
information of table 7.2 may not be readily used or mapped to all possible errors in any
software development environment or organisation. For example, there may be errors
that are not associated with any of the activities or phases shown in table 7.2 (Daconta
et al., 2000). Besides, in different organisations, different terminology is often used.
This is not uncommon, but may complicate the use of the error origin information of
t.1ble 7.2 and its mapping to the errors in the Catalogue. This suggests that before the
error origin information is used to build up n Catalogue of Errors, the development
phases and activities (see table 7.2) must be defined and customised to suit the needs of
the organisation or the environment where the Catalogue of Errors is expected to be
used.
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Section 7.3.2.2 has shown that the error severity perspective is a problem liS well. It is
impossible to assign concise severity to errors in a Catalogue because severity depends
on the specific instances of errors, mther than on abstract error information which is
what the C!Jtlllogue of Errors contains. This has a direct impact on the useability of the
error severity perspective.
In summary, the error origin lUld error severity perspectives may be consideredns being
relatively less useable as opposed to the remaining perspectives of the Error Framework
(see chapter six). This constitutes a limitation of the Error Framework.
7.3.3 Format of the Catalogue ofErron Provided to P11rticipants
In this section, issues relating to the format of the Catalogue of Errors are discussed.
There were two ways that the Catalogue of Errors documentation could have been
provided to the participants: first, by presenting each error in the Catalogue in a
referenced descriptive fashion, i.e. Descriptive Catalogue of Errors (see appendix A,
section 1.1 ), secon<J, by presenting each error the Catalogue in point or stepwise fonnat,
i.e. point form Catalogue of Errors (see appendix A, section 1.2).
Both formats were developed. The objective of the descriptive Catalogue of Errors was
to describe the different perspectives for each error as wellns to justify such

infonnation. The objective of the point-form Catalogue of Errors is to sumntarise the
information provided in the descriptive Catalogue of Errors in order to mnke such
information more practical for use by the participants.
It was decided that the point-form Catalogue of Errors was a better format to provide to
the participants. This is because the research exercise with the Catalogue of Errors
would take place in the context of a third year unit in a university environment (i.e. field
studies and field experiments, see section 4.2.1, chapter four). The participants who
took part in the research would be taking the Internet and Java Prognuruning unit whose
materials were already provided in point form forma.!. Consequently, there wns no
reason for the Catalogue of Errors, which was part of the unit, to be presented in a
different furmnt Furthermore, the Catalogue of Errors was to be covered in lectures and
workshops, which were designed to clarify lillY possible misunderstandings 1111d address
any issues that the participants might raise.
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7.3.4 Original venus Revilled Catalogue ofErron: Tbe Differences
As figure 7.2 suggests, two versions of the Catalogue of Errors were developed, namely
the original and the revised Catalogue of Errors. The differences between the original
and the revised versions of the Catalogue of Errors were dictated by the feedback that
was obtained in the free format secUon of the Catalogue of Errors Evaluation
Questloruutires for the Catalogue of Requirements, Design, lllld Code Errors (see
chapter four, section 4.2.5.1). In order to conform with the organisation of this chapter,
this section does not discuss participant feedback. This is the subject of section 7.5 of
this chapter. Rather, this section examines the aspects in which the responses of the
MLl participants affected the content of the revised Catalogue ofEm>rs. The
differences consist of the fol!owing:
i)

More exwnples;

ii)

Clarification of terms;

iii)

More time spent in class.

The first two points outlined above constitute a change in the content of the original
version of the Catalogue of Errors. In the revised version, additional illustrative
examples were provided and selected examples were eltplained in a stepwise fashion in
lectures and workshops. Ail for tennioology, additional time was spent in lectures and
workshops to discuss terms as well as the references for where such terms could be
explored further was included in the revised version of the Catalogue of Errors. The
third point eonstitutes a change in the mechllllics of \he approach Wld will be covered in
section 7.4 of the chapter. The two versions of the Catalogue of Errors Cl!ll be found in
appendix A (see sections 1.1. and 1.2).
7.3.5 Examples
Due to the size limitation of this chapter, only selected sections from the Catalogue of
Errors are included. Given that the Catalogue of Errors has three components, namely,
Requirements, Design, and Code Errors, it wns decided that a single error from each
component would be reproduced in this section.
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7.3.5.1 Example Requiremems Errors: Omission

The presence of omission errors in the requirements artifact indicates that a requirement
is missing or that it has not been specified. This results in an incomplete requirements
artifact. Schneider, Martin, & Tsai (1992) provide an example of an omission (p. 194):
Requirements Specification Te:ct: in the case oftwo incoming trains, each of
which has access to a siding ofadequate length, the slower one Is to be rtJuted
onto the siding while the faster one continues on the main track.
Omission Error: There is nil information about what to do ifthe two trains Cll'e
moving at exactly the same speed as measured by the wayside location.

According to Purchase & Winder (1991), if omissions are not prevented or discovered
early in system deve]opm~nt, the resultant system will not solve the problem it was
designed to address (Bell & Thayer, 1976; Purchase & Winder, 1991).
Lamweerde (2000) maintains that goal 33 representation must be integrated into the
development of requirements artifacts. This is seen as a way to establish requirements
completeness (Lamsweerde, 2001). A goal is an objective that must be achieved by the
system under consideration (Lamsweerde, 2000, 2001; Letier & Lamsweerde, 2002).
The rationale behind this integration is that the requirements are complete if"they are
sufficient to establish the goals they are refining." (Lamswecrde, 2000, p.7) (Anton &
Potts, 1998; Lamsweerde & Letier, 1998). The principal advantage of incorporating
goals into the requirements development is that goals provide a criterion for sufficient
completeness ofa requirements artifact (Lamsweerde, 200 1). A second advantage is
that goals help identify not only all functional requirements34, but also the nonfunctional ones 3s (Leveson, 1995; Mylopoulos et al., 1999; Nixon, 1993). Another
advantage of goal representation is that it greatly facilitates early phases of software
" "A goal COII"'SJHlnds to on objective that the system should achieve through the cooperation of agents
!mhor software component] In the proposed SQftware and in tlu: environment." (p.7)(Lamswcerde, 2000)
' Functional requirements lead to the particular functions or services that the system is expected to
delinr (Lnmsweerde, 200\). Functional requirements are stated forrna!ly and are enforced <.'uring the
implemenllltion. (Mylopoulos et at., I!Jo9g),
"Non·funotloll!ll requirements are global qualities of the proposed software such as flexibility,
maintainability, useability, exterr!lbi\ity, performance, security, sofety, etc (Lamsweerde, 2001). Non·
furu:tloll!ll requirements are normally Mated informally ond are often contentious. For example,
pm'orman~ goals usually interfere with flexibility goals (Mylo]IOulos et al., 1999).

development. while providing a mtionale to the stakeholders of software for the
proposed requirements (Lrunsweerde, 2001; Lrunsweerde & Letier, I998; Mylopoulos
et al., 1999). A fourth advantage is that goal incorpomtion into requirements artifacts
helps avoid irrelevant requirements (Lrunsweerde, 2001). Goals can be identified hy
looking for keywon' J such as: objective, purpose, intent, concern, In order to, etc. in a
user's statements or documentation (Lamsweerde, 2001). Software goal identification is
the first step towards avoiding omissions (Mylopoulos et al., 1999).
The second step constitutes the refinement of goals into subgoals. The subgoals lll'C the
lower level representation of goals whose accomplishment leads to the achievement of
the goals from which the subgoals lll'C refined (Mylopoulos et al., 1999). Anton& Potts
(1998) argue that "Goal refmement is intended to reduce the risk of incomplete
requirements." (p. 157). Two types ofsubgoals lll'C recognised. AND· refinement
sub goals relate snbgoals to a goal in a way that satisfying aU subgoals is sufficient for
satisfying the goal (Lamsweerde, 2001). OR-refinement snb~oals relate subgoals to a
goal in a way that satisfying one of the sub goals is sufficient for satisfying the goal
(Lrunsweerde, 2000). For example, Lamsweerde (2000) defines some requirements of
the San Francisco Bay Area Rapid Transit System (BART) (Lwnsweerde, 2000, 2001).
One of the goals of this system, is to serve more passengers. This goal can be satisfied
by accomplishing either one ofits two subgoals (OR-refinement), nwnely,lrains must
be more closely spaced OR new tracks need to be added Upon completion of goal

refinement. goals and subgoals (depending on the scope of the application, sub·
subgoals, etc.) can be organised into a goal traceability tree or matrix which organises
goals and the respective subgoals (Lamsweerde, 2001; Pressman, 1997).
Goal conflict identification and resolution constitute the third step in preventing
omissions. It is possible that conflicts between goals may exist (Easterbrook, 1994). A
goal conflict is a situation whereby the accomplishment of one goal rules out the
accomplishment of another (Lamsweerde, 2000). For example, in a scheduling sollware
system, the goal of making timetables publicly available competes with security or
privacy goals.

The next step requires the opemtionalisation of goals into requirements (Mylopoulos,
Chung, & Nixon, 1992). Goal operationalisntion entails the translation of goals into
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opemtional fimctioos and constraints for the final requirements artifact document. In
Loy & Mitchell's (1990) ATM example the goal to,

Ensure :recure Transactions
translates into the following opemtionalised constrained requirements:

Requirement: Validate U:rer
Required Precondltlon: ATMCard i:r used, PIN f:r used
Required Po:rtconditlon: ValfdATM Cord i:r used, Valid PIN /:r used
Depending on the scope and the nature of the software being developed, the number of
goals and requirements may grow comidernbly. This may exacerbate the organisation of
goals and requirements and even encourage the introduction of omission errorn. It is,
therefore, necessary that goals and requirements be organised into traceability matrices.
An example of the traceability matrix between goals and requirements is presented in

table 7.3.
Table 7.3- Goal- Requirements Tmccability Matrix
Requirements

EruureSocure
TransactloiU

"""

Keep detailed lrnnsao:tlon
information

Etc.

Validate User
Volidato Transm:tion
Pmduee rceel
Save transru:Uono
infurmation Into

"·"""'"
Tmceability is discussed in Landis et al., (1992); Palmer, (1997) and the arguments for
developing goal-requirements traceability matrices include: I) that they provide a
justification to stakeholders for specified requirements; 2) that they help in the
verification Wld validation of requirements; 3) that they provide an audit trnil; and 4)
that they help in detecting requirement and goal conflicts.
The symptom of omission errors is the absence of the specification of required elements
in the requirements artifact. McGregor (1998a) sheds light on omission error symptoms
and the way to expose them by saying:
wA [requirements] model [artifact] is complete (i.e. lacks omission errors) if no

required elements are missing. It is judged by determining if the entities in the
model describe the aspects of knowledge being modelled in sufficient detail for

the goals of the current portion of the system under development. This
judgement is based on the model's ability to represent the required situations and
on the knowledge of experts" (p.21).
McGregor's statement implies that, in addition to ensuring that complete requirements
have been developed for each goal, omission errors can also be triggered by getting the
users of software involved in the review of requirements artifacts. This is because the
users of the software ore the knowledge experts as they know what the required
software should do (SWedian & Dale, 2000).
Porter, Votta, & Basili (1995) suggest that the presence of omission errorn can also be
triggered by subjecting the requirements artifact to the following types of questions:
i)

Are

ii)

Have all requirements been provided with the necessary inputs?

iii)

the described requirements sufficient to meet the system goals?

Have all undesired systems states and events been considered, nnd the
appropriate responses specified?

Using questions to trigger omissions is also supported by Potts, Takahashi, & Anton
(1994) in their Questions, Answers, Reasons technique, nnd by Lanubile (1998) and
Shull (1998).
7.3.5.2 Example Design Error: Weak Cohesion

Cohesion describes the relatedness or connectivity of the different elements (i.e.
instance •1ariables and methods within a class or statements within a method) that a
designer includes in the same class (Shtem, 2000). If all elements of the class serve the
same goal of the problem domain, the class has a strong cohesion, whereas, if the
elements of the class are unrelated, the class bas a weak (poor or low) cohesion (Shtem,
2000). Strong cohesion is desirable, whereas weak cohesion is not. Eder, Kappel, &
Schrefl (1994) recognise three levels of cohesion, namely, method cohesion, class
cohesion, and inheritance cohesion (L. C. Briand et al., !997).
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Methocl Cohesion
Method cohesion shows the relationship of statements included in a. method. Method
cohesion ranges from coincidental to functiona.l cohesion and is based on Myer's (1978)
classical definitions of cohesion (McCoiUlell, 1993; Pressman, 1997; Schnch, 1999):
i)

Coincldema/ cohesion is the weakest form of cohesion indicating that nil the
statements timt are carrieC out in the metl;od have nothing in common besides
the fact timt they reside in tre same method.

ii)

Logical cohesion methods include statements with similar functionality that are
included together not because they are related, but because they happen to
perform similar functions. For example, a method c!llled i nputA11 () tim! inputs
customer names, employee time-card information, inventory data, etc. would be
an example of a method with logical cohesion.

iii)

Temporal cohesion methods include statements that are combined into a method
because they are performed at the same time. For example, a startup() method
might read a configuration file, initialise a scratch file, set up a memory
mann·ger, and show an initial screen. The statements that perform such
functiona.lity are placed together simply because they are required at the same
time.

iv)

Procedural cohesion methods include statements that are connected by the same
control flow, i.e. carried out in a specified order. For example, if the users of a
reporting system like reports to be printed out in a given order, method
pr1 ntA11 () may include statements that print a revenue report, an expense
report, a list of employee phone numbers, and invitations to a party.

v)

Communicational cohesion methods include statements that make use of the
same data but are not otherwise relate•i. For example, method
getNarneAndchangePhoneNumber(BIIp1 oyee e) has communicational cohesion
if both the name and the phone nwnber are stored in an Employee object.

vi)

Sequential cohesion methods contain statements tim! are perfOrmed in a specific
order and share data from step to step. For example, method
getFi 1eoataAndPerformcomputations() would have sequential cohesion,
because it would sequenti!llly carry out three different steps, namely, open file,
read file, perform computations on the same file.

i)

Funcflanal cohesion is the strongest form of cohesion where methods possess
sequenti£11 cohesion and £111 statements contribute to a single task or objective.

Examples of strong cohesion methods include cos(), getcustomerName(),
de1eteFil e(), computeLoanPaymentO, etc.
Robertson (19!13) recognises that although funclionnl cohesion is the best fonn of
cohesion in pmctice, it is not easy to achieve. In fact, it is nearly impossible to develop
methods with functional cohesion. In this context, McConnell ( 1993) advocates that
methods with functional, scquentinl, communicational, and temporal cohesion are
acceptable in pmcticc. Methods with procedural, logical and coincidental cohesion are
unacceptable (McConnell, 1993).
C]ass Cohesion
Class cohesion addresses the binding of clements within the same class. Here, the
elements ofa class are comprised of non-inherited methods and instance variables. Five
levels of class cohesion are recognised (Eder et a!., 1994):
i)

Classes are said to have separable cohesion if they contain methods that access
none of the cliiSs's instanLe variables, nor invoke any other method within the
class. In this case, the class represents multiple unrelated concepts. This is the

weakest level of ciiiSs cohesion. The following example illustrates separable
cohesion:
class Employee {
stMng name;
string address;
Date bi rthDate;
Date hi reDate;
Void computeAge() {_}
void computesalary() {_}
int computecompanyRevenue(Project p[]) {-}
)

The method computecompanyRevenue() takes all projects of a company ns
input parameters and computes the accumulnted revenue of that company. It
neither accesses any instance variable of Employee nor does it invoke any other
methods of Employee. To improve cohesion the method
computeCompanyRevenue() should be factored out and included into n different
class, e.g. company.
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ii)

A mull/faceted cohesion class represents multiple related concepts. In such a
class at least one method references an instance variable or invokes methods of a
different, but related concept of the same class. The following e)[ample
illustrates a class with multifaceted cohesion:

class Reorder {
Item reordereditem;
Company reorderedForm;
int discount;
int quantity;
)

public boolean expectedRevenue(){}
Method expectedRevenueO calculates the expected revenue by subtracting the
discount given for a company from the price of an item and multiplying this
difference by the quantity of reordered items. The discount given depends on
the company. Therefore, the cohesion of the Reorder class can be improved by
including discount into class Company:

class Col!lpany {
string companyName;
double discount:
)

iii)

double discount() {}

A non-deiegared cohesion class comprises instance variables that describe only
part of the concept that the class is supposed to represent. The following
eltliiiiple illustrates a class with non-delegated cohesion:

class Employee {
String name;
Date bi rthDate;
Proiect involvedinProject;
Employee managerofPro ect;
)

public double computesalary() {}
boolean managerincomeHigherihanAverageinProjectO {}
In class Employee, the instance variables bi rthDate and involvedinProject
depend directly on the instance variable name. However, the instance variable
managei'Ofproject depends directly by the project referred to by
involvedinProject and indiw:tly on the name instance variable. This
constitutes non-delegated cohesion. To improve the cohesion of class Employee
the instance variable managerofProject and method

managerincomeHigherThanAverageinProject() should be delegated to class
Project as follows:
class Proiect {
EII\Jlloyee managerOfProject;
Date startDate;
Date expectedEndoate;
boolean managerincomeHigherThaMverageinProjcct() {}
)

iv)

Concealed cohesion classes include instance variables and methods such that, if
regrouped, might fonn a new distinct and useful class. The following exnmple
illustrates a class with concealed cohesion:

class Employee {
string name;
String jobProfile;
int dayOfsirth;
int monthofsirth;
int yearofsirth;
i nt dayOfHi rc;
int monthDfHire;
int yearoftlire;
)

The instance variables describing the various date• may be factored out to a new
class Date with instance variables day, month ar.•l year. The respective instance
variables of the class Employee are then replaced by two instance variables of
type Date, namely, birthoate and hireoate, ns follows:
class Employee {
Date birtlioate, hireDate;
)

v)

Model cohesion is recognised as the strongest level of class cohesion and
"represents a single, semantically meaningful concept without containing
methods which should be delegated to other classes or attributes which can be
factored out into sep3111te classes" (Eder, Kappel, & Scluefl, 1994, p.29).

In their discussion, Eder, Kappel, and Schrefl (1994) argue thntdass designs where
cohesion is separable, multifaceted, non-delegated and concealed are unacceptable, and
should, thefl.lfore, be avoided. These classes result in designs that life difficult to
understand and reuse and they should be replaced with classes with model cohesion.

Inheritance Cohesion
Inheritance cohesioo portrays the binding of all elements in a class. Here class clements
are comprised of all methods and instance variables of a class, i.e. inherited and noninherited. Sometimes inheritance is used solely to avoid data m1d CCJ•" ~duplication
between othenvise conceptually unrelated classes. For exampk, i· an Elevator
Simulator example class Elevator and Fk 1r can be sho,;n w

~.e

subclasses ofaclass

called Locatinn. Titis is the weakest kind .·,fmherillll1~.: cl'n·.sion and should, therefore,
be avoided (alsu known as 'code stealing'). The s!Jf'ugesl form of inheritance cohesion
occurs when subclass-superclass relationships are dictated by conceptual ('is-a')
relationships, i.e. inheritance is used to define specialised child classes. For" example, in
a university library system both clas~::s students and Lecturers are subclasses of
class person.
Pressman (1997) suggests that, although in practice it may not be necessary to
determine precise cohesion level~, failure to understand and recognise what is
acceptable and unacceptable may cause developers to design non-single-minded classes
and methods (McConnell, 1993; Robertson, 1993). Classes where cohesion is
unacceptable will not only result in designs which are poorly organised, hard to
understand, debug, reuse and modify (McConnell, 1993), but as research shows, such
designs are also subject to an increi!Sed susceptibility to errors (i.e. error proneness)
(Basili et al., 1995; V. R. Basili et al., 1998; Brinnd et al., 1999b). Basili, Briand, &
Morascn (1998) suggest that unacceptable types of cohesion (either method, class, or
inheritance) can be detected by reviews and/or inspections of design artifacts. If weak
cohesion designs are produced, the best remedy is re-designing classes to make them
more cohesive (Shtem, 2001)).
7.3.5.3 Example Code Error: Memory Leaks
In Java, as in other languages, objects occupy memory. Such memory needs to be
reclaimed and returned to the operating system when an object has served its purpose
and is no longer needed. If memory is not reclaimed and returned to the operating
system, the chances are that eventually there will be insufficient memory for the
software to run. Consequently, poor performance, software crashes or
java. 1ang. OutofMemoryErrors are likely to ellSUe (Henry & Lyckl!!.llla, 2000;

Patrick, 2001). These situations are commonly known as memory leaks (Flanagan,
2()()1).

While in other languages (e.g. C++) developers me responsible forwhtibg code that
allocates memory to objects and reclaims it, in Java the task of reclaiming memory is
performed automatically. The utility program that performs such task is called a
garbage co/lee/or (Nylund, 1999). A garbage collector runs automatically constantly
searching for objects that me umeachable36 (hence no longer needed) by any other
object in the software (Henry & Lyckhuna, 2000; Nylund, 1999). This has led to the
misconception that memory leaks are not possible in Java programs. Unfortunately this
is not nlways the case (Nylund, 1999). The example in figure 7.4 has been adapted from
Flanegan, (2001) to illustrate the possibility of memory leaks in a Java program.
class LeakEllample {
public static void mafn(strfng args[]) {
int big_a.rray[] - new int[10001}()];
//this queries big_,a.rray a11d obtains a results
int result., compute(bfg_,a.rray);
//At this point big_,a.rray is no longer needed. However,
//ft will be garb~ge collected only whell the
1/metno
returns, because big_,a.rray is a local variable.
//The method, however, will never returnj because, it
//loops illfinitely, handling the user's nput.
for (; ;) {handle_input(result) ;}
)

Figure 7.4 - Example of a possible Memory Leak (Flanagan, 200 l)

The example in figure 7.4 shows the invocation of method compute(bfg_a.rray),
which queries big_array to obtain a result. After the result is obtained (i.e. after
statement 1nt result .. compute(big_array) ;executes), bfg_array is no longer
needed. Yet, big_array will still remain in memory and can only be gnrbage collected
"In thi• context, Bogie (2001) ~cognlm three typ~s ohbjects, namely, reachable, resurreclab!o, and
unreachable. Reachable objeots arc visible to tltc garbage colle<:Jor, however, they arc still being ~ferrcd
to by other objoots in th~ oppliclllion. The gwbage collector will not attempt to clean such objects {B<gio,
2001). ResWTecJablc objects are nol ~fcrred to by other objcot5, but may become reachable when !he
garbago ool!O<:torcxccutcs !he objects' final izeO method (Begic, 2001). Every object has a
fi nalizeO method which Is guarantO<:d ''to petfom termination house keeping on the object just before
!he garbage col!O<:tor reclaims !he memory for !he objoct" (Deitel & Dcitel, 2002, p. 426). Unreachable
objocts ore objects whkh cunnot be reached and resurrected and !hey are the primary condidotcs to be
garboge collected (Begic, 2001).
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when the method (method main(string args[]) ) returns. This occurs because
b1g_array is a local variable. Method main(String args[]), however, will never
return, bec~ase it is supposed to loop infinitely, in order to handle the user's input. This
is a situation where an object (big_array) is left unused in memory. Situations like this
are likely to cause memory leaks and cannot be resolved by the Java garbage collector
(Flanagan, 200 I).

Nyluad (1999) provides three causes for memory leak errors. Firstly, unwanted object
references can cause memory leaks. The easiest way to avoid these memory leaks is to
identifY objects that are no longer needed and to assign their references to null. For
exrunple, in figure 7.4 the statement: big_array .. null:, could be inserted after the
result variable is initialised (i.e. after statement int result ..
compute(big_array) :executes). The act of assigning null to a variable marks the
object referenced by the variable for garbage collection (Deitel & Dei tel, 2002).

According to Nylund (1999) a second cause for memory leaks is the developers' failure

to free native system resources. Native system resources are typically allocated through
the Java Native Interface (JNI) by functions that are external to Java implemented inC
or C++. For example, Java developers commonly use Abstract Windowing Toolkit
(A W1) classes (e.g. Frame, Graphics) and when such classes are no longer needed,
they fail to release the system resources reserved for them using the disposeQ or
f1na11:~:e()

methods.

A third cause of memory leaks is when Java developers reuse third-party libraries (e.g.
Java Development Kit (JDK)) or just reuse code developed by other developers. The
reused code may already have errors due to the two causes discussed above (Nylund,
1999; Patrick, 2001). One way to avoid existing memory leaks in libraries is to become
acquainted with them by checking errors that are published by the developers of such
libraries. For example, Sun's Java Developer Connection Bug Database publishes
common errors in JDK libraries (Microsystcms, 2002).

Patrick (2001) suggests that developers should carefully program Java applications that
include structures thnt are likely to cause memory leaks. These include collection
classes, such as hashtab!es, vectors, arrays, etc.(Flanagan, 2001; Patrick, 2001). In such
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cases, developers need to study the lifetime of objects of such c!asse~ 7 und nssign their
references to null when such objects are no longer needed (Flanagan, 2001; Haggar,
2000). A Java programmer may even explicitly call the garbage collector to exceute

using method system.gc() 38•
Another strocture that conunonly introduces memory leaks includes event listeners
(Henry & Lyckloma, 2000; Patrick, 2001). Event listeners may cause memory leaks
when an object is added to an event listener list, but not removed when the object's
usefulness has lapsed (Henry & Lycklama, 2000). Henry & Lycklama (2000) suggest
that memory leaks involving lapsed listeners can be avoided by always pairing calls to
addEVentTypeListenerO and removeEventTYpeL istener().

Patrick (2001) reports that objects accessed from static structures are also prone to
memory leaks. Static structures include instance variables, methods or even classes,
which, once initialised, will stay in memory for as long as the progrom that defmes them
stays in memory (Nyhmd,

1999~

This implies that any o~ect that is referred to by a

static structure will be kept in memory, nlthough such an object may not actually be
needed, thus, incrensing the possibility for a memory leak (Nylund, 1999).
In order to avoid memory leaks, Begic (2001) proposes the development of memory
profiles of Java software that are suspected to result in memory leaks. A memory
profi\e 39 portrays the memory requirements of the software at various points during its
execution (Begic, 2001 ). According to Begic (2001 ), the memory profile will help
developers localise the memory '"hotspots" und, thereby, make infonned decisions on
further steps to optimise memory consumption. Memory profiles may not r..nl)' hdp

" This pra~li~ mllSl be adopted wilh oll objecu (Flanagan, 2001; Nylund, t 999).
" HoWC\'er, coils to system, gc() do not guarantee lhe prompl execution oflhe garbage CQtlcclor 1111d
!he order!n w~leh an}' obje~lS mlll'ked for gurb•ge ~ollcction will M ~!eared. The call l<> systelll, gcQ Ill
jllSl a suggestion to lhe Java Virlwlt Moehine for !he gurl>age collcclor lo be called. This !Uggcstion can
be ignored (Deilel &. Deitel, 2002).
"Bogle (2001) proposes lhe llSO ofaulomalic loots such ., Rational Purify il ordl:r to create meml<)'
consumption profiles. Olhortools !ncludo JPro\11!, Optimizell, Jlnsigh~ elc. (Henry&. Lycklam.a, 2000;
Nylund, \!199). Such wk!, however, c1111 olro be perfomed by either writing spcolaliscd clwes (e.g.
ObjectTrackcr cl.., In Henry&. Lyck!ama, 2000) or by ll!ing operating system tools which lu:lp obsave
!he memory needs ofM application or process or by using Java Development Kit methods. For e11811lp!e,
in class java.lang,RUnt1me, melhods freeHI!I!Kiry() and total Memory() return tbeamountof
unused and lotal memocy, respcclivcty.

,..

prevent memory leak errors but may also expose their presence, if such errors have
already been conunitted (Begic, 2001; Nylund, 1999).
Although Java, with the introduction of the automatic garbage collector has reduced the
potential for memory leaks, they hnve not been eliminated. Misconception about the
capabilities of the garbage collector could itself be a cause for memory leaks (Fhmagan,
2001; Henry & Lycklama, 2000; Ny!WJd, 1999; Patrick, 2001). Memory leaks can be
avoided when awareness of them and the structures that are susceptible to them are
estnblisbed.
7.3.5.4 Examples: Summary and Evaluarlon

The previous sections have described examples of requirements, design and code errors
that were included in the Catnlogue of Errors. The remaining errors (see table 7.1) are
dm:umented in a similar way in the descriptive Catalogue of Errors (see Appendix A,
section 1.1). The examples shown in section 7.3.5.1 through to 7.3.5.3, indicate that, to
prevent some requirements and code errors, additional tasks are required to be carried
out. For example, in order to prevent an omission, a developer needs to produce a goal·
requirements traceability matrix. Similarly, one of the ways to prevent memory leaks
requires developers to study the lifetime of objects and assign their references to null,
when they are no longer required. Such error prevention tasks are required for all
requirements and for some code errorn. As a consequence, tasks to prevent these errorn
from occurring in requirements or code artifacts may require some additional time, over
what may be typically required to produce the requirements or code artifacts.
The design error example indicates that there are errors, such as the weak cohesion
errors, which do not require additional tasks to be carried out. Awareness about these
errors is required if they are to be avoided. The prevention of these errors does not
require additional time to be spent by developers during the construction of design
artifacts.
In summary, preventing certain errors that are docwnented in the Catalogue may
involve additional time which, in turn, may result in increased cost. In chapter eight it is
shown that the fact that some errors require the completion of additional prevention
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tasks, hliS an impact on the productivity of developllrs when producing software

artifacts.
7.3.6 Content of Catalogue of Errors: Summary
In soction 7.3, various issues related to the content of the Catalogue of Errors were

addressed. Firnt!y, the decision of what errors to document in the different components
of the Catalogue hliS been explained. Secondly, the way that infoiJ!lation about the
different perspllctives of individual errors was obtained has been described. Here, the
useability success factor of the perspectives of the Error Framework was also addressed.
Thirdly, decisions about the format of the Catalogue of Errors have been made.
Fourthly, the differences between the original and the revised versions of the Catalogue
of Errors have been highlighted. Finally, three errors from the three components of the
Catalogue have been described and differences highlighted.
7.4 The Two Trials of the Catalogue of Errors
As indicated in chapter four (see section 4.2.5.2) all participants were trained with the

Catalogue of Errors in lectures and warklihaps. Table 7.4 summarises and compares the
amount oftime spent in training MLI and ML2 participants with the Catalogue of
&rom.
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During the trial of the original vernion of the Catalogue of Errors with the MLI
participants, the amount of time spent to train participants was determined by the
amount of time a lecturer or tutor would take to cover the materials of the Catalogue of
Errors. This was mainly carried out by oue-way communication between the lecturer or
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tutor and the participants, but sometimes iu the workshops, the communication between
the tutor and the participants was more interactive.
During the trial of the revised version of the Catalogue of Errors with the ML2
participants, the covernge was more elaborate. Consequently, more time was spent in
explaining the details of the documentation of the Catalogue of Errors in lectures.
Participants were also invited to express concerns or raise any issues that they had
encountered. During the workshops, additional support was provided on ~ing the
materials of the Catalogue of Errors.
As table 7.4 indicates, more time was spent on supporting the ML2 participants than the
MLl participants. The additionni time and support that was spent in training ML2
participants with the revised version of the Catalogue ofE~tors was allocated in order to
address one of the concerns that thr. MLl participants raised after they were trained with
the original version of the Catalogue of Errors. This concern suggested that more time
was needed on the coverage of the materials of the Catalogue of Errors. A more detailed
discussion of this concern and others is addressed in section 7.5.4.

7.5 The Feedback
7.5.1 Overview
The feedback was collected ~ing Catalogue of Errors Evaluation Questionnaires and

was separate for the three componeuts of the Catalogue of Errors. Figure 7.5 illustrates
the points in the development wbeff· feedback was collected.
The feedback for each component of the Catalogue of Errors consists of three separate
elements. Firstly, participants were expected to indicate the amount of time they spent
to fully assimilate each component of the Catalogue of Errors. This is important because
it helps the investlgator address the !earnablllty success factor of the outcome of
research question two.
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Figure 7.5- Catalogue of Errors Feedback

Seeondly,the participants were expected to express the level of their agreement or
disagreement with a set of twelve questions for each of the three components of the
Catalogue of Errors. The twelve questions were designed to seek participant feedback
with respect to following research question two success factors:
i)

Implementation of Error Framework perspectives in the Catalogue of Errors;

ii)

Useability of the Catalogue of Errors;

iii)

Catalogue of Errors Usefulness to identifY and correct errors; and

iv)

Overall software development skill improvement.

Finally, an open-ended section is included in all questionnaires requesting the
participants to criticise each component of the Catalogue of Errors. The participants
were expected to use such sections to express any problems they had encountered and
suggest any improvement that could be made to the Catalogue of Errors. Also the
infoiitlation provided by the participants in the open-ended section might help explain
the results obtained from the agreement-disagreement questions. The Catalogue of
Errors Evaluation Questionnaires have been included in appendix 8, section 2.2.1.3.
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The subsections that follow examine the three feedback mechanisms for each
component of the Catalogue of Errors and its success factors.
7.5.Z Catalogue of Errors Learning Time and Learnability
In addition to the lectures and workshops the participants also spent some time of their
own to learn the Catalogue of Errors. They were required to indicate the amount of time
that they spent leaming the different components of the Catnlogue of Errors
independently. Table 7.5 sununarises the descriptive statistics for the learning time (in
minutes) spent by the MLI and MLZ participants.
Table 7.5 -Descriptive Statistics for the indicated Catalogue of Errors learning time
learning time spent (in minutes)

From tnble 7.5 it is clear that the on average the ML2 participants spent approlilinately
10-25 minutes less of their own time than the MLl participants. This difference is
consistent with the other descriptive statistics and it is believed to be attributed to the

extra support the ML2 participants received during the lecture and workshop sessions
(see table 7.4). It may also be due to the additional il!ustrative examples that were added
to the original version of the Catalogue of Errors (which was used for MLI) to produce

a revised version of the Catalogue of Errors (which was used for ML2). These
additional examples mnde the Catalogue of Errors easier to understand nnd learn,
thereby enhnncing its learnability. Knowing about the leamability of the different
components of the Catalogue of Errors is important because it sheds light on the effort
that is required for developers to assimilate this knowledge before it can be used.
7.5.3 Agreement Quesliom Respouses vs Catalogue of Errors Success Facton
As indicated in section 7.5.1, there were twelve questions in three separate
questionrudres capturing participants' evaluation of the Catalogue of Requirements,

Design, and Code Errors, respectively. For convenience of presentation, these questions
_have been collapsed in table 7.6.
The objective of questions Q I and Q2 is to evaluate the useability of the three
components of the Catalogue ofErrorn. The objective of question Q3 and Q5 is to
obtain the participants' responses on whether a pruticular romponent of the Catalogne
of Errors helped them underntand the identity perspectives of the errors (see chapter six,
section 6.4.1).
for the Requirements, Design. l!lld
II

Questions Q4, Q6, and Q7 were aimed at obtaining the participants' feedback on
whether the causal perspectives of the Error Framework were implemented properly.
Questions Q8 and Q9 focused on the diagnostic perspectives of the Error Framework.
Questions Q3 through to Q9 constituted participant evaluation with regard to error
identity, causal, and diagnostic perspectives and, therefore indicated the eval011tion of
how well the Error Framework perspectives were implemented in the Catalogue of
Errors. Questions QIO and Qll were aimed at finding out whether the documented error
infonnation had been helpful in identifying and correcting errors. Finally, question Q12

was aimed at discovering whether the participants felt that individual components of the
Catalogue ofEuors had improved their overall software development skills.
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The elusters of questions shown above were therefore aimed at addressing the success
factors of the outcome of research question two. Figure 7.6 sununarises the mapping
between the agreement questions and the success factors that were being evaluated.
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Figure 7.6- Mapping between Evaluation Questions and Perspectives being Evaluated
The following seclions include the distribution of the dnla provided by the MLI and
ML2 participants in evaluating the six elements of the middle layer of figure 7.6.
Median and interquartile range statistics are used because the collected data are ordinal

in nature (De Vaus, 2002) (see appendix C, section 3.2.1 for the overall summary of the
data).
As indicated in chapter four all questions were evaluated by the participants on a 5-point
Likert agreement-disagreement scale, where each point in the scale was represented as
follows:
i)

strongly disagree: represented by I,

ii)

disagree: represented by 2,

iii)

neutral: represented by 3,

iv)

agree: represented by 4, and

v)

strongly agree: represented by 5.

Section 7.5.4 examines the responses that were provided to the open-ended question.
The compilation of such responses sheds some light into the rei!Sons why the
distributions look the way they do.
7.5.3.1 MLI and ML2 Evalualion oj/mplemenlalion of Error Identity Perspectives
Table 7. 7 summarises MLl and ML2 participants' evaluation of the way the error
identity perspectives were implemented in the Catalogue of Requirements, Design, and
Code errors.
Table 7.7- MLI and ML2 Participants' Evaluation of Error Identity Perspectives in tlte
Catalo ue of Errors
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Ql: The Catalogue ofRequircmonts/Dc,lgniCodc ErTom hilS helped me undemtand

requirementsfde•ign/wdc ermm.
QS: The Catalogue ofRoquiremrnts!De•ign!Code Ermm has helped me

appreciate the ••verity of some requiremenls/de•ign/cOOe crmrs.

The median values (4.0) indicate that both MLI and ML2 participants agree that the
Catalogue of Errors helped them understand the infoiTilntion about the documented
errors (Q3). It was surprising to see that the ML2 participants were neutral in their
indications that the Catalogue of Requirements Errors helped them understand about the
severity ofrequireme:nts errors (QS) {median 3.0), while agreeing that the other

components of the Catalogue of Errors helped them understand about the severity of
ncn-requirements errors (medians 4.0). The MLI participants agreed with QS for the
Catalogue of Requirements Errors {mediEIIl4.0), but were only neutral with QS for the
Catnlogue of Design and Code Errors (medians 3.0). In both cases (Q3 and QS), the

medians of the ML2 distributions are better representatives than the medians of the
MLI distributions due to lower interqunrtile ranges {see table 7. 7).
7.5.3.2 MLJ and ML2 Evaluation of Jmp/emenlalion ofError Causol Perspectives
Table 7.8 summarises MLI and ML2 participants' evaluation about the way the error
causal perspectives are implemented in the Catalogue of Requirements, Design and
Code Errors.
Table 7.8- MLI and ML2 Participants' Evaluation of Error Causal Perspectives in the
Catalogue ofErrors

Q4: The Colologuc ofRequirementsJDcsign/Code Errors has helped me understand lhe
origin of some requirements/design/code errors.
Q6: The Catalogue of Requircmon151Design/Code Errors has helpod me understand !he

cause of some requirements/design/code errorll.
Q7: The Cnlllloguc of Requirements/Design/Code Errors has helped me understand how
to prevent some requirements/design/code errors.

Both groups agreed that the Catalogue of Requirements, Design, and Code errors helped
them understand error origin {Q4), cause (Q6), and prevention guidelines (Q7) (medians
4.0), with the exception being MLI participants' agreement with Q6 which was only
neutral with regard to the Catalogue of Design and Code Errors (medians 3.0). In all
cases {Q4, Q6 and Q7), the medians of the ML2 distributions are better representatives
than the medians of the MLI distributions due to lower interquartile ranges (see table
7.8).
7.5.3.3 MLI and ML2 Evafuallon oflmpiemenratlon a/Error D/agnaslic Perspect/veJ
Table 7.9 summarises the MLI and ML2 participants' evaluation about the way
diagnostic perspectives were implemented in the Catalogue of Requirements, Design

and Code EITOrs. Both groups ngree that the Catalogue of Errors helped them
understand the symptoms (Q8) and triggers (Q9) of the errors documented in the
Catalogue (medians 4.0) with the exception of the MLl participants who were neutral
with Q9 for the Catalogue of Requirements Errors (median 3.0).
Table 7.9- MLI and ML2 Participants' Evaluation of Error Diagnostic Perspective in
the Catalcgue ofErrors
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QS: The C.ISlogue of Requirement.</Design!Code Errors ho• helped be undemnnd the

symptoms ofsome requlrement.<lde•ignlcode errors.
Q9: The Catalogue of Requirements/Design/Code Errors has helped me identify
triggors to expose some requlromenl>ldcsignlcode errors.

7.5.3.4 MLJ and ML2 Eva/uar/on of Useability of the Catalogue of Errors
Table 7.10 summarises the data that was provided by the MLI and ML2 participants to
evalunte the useability of the three components of the Catalogue of Errors. The medians
of the two groups of participants' evn\uation for ease of use (Ql) of the Catalogue of
Requirements, Design, and Code Errors are identical at 4, 3, and 3, respectively.
Table 7.10- ML! and ML2 Participants' Evaluntion of Useability of Catalogue of
Errors

Ql: The Catalogue of Requirements/Design/Code Errors is easy to use.

Q2: ~e Catalogue of Requirements/Design/Code Errors Is easy to follow,
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The MLI participants disagreed that the Catalogue of Requirements Errors was easy to
follow (Q2) as indicated by the median value of2. However, they were neutral on their
evaluation on Q2 for the Catalogue of Design and Code Errors {medians 3.0). The ML2
participants' evaluation shews agreement that the Catalegue of Requirements, and Code
Errors was easy to follow (medians 4.0), but they were neutral about this evaluation for
the Catalogue of Design Errors {median 3.0). In both cases (Ql and Q2), the ML2
medians, represent their distributions better than MLI medians represent theirs due to
lower interquartile ranges (see table 7.I 0).
7.5.3.5 MLJ and M£1 Evaluation ofCatalogue of Errors Usefulness to Identify and
Correct Errors
Table 7.11 summarises the data provided by the MLI

~nd

ML2 participants to evaluate

whether the Catalogue of Requirements, Design and Cede Errors helped them identifY
errors (QI 0) and correct errors (Q II) in their software development artifacts. The
median values suggest that MLI participants were neutral in their evaluations ofQIO
and Qll (medians 3.0). The median values ofML2 indicate that these participants
agreed with QIO and Qll (medians 4.0).
Table7.11-MLI and

Evaluation of Error Identification and

QlO: The Catalogue ofRequiremenlSIDesigniCode Errors has helf)Cd me identify some
requin:menW'rlesignlcode enors.
Qll: The Catalogue ofRequiremenls/DesigniCode Errors has helf)Cd me conecl
possible requiremenW'rle•ignkode enors,

7.5.3.6 MLl and ML2 Evaluation ofOverall Software Development Skill Improvement
Table 7.12 sununarises MLI and ML2 participants' evaluation of whether the
components of the Catalogue of Errors helped in improving their overall skill level to

specify higher quality requirements, design and code artifacts (QJ2). The median values
show that the MLI participants were neutml (medians 3.0), whereas the ML2
participants agreed with Ql2 (medians 4.0).
Table 7.12- MLJ and ML2 Participants' Evaluation of Overall Skill Provided by the
Catalogue of Errors

Ql2: The Catalogue orRequirem•nlsiDesign/Code Errors hru; improved my skills to
specify bighor quality requ Ln:m•nlsldosLgn/codc,

7.5.3.7 Summary and Eva/uatian
The examination of participant feedback to address the success factors (see tables 7.7
through to 7.12) of the Catalogue of Errors suggests that in general both MLI and ML2
participants responses were above neutral on the S·point scale agreement-disagreement
questions. There were, however, some exceptions, which include the following
situations:
i)

Both MLI and ML2 participants were neutral with the statements rating the
Design and Code components of the Catalogue of Errors as easy to use (Ql).
Both MLI and ML2 participants were generally neutral on whether the
Catalogue of Design Errors was easy to follow, however, only MLI participants
were neutral about this statement concerning the Catalogue of Code Errors.
Also, the MLI participants generally disagreed that the Catalogue of
Requirements Errors was easy to follow.

ii)

The MLI participants indicated that they were neutral on whether the Catalogue
Design and Code Errors had helped them understand about error severity (QS).
The ML2 participants were neutral on whether the Catalogue of Requirements
Errors had helped them understand the severity of requirements errors.

iii)

MLJ participants indicated that they were neutral on whether the Catalogue of
Design and Code Errors had helped them understand error causes (Q6).
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iv)

The MLI participants also were neutral on whether the Catalogue of
Requirement Errors had helped them identify triggers to expose the catalogued
errors (Q9).

v)

In general the MLI participants were neutral on whether the Catalogue ofErrm:s
had helped identify and correct errors in their artifacts.

vi)

In general the MLI participants were neutral on whether the Catalogue of Errors
had helped them improve their overall software development skills.

In order to understand the possible reasons why such feedback was provided the openended question responses were examined.
7.5.4 Open-ended Que5tion Responses
The objective of this section is to present the feedback from the open-ended question of
the questionnaires for the Catalogue of Requirements, Design, and Code Errors. The
open-ended rllllponses raised two broad categories of issues, namely, Recommendations
(i.e. comments on further improvement) and Commendations (i.e. comments on
strengths). Recommendations included issues that the participants felt were not properly
addressed or implemented or could be improved further in the subsequent versions of
the Catalogue, Commendations constituted good points or the strengths of the
Catalogue. These two categories were broken down further into topic-based
subcategories which were generalised after e:-:nmining the open-ended anecdotal
responses. A sununary of the categories and subcategories is provided in table 7.13.

L=dol!til
Include addltionol =<>rs

'
Table 7.13 also highlights the most common (i.e. high occurrence) subcategories of
comments provided. These and the associated frequencies for each component of the

Catalogue of Errors have been summruised in table 7.14~~. As table 7.14 shows, there
were three principal

aspects of the components of the Catalogue of Errors that attmcted

recommendations from a relatively huge number of participants. Firstly, approximately
18.8%, 9.8%, and 4.8% of the MLl participants indicated that the original version of the
Catalogue of Requirements, Design and Code Errors, respectively, should have
provided clarification of tenninology in terms of glossaries, references, and
e~~:planatioas in

lectures or workshcps.

Table 7.14 - Stl!llillllrY of open·ended question comments and respective frequencies
Frcquon<y
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n ..

Errors

1S (n-133)

13 (n~l33)
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9.8%

4.8%

MU

3 (n-67)

O(n-67)

l (n-6')

4.S%

0.0%

1.S%

Me>

30(n•l33)

26(0"'133)

12 (n•126)

MC>
1. Clorlnaulon oftorms

!

22.6%

19.6%

9.S%

6(n"fi7)

10 (n-67)

8{n-6S)

10.0%

14.9%

12.3%

16(ntiJ3J)

13 (n•13J)

10 (n-126)

12.0%

9.8%

~

6(n•67)

6(n-67)

10.0%

10.0%

1.S%

""'

12(n~133)

2(n~IJ3)

O(n•l26)

9.0%

I.S%

~

4(n-67)

O(n"fi7)

6.0%

0.0%

Me>

4(n:1J3)

4 (n-IJJ)

3.0%

3.0%

0.0%

MU

O(n~67)

O(n•67)

0 (n-6S)

,,

'
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Me>
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10 (n•1ll)
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11(n•l33)
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•• Comments with low occurrence have boen not been included in !nblo 7.14, however, they

In Appendix c, ••ctlon 3.2.2.
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bo found

Fewer ML2 participants, however, made similar comments for the revised version of the
Catalogue of Errors (4.5%, 0.0"/o, and 1.5% for Catalogue of Requirements, Design and
Code Errors, respectively). So this anomaly was addressed in the revised versionofthe
Catalogue ofErrors.
Another recommendation that recurred in the open-ended responses was that more
examples were needed to illustrate the various types of errors in the Catalogue of Errors
documentation. The proportions of the MLI group who wanted this improvement
constituted 22.6%, 19.6%, and 9.5%, respectively. However, there were fewer ML2
participants that expressed this recommendation for the revised version of the Catalogue
of Errors. For example, 10.0%, 14.9%, and 12.3% of the ML2 participants wanted more
examples in the Catalogue of Requirements, Design and Code Errors, respectively. It is
believed that the differences in the above proportions are significant.
There was a relatively large number of requests from both MLl and ML2 participants
for more time to be spent on the Catalogue in lectures and workshops. Many indicated
that this would have enhanced their understanding of the materials. The number of
requests for additional time on the Catalogue of Requirements and Design Errors were
comparable between MLl (12.0% and 9.8%, respectively) and ML2 (10.0% and 10.0%,
respectively). A notable difference, however, was observed between the number of
requests made by ML1 (7.9%) and ML2 (1.5%) pllrlicipants for additional time on the
Catalogue of Code Errors.
As table 7.14 shows, some of the open-ended responses also highlighted

commendatiollS about the Catalogue of Errors. For example, some of the ML1
pllrlicipants indicated that the Catalogues of Requirements and Design Errors were
sufficiently detailed (9.0% and 1.5%, respectively). On the other hand, the same
commendation was made by scme ML2 pllrticipiUits for the Catalogues of Requirements
and Code Errors (6.0% Md 3.1%, respectively). 3% of the MLI participants thought
that no further improvement was required for both the Catalogue of Requirements and
Design Errors. Also, non-negligible proportions of the ML1 participants felt they had to
reiterate the fact that the three components of the Catalogues of Errors were indeed
useful to prevent errors (7.5%, 8.3%, and 6.9%, respectively), while there were only
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4.5% and 1.5% of the ML2 participants who felt they had to reiterate the usefulness of
the Catalogue of Requirements and Code Errors to prevent errors.
Otherre<:ommendations made by fewer participants (see table 7.13) included the
improvement of the layout and font of the Catalogue of Errors documentation, the
simplification of error description and on-line accessibility. Some participants also
indicated that the Catalogue of Errors should be enriched to include a wider variety of
code errors, including synt!ll[ errors. There were also a few participants who thought
that the Catalogue of Requirements and Design Errors needed no further improvement
and that the Catalogue of Code Errors had sufficient exrunples (see appendi:>t: C, section
3.2.2 for frequencies).
7.5.5 The Feedbatk: Summary and Evaluation
In settion 7.5, the feedback provided by the participants for the original and revised
version of the Catalogue of Errors was examined. The feedback consisted of three
elements, namely, time spt:nt to learn a componentofthc Catnlogue of Errors,
participant responses to S-point Likert scale agreement questions and open-ended
question anecdotal responses. In this sootion, the three elements of feedback are linked
in order to evllluate the success of the Catalogue of Errors.
In genernl, the feedback indicated that while the components of the Catalogue of Errors
require some time to be assimilated, they did have an impact on the participants. In
addition, the responses have alsa shown that the revised version of the Catalogue of
Errors constituted an improvement on the original version.
The comparison between the MLI and ML2 with respect to the three elements of
feedback points to three observations:
i)

The ML2 participants spent less of their own time to assimilate the revised
version of the Catalogue than the MLI participants did to assimilate the original
version of the Catalogue. This means that the leamability of the revised version
of the Catalogue of Errors was higher thnn in the original version.lt is believed
that the additional examples, the extra time spent, and the enhanced interactive
approached, were all positive contributing factors which may need to be
COIL'iidered in future experimental designs.
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ii)

In genernl, the ML2 participants evduated the revised version of the Catalogue
better than the MLI participants did evaluate the original version. This includes
better responses with respect to the following success factors:
a) Implementation of the Error Framework Perspectives in the Catalogue of
Errors.
b) Useability of the Catalogue of Errors.
c) Usefulness of the Catalogue of Errors to Identify and Correct errors.
d) Overall Software Development Ski!! Improvement

iii)

In general, there were fewer ML2 participants making recommendations for the
revised version of the Catalogue of Errors than MLI participants who made
recommendations for the original version.

These facts suggest that, in general, the feedback provided by the ML2 particip!lllts
about the revised version of the Catalogue of Errors was more positive than that
provided by the MLI participants about the original version of the Catalogue of Errors.
In both cases, MLI and ML2 participants provided feedback with respect to the success
factors outlined for the Catalogue of Error$ (i.e. the outcome of research question two).
The improved feedback, however, does not suggest that there is no room for further
improvement in the revised version of the Catalogue of Errors. It should be noted thnt
none of the medians of the 5-point scale evaluation questionnaires for QI·Q12 for the
revised version of the Catalogue achieved a 5 (i.e. Strongly Agree) rating. In addition,
there were still sizeable and non-negligible proportions of the ML2 participants who
wanted further illustrative examples, additional clarifications and time to be spent in
class. It is recommended that such issues be addressed in future trials of the Catalogue
of Errors with more refined questionnaires and/or in-depth interviews with individual
participants.

7.6 Catalogue of Errors: Potential Enhancements Identified
In the light of experience with the use of the Catalogue of Errors, some viable

enh!lllcements have been identified. These are outlined below:
i)

Additional Errors. Increasing the number of documented errors can augment the
content of the Catalogue of Errors. The Catalogue can include syntactic and non-
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syntactic errors. The Catalogue can also include errors that are specific to
specialised areas in Java, for example, JDBC errors, mathematical errors etc
(Mitchell, 2000). Although, this is not part of the original objectives of this
research the enhancement has already begun. Some non-syntactic Java errors
have been identified and described (see appendix A, section 1.3). Future work
requires that these errors (and others) be documented in accordance with the
Error Framework described in chapter six and included in the Catalogue.
ii)

Automation. Currently, the Catalogue of Errors can only be used manually.
Work carried out to automate the Catalogue of Errors could enhance its
useability considerably. For instance, a Catalogue of Errors Tool could be
integrated with other software development artifact tools to automatically
identifY errors and present developers with error related infonnation as artifacts
are being developed.

iii)

Unification of Prevention Guidelines. The existing versions of the Catalogue of
Errors provide separate prevention guidelines for different errors. Such
prevention guidelines are d.iffurent and are applied in different phases of
software development to different nspects of an artifact. One potential
improvement could be to unify or integrate the prevention steps for different
errors into a single error prevention framework.

7.7Summary
The objective of this chapter was to describe the development of the Catalogue of
Errors. It directly addressed research question two:

How can the Error Framework (de~~eiuped In question one) be nsed to Catalogne
Errors that are comnwnly injected in varions software development artifacts?
In order to address this question a number of steps were followed. Initially the process
that wns adopted to develop the Catalogue of Errors was described, followed by the
discussion of a number of content-related issues. Two versions of the Catalogue of
Errors were prodnced, the original and the revised versions. The original version was
used with MLl participants who provided feedback on its contents and the mechanics
used to introduce the Catalogue to them. The revised version of the Catalogue
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incorporated some of the issues raised by the MLI participants and was used with the
ML2 participants who provided further feedback.
The chapter highlighted the differences in feedbnck from the originnl and the revised
versions of lie Catalogue of Errors. The changes in the revised version of the Catalogue
of Errors were dictated by the feedback provided by ML\ participants about the original
version. The revised version reused the content of its predecessor, but contained,
additional e)[amples and clarification of terminology in terms of additional references.
E)[tra support (e.g. time spent in lectures and workshops) was also provided to the ML2
participants.
As a result of the revised version ML2 participants provided more positive feedback on

the Catalogue of Errors, than the MLI participants did about the original version. This
difference is explained by the additional examples included in the revised version of the
Catalogue and the additional support given to the ML2 participants. The chapter was
ended with the identification ofpotentinl enhancements that can be made to Catalogue
of Errors and pursued es future research directions.
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8. Impact of the Catalogue of Errors
8.1 Overview
The objective of this chapter is to address research question three:
What Is the Impact of using of the Catalogue of Errors on saftware development?

In chapter three, this question was broken down into two more specific qucstiow,
DEllllely,
ill)

Does tralnlngofsoftware di!Ve/opers With tl1e Catalogue of Errors (developed
by addressing questlon two) help reduce the number of errors injected by them
into software development artifacts? If yes, can the reduction of the injected
errors be quantlfred? "reducing the number of errors" Is defined to mean the
folfol!'ing:
c) preventlng errors from being introduced into an artifact; or
d) IdentifYing aud correcting errors iujected in an artifact before the
construct/an ofsubseque11t artifacts starts.

lv)

W!lat is the effect of the use of the Catalogue of Errors on the productivity of
saftware developers? Can this effect be quantified?

Note that in the two questions above the tenn quantifY has been used. In both cases this
term is defined to represent the measurement of the percentage increase or decrense in
the following:
a) number of errors that are prevented frcm being introduced in an artifact,
b) number of errors that are removed from an artifact,
c) productivity ofn developer to construct an artifact.
Clearly, this research question includes the evaluation of the impact of the Catalogue of
Errors on the ability of developers to commit fewer errors, remove injected errors and
their productivity in developing software llrtifacts. For this analysis, data were collected
from participants who were involved in two field experiments (sec section 4.2.1, chapter
four). The objective of the colle~;ted data was to address the success factors of research

question three. The collected data were analysed and the following conclusions were
drawn.
Firstly, the Catalogue of Errors hru! a positive effect on the ability of developers to
prevent errors from being introduced into a software development artifact. This effect is
quantified and is found to be consistent with other studies reported in literature.
However, unlike e,.;isting research, which has found a catalogue ofC coding errors to be
effective in preventing errors from being inj~ted in C code artifacts (Yu, 1998), this
study found that Catalogues of Requirements, Design, and Java code errors can be
equally effective in preventing erruts from being iJ!jected into all software development
artil~•~ts.

Secondly, the Catalogue of Errors is found to have a positive impact on the

ability of developers to remove errors in a software development artifact before the
development of subsequent artifacts starts. The effect of the Catalogue of Errors on the
ability to remove errors is quantified Thirdly, in general, the Catalogue of Errors is
found to have a negative impact on the productivity of developers to produce
development artifacts. Such an effect is also quantified. The chapter concludes by
arguing that the Catalogue of Errors should be used despite Its adverse impact on
productivity. These three findings are addressed in turn in the following sections.

S.Zimpact of Catalogue of Errors on Number of Injected Errors
The objective of this section is to address the first success factor for question three. In
seetion 3.4. 3, it was indicated that in order to determine the number of errors that are
prevented from being injected into a development artifact, error density must be
measured. A low error density for any artifact means that fewer errors are injected into
an artifact or that more errors are prevented from being injected into an artifact. A high
error density for any artifact means that more errors are injected into the artifact or that
fewer errors are prevented from being injected into an artifact. Clearly, a low rather than
high error density would constitute a sue<:essful outcome for research question three
with respect to the first success factor, i.e. developer's ability to prevent errors (see
section 3.4.3, chnpter three).
In chapter four(see section 4.2.4.2, table 4.4) six hypotheses were defined in relation to
the impact of the Catalogue of Errors on the number of errors that can be prevented by
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the participants wl:o took part in two field experiments. In order to achi¢Ve this, the
error density of the development artifacts produced by MLl 1111d JOI participants was
measured. The six measurements have been swrunarised in table 8.1.
Table 8.1- Error Density Measurements and Formula Definitions
;

.
I'

AU the catalogued requirements and design errors in table 8.1 were conunitted by the
participants. However, only five of the twelve catalogued code errors were included in
the density computation for code errors. This is because none of the remaining seven
code errors were committed by the participants of all groups. In addition, other
requirements, design ll!ld code errors refer to errors that were not catalogued, but yet
were committed by the participants in their artifacts. These were captured by the
computation of the density of other requirements, design, and code errors formulae (see
table 8.1).
Table 8.2 sununarises the descriptive statistics (means and standard deviations) of the
measurements that are shown in table 8.1. Figure 8.1 summarises the box plots of the
density of requirements, design and code errors committed by the MLl, JOl, and ML2
participants. The box plots in figure 8.1 include some outliers 1111d extreme values,
which were also included in the WJalysis, because there was no indication that outliers
W!dlor extreme values had occurred consistently for the same participant(s) in different
artifacts due to non-treatment related reasons. Nevertheles~. despite the effort to
minimise these (see section 5.3.2, chapter five), it cannot be ruled out that one possible
reason for the outliers Wid the extreme values may be due to maturation effects.

,.

The data of table 8.2 and the patterns suggested by figure 8.1 will be examined more
closely in the discussions that follow where the error density measurements ofMLI,
JOI, ML2 participants 11re comp~~red.

Table 8.2- Descriptive Statistics for Density of Errors (MLl vs JOI vs ML2)
Meaouremeat . ,-

D•n•ity of Requirements Errors (ORE):
DensityofOIIterRequirements Error! (DORE):

Group

.-- S;D.
O.S I

MLI
JOI
ML2

0.44
O.S2

MLI

O.o7

'

Density of Other Code Error! (DOCE):

'"'
""
10>
""
""

4.87

'""

I.~

0.61

39

o.ss

"

O.S2

3.48
2.9S
0.92
0.76
0.71

8.2.1 Field Exp~rlment One: MLI vel'!luS JOl
Figure 8.1 (a through c) shows thai the density of the catalogued requirements, design,
and code errors that were injected by the MLl participants are lower than those of JOJ
participants. This is nlso confirmed by the means and standard deviations41 of such
densities (see table 8.2), which are clearly different. For example, the mean density of
requirements errors committed by the MLl and JOl participants were 0.41 and 0.72
(see table 8.2, figure 8.1, (a)), respectively.
It is important to determine whether the observed snmp!e differences in error density of
the various error types that are suggested by figure 8.1 (a through f) represent evidence
that systematic differences exist between the populatioo of those who would use the
Catalogue of Errors and those who would not use the Catalogue of Errors.
" The standord deviations of the various error density measurements hove bt:en lndudcd in order to show
tile variability of error densities oftbc MLI ond JOI dlllributions. The Iogie behind tile varlobility of a
distribution (represented by stondard dcvlotlon) Is to give an Idea of how for each obscn~ation In the
distribution is from the mean (De Vllll!l, 2002),
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In order to achieve this, the hypotheses that were formulated in chapter four needed to
be tested. The pairs of hypotheses concerning the density of etl'Ors have been
reproduced in table 8.3. In addition, table 8.3 abo includes the p·values that result from
the application of the Mann-Whitney U significance test of the hypotheses on the error
density data (see table B. land 8.2).

In the following sections the hypotheses concerning the density of catalogued and non·
catalogued errors are examined.

Density of Catalogued Errors
The null hypotheses I, 3, and 5 (see table 8.3) assert that the MLl participants' density
of the requirements, design and code errors is the same as that of JOI participants
respectively. These hypotheses are rejected. First, the MLI participants committed nn
average of75.6% fewer catalogued requirements errors in their requirements artifacts as
opposed to their 101 counterparts (means: 0.41 versus 0. 72 (see table 8.2)).

"The p-val!e generated by the statistical prDCeS;ing wM n.ooo. Reporting 1nch value would be
statlsticalty Incorrect ond It wM thetefore decided to usc O.OO!lnstcad in order to represent " very ;malt
probability.
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TI1e result of the Mann-Whitney U test for hypothesis I (p ""'0.00\<Q.OS, see table 8.3)
suggests that that there is not enough evidence to suppnrt the null hypothesis, and,
therefore, the alternative hypcthesis (H.: Density of Requirements EJTOrs
(ML!};I:Density of Requirements Errors(JOI)) is supported.

Second, the MLI participants committed an average of 44.1% fewer catalogued design
errors in their design artifacts as opposed to their JOl counterparts (means: 0.34 versus
0.49 (see table 8.2)). The result of the Mann-Whitney U test for hypothesis 3 (p _, 0.002
< 0.05, see table 8.3) suggests that there is not enough evidence to support the null

hypothesis, and, therefore, the alternative hypothesis H.: Density of Design Errors
(MLJ};<Density ofDesign Errors (JOJ) is supported.

Third, the MLI participants committed an average of48.S% fewer catalogued code
errors in their code artifacts as opposed to their JOI counterparts (means: 3.28 versus
4.87 {see table 8.2)). The result of the Mann-Whitney U test for hypothesis 5 (p"' 0.002

< 0.05, see table 8.3) suggests that there is not enough evidence to support the null
hypothesis, and, therefore, the altemative hypothesis H.: Density of Code Errors
{MLl};<Density of Code Errors (JOI) is supported

On the basis of the results of the significance tests shewn above it can be said that there
is a difference in the densities of requirements, design and code errors between the MLI
and the JOl groups. These results are consistent with Yu (1998) where the nwnber of
code errors that were prevented after the catalogue of C code eJTOrs was introduced to
developers was 34.5%. The difference between the results reported here and Yu's
(48.5% versus 34.5%) may be due to the different size, complexity, application domain
of the applications from which the data were collected.

It is worth noting that the number of the prevented requirements errors in this study

(75.6%) is notably higher than the number of the prevented design and code errors
(44.1% and 48.5%, respectively} This result prompted the examination of the data
collected via the Software Development Background Questionnaire (see appendix C,

section 3.1.3) for the MLI pilrticipants. This data includes participant perceived
proficiency in requirements specification, high- and low-level design and code
indications. It was suspected that maybe the ML\ participants indicated that they were
more proficient at specifying requirements, than specifying high-, low-level designs, or
code. The comparison of the descriptive statistics (median, range, percentiles) reveals
similarity between MLI participants' perceived proficiency in requirements, high- and
low-level design and code (see appendi)[ C, section 3.\.3). This suggests that there
probably is another reason why more requirements errors were prevented than design
and code errors.

The fact that more requirements errors were prevented as opposed to design and code
errors may be e)[plai!lelJ b; the fact that the prevention guidelines of the Catalogue of
Requirements Errors are different from the prevention guidelines of the Catalogue of
Design and Code errors. 11le <Ormer, in addition to disseminating knowledge about
requirements errors includes suggestions about how to actually construct a requirements
artifact (e.g. goal, viewpoint, and scenario generation and analysis). The Catalogues of
Design and Code Errors, on the other hand, simply focus on what can be done to
prevent selected errors, without suggesting any particular way to construct design and
code artifacts (see section 7.3.5.4, chapter seven, and appendi)[ A, sections 1.1 and 1.2).
In addition, the Callllogue of Requirements Errors requires the construction of
traceability matrices, which force the participants/developers to review the requirements
outlined in their requirements llrtifact. This increases the chance that even if
requirements errors are injected into requirements artifacts, they are more likely to be
removed when the traceability matrices are constructed. This implies that future
upgrades of the Catalogue of Design and Code Errors can be enhanced by including
llrtifact construction guidelines as well.

Deasitv of Other ~
Figure 8.1 (d through f) shows the density of other (i.e. non-catalogued) requirements,
design and code errors that was committed by MLI pllrticipants is comparable to that of
JOI participants. This is supported by the dataoftab!e 8.2 as well. For t)[arnp\e, the
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means of the density of other requirements errors for both MLI and JOI participants
were 0.05 and 0.06 respectively (see table 8.2)

Null hypotheses 2, 4, and 6 (table 8.3) assert that the density ofnon·catnlogued
requirements, design and code errors for MLl participants will be the same as JOl
participants' respectively. None of these hypotheses ean be rejected, because there is not
enough evidence to indicnte that the alternative hypotheses are true (Mann-Whitney U
tests, p>O.OS (see table 8.3)). This suggests that non-catalogued errors were injected in
comparable amounts by both MLl and JOl participants. This result was ex.pected
bc\:ause, aU participants had the same knowledge of non-catalogued requirements,
design and code errors.

8.2.2 Field Experiment Two: MLl venus ML2

Figure 8.1 (a through f) also includes box plots of the distributions of the density of
catalogued (requirements, design and code) and other non-catalogued errors committed
by the ML2 participants. The box plots suggest that ML2 error density distributions for
the catalogued errors are consistent with MLland different from JOt. This is continued
by the descriptive statistics (i.e. me/lflS and standard deviations) of the densities of
errors, which have been included in table 8.2. For example the means of the density of
requirements errors for MLI and ML2 participants were 0.41 and 0.47, respectively.
The density of requirements errors for JOi participants is clearly higher at 0.72 (see
table 8.2). A similar paUem exists with the density of design errors (DensityMLt=0.34;
DensityJot=0.49; DensityMu=0.29) and code errors (DensityMLt=3.28; Densitylot=4.87;
DensityMu=2.94) (see table 8.2).
The density of requirements, design and code errors ofML2 participants were not
included in the inferential tests of significance because the ML!and ML2 participants
attempted two different projects of similar complexity, yet at different times.
Nevertheless, the similarity between the MLl and ML2 error deruity distnbutions and
descriptive statistics (see figure 8.1 and table 8.2) lends support to the conclnsion that
the Catalogue of Errors did indeed have a positive impact on the developers who use it
to help them commit fewer errors. In addition, the ML2 error density data increase

confidence in the results in the first field experiment (MLI versus JOl).

'"

As a consequence, the similarity between the

ML1 Wld ML2 error density data is only

demonstrated using descriptive statistics. Despite this, additional replications of the field
experiments are encouraged.
8.2.3 Impact of Catalogue of Errors on Number oflnjected Erron: Summary

In the previous sections, the results obtained by eKamining the density ofcatn!ogued
errors Wld other non-catalogued errors confirm previous findings (e.g. Yu, 1998)) that
knowledge nbc.,t errors can indeed help developers commit fewer errors. However,
while Yu (1998) focused on code errors only, this section has shown that Catn!ogues of
Requirements and Design Errors can help developers commit significWltly fewer
requirements and design errors as well. Furthermore, the coding errors were Java rather
than C errors, showing that n Catalogue of Errors can work with different languages. It
wns also shown that the Catalogue of Requirements Errors was more effective than the

Catalogue of Design and Code Errors. This was shown in the results of the first field
e"periment with the original version of the Catalogue ofError5 !n sern.es<er I 2001 (i.e.
MLI versus JOJ) and also it was supported by the partial internal replication in the
second field eKperiment in semester 2 2001 (i.e MLI versus ML2) with the revised
version of the Catalogue of Errors. Therefore, the results show a successful outcome of
research question three with regard to the first success factor. Taken together, the results
from both field e"periments (MLI versus JOI Wld M1..2) suggest that the
generaliseability of the results of the field e"periments to the population of interest is
not unreasonable.

The nnaiysis of the data also suggests a limitation inherent in the decision of what errors
to catalogue (see section 7.3.1). While such a decision was meant to make the Catalogue
of Errors as comprehensive as possible by using eKperience and by surveying the
literature about possible requirements, design nnd code errors, it also ran the risk of
losing the relevance for the participnnts. This is observed in the computation of Density
of Code Errors (see table 8.1 ), where only five of the twelve catalogued code errors
were actually committed by the MI.. I, JOI, and ML2 participanlll (see section 8.2).
Consequently, it is recommended that future repliClltions of the field studies nnd
e"perlments, shonld be preceded by pilot studies (if there is certainty they will not

compromise experiment results with a maturation effect) to determine what errors need
to be catalogued before actually building a catalogue and demonstrating its usefulness.

8.3 Impact of Catalogue of Errors on Error Corrcdion Ability: Escape
Ratios
This section compares and contrasts the error correction ability of the MLI, JOl and
ML2 participants. Table 8.5 summarises the descriptive statistics of the distributions of
errors that escaped (i.e. were not corrected in the development artifact in which they
were originated) by the participants for the various groups. The first row of the table
summarises the data representing the descriptive statistics ofrequirements errors that

were found in design and code artifacts. The second row of the table summarises the
data representing the descriptive statistics of design errors that were found in code
artifacts.

From table 8.5 it appears that JOI participants left more errors uncorrected than their
MLI and ML2 counterparts. For example, the mean number of design errors escaping to
code artifacts for the MLl, ML2 and JOI participants were 1.43, 2.82, and 1.63
respectively (see table 8.5). A similllt' pattern exists for the mean number of
requirements errors escaping to design nnd code artifacts (see table 8.5).
As shown in chapter three, error correction ability cnn be detennined by measuring the
escape ratios, Le. errors that are not identified and corrected in the artifact where they
were originated. Comparing developern on the basis of the number of errors that they
failed to identify and correct in a development artifact, allowing them to be earried
forward to subsequent development artifacts would help distinguish between developers

,,.

who have an awareness about erro~ nnd the ability to remove them and those who do
not.
Escape ratios are defined as fo!\ows: If a represents a software development artifact and
a' represents another software development artifact which is developed immediately

after a; and ife represents the number of errors that are introduced in a; and if e' is the
number of errors of artifact a that still remain in artifact a' after a' has been constructed,
the ratio between e '/e represents the escape ratio of the errors that have escaped
correction in artifact a und are still present in artifact a'. Escape ratios can be defined
for different artifacts.
As shown in section 4.2.4.2 (see chapter four), three definitions of escape ratios were
measured, namely, the Escape Ratios of Requirements Errors Escaping to Design and
Code Artifacts and the Escape Ratio of Design Errors Escaping to Code Artifacts. The
formulae to compote the above escape ratios are summarised in table 8.6.
Table 8.6- Percentage Escapes Formula Definitions
Mea•uremept
Esoope Ratio of Requirements
Errors Escoping to Design
Artifoo:ts

1:1::.:~~~~~::';;---;Cohesion Errors) found in Code Artifaot +

II

Sum{Algorilhm!c, Interface, Reuse, Strong Coupling and Weak
Cohesion Errors) fOUild in Code Arlifocl

Normally, the escape ratios shown in table 8.6 are e:o:pected to range from 0 to I. An
escape ratio vnlue closer to 0 means that fewer errors have escaped to subsequent
artifacts than an escape ratio value closer to I. This means that a low rather than a high
escape ratio value would constitute a successful outcome for question three with regard
to the second success factor, i.e. ability of developers to remove errors from the artifact
of origin (see section 3.4.3, chapter three)

It is recognised that it is also possible for escape ratios to assume values greater than 1.

An example of such a case would be when a developer introduces additionnl
requirements en:ors in a design artifact (e.g. a con:ect requirement that was originally
provided for in the requirements artifact is not designed in the design artifact).

The escape ratio measurements that are shown in table 8.6 compare the MLI and 101

participants. Figure 8.2 (a through c) shows box plots representing the distributions of
these measurements. For comparison purposes the distributions of the ML2 pEirlicipants
are included as well. Table 8.7 swnmarises the descriptive statistics (means and

standard deviations) of the escape ratio measurements for the MLI, JOI, nnd ML2
participants.

Table 8.7- Descriptive Statistics for Percentage Escapes {MLI vs 101
Grou
MeanN"
Escope Ratio cfltcquirem<nls ErrQrs Escaping
MU
OJ7
m
tc Oosign Artifaols {PREEDA):
101
0.63

MU

Escape Rallo of ofRequiremcnl! Errors
Escaping to Code Artifacts {PR!lECA):

MLI
101

Escape Ratio of of Design Errors Escoping to
Codo Artifacts {PDEECA):

101

MU
MU

""
8.3.1 Escape

Ratios~

""
""

101

."

101

0.38
0.\1
0.17
0.10
0.5S
0,6S
0.58

vs ML2)
S.D.
0.40
0.32
0.34

""

0.19
0.17

O.S6
0.32
0.34

MLl versus JOl

Figure 8.2 {a through c) shows a difference between the MLl and 101 distributions with
respect to the escape ratios. The escape ratios of the MLI participants are lower than
those of the JO I participants. This is also confinned in table 8. 7 which shows that the
means of the escape ratios of requirements errors escaping to design (MLI= 0.37;
101=0.63; ML2=0.38) and code artifacts {MLI= 0.11; 10!=0.17; ML2=0.10) and those

of design errors escaping to code artifacts (MLI= 0.55; 101=0.65; ML2=0.58) are lower
for both the MLl and ML2 participants when complll'ed to the JOI participants.

" Note that the value ofN (size of the SIUllple) for d1e ••capo ratio distributions arc different from the
sample size of the number of participants in ML 1, JOt and ML2. This is because the escapc! ratio
m=uremcnts are ratios. In all measurements the denominator ofsuch ratio• constirutes the number of
errors that are originolty found in an artifact. Many participants pr!lduccd artifacts where no errors Won:
found. In such cases the denominoton of the c:lcap.es rntios for some participants constituted 'divi•lon by
zero' and therefore, the values of escape ratios could not be computed. Consequently, sample sizes for tho
escape ratio distributions wcre smaller.
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In order to determine whether the observed differences in the escape ratios between
MLl and JO I occur systematicaily in the populations of students, it is important to test
the hypotheses that were formulated in section 4.2.4.2 in table 4.4 (see chapter four) and
which are reproduced in table 8.8 for convenience.
Table 8.8 also contains the p·values that result from the Mann·Whitney U test of the
hypotheses.

Table 8.8- Mann·Whitney U test results for Percer..tnge Escapes (MLI vs JOI)
No
7

9

NullandAitornatlvo~pnth .. os

Group

Escape Ratio orRequirements llr!ors ~aping to Design
MLI
Artifacts (ERREDA):
H0 : ERREDA (MLt)~ ERREDA(JO\)
JOt
H,: ERREDA (MLI);< ERREDfl. (JOt)
Escupe Ratio of Requirements Em>rs ~oping to Code
Artifacts (ERRECA}:
MLt
JOt
H0 : ERRECA(MLI)" ERRECA (JOt)
H,: ERR.I!CA (MLI),: ERRECA{JOI)
Escape Ratio ofDcsign Errors Escaping to Code Artifacts
MLt
(EREDCA):
H.: EREDCA (MLI}'= EREDCA (JOt)
Jot
H,: EREDCA (MLl)" EREDCA (JOI)
>p<O.OS - Olstril>.ttlons bove •ignificantly different locations;

N
112

I'"

value•

o.oot'"'

"
\OS

0.002

"
t08

0.008

"

The null hypotheses 7, 8, and 9 in table 8.8 assert that the MLl participants' escape
ratios are the same as tho!>e of JO\ participants. These hypotheses are rejected. First, the
MLl participants allowed 70.3% (means: 0.37 versus 0.63 (see table 8.7)) fewer
requirements errors to escape to design artifacts as opposed to their JOI counterparts.
The result of the Mann-Whitney U test for hypothesis 7 (p"" 0.001 <0.05, see table &8)
suggests that there is not enough evidence to support the null hypothesis. Consequently,
the alternative hypothesis that the Escape Ratios of Requirements Errors Escaping to
Design Artifacts ofMLI participants is significantly different f1om the Escape Rntios of
Requirements Errors Escaping to Design Artifacts of JOt participants is supported.

Second, the MLl participants allowed 54.5% (means: 0.11 versus 0.17 (see table 8.7))
fewer requirements errors to escape to code w1ifacts as opposed to the.r JO 1
"The p·value generated by !be stnti>ltcat procwtng was 0.000. Reporting sucb vatne would be
stmislicntty inoorrcct ond it was therefore de;:ided to usc 0.001 instead W repreS<Ont n very small
probllbitity.

counterparts. The result of the Mann-Whitney U test for hypothesis 8 (p'"' 0.002<0.05,
see table 8.8) suggests that there is not enough evidence to support the null hypothesis.
Consequently, the alternative hypothesis that the Escape Ratios of Requirements Errors
Escaping to Code Artifacts ofML\ participants is significMtly different from the
Escape Ratios of Requirements Errors Escaping to Code Artifacts of JOl participants is
supported.
Third, the MLJ participants allowed 18.2% (means: 0.55 versus 0.65 (see table 8.7))
fewer design errors to escape to code artifacts as opposed to their JO\ counterparts. The
result of the Mann-Whitney U test for hypothesis 9 (p = 0.008<0.05, see table 8.11)
suggests that there is not enough evidence to support the null hypothesis. As a result, the
alternative hypothesis that the Escape Ratios of Design Errors Escaping to Code
Artifacts ofMLI participants is significantly different from the Escape Ratios of Design
Errors Escaping to Code Artifacts of JOI participants is supported.
The above results suggest that the MU participants identified and corrected notably
larger numbers of requirements errors in the actual requirements artifacts (70.3% Md
54.5%) in comparison to their JOI counterparts. This is considered as a successful
outcome because the presence of requirements errors constitutes the main reason why
many proje\:ts fail in the ind~~~oily (Davis, 1993a; Lamsweerde, 2000; Pressman, 1997).
In addition, the benefit of identifying and corm:ting requirements error sooner rather
than later constitutes additional cost savings, because the later in the development
requirements errors are identified the more expensive their correction Md removal
(Heitmeyer et al., 1996; Hevner, 1997).
Despite this successful outcome it should also be noted that the number of design errors
that were identified and corrected by MLI participants a.s opposed to JOI participants is
notably lower t.~M the requirements errors (70.3% and 54.5% versus 18.2%). The
investigation of the raw data Of the design errors that were originally found in design
artifacts and later in code artifacts (see appendix C, s~ction 3.3.4) suggests that the
design errors that escaped to code artifacts were mainly strong coupling and weak
cohesion errors. One possible reason for this is the fact thnt the MLI participants found
such errors harder to corroct in comparisor to other design errors. Another reason could
also be that typically such errors do not affect the functionality of the code, nor do they

"'

affect the requirements delivered through the code. Strong coupling and weak cohesion
errors affect the future reusability and modifiability of the code (see appendix A,
sections J.l and 1.2).
The participants appear to have focused on producing working code mther than code
that can be easily reused and modified. This behaviour of student participants is
consistent with McAndrews' (2000) view, and therefore, not totally surprising:
"Students fparticipants] do whatever it takes to write programs, compile them
and tum them in. They seldom worry about disciplined methods and quality.
Nor are they overly concerned with planning their assignments, with the
exception that they probably want to get them done as quickly as possible." (p.
6).

This also suggests a limitation of this research, and is directly related to the fact that
student participants were used. Consequently, future replications using student
participants should stress greater reusability and modifiability (and other quality
aspects) in the code artifacts.
8.3.2 Escape Ratios MLl vcnns ML2

The escape ratio data for the ML2 participants have been included table 8.7 and figure
8.2 (a through c) along with MLI and 101 escape ratio data. The data suggests that the
distributions of escape ratios for the ML2 participants were closer to the distributions of
the MLl participants than they were to the JOI participants. For example, the means of
the escape ratio of the requirements errors found in the design artifacts for MLI and
ML2 were 0.37 and 0.38, respectively. The mean of the requirements errors escaping to
design artifacts for Jot pnrticipants was 0.63. The same thing can be said about the
means of the requirements and design errors escaping to code nrtifacts (see table 8.7).
The escape ratio data ofMLl and ML2 participants was not included in the inferential
tests of significance because the MLl and ML2 participants attempted two different
projects of similar complexity, at different times. Nevertheless, it should be said that the
descriptive statistics support the impact that the Catalogue Errors had ou the ability of
the ML2 participants to correct more errors in the artifact of origin rather than in
subsequent artifacts. This finding also increases the confidence in the results obtained in

""

the field experiment in semester I, 2001, where MLI escape ratios were compared with
JOI escape ratios.

8.3.31mpact of Catalogue of Errors on Error Correction Ability: Summary
The p~vious sections have shown that the Catalogue of Errors had an impact in helping
developers remove errors from artifacts early in software development rather than later.
This was done by measuring the enors that escape the artifact of origin into subsequent
artifacts for the MLI, JOI, and the ML2 participants. The analysis of the data hilS
shown that the MLI participants who used the Catalogue ofEnors mnnnged to allow
fewer requirements nnd design errors to escape artifacts of origin as OpPOsed to the JOI
participants who <lid not use the Catalogue of Errors. In addition, it was also shown that
the number of requirements errors that were conected sooner rather than later was
notably larger than the number of design errors. While ML2 participant datil were not
conclusive, there was support for the conclusions made for MLI and 101 participants. It
is not therefore wueasonable to generalise these findings to the population from which
the samples were drawn. In summary, the outcome of research question three with
regard to the ability of developers to remove enors from the artifacts of origin (i.e.
second success factor, sec section 3.4.3, chapter four) is successful.
8.4 Impact of Catalogue of Errors on Productivity
In this section the impactofthe Catalogue of Errors on the productivity of the
participating groups (i.e. MLI, JOt and ML2) is addressed. In order to achieve this, the
produ~tivity

of the participants to produce requirements, design, and code artifucts was

measured. These mei!Surements were initially introduced and defined in section 3.4.3
(see chapter three). A summary has been reproduced in table 8.9.
Table 8.9- Productivity to Develop Requirements, Design and Code Artifacts
Definitions

"'

Higher values of productivity to produce an artifact are better tJum lower values. This is
because higher values mean that developers are producing more output for the same
amount of time spent on the construction of the artifact. Consequently, a successful
outcome of research question three will be high developer productivity.
The distributions of the productivity measurements of table 8.9 are portrayed using box
plots for MLI, JOI and ML2 participants in figure 8.3 (a through c). Table 8.10
summarises the descriptive statistics (means and standard deviations) for these
distributions.

Table 8.10- Descriptive Statistics for Productivity to Develop Artifacts (MLl vs JOl
vsML2)
Grou

Productivity to develop Requirements Ani fact
(PDRA):

MU

N

'"' "'"

Mao

0.90
1.00

&D.
0.39
0.34

The following sections compare the productivity measurements made during the first
field experiment (semester I, 2001) and its partial internal replication (semester 2,
2001).
8.4.1 Field Experiment One: MLI versus JOJ

Figure 8.3 (a through c) shows that the distribution of the productivity ofMLI and JOI
participants to produce requirements and code artifacts varies. The 101 particip11t1ts
appear to have a slightly higher productivity when constructing requirements 1111d code
artifacts than their MLI counterparts (figure 8.3, a and c). This is also confirmed by the
descriptive statistics swn!narized in table 8.1 0. The distributions of productivity when
developing design artifacts for MLI and 101, however, do not appear to vruy as much.
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Figure 8.3- Box Plots of Productivity to Develop Requirements, Design and Code Artifacts
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In order to test the significance of the observed difference between the productivity of
MLI !llld JOJ pru.ticipants and to determine whether the observed differences are indeed
evidence of systematic diffurences in the productivity of the populations from which the
samples were drawn, the hypotheses about productivity that were formulated in chapter
four (see section 4.2.4.2, table 4.5) need to be tested.
For convenience, these hypotheses have been reproduced in table 8.11. In addition, table
8.11 also contains the p-values that result from the application of Mann-Whitney U
significance test on such hypotheses.

Table 8.11 -Mann-Whitney U test l".lsults for Productivity to Develop Artifacts (MLI
vsJOJ)

O.OIS

0.032

The nnll hypotheses 10, II, and 12 assert that the productivity of the ML1 participants
to produce requirements, design and code artifacts is the same as that of 101
participants. The p-values in table 8.11 suggest three conclusions. First, the nnll
hypothesis 10 must be reje~.:ted in favour of the alternative hypothesis (Mwm-Whitney U
test P"'0.015<0.05, see table 8.11). On average, the productivity of the MLI participants
when constructing requirements artifacts was ILl% lower (means: 0.9(1 versus 1.00
(see table 8.10)) than the productivity of JOI participants when constructing
requirements artifacts. Hence, a possible explanation is that the Catalogue of
Requirements Errors has adversely affected the productivity of the MLI participants.
Second, the null hypothesis II cannot be rejected because there is not enough evidence
to indicate that the alternative hypothesis is true (Mann-Whitney U test p = 0.821 >
0.05, see table 8.11). This suggests that the distributions of productivity when
developing design artifacts for the MLI and JOI participWJts do not have significantly

'"'

different locations. This is despite the fact the on average it apperus as though the ML1
participants' productivity when constructing design artifacts is 3.8% higher (means:
0.83 versus 0.80 (see tnble 8.10)) than the productivity of J01 participants. Hence, the
Catalogue of Design Errors may not have had a significwn impact on the productivity of
the ML1 participants when producing design artifacts.
Third, null hypothesis 12 must be rejected in favour of the alternative hyPothe.~is
(Mwm-Whitney U test p~0.032<0.05, see table 8.11). On average the productivity of
the MLI participants when producing code w1ifJCts was 22.1% lower (means: 38.65
versus 47.20 (see table 8.10)) than the producti·tity of !he 101 participants. Hence, the
Catalogue of Code Errors had n significant negative impact on the productivity of the
MLI participants to produce code artifacts as opposed to the JOl participants.
While a rlecrensed productivity among MLI

participant~

when producing requirements

and code w1ifacts is not desirable, it was not totally unexpected. As suggested earlier,
the MLl pw1icipants who used the Cntnlogue of Requirements Errors we::c supposed to
review their requirements using traceability matrices, etc., which were not used by the
JOl parttcipants. Such additional activities were expected to take additional time.
Similarly, the Catalogue of Code Errors itselfrequired the addition of extra code into
the simulator (e.g. additional methods in classes, additional object initialisation code,
etc. see appendix A, sections 1.1 and 1.2). The JOl participants, who did not get the
Catalogue of Errors documentation, were not expected to add such additional code.
The fact that the productivity of the MLJ pPrticipants to develop design artifacts is not
significantly different from that of JOI participants is not surprising wh~n the content of
the Catalogue of Design Errors is examined. One possible rellSOn for this is the nature :Jf
the prevention guidelines ossociated with the various design errorr;. Algorithmic, reus~
and interface errors are the only ones that require developers to undenllke certain steps
to prevent such errors. The other errors, however, (e.g. strong coupling m~d weak
cohesion) do not require developers to perform any actions besides acquiring the
knowledge of the various acceptable Wid unacceptable levels of coupling and cohesion.
The time spent to acquire knowledge about such coupling and cohesion levels would
have been indicated in the Catalogue of Errors Learning time (see section 7.5.2, tbapter
seven~

8.4.2 Field Experiment Two: MLI versus ML'2
The comparison ofMLI and ML2 descriptive statistics (means and stlllldard deviaticn)
of the productivity when developing requirements, design and cede artifacts (see tnb\e
.8.10), and the bcx plots depicting such distributions (see figur<: 8.3 (a through c)) show
a similarity.
When viewed together, it appears lhat the MLI productivity data is more similar to the
ML2 productivity data than to the JOI data. While such similarity cannot be considered
conclusive, it does lend support to the view that the MLI and ML2 participants had
similar patterns of productivity when constructing artifacts. In both c!IS¢S, productivity

was adversely affected and this is due tn the fact that MLI and ML2 participants both
used the Catalogue of Errors. Despite this outcome, additional replications of these field
experiments to study productivity data further are encouraged.
8.4.3 hnpoct of Catalogue of Errors on Productivity: Sunrmary

Section 8.3 hELS compared the productivity ofMLI and JOl participants when
developing requirements, design and code artifocts. It was shown that, due to the
introduction of the Catalogue of Errors, the productivity of MLJ participants to develop
requirements and code ortifacts wns actually lower than that of JOI participants for the
same artifacts. It was also shown that the productivity ofMLI and JOI participants
when developing design artifacts was not si!lnificantly d;fferent. The exnmination of the
ML2 data, although inconclusive, support~ the fact that the Catalogue of Errors had an
adverse impact on the productivity of participants. Therefore, the outcome of research
question three with regard to the ability of software developers to be productive in their
work (i.e. research question three success factor, see section 3.4.3, chapter three) was
not suc~essful.

!1.5 Discussion and Conclusions
In summary, the abcve sections have provided evidence that the Catnlogue ofE~rors
does indeed help developers who nse it not only to make fewer errors (or to prevent
more em~rs) but also to remow errors sooner in the development rather than lRter.
Given that many studies consider the lack of errors in liD artifact to be the principal
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determinant of software quality, it can be said that the Catalogue of Errors has a positive
impact on software quality (Fenton & Pfieeger, 1997; Kitchenham, 1996; Conte et al.,
1986; Diaz & Sligo, 1997; Pfleeger, 1996; Wohlin, 1998). Quality is an important and
desirable characteristic of software in general and software development artifacts in
particular.
How~vcr,

as shown in section 8.4, in general, the Catalogue ofE!rors had a negative

impact on the productivity of developers. Specifically, the Catalogue of Errors seems to
adversely affect the productivity of developers when producing requirements and eode
artifacts. The Catalogue was not observed to have an effect on the productivity of
developers when cons\nlcting design artifacts. Productivity is an important
consideration for software development {Boehm, 1987b).
The literature suggests that the production of quality software and the timely delivery of
such software or its cost can sometimes conflict with each other. It is argued that as the
quaHty of software development artifacts is increased by producing artifacts with fewer
errors in them and by identifying and correcting any injected errors sooner rather than
later, the amount of rework on software due to uncorrected errors decreases. Ultimately,
the decreased amount of rework translates into rework cost and time savings Wid a
better reputation of developers in the software development industry (Slaughter et al.,
1998). This chapter has demonstrated that the incorporation of a Catalogue of Errors in
software development can be a powerful tool not only to help lessen the number of
errors but also to help the correction ofm~y injected errors sooner rather than later in the
development. However, the use of the Catalogue of Errors, did have a drawback. It did
affect the productivity of developers when producing suftware artifacts by slowing them
down. Hence, relatively error free software artifacts would take longer to develop. This
may not be attractive to those who emphasize the importance of the timely delivery of
artifa~ts

by saying that "I'd rather have it wrong than have it late. We can always fi,.; it

later." (Paulk et al., 1994).
While erroneous artifacts can indeed be fi,.;ed later, two possible implications are likely
to ensue. First. if on erroneous artifact is an intennedinry non-e,.;ccutable development
artifact (e.g. 11..-quirements, desigu etc.), fixing errors later will definitely lead to an
increased cost. Current resea:r.;h is consistent in finding that, as errors are left undetect~d
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and uncorrected, their cost of correction will increase by orders of magnitude (Hevner,
1997). Se1:ond, if the erroneous artifact is an e)[ecutable artifact (e.g. code artifact that is
used by a client), the presence of errors is likely to cause disruptions in the operatiollli of
the artifact when the client uses it inhislherday to day business operations. As a
consequence, while fi)[ing errors later may be convenient to developers, it is not
necessarily convenient to the clients in tenns of time and cost. This cost must be borne
by someone, either the client of the artifact ur the developers. In additiun, fixing errors
after the completion of an artifact can also have an adverse effect on the reliability and
«~Putation

of the developers. The willingness of a developer to fix errors in an

c)[ecutable artifact after it has been deployed in the client's site may not be sufficient to
convince clients to take theirbusin= back to that developer. Therefore, while fixing
errors after development can have the short-term advantage ofimpressing clients for
timely delivery, it also may have very cos:ly repercussions for the long term.
This discussion suggests that the adverse effect of the Catalogue of Errors on the
productivity of developers does eventually pay off, because it attempts to build quality
into the software artifact. It b also possible that as developers be«<me more and more
proficient with the use of the Catalogue of Errors, they are more likely be more efficient
in its use as well. Higher '::fficiency may improve productivity. This, however, is a
future research direction that could be pur.%:d in studies by employing the same group
of participant developers using the Catalogue of Errors in more than a single project
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9. Outcomes
!1.1 Overview
The objective of this thesis was to develop an error prevention approach using a
Catalogue of Errors that encompasses the entire software development and is relativr.iy
easy to use, inexpensive and that suits the needs ofindividunl developers. This objective
was important because it constitutes an attempt to address a crisis in software
development today (Conwell eta!., 2000; De Champeaux, 2002; Glass, 2002;
Schulmeyer, 1990). The thesis objective was formulated after an extensive literature
examination was carried out. This examination demonstrated that, in software
development, errors are targeted by using two main approaches, namely, error detection
and error prevention approaches. Also, the examination concluded that error prevention
can be cheaper and better than error detection, ~ause "A prevented bug [em.u] is
better than a detected and corrected bug [error] because if the bug [error] is prevented,
there is no code to correct. ... The thinking that must be done to create a useful test can
discover and eliminate bugs before they are coded-indeed, test-design thinking can
discover and eliminate bugs at every stage in the creation ofroftware, from conception
to specification, to design coding and the rest. (Beizer, 199(1, p. 3)". However, although
there is widesprea~ agreement in literature about the a~ove conclusion, in general, error
prevention approaches are closely related to and depended upon error detection
approaches. Mainly, this dependence consists of knowledge about errors that error
detection approaches can generute. This same knowledge is indispensable for error
prevention approaches to be successful. While research concerning the development of
error prevention was found to have received significant attention during the past decade,
the outcomes of this research were generally found to be complex and expensive
prevention approaches which required extensive error data ~ollection and analysis and
that would be difficult for individual developers to use.
The comparison between error prevention and detection and the problems inherent in
the existing error prevention approaches formed the basis of this research, i.e. building
an error prevention approach using n Catalogue of Errors.
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In order to achieve this objective, three research questions were formulated which
complemented each other in the sense that the outcome generated by addressing one
question was vital in addressing the following question. Specifically, the first two
research questions were conceptual in nature, the first developing a fi:wnework which

was used by the second research question. Together, they prepared the foundation for
the development of a Catalogue of Errors. The third research question Cl.mstituted the
empirical evaluation of the effectiveness of the Catalogue of Errors in helping
developers to prevent errors from being injected into their software development
artifacts and to remove any injected errors early in the software development, This
research question also addressed the impact of the Catalogue of Errors on the
productivity of developers. The third research question was addressed by using field
experiments.
The objective of this chapter is to present the outcomes of the thesis. In section 9.2, the
findings of the research are e)[amined in relation to the initial research questions and
objective. The contributions made by addressing each research question are also
highlighted. In section 9.3, the limitations of the research are summarised. Future
research directions are proposed in section 9.4. Finally, in section 9.5 the thesis is
concluded.
9.2Findings in Relation to Initial Research Questions and Contributions
In chapter three of this thesis, the research questions were posed. This section shows the
extent to which this reseat"Ch has achieved what it was originally set out to do and also
highlights the main contributions that the research has made.
9.2.1

Research Question One: Findings and Contribution

ReseaTCh question one states:
Whet type ~{error infornuJtion is important to help developers learn about error.s and
how con such Information be organised Into a generic Error Framework?
The objective of this question was to identify the perspectives from which errors can be
ar.a.iysed nnd integrated into a generic Error Framework. The investigation of this
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question is important because it can help understand what type of information is
important to be known about errors and the reasons why such information is important.
This can help developers to prevent errors or detect them sooner rather than later in the
software development. The determination of the error perspectives corutituting the
Error Framework was informed by the review of literature. It was based on the
identification of seven orthogonal perspectives which included error name, origin,
severity, cause, prevention guidelines, symptom, and trigger. These were subcategorised into groups, for example, error name and severity were categorised under
identity perspectives; error origin, cause, and prevention guidelines were categorised
under causal perspectives; and error symptom and trigger were categorised under
diagnostic perspectives. A comparison between the Error Framework developed in this
thesis and other existing error frameworks showed not only were previous error
frameworks not comprehensive, but they were inconsistent with each other with regard
to the analysis of errors.
The usefulness of the perspectives of the Error Framework was then empirlcally
validated with an Error Framework Evaluation QuestioiUiaire. Results suggested that
while many participants regarded the error perspectives to be relatively useful, they also
indicated the need for additional descriptions of errors in terms of explanations,
clarifications, examples, etc. This constituted a valuable feedback given that the Error
Framework was to be used as a template to docwnent information about specific errors
and to compile such information in a Catalogue of Errors (i.e. outcome of research
question two).
The useability of the pernpet:tives of the Error Framework was also assessed. This
assessment indicated that, in general, the perspectives were useable, however, the error
origin and error severity pernpeetives were found to be less useable than other error
perspectives. This was due to the difficulties that these two perspectives presented when
they were used to build up information about errors in the Catalogue of Errors (see
chapter seven).
The development of an orthogonal, comprehensive, useful, and generally useable Error
Framework was the main contribution made by resea«:h question one.
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9.2.2

Research Question Two: Findings and Cuntribution

Research question two states:

How can the Error Framework (developed In question one) be used to catalogue
errors that are commonly l11]ected In various .Yoftwore development artifacU?
The obje.:tive of this question was to use the Error Framework as a template to create a
Catalogue of Errors. The development of a Catalogue of Errors would help developers
enhance their awareness about the catalogued errors, such as how to identify, avoid, and
remove them. It would also generate insights into the quality of the software
development processes.
The content and development of the Catalogue of Errors was the subject of chapter
seven of this thesis. In this chapter, the leamability of the Catalogue of Errors was
addres~ed.

Evidence indicated that participants using :he Catalogue require time to learn

the Catalogue and training before they could successfully use it The learning time could
be minimised by allocating collective training time, additional error examples and
terminology references.
Empirical evidence was obtained from the Catalogue of Errors Evaluation
Questionnaires and anecdotal feedback was obtained from open-ended questions that
were included in these questionnaires. In general, p significant nwnber of participants
provided positive evaluation of the Catalogue of Errors. Most participants found the
Catalogue of Errors helpful:
i)

To understand the implementation of the various perspectives of the Error
Framework in the catalogued =rs,

ii)

To use and follow,

iii)

To identify and correct errors in development artifacts, and

iv)

To improve overall software development skills.

However, there were some participants, who regarded the original version of Catalogue
of Errors difficult to use and follow. Anecdotal evidence from the open-ended question,
also suggested that the Ca!alogue of Errors needed:
i)

additional examples, and

ii)

explanation to help with the tenninology, and

iii)

additional training time.

These concerns were taken into consideration when producing the revised version of the
Catalogue of Errors. The partial replication of the original field study with the revised
version of the Catalogue of Errors with a different group of participants in a second
field study, indicated that the conl:llms e)[pressed about the first version had been
addressed. For example, the Catalogue of Errors Evaluation Questionnaire results were
more positively skewed than the evaluation of the original version of the Catalogue of
Errors.
This was considered to be significant progress, because the participants who used the
two versions of the Catalogue of Errors are comparable. In addition, evidence collected
from the participant responses to the open-ended question about the revised version of
the Catalogue indicated fewer concerns.

The development of a Catalogue of Errors that was learnable (possibly due to additional
examples, time spent and enhanced interactive teaching), useable, useful, and that
properly implemented the perspectives of a generic Error Framework Wid that enhanced
the skills of the developers who used it, was o contribution made by addressing research
question two.ln addition, the progressive retinement of the Catalogue of Errors from its
original to a revised version constituted another contribution to this research question.
9.2.3

Research Question Three: Findinga and Contribntlon

Research question three states:

WJ1at is tile impact of using of tile Catalogue af Errors on software de~efopment?
In chapter three, this question was broken down into two more specific questions,
namely,
~)

Does: trai11ing software dePClopers: with the Cota/ogne of Errors: (developed in
questio11 h~o) help reduce the number of errors: injected by them into software

development artifacts? lfye.s, cm1 tlte reduction of the injected errors be
quantified? "reducing tlte number of errors" Is defined to mean t/tefol/tming:
e) preventing errors from being introduced into an artifact; or
f) identifying aud correctl11g errors i11jected In an artifact before the

con.struc/Jon of subsequent artifacts starts.
vi)

What Is lite effect oftlte use of the Catalogue of Errors on lite produc/lvity of
software developers? Can this effect be quantified?

The objective of this question was to assess whether the Catalogue of Errors hnd any
impact on the ability of developers to make fewer of the catalogued errors in their
development artifacts and to correct any injected errors sooner rather than later in the
software development. In addition, the impact that the Catalogue of Errors might hnve
on the productivity of developers was also assessed.
This research question helped validate the outcomes of the previous two research
questions, and also helped change the way that developers approach the construction of
error-free software artifacts.ln addition, this question confonned to the empirical
validation requirement in software engineering (fichy, 1998).
Research question three was addressed by conducting two field experiments. Both field
experiments provided evidence supporting the hypotheses that the participants who are
trained to use the Catalogue of Errors did indeed make fewer errors in their
development artifacts, and did identify and correct any injected errors sooner rather than
later during the software development.
Tile field experiments, however, showed that the productivity of the participants who
used the Catalogue of Errors was adversely affected. However, it was argued that any
improvement of the quality of a development artifact (in terms of fewer errors) that
resulted from using the Catalogue of Errors would be likely to outweigh any loss in
productivity, thereby mnking software maintenance Jess costly and easier.

The outcome of research question three is considered an important contribution to
knowledge. It extends Yu's (1998) work with a catalogue ofC code errors, and it has
also shown that catalogues of errors can be developed and effectively used for pre-code
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software development nrtifacts. In addition, research question three has also shown that
although an instance ofn catalogue of code errors may be specific ton programming
language, it can be equally effective in error prevention and early error ddection and
correction.
9.2.4 An Errnr Prevention Methodology Using the Catalngue ofErrnrs

Overall, the contributions resulting from the research support the development of a
relatively economical error prevention approach using a Catalogue of Errors. The
diagram presented in figure 9.1 presents this error prevention methodology.

Error Framework

Question One:
Error Framework

QuesTion Two:
CaTalogue ofErro"

··'
Catalogue of
Req. Errors

........

,.

...... • .·-·- ·-.
-. -. _

~

Cotalogue of
Design Errors

·-.

-->

Catalogue
of Code

•=·

Question Three:
lmpoct of Catalogue of
Errors

Arrow means: followed by
Arrow means: generates
Arrow means: input into
Arrow means: used in
Figure 9.1- Error Prevention Methodology Using a Catalogue of Errors

9.3 Summary of Limitations
The objective of this section is to summarise the limitations of this research. While the
limitations have been identified at various points during the discussions in the previous

chapters, in this section, the limitations are summarised. This is important because it
helps to view the resenrch findings and contributions in a more realistic context.
9.3.1

Paradigm and Language Dependency of the Catalogue of Errors

As demonstrnted in chapter seven, the Catalogue of Errors is divided into three

components, no.mely, the Catalogue of Requirements, Design, and Code Errors. The
design component of the Catalogue of Errors is paradigm-dependent. This is because
some of the errors that are included in the Catalogue of Design Errors are specific to the
object-oriented paradigm {i.e. reuse errors) wherens others are treated ns object-oriented
errors only (e.g. strong coupling and weak cohesion errors). The literature suggests that
strong coupling and weak cohesion errors are also applicable to procedural software
(Robertson, 1993). Also the code component of the Catalogue of Errors includes Java
errors only. This is a limitation in the scope of the Catalogue of Code Errors because it
cannot be u.>ed in developing software by using programming languages other than
Java.
9.3.2 Limited Number of Types of Errors Included in the Catalogue
The Catalogue of Errors includes a limited number of requirements, design and code
errors. This limitation is likely to limit the usefulness of the Catalogue to address all
types of errors. The decision about the types of errors to be included in the Catalogue
was dictated by time and cost constraints and also by the ability of the participants (i.e.
students enrolled in the Internet and Java Programming unit) to assimilate new
information. More errors in the Catalogue would probably have overloaded the
participant developers as well as affected their performance.
9.3.3 Decision about the Types of Errors Included in the Catalogue
In chapter seven its was indicated that the decision about the types of errors that would
be included in the Catalogue was opportunistic in nature. This decision was based on
past experience and on the results of a literature survey on common Java errors. In
chapter eight it was shown that more than half of the catalogued code errors were never
committed by any of the participants. This indicates that the relevance of the code errors
component of the Catalogue is limited. Therefore, it is recommended that dl:l:isions
about the types of errors that should be included in a Catalogue should be based on
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formal pilot field studies. This must be carried out in order to maximise the relevance of
the Catalogue.

9.3.4

Limitation with the Useability of Error Origin and Error Severity
Pcnpective! oft he Error Fl'llmework

In chapter seven it was shown that the error origin and error severity perspectives of the
Error framework are of limited useability. These two perspectives were determined
arbitrarily and were largely limited to the projects that the participants carried out in the
field studies and field experiments of this research.

9.4 Future Research Directions
The objective of this section is to identifY future extensions that can be made to the
research reported in this thesis.

9.4.1

Further Empirical Evaluation of the Error Framework

The empirical evaluation of the proposed Error framework was limited to two groups of
participants who were also senior computer science and sonwnre engineering
undergraduate students. In chapter five it was argued that these participants are
comparable to junior Java developers who have just joined the industry. further
empirical evaluation of the Error Framework could be undertaken wi!h senior software
development professionals. In addition, while the proposed Error Framework was
evaluated with the intent of using it as a template to document information about errors,
the evaluation of alternative uses (e.g. usc the Error Framework to co!Jected historical
data about committed and corrected errors, etc.) of the Error Framework could be
another area for future investigations.

9.4.1

Furtber Development oflbe Catalogue ofErron

As suggested earlier, time and cost considerations limited the number of errors that were

included in the Catalogue. Further work can be carried out to enrich the Catalogue of
Errors with additional errors (e.g. syntax errors}.

Further development of the Catalogue of Errors, also includes the possibility of
automation of the Catalogue of Errors. For instance. an automated Catalogue of Errors
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Tool could be integmted with other software development artifact tools to automatically
identify errors and to present developers with error related information as artifacts are
being developed.
Another potential development of the Catalogue of Errors includes the unification ufthe
error-prevention guidelines into a unique prevention framework for errors that are
commonly encountered during the development of software artifacts.
9.4.3 Further Empirical Evaluation of the Catalogue of Errors
The existing Catalogue of Errors was evaluated by using Catalogue of Errors Evaluation
Questionnaires, which included 5-point scale agreement-disagreement questions and
open-ended questions. Additional insight about the reasons leading to the given
responses could be obtained by using smaller samples of participants and by conducting
in-depth inteJVicws or case studies or alternative interpretivist methodologies which
could help shed additional light into the useability aspects etc. of the Catalogue of
Errors.
9.4.4 Further Empirical Evaluation of the Impact of the Catalogue of Errors
Given the positive outcome of the field experiments in addressing question three,
additional resenrch could be carried out to identify the impact that the size, fonnat,
nature of errors, etc. within the Catalogue of Errors can have on participants from
different settings. Field experiments with professional software developers could
constitute one area of further investigation. Replications of field experiments constitute

an important prerequisite in software engineering that can help with the
generaliseability of experimental findings. In addition, further investigations could also
be carried out to see whether the performance (including productivity, quality of
artifacts produced, etc.) of the developers who use the Catalogue is correlated with
Catalogue experience.

9.5Conclusions
In conclusion, the research tltn.t has been described in this thesis has nchieved its
original objectives. This includes developing an Error Framework, using it to create a
Catalogue of Errors and evaluating the impact of the Catalogue of Errors in software
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development. It was found that the Catalogue of Errors could have a positive impact on
the ability of developers to prevent errors from being injected in software development
artifacts as well as to detect them early in development. it WllS olso found that the use of
the Catalogue of Errors adversely affects the productivity of developers, the cost of
which, however, is likely to be offset by the improvement of artifact quality.
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I. Overview
The objective of this section is to describe the Catalogue of Errors. Each error of the
Catalogue is described from the perspectives of the Error Framework (see chapter six).
For example, initially, t.le context of each error is described with an example. This is
followed with the description of possible causes, symptoms, triggers, etc.
The Catalogue of Errors bas been divided into three parts including the Catalogue of
Requirements, Design, and Code Errors. As the part names suggest, each part is
comprised of errors that are likely to be injected in a given phase ofsoftware
development. For example, the Catalogue of Requirements Errors is comprised of errors
that are likely to be injected during the requirements phase ofsofiware development.
The Catalogues of Requirements, Design, and Code Errors are covered in turn in the
sections that follow.

2. Catalogue of Requirements Errors
The objective of this section is to describe the four requirements errors, namely,
omissions, inconsistencies, ambiguities, and incorrect facts. In sections 2.1 and 2.2 the
various perspectives of the error framework (see chapter six) with respect to the
requirementg errors are discussed. Section 2.3 outlines the common error framework
perspectives for the shortlisted requirements errors. Some issues concerning problems
with the selected requirements errors are also discussed.

2.1 Omissions
The presenr.e of omission errors in a requirements ani fact indicates that a requirement is
missing or that it has not been specified. This results in an incomplete requirements
artifact. Schneider, Manin, & Tsai (I 992} provide an example of an omission (p. 194):
Requiremenls Specification Texl: In the case of two incoming /rains, each of
which has access 10 a siding ofadequa/e lcnglh, I he slower one Isla be routed
on/a /he siding while the/asler one continues on lhe main /rack

Omission Error: There is no informal/on aboul whal to do if rhe twa /rains are
moving at exactly the same speed 11.1 measured by the wayside focalian.
According to Purchase & Winder (1991 ), if omissions are not prevented or discovered
early in software development, the resultant software will not solve the problem it was
designed to address (Bell & Thayer, 1976; Purchase & Winder, 1991).
Lamweerde (2000) maintains that goal representation must be integrated into the
development of requirements artifacts in order to establish requirements completeness
(Lamsweerde, 2001). A goal is W1 objective that must be achieved by the system under
consideration (Lamsweerde, 2000, 2001; Letier & Lamsweerde, 2002). The rationale
behind this integration is that the requirements arc complete if"they are sufficient to
establish the goals they are refining." (Lamsweerde, 2000, p.7) (Anton & Potts, 1998;
Lnmsweerde & Letier, 1998). The principal advantage of incorporating goals into
requirements development is that goals provide a criterion for tl1e sufficient
completeness of a requirements artifact (Lamsweerde, 2001). A second advWJtage is
that goals help identify not only all functional requiremenls 1, but also the non-functional
oneil (Leveson, 1995; Mylopoulos et al., 1999; Nixon, 1993). Another advantage of
goal representation is that it greatly facilitates early phases of software development and
provides a rationale for the stakeholders of software, supporting the proposed
requirements (Lamsweerde, 2001; Lamsweerde & Letier, 1998; Mylopoulos et al.,
1999). A fourth advantage is that goal incorporation into requirements specification
helps avoid irrelevant requirements (Lamsweerde, 2001). Goals can be identified by
looking for keywords like: objective, purpose, Intent, concern, in order to, etc. in the
user's statements or documentation (Lamsweerde, 2001). Software goal identification is
the first step towards avoiding omissions (Mylopoulos et HI., 1999).
The second step constitutes the refinement of goals into subgoals. The subgoals are a
lower level representation of goals whose accomplishment leads to the achievement of
' Functional «quirem~nts lead lO lhe panlcutor function; or ;crvices that lhe sy<1em is cxp~ctcd lO deliver
(Lamsweerrlc, 2001 ). Functional requirements ore stmed forrualty and ore enforced during lhc
implemcnunion. (Mylopoutos, Chung, & Yu, 1999),
2 Non-functional requirements 11re globot qualities of the proposed sollware such "" flexibility,
maintainability, useability, exteruibil!ty, perfonnance, security, safety, etc (Lilmsweerdo, 2001). Non·
functioual requirements ore norrualty slalcd inforrua!ly and are often contentious. For example,
p<rformoncc gool> usually interfere wilh flexibility goats (Mylopoutos eta!., 1999).

the goals from where they are refined (Mylopoulos et al., 1999). Anton & Potts (1998)
argue that "Goal refinement is intended to reduce the risk of incomplete requirements."
(p. 157). Two types ofsubgoals are re<:ognised. AND-refinement subgoals relate

sub goals to a goal in a way that satisfYing all subgoals is necessary for satisfying the
goal (Lamswcerde, 2001). OR-refinement subgoals relate sub goals to a goal in a way
that satisfYing one of the subgoals is sufficient for satisfYing the goal (Lwnswcerde,
2000). For example, Lamswcerde (2000) defines some requirements of the San
Francisco Bay Area Rapid Transit software system (BAR1) (Lnmsweerde, 2000, 2001).
One of the goals of this system, is to ser~e more passengers. This goal can be satisfied
by accomplishing either one of its two sub goals (OR-refinement), nomely, trains must

be mare c/asely spaced OR new tracks need Ia be added. Upon completion of goal
refinement, goals, subgoals (and, depending on the scope of the software, sub-subgoals,
etc.) can be organised into a goal tree or matrix (Lamsweerde, 2001; Pressman, 1997).
The organisation of goals, subgoals, etc. into a tree or matrix shows not only how
subgoals are derived, but also ensures the traceability of the goals to subgoals.
Goal conflict identification and resolution constitute the third step to prevent omissions.
It is possible that conflicts between goals may exist (Easterbrook, 1994). A goal conflict
is a situation whereby the accomplishment of one goal rules out the accomplishment of
another (Lamsweerde, 2000). For exrunple, in a scheduling software system, the goal of
making timetables publicly available competes with security or privacy goals.
The fourth step of preventing omissions, requires the operationn!isation of goals into
requirements (Mylopoulos, Chung, & Nixon, 1992). Goal operationa!isation entails the
translation of goals into operational functions and constraints for the final requirements
artifact document In Loy & Mitchell's (1990) ATM example the goal to,

Ensure secure Tromadioru
translates into the following operationalised constrained requirement:

Requiremenr.· VaUdare Uur
Required Precondition: VolldATM Card Is used, Valid PIN is used
Required Posrconditlon: Valid ATM Card is used, Valid PIN is used
Depending on the scope and the nature of the software being developed, the number of
goals and requirements may grow considerably. This may exacerbate the organisation of
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goals and requirements nnd even encourage the introduction of omission errors. It is,
therefore, necessazy that goals and requirements be organised into traceability matrices.
An example of the traceability matrix between goals and requirements is presented in
table I.
Table 1- Goal- Requirements Traceability Matrix

.,.... ,..

~

I '"·

Traceability is discussed in Landis et al., (1992); Palmer, (1997) and the arguments for
developing goal-requirements traceability matrices include: I) that they provide a
justification to stakeholders for specified requirements; 2) that they help in the
verification and validation of requirements; 3) that they provide an audit trail; and 4)
that they help in detecting requirement and goal conflicts.
The symptom of omission errors is the absence of the specification of required elements
in the requirements artifact. McGregor {1998a) sheds light on omission error symptoms
and a possible way to expose them. For example,
~A

{requirements artifact] model is complete (i.e. lacks omission errors) if no

required elements are missing. It is judged by determining if the entities in the
model describe the aspects of knowledge being modelled in sufficient detail for
the goals of the current portion of the system under development. This
judgement is based on the model's ability to represent the required situations
and on the knowledge of experts." (p.21).
McGregor's statement implies that in addition to ensuring that complete requirements
have been developed for every goal, omission errors cnn also be triggered by getting the
users of software involved in the review of requirements artifacts (Saiedian & Dale,

,,.

2000). This is becawe the users are the knowledge experts as they know what the
required softwnre should do.
Porter, Votta, & Bosili (1995) suggest that the presence of omission errors can also be
exposed by subjecting the requirements artifact to the following types of questions?
i)

Are the described requirements sufficient to meet the system goals?

ii)

Have nil requirements been provided with the necessary inputs?

iii)

Have all undesired system states and events been considered, and the appropriate
responses spedfied?

Using questions to trigger omissions is also supported by Potts, Takahashi, & Anton
(1994) in their Questions, Answers, Reasons technique and by Lanubile (1998) and
Shull (1998).

2.2 Inconsistencies, Ambiguities, and Incorrect Facts
An inconsistency error exists if information within one part of the requirements artifact
disagrees or contradicts with other infonnation in the :;wne artifact (McGregor, 1998a).
An exnmple to illustrate an inconsistency error inn requirements artifact (RA) could be
as follows:

Requirements text In seer/on X ofRA: ... an address must include a single unique
four digit postcode integer ...
Requirements text In secllon Y ofRA: ...postcode 61512 Is located In Western
Australia ...
lnconsimmcy Error: The 5 digit postcode lmeger in section Y ofRSA Is clearly
Inconsistent with the requirement in section X that postcodes should consist of
four digits only.
An inconsistency error may exist with respect to software behaviour, characteristics,
terminology used in the RA, and the timing chnracteristics of sequences of functions or
events (Dnvis, 1993a).
An nmbiguity error constitutes the unclear representation of a concept in a requirements
artifnct. Davis (1993a) illustrates nmbiguity errors in the context of an Air Traffic
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Controller (ATC) software system, which uses two aircraft locations display formats.
The smnll display format displays information about the flight carrier, number, altitude,
heading, and destination. In order to reduce clutter, the large display format displays
only the flight carrier Wid number information (p;>.l82·183):

Requirements text: For up to 12 aircraft, small display format shall be used.
Othenv/se, the large display format shall be used.
Ambigu/1)' Error: The amb/grlily exists in ''for up to 12 ", which some people
may interpret as ''for up to and including 12" while others as "for up to and
excluding 12 ".
Such ambiguity errors can cause confusion and misunderstanding and different
interpretations about the actual software behaviours and characteristics (Schneider,
Martin,&. Tsai, 1992).
Incorrect fact errors are errors whereby a requirement asserts a fact that contradicts
general domain knowledge or the conditions that have been specified for the software
being developed (Lanubile, Shull,&. Basili, 1998). An example of an incorrect fact in
the requirements specification artifact of a Traffic Light Control software system is as
follows:

The user requires that: The traffic lighr should have I he following sequenee of
co/ours: Green-> Amber-> Red-> Green
Requircmenrs Spec/fica/ion Texl: The traffic 1/ghl should have the following
sequence ofcolours: Green-> Red-> Green
incorrect Fact Error: Clearly, /he warning Amber has been omiltedfrom I he
sequence of colours ofrhe traffic light.
If incorrect fact errors are not prevented from being injected into requirements artifacts
or uncovered early, developers might end up in producing software with incorrect
features or features which th<l user does not need (Purchnse &. Winder, 1991).

Lamsweerde (2000) suggests that one way to prevent inconsistenc;· and ambiguity
errors from being introduced into

··~quirements

artifacts is by usiny viewpoints and

scernuios (Knindl, 1995; Potts, 1995; Potts, Takahashi, & Anton, 1994). ViewpointsJ
constitute all end-users or other systerr. >that are interfaced to the software system
whose requirements rue being specified (Kotonya & Sommerville, 1996). For exwnple,
in the A1M software system described by Kotonya & Sommerville (1996) some of the
identified viewpoints include the bank manager, the bon1e c :;tomer, the foreign
customer, security officer, etc. Each viewpoim has nn •·.S'

~iated set

of functional and

non-functional requirements and ce>nstrnints. For ~-,w., 'I.e, in the ATM system, the bank
manager requires tran.wcrlon repar ·s, a home ~·.sto ..-~r requires cash wilhdrawa/s,

deposits, balance Inquiries, etc. Sometimes. wnf!.cts may exist between different
viewpoints (Easterbrook, 1994). For example, in the ATM system the security officer
viewpoint requirement that soft-.,.rre needs tr: be maintained regularly interferes with the
availability requirement of the home customer and bank manager viewpoints. Kotonya
& Sommerville (1996) propose that conflicts need to be idcntined, compared and

prioritised on the basis of impnmmce, and resolved.
A viewpoint may interact with the software system, in which case infonnation between
the two may be exchanged (Kotonya & Sommerville, I996). An exchange of
information between a viewpoint and the system constitutes a chronological sequence of
events and exceptions, which results in one or more of the viewpoint's requirements to
be achieved. This chronological sequence of events is called a sccmuio 4• The example
in table 2 has been adopted from Rumbaugh, Blaha, Premerlani, Eddy, & Lorensen,
(1991) and illustrates two possible scenarios of interaction between the home customer
viewpoint and the ATM system. These scenarios both achieve the cash withdrawal
requirement of the home customer viewpoint.

' Kolonyn & Sommerville ( !996) re<:O!liJise two types of viewpoints, namely direct a.nd indirect
viewpoints. Direct viewpoints comprise syslcm end user or other subsystems which are interfaced with
the required system. lndire<l viewpoints include requirements that constrain the services delivered by the
direct viewpoints (Kotonya & Sommerville, 1996).
' Jacobson et nt. (I 992) uscs the tcnn "me cnse" to represent scenarios nnd thc term "octo!" to represcnt
viewpoints. In this conte~t Jacobson ct ol. (1992) c!uim thnt: "Each use cnsc constitules o complete colli'Se
ofevents initiated by on nctor ond the system. A use cnse is thus a specio! sequence of related tronsactions
performed by an notor and lhe system in dialogue." (p.l59)(simitar definition in {Rumbaugh, 1994)),

Table 2- Example of Scenarios for the ATM software system (Rumbaugh ct al., 1991)
Normal ATM U.« Sconario
1. ATM osks user to ltl.l<:rt cml; user lnsort:l cash cnrd
2. ATM oa:op!:i lhe card and road> It! ID number
3. ATM rcquo>l! pwword; u.<c:rentrn '1234'
4. ATM verifies the eml ID number and pw~<-ord with <entrol compulor; contml compuler IDs <leWis
$. ATM Mks user to sole<ttn!JIS'IIellon !}'JlC (dcp<>si~ withdrawal, ole.); .,., so]«l! wilhdlllwol
6. ATM osks for lho amount of cash; usor enter AUDI 00.00
1. ATM <equosl5<0l1trol oomputer'••PptO'"l for rcqu<.<tcd omount
8. ATM dlspen"'' cash Jlfld r<qucsts user to cotla:l II:""' collects cnsh
9. ATM osb l<"h<lhCJ "''"wont! to oonlinuo: usc:r lndicole> no
I D. ATM print! rca:ip~ cje<l! earrl ond tequ""-'the user 10 oolle<l !hem; usor colloet! lh<m
11. ATMasksuscrlOII\SCnearrl
ATM U5C Socnario with Ex<epllons
1. ATM rcqucsiS U5Crto ln"rt earrl; user lnsert:l C85h cnN
2. ATM oecopiS lheeardond r<ad.! iiS !Dnumbor
3. ATM rcquosls pwword: U5Cr<ntm9?111
4. ATM ,.,,;r... the oml ID number ond P""WMI with control computer: control computcr "'jool5
p....,.ord"" incom:Ol
S. ATM indloat« lncorr«l """'""'rd ond r<quesl5 usor\o r<•<niOr it. Usor enters 1234..

•
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Upon generation, scenarios may be grouped into categories or families of related
scenarios (Potts et al., 1994). For example, both scenarios presented in table 2 may be
grouped under the category of home customer scenarios.
Potts (1995) suggests that the use of scenarios can be a problem if they are generated in
an analytical vacuum and ignore all end-users of the software being developed or other
systems interfaced to it. This suggests that each viewpoint may have its own possible
scenarios. Therefore, viewpoints and scenarios must be used iu conjunction with each
other. In order to ensure that all possible scenarios have been produced for all
viewpoints and that any produced scenario belongs to a valid viewpoint, a view point
scenario traceability matrix may be generated (see table 3).
Table 3- Viewpoint -Scenario Traceability Matrix
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The benefits arising from the use of the Viewpoint Scenario Traceability Matrix are
identical to the benefits that were disciiSSed with respect to the Goal-Requirements
Traceability Matrix in the section covering omission errors (see section 2.1).
The next step is aimed to help avoid incorrect fact errors. Davis (\993a) suggests that
incorrect fact errors are difficult to avoid because "there is no real way of teaching this
quality [correctness, i.e. avoiding incorrect fact errors], since it depends totally on the
application at hand." (p. 182). One of the best techniques is to develop a prototype of
the required software and to involve the users to net as domain experts (or oracles)
(Davis et al., 1993b). A prototype presents the users with a cheap and executable
imitation of the required system where they can see directly whether the requirements
provided by the prototype correctly fulfil their needs (Mason&. Carey, 1983; Saiedian
&. Dale, 2000). By nature, prototypes are meant to accomplish functional requirements,
while cutting comers on non-functional requirements such as reliability, extensibility,
algorithmic efficiency, etc. Prototype development has been found to be particularly
helpful in avoiding incorrect fact errors in interactive software systems (Mason&.
Carey, 1983). While there is growing consensus that prototype development is a critical
prerequisite to specify correct requirements, it is also notably expensive. This is
because, typically a prototype is meant to be a disposable or throw-away sample of the
required software (Andriole, \994; Mason&. Carey, 1983; Saiedian & Dale, 2000;
Sommerville, 1996). Another danger associated with prototype development is that
sometimes developers choose to evolve a 'good' prototype into the required software,
allowing Jess-than-ideal solutions to be included (Pressman, 1997). An extensive
discussion about prototype advantages and benefits can be found in Carey & Mason,
1983; Urban, (1992).
Potts (1995} suggests that one important advantage of scenarios is that they can
i!luminate, before coding, how the proposed software would actual!y affect user goals in
different usage situations. Scenarios are also said to be helpful for validation purposes
(Fickas, Karat, Johnson,&. Potts, 199/o; McGregor, 1998a}. One problem inherent in the
use of scenarios relates to the likeliho,ld of combinatorial eKplosions when all possible
behaviours are enumerated (Larn~we<:rde, 2000). Lamsweerde (2000) also suggests that
the fact that scenarios are procedural in nature may lead to overspccification. As fnr as
viewpoints are concerned, Larnsweerde (2000} suggests that their consideration helps
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point out possible inconsistencies in requirements, while Kotonya (1996) criticizes the
tendency for viewpoints to be considered in isolation from other viewpoints, detrncting
from any possible interactions between viewpoints. For example, in a bllllking software
the interaction between a bank customer viewpoint and a bank manager viewpoint,
whereby the mMager ollows the customer to overdraw his account, may not be very
clear.

According to McGregor (1998n) one way to trigger inconsistencies is to review the
requirements artifact with the objective of ensuring !Ita\ all concepts, (i.e. goals,
requirements, viewpoints, scenarios, and their likely relationships etc.) are consistently
described.

Davis (1993a) suggests that one way to trigger the presence of ambiguity eiTOrs in a
requirements artifact (RA) is to shortlist any statements in the RA which are not clear. If
two or more people are then asked to interpret such statements, and more thM a single
interpretation is obtained, the statements are ambiguous. Sti!J, according to Davis
(199Ja), ambiguity error can also be identified by ensuring glossaries oft~nns are
included into the RA.ln this way, terms in the body ofthe RA that do not conform with
the definitions provided in the attached glossary must be changed or respecified (Bell &
Thayer, 1976).

McGregor (1998a) argues that:

"A [requirements artifact] model is correct if it is judged to be equivalent of
some reference standard that is assumed to be an infollible smm::e of truth (an
oracle in the testingjargon). The standard often is a human expert who judged
based on his knowledge.ln 00 softWIIre projects, this oracle is often referred to
as a domain eKpert" (p.21 ).

Thus, getting the users of the required system involved in the specification of the
requirements nrtifact may also help expose both inconsistency and ambiguity errors
(Saiedian & Dale, 2000).

"'

Porter, Votta, & Basili (1995) propose the use of checklist questions to identify the
presence of inconsistency, ambiguity, and incorrect fact errors. Table 4 surnmnrises
examples of such questions ndopted from Porter, Votta, & Basili, (1995).
Tnble 4 -Checklist to trigger Inconsistency, Ambiguity, and Incorrect Fact Errors
(Porter et nl., 1995)

,,
"

"
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The use of questions to trigger inconsistencies and ambiguities is also supported by
Potts, Takahashi, & Anton (1994) in their Questions, Answers, Reasons technique, and
by Lanubile (1998), Shull (1998), and Knindl (1995).

2.3 Common Perspectives of Requirements Errors and Discussion
Tills section presents some Error Framework perspectives that are common among the
short-listed requirements errors and discusses some issues that developers need to
consider concerning requirements errors in general.
The review of literature about requirement errors suggests that omissions,
inconsistencies, ambiguities, and incorrect facts have similar causes. Therefore, it was
decided to summarise common causes in this section, rather than repeat them in the
earlier sections where the errors are discussed (table 5).

'"

Table 5 -Causes of Requirements Errors

·'
As the previous discussions suggest, goals, scenarios, nnd viewpoints have been used in
combination with each other to prevent requirements errors. This is because goals and
viewpoints, on one hand, and scenarios on the other, have complementary
characteristics. Goals and viewpoints tend to be abstract and declarative, leaving many
of the characteristics and properties of the required software implicit. Scenarios,
however, are concrete, procedural, and narrative in nature and have a tendency to make
the required software characteristics and properties explicit. It is, therefore, believed that
using goals, viewpoints, and scenarios helps avoid requirements errors in general and
omissions, inconsistencies, ambiguities, and incorrect facts in particular (Lamsweerde,
2001).
Another issue that requires attention is the fact that sometimes the prevention of certain
requirements errors precludes the prevention of others. In this context, Davis et al.
(1993b} argue that it is impossible to develop fl perfect (i.e. error free} requirements
artifact, implying that not all requirements errors can be prevented. According to Davis
et al. {! 99Jb} this is bocause the prevention of some requirements errors might lead to
the introduction of others. The following examples support this assertion. If ambiguities
are prevented, the level of formality will increrue to an extent that it might affeet artifact
understandababilitys by a non-computer expert. Similarly, if all possible omissions are

'According to Davis (l993b) lock ofundersrandability is another po.,ible requirements error, In addl11on
to omi5Sions, wnblguil!es, lnccnsistendes, and incorrect foclS, which ore more common,
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prevented, the eonciseness6 of the requirements artifact might suffer (Davis et nl.,
1993b). Davis et al. (1993b) suggest that problems like this may be solved by rating
errors in tenns of their severity (see chapter six), and by preventing higher severity
errors at the expense of lower severity ones.

3. Catalogue of Design Errors
The objedive of this section is to de.~cribe five design errors with respect to the Error
Framework perspectives discussed in chapter six. The design errors include algorithmic
errors, interface errors, reuse errors, strong coupling and weak cohesion errors. Each
error is covered separately in the sections that follow. The final section discU5ses some
issues concerning strong coupling and weak cohesion errors.

3.1 Algorithmic Errors
In software that is designed using an object-oriented or procedural paradigm, methods
or procedures are U5ed to carry out the required operations. Before a method or
procedure is completed, however, its algorithm must be designed first. An algorithm
consists of a set of well-defined instructions to carry out an operation (McConnell,
!993). An algoritlunic error consists of a flaw in the design of an algorithm which
should accomplish an operation, given certain input. For example, in the following
algorithm, noHrs should be multiplied by hrRate, and not added to it.
public float computesalary(1nt noHrs, float hrRate) {
salary .. noHrs + hrRate:
//algor1thniic error
return salary;
)

Algorithmic errors mny be caused by a variety of phenomena. Firstly, they may result
from inadequate understanding of the specification of the method or procedure they are
written for (Purchase&: Winder, \991). McConnell (1993) suggests that algorithmic
errors may also be caused by thin application domain knowledge and fluctuating or
conflicting requirements (McConnell, \993). Purchase & Winder (I 991) add to the list
of causes by stating that sometimes developers reuse algorithms that have been written
by others. In such cases, it is possible that the incorrect algorithm is reused or that the

' According co D•vis {1993b) lack of ccnoisoness is another possibto requirements error, in addition to
omissions, ambiguities, !nocnslstencies, ond incorrocl facts. which ore more common.
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correct algorithm is being reused, but it is not properly understood by the developer
(Purchase & Winder, 19!H). McConnell (1993) suggests that algorithmic errors may
even be due to clerical phenomena (e.g. performing the wrong computation, such as
addition instead of multiplication etc.) (McCoooell, 1993).
If algorithmic errors 111e introduced, they may result in an unexpected behaviour or an
incorrect result. Therefore, nlthough, the input may be correct, the intended output may
not occur because of the nlgorithmic error (Purchase & Winder, 1991).
In order to avoid algorithm design errors, developers should adopt the appropriate
algorithm design process. This algorithm design process is comprised of the following
stages:
i)

Define the problem which the algorithm is meant to solve (Levitin, 2000).
McCoooell (1993) 111gues that this problem definition should provide sufficient
detail, including inpnt, output, handling of possible errors, and any infonnation
that is not explicit in the user's documentation, etc.

ii)

Name the algorithm clearly and unambiguously and after the operation it is

iii)

Define the data that the algorithm needs and decide how to organise this data

meant to carry out (McConnell, 1993).
into the appropriate data structure (e.g. array, vector, list, etc.) (Levitin, 2000)
(McConnell, 1993).
iv)

Dllsign the algorithm1• If predefined tested algorithms are available they cnn be
reused or adopted to solve the problem at hand (Levitin, 2000).

v)

Check and fine·tune the algorithm to ensure that it solves the problem it was
designed for (Levitin, 2000; McConnell, 1993). This should be done with
respect to a number of criteria, namely, correctness, clarity, executeability,
tenninability, and efficiency. An algorithm is correct8 if its logic is correct

7 There are different algorithm design techniques (Levitin, t 999). Levitin (1999) summarises U1e
prcmlnomt ones, e.g. bnue forco, divide-01\d-<:anquer, decrease-and-conquer, transform-and-conquer,
greedy approaob, dynomic programming, badctrntking, und branch-01\d-baund. The divide·lll\d-c:onquer is
the best known geneml utgorlthm design technique whose objective was to partition a problem into
smaller subproblems. The combined solution of the smaller subproblems constitutes the solution of the
original problem (Boase, 1988; Dale, Weems, & McCormick, 2000; Rumbaugh et al., 1991). This
algorithm design technique w.. recammendod to the pnnicipants orthe experiment.
1
Ba..e (1988) suggests thot correctness may be established via format techniques, which require format
malhcmaticol proofs, 01\d infonnal techniques.
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(Mitchell, 2000). An algorithm is clear if it is simple and it contains precise
instructions (Bnase, 1988; Levitin, 2000; Rumbaugh et al., 1991). An algorithm
is executable if the steps it prescribes can actually he carried out in ~·ractice
(Dale et al., 2000). An algorithm is tenninating, if eventually it tenninates its
execution {Dale et al., 2000). Finally, an algorithm is efficient if it prescribes the
best possible way to solve the problem, in tenns oflhe number of computations
and ntunber of variables used (Baase, 1988; Bentley, 1984; Rwnbaugh eta!.,
1991).
vi)

Plan how the correctness of the algorithm will be validated {e.g. plnn how the
algorithm will be tested by producing test cases and expected results)
(McConnell, 1~'93).

vii)

Assess the algorithm, bearing in mind the definition of the problem. This
assessment should help alert the designer to the presence of injected algorithmic
errorn. If the result of the

asse.~sment

indicates that the problem has not been

adequately addressed, the process must restart {Levitin, 2000). Robertson (1993)
refers to the process of algorithm asseosmcnt as desk checking9 . Desk checking
is the process of walking test cases through the algorithm, and keeping a stepby-step record of the content of the various variables involved as the test cases
pass through the algorithm logic in order to obtain an actual result{s) for each
test case. Discrepancies between actual and expected results suggest the
presence of algorithmic errors (McGregor, 1998a; Robertson, 1993).

In addition to avoiding the appropriate algorithm design process, developern can avoid
algorithm design errors by estnblishing pre- and post-conditions for algorithm execution
{Meyer, 1997). While pre-conditions assert what should be true before an algorithm
starts, post-conditions assert what should be true after the algorithm terminates. Preconditions should be ascertained at the beginning of a method or procedure, whereas
post-conditions should he ascertained before the method or procedure exits {Payne,
Schatz, & Schmid, 1998). An algorithm should guarantee that its post-conditions are
met, ifits pre-conditions arc met {Meyer, 1997). Evidence of the use of pre- and postconditions can be found in Eyck, Sampath, & Goldstone, {1998).

' D~<Sk checking isalso known as s~mbolic execution (Cownrd, 1988).
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The following example illustrates how algorithmic errors can be prevented or detected
earlier during algorithm design. Assume that class Employee contains a private attribute
nnmed salary and a public method nnmed c:omputesalary() defined as below:
public float computesalary(int no!lrs, float hrRate) {
salary .. -nollrs " hrRate: //possibility .ONE
//salary ~ no!lrs + hrRate; //possibility ll'IO
return salary;
)

Step I. Establish (as strict as possible) Preconditions and Post Conditions
noHrs, hrRate, salary> 0 (strict preconditions and postconditions)
Salary= noHrs • hrRate; (very strict postconditions)
Step 2. Desk check against specifications list:
Statement

Sal~)

noHrs

hrRate

2

2

Salary
ected
4

10

2

20

-20 (error

2

2

4

detected)
4 (error not
detected)

10

2

20

"

First Pass (possibility

~'"·

-4 (error
detected)

ONE)
Salarv

N p(J!J:r ... (possibility ONE)
First Pass (possibility
TWO)

'""'

N pus:r (po:r:rlblfity TWO)

12(c~;

detected

Levitin (2000) argues that proeess awareness is important for two reasons. Firstly, it
reminds the developers of the obvious steps of problem solvingw. Secondly, the process
emphasises algorithm design as an iterative process requiring constant reworking.

3.2 Interrace Errors
Interface errors stem from the way objects interact in an application. Object interaction
is based on the way an object is structured. The structure of every object includes a

provides section, representing the services that the object offers, and a requires section,
representing the services that the object will use during its operation (Ammirati,
"This w"' particutorly relevant to the work in this study given !bat the participants of!he experiment
were s!udonts in a university environment.
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Gerhardt, & Dye, 1990; McGregor, 1999b). Two obje.:ts interact by one object (the
c!i~nt)

calling the required services from another nbje.:t (the server) (Lewis & Loftus,

1998).lfeach object's behaviour is assumed In be correct while in isolation, interface
errors can occur in two possible cases (Overbeck, 1994):
i)

The client object does not call the server's services in a "legal" manner (i.e. does

ii)

The client does not interpret the server's correct answers (i.e. returned values)

not provide the ~orrect types of input arguments); end,

properly.

The following example illustrates interface errors. Suppose the requirements of a
system reads as follows:
"At the end of the month the payroll for all employees in the company is taken"

Also suppose that this requirement corresponds to the following scenario:
I. Examine employee n
1.! Count oo of hours employee n has worked
1.2 Retrieve hourly rate employee n is rewarded with
1.3 Salary of employee n is the product of l l and 1.2 above
1.4 Add salary to total
1.5 Repeat process for all employees in payroll
The above scenario requires the following classes:

Employee class {computeSalary{), Input: int noHrs, float hrRate, Output: float
salary)
Payroll class {computeTota1sa1 aries(), Input: Ernp1 oyee, Output: float tota1 )

The conditions for interface errors not to occur are as follows:

The COII\putesalary() method of the server object (Employee) provides the
right parameters (int noHrs and float hrRate, two parameters, noHrs first
hrRate second) to the method computeTotalsalary() of the client object
(Payroll).

"'

The value (float) that is returned by the method computesalaryO of the
senrer object (Employee) is stored in tb~ right type of variable (total of type
float) in method computeTota1sa1aries() of client objoct (Payro11).
If, however, the above conditions are breached, interface errors may occur liS follows:
class Employee { //instances of this class are SERVER OBJECTs
//with respect to Payroll object!;
float salary;
jiublic float computesalary(int noKrs, float hrRate) {
salary .. noHrs*hrRate;
)

)

class payroll {//instances of this class are CLIENT OBJECTs
//with respect to Elllployee objects
Employee emp_l; //only one employee declared for simplicity
int noHrs = 20;
float hrRate - 2.0;
float total;
Public float computeTotalsalaries(Employee emp) {
total -total + emp.computeSalary(hrRate, noHrs);
//interface breached, wrong order of parameters
//total .. total + emp.computesalary(noHrs, hrRate);
//if total's type is different from method

I jcomputesalary() 's return type,
)

//interface is breached

)

A number of different conditions may cause the introduction ofint~rface errors. Firstly,
the developer's failure to understand that individual correct objects do not necessarily
mean correct interactions (McGregor, 1999b). Secondly, sometimes developers do not
adopt systematic plans to integrate individually correct objects (Jorgensen & Erickson,
1994; Overbeck, 1994). Another cause may be due to the developer's failure to account
for likely polymorphic substitutions during object interactions (Alexander, 1999;
McDaniel & McGregor, 1994).

The first step to prevent interface errors from occurring is to identify threads of
execution in the design artifact of the proposed software (Ammirati et a.l., 1990). A
thread of execution constitutes a scenario 11 ofnonnal or exceptional usage (Ammirati et
a]., 1990; Binder, 2000; Jorgensen & Erlckson, 1994). A thread describes an aspect of
the behaviour of the required system, whose enactment is the result of the interaction of
11 S<e dcfmilicn of a S<:onario in Jnconslslenoits ond Ambiguities in section 22.
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some objects of the system. Such an interaction requires some objects to be clients, and
others servers, and is underlaid by a sequential chnin 11 of method e,.;e;:utions. The
second step requires pairs of client and server objects to be identified for each
intemction of the sequence underlying the identified thread (Ammimti et al., 1990;
McDaniel & McGregor, 1994). Each client/server pair needs to be analysed in terms of
the number, correctness of order and type, and possible values of the parameters
involved in the internction (Bashir & Goel, 1999; McDaniel & McGregor, 1994). The
third step is an extension of the second step and requires further analysis of client/server
pairs for situations when polymorphic substitutions are involved (Alexander, 1999;
McDaniel & McGregor, 1994).
This is particularly important if the client and server belong to inheritance hierarchies
(McDaniel & McGregor, 1994). For example, run-time instances of the subclasses of
the client may act as polymorphic substitutes for an instance of the client in its
internction with a server object (Alexander, 1999; McDaniel & McGregor, 1994).
Similarly, run-time instances of the subclasses of the server may act as polymorphic
substitutes for an instance of the server in its interaction with 11 client object (Alexander,
1999; McDaniel & McGregor, 1994). Depending on the depth of the inherit11nce
hierarchies where the client and server objects nre loc11ted, polymorphism may
compound the number of possible interactions.
When client and server objects interact, n method is invoked. The invoked method m11y
hove parameters and may return 11 result. In this contei'll, polymorphism should nlso be
considered as a compounding factor for the possible number of interactions when a
client and server object interact by passing pnrarneters that are instances of other
objects, which arc henceforth referred to as obje;:t parameters. If the object pHI11111eters
belong to inheritance hierarchies, the polymorphic substitutions by the subclasses Or
antestor classes of the object parameters must also be considered (Alexander, 1999;
McDaniel & McGregor, 1994). All possible interactions that may occur due to
polymorphic substitutions must be identified and appropriately validated (McGregor,
1999b).
" Jorgensen & Erlokson (t 994) d~fine such sequences of melhod catls os Molhod/Me"agc Paths or
simply MM Pmhs. By definition on MM-path is o sequenceofme1hodexocutions that are linked by
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If interface errors are introduced in design artifacts, they may be observed in the form of
a client object interacting with a server object attempting to use the incorrect or
inexistent method. This means that a method may be attempted to be used with the
wrong number, type and order of parameters supplied to it.
In order to expose the presence of interface errors, developers should analyse and
validate design artifacts by examining client and server objects and ensuring that they
internet via the correct method invocations. In addition, developers should also check
that the appropriate method is called with the correct type, number and order of
parameters. Sometimes, interface errors introduced into a design artifact may escape to
the coding phase. In such cases, besides code analysis and validation che<:ks, developers
may use tools that perfonn these checks automatically (e.g compilers, etc.) (McDaniel
& McGregor, 1994; McGregor, 1999b). However, as languages become more dynamic

these checks are not always achieved. The exwnple in table 6 which was adopted from
McGregor, (l999b) illustrates this point:
Table 6- Interface errors that escape automatic tools (McGregor, 1999b)
String classNarne" "Vetoablechangelistener";
class pararneterrypes[] a {Class.forNarne(classNarne)}l

In tabh: 6, no automatic tool cnn check the correctness of the <:lassNarne String. If
c:lassNarne is misspelled the error may only be flagged at ntll·lime.

3.3 Reuse Errors
When one or more classes that belong to ulibrary or an application are reused in a
context, which is different from the one they were originally designed for, reuse errors
may occur. Rosson & Carroll (1996) distinguish between two types of reuse, namely,
as-is reuse and specialisntion or evolutionary reuse.

me;'lsages. ,",n MM·path starts with a meth<>d and tenninotes when a method in the chain. !t does not issue
any co!ts ofils own.

McGregor (1992) explains that 'as-is' reuse occurs when the to be reused class exists
and possesses the required functionality. Instances of such clnsses may be used directly
or they may be incorporated as part of the implementation of other classes. This type of
reuse is considered to be safe and successful because of encapsulation and information
hiding. Encapsulation and information hiding prevent instances of the reused class from
interfering with instances of the other reusing classes. While McGregor (1992) regards
this type of reuse safe, Overbel:k (1994) is cautious and warns that the appropriate
precautionary steps must be taken by testing the relationships between the as-is reused
class and the classes in its new environment (Lange & Moher, 1989}. Assuming that the
reused class is correct 1J, either the relationships between the reused class or any class
that can polymorphicnlly substitute it (e.g. classes in the same inheritance hierarchy), or
tl1e interacting class or any class that can polymorphicnl!y substitute it, must be
considered for testing (Lange & Moher, 1989).

McGregor {1992) explains that specialisation or evolutioni!J}' reuse occurs when an
existing class provides similar, but not the exact kind of functionality required by the
proposed software. In this case, a new class can be incrementally developed by
inheriting from the existing class. The new class can then locally define new instance
variables or methods as neeessi!J}'. Evolutionary reuse introduces new and often
complex dependencies between reused and new code, which defeats the purpose of
encapsulation, and thus, provides an alternative for reuse errors to be introduced
(Schwartz, 1990). In this case, reuse errors are favoured by Ute object-oriented feature
ofinheritance 14 which nl]ows a subclass in an inheritance hierarchy to directly access
and use instance variables and methods defined in its superclass {Jacobson, Cbristerson,
Jonsson, & Overgaard, 1992; Johnson & Foote, 1988; Mnrick, 1995b). In sucit cases,
the relationship between the new subclnss and the reused superclass must be thoroughly
tested.
The cOllowing example shows how specialisation or evolutionary reuse can cause
errors.
" This assumption is justiflod because the reused classes ure nonnolly obtained from third party libraries
whiob have been appropriately tesled nnd debuggW. The reused classes arc thus by lhomselves correct
" McGregor & Sykes (1992) rcoognlse two lyp<s of inheritanco, namely, Inheritance for Implementation
and Inheritance for speclall511tion. lnherittmce for implementation connotes that the

c;lass Baseclass {
int inherited(int x)
int redefined() II returns a an i nt range [1, .10]

)

class Derivedclass extends Baseclass {
int redefined() //returns a an int range [0 .. 20]
int inherited(int x) //inherited from the base class
)

If method i nherited(int x) contains the following algorithm:
if(x<O) {
:; .. x/redefined();
return x;

In this case, if method inherited(int x) is culled with regard to a subclass object
(OerivedClass), it is possible for a division by zero error to occur.

Typically, reuse errors occur When developers fail to under:;tand the possible ways in
which the properties of the superclass class interact with the properties of a subclass
(Dni, 1995; Kim, Clark, & McDermid, 1999c). Dai (1995) also argues that this cause
con be particularly problematic when the source code of the superclass to be reused is
not available ond its documentation is not sufficiently detailed. Another possible cause
for reuse errors is when developers possess a poor understanding of dependencies 1 ~ that
=introduced due to inl1eritonce (Schwartz, 1990) or when developers possess a poor
understonding of the to be reused classes and the hierarchies that they br.tong to ond
when they are unable to properly use polymorphism (Purchase & Winder, 1991). Lewis,
Henry, & Kafura (1992) recognise that external pressure on developers (e.g. managerial
influence) to adopt reuse can be onothercause for reuse errors. Another reason why
reuse errors may be introduced is when developers do not adopt a systematic reuse
process (Rosson & Carroll, 1996).

internal irnplemeniDtion of lite existing class (lhc to·bc-supmli!Ss) l; used to provide pan of!he inlemol
implementation of the sul>t:tass.
" Schwruu (1990) recognlses two IYJlcs of dcpondoncics, namely, seman!lc and l>ellaviournl
dependencies. Semantic dcpondencies have a dirt<:l impact on the meaning of the classes and as a result
the subcli!Sscs canno1 be properly developed willtoul a comprehensive examination of the superdasses.
Behavioural dependencies influene< the behaviour of objects nnd cti!Sscs resul!ing from the inherited
behaviour. This required the inlcmat !mptemcntalion ofsupen:\asses or ancestors to be lltoroughly studied
before o ctoss is reused.
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In order to avoid reuse errors, developers need to identify and evaluate the usage
context (Rosson & Carroll, 1996). This requires (I) identifying the class to be reused
and learning more about its functionality by trialing it with a driver program in example
applications (Rosson & Carroll, 1996); (2) assessing similarities between what is
offered by the to be reused class and what is required by the application, and assessing
where the to be reused class will be reused; and (3) studying other aspects of the class to
be reused and their impact on the required functionality. It is important that the to be
reused class is domain independent and sufficiently abstract to fit into the new
environment domain (Baldo, Moore, & Rine, 1997; McGregor & Sykes, 1992;
Repenning & Perrone, 2000). The next step requires the developer to determine whether
the class is to b~ tcJsed on an 'as-is' basis or whether further specialisation is required
(Rosson & Carroll, 1996). The final step requires that, once the reused class is
incorpomtcd into the new application, immediate analysis and testing and debugging
ensues (Lange & Moher, 1989; Rosson & Carroll, 1996). A similar reuse process is
briefly outlined in Lewis, Henry, & Knfum, (1991, 1992).
If reuse errors are actually introduced, their symptoms coo be varied and will tyPically
range from unexpected and undesired application behaviour to unknown and
unpredictable side effects (Purchase & Winder, 1991) (Schwartz, 1991}). Reuse errors
can be triggered by reviewing design artifacts and ensuring the following:
i)

No errors occur when subclass methods internet with superclass instance

ii)

No errors occur when superclass methods are reused in a subclass environment.

variables or methods; and

Developers nrc, therefore, better off preventing them than removing them.

3.4 Strong Coupling Errors
Coupling describes the interdependencies between different objects of a software
system. interdependencies between objects exist due to the interaction between client
and server objects (Shtem, 2000). Good software design e)(hibits low or weak coupling
between objects as described by simple explicit interrelationships between objects
(Briand, Devanbu, & Melo, 1997; Shtem, 2000; Wilkie & Kitchenharn, 2000). Strong
or excessive coupling increases the complexity of the interdependencies between

obje>:ts making the resulting software luu:der to understand, change, or correct, while
favouring error propagation between objccts 1 ~ (L. Briand et nl., 1997; Edcr, Kappel, &
Schrefl, 1994; Wilkie & Kitchenham, 2000).
Chidamber & Kercmer{l994) h~ve suggested that a simple count of the number of
objects that any given object interacts with is sufficient to define coupling between
objects (Chidamber & Kemerer, 1994). Briand, Devanbu, & Melo (1997), however,
argue that finer-grained descriptions capturing the different types of interactions
between objects provide more precise guidance to software designers who wish to
produce loosely coupled designs (L. Briand et al., 1997). McConnell (1993) mtes
various finer-grained levels of coupling into acceptable and unacceptable ones with the
objective that such knowledge will help software developers to recognise what types of
coupling should be used and what types should be avoided. Eder, Kappel, & Schrefl
(1994) recognise three diff~rent types of coupling, namely, interaction coupling,
component coupling, and inheritance coupling.
Interaction Coupling
Interaction coupling occurs when methods invoke each other. Such invocations may
involve data sharing and may occur across different types of objects. There are five
levels of interaction coupling ranging from content to data coupling (McConnell, 1993;
Pressman, 1997; Schuch, 1999):
i)

Content coupling is the strongest and worst fonn ofinternction coupling and
occurs when a method can directly access the implementation of another (Eder
eta!., 1994);

ii)

External coupling 11 occurs when methods communicate via a structured glob~!
shared data space. For example, methods share the public instance variable of a
class:

class Employee {
double currentTax;
dnuble yearToDateTax;
"Also known"' the "ripplcefTecl'" (l'ressmnn, 1997).
" External co~ piing is a special farm of common coupling that may occur In proceduml languages, but is
not supported in object oriented IW1guages. Common coupling b•lween lwo or more procedures exists if
they aoocss the same global dntn (McConnell, 1993). Edcr, Kappel, & Schrefl ( 1994) argue that "In
gcncml, we do nol consider the pMsing ofinformalion b<twecn different inve<:~~tions of methods of the
same object in instnnce variobles 119 external "(p. 8) or even common coupling.

"'

public void calculateTax(Income i) {
if (i<=6000.0) {
currentTax a 0;
} else if ( i< 20000.0 & 1>6000.0) {
currentTax " i*O.l7;
} else if ( ..) {
)
)

public void calculatecumulativenx() {
yearToDateTax " yearToDateTaX + currentTax;

)

}//external coupling example
iii)

Control coupling occurs when one method passes data to a second method that
dictates what the second method should or should not do. The following
example illustrates control coupling:

class

doubl e totalTax;
'"
double currentTax:
Public void applyrax(double learlyincome) {
switch (yearlyincome)
case incomel:
totalTax "totalTax + 0.4*(yearlyincome);
break•
case incomei:
totalTax .. totalTax + O.S*(yearlyincome);
break;
default:
totalTax a totalTax + 0.3*(yearlyincome);
)

)

)

class Employee {
Tax taxPayable;
double totalrncomePervear;
int incomeBracket·
public void calculateTax() {
totalincomePervear .. calculateTotalincomePervear();
taxPayabl e.applyrax(doubl e totalincomePerYear);
)

private double calculateTotalincomePerYear() {
//code to calculate total income;
)

)

The weakness of control coupling is that the passing ofthe control attribute
between the methods (totalincomePerYear) implies that one method
(calculateTax()) controls the internal logic of the other (applyrax()).
Control coupling is not prohibited by object orientation but it should be avoided,
since the change of the implementation of a method may cause hidden changes
to the behaviour of the control coupled methods.

For example, iftotalincomePerYear instance variable is changed from a
primitive data type into the wrapper class Double, any change in the
implementation of Employee, should have its appropriate reflective change
made in class Tax.

If however a hierarchy of Income objects is created each of which bas its own
spedalised returnTax() method, then the implementation of the applyTaxQ
method could be simplified considerably, but passing to it an Income object and
calling the Income object's returnTax() method. Polymorphism and dynamic
binding will kick in and perform a run-time determination of actual type of the
Income object passed in and the appropriate returnTax() method to be called.

iv)

Stamp coupling11 occurs when two methods communicate via the parameter
passing of data structures, however, the called method uses only selected parts
of the data structure that it receives. The following example illustrates stamp
coupling:

class Employee {
double sales;
)

class salesStatistics {
double accumulatedsales·
public void addsale(Employee e) { //e is an instance of
//Employee class

)

The method addsale() should not take an Employee object as a parameter,
which leads to stamp coupling, but the value of the relevant instance variable,
i.e. sales of a particular employee, which should lead to data coupling.
v)

Data coupling occurs when two methods communicate only by passing relevant
parametern. This is the best form of coupling. The following example illustrates
data coupling:

" Also known as dnta slrU~!ure eoupllng (M~Connell, 1993}.

class Employee {
double sales1
public double getSales() {return sales:}
)

class salesstatistics {
double accurnulatedsales•
public void addsale(dou~le sale) {//sale can be obtained by
//invoking
//Employeeobj .getSales()
)

McConnell (1993), Schoch (1999), and Edcr, Kappel, & Schrefl (1994) divide the
various levels ofinternction coupling into acceptable and unacceptable categories.
Content and control coupling are considered unacceptable, and should, therefore, be
avoided. In general, external and stomp coupling are unacceptable, but exceptions are
recognised. For example, for two methods that ore externally coupled, their coupling is
acceptable if the global data that the methods share is rcad·only (i.e. a set of constants)
(McConnell, 1993). For two methods that are stamp coupled, their coupling is
acceptable if one method uses all of the clements of the data structure that is passed in
as a pill'3ll1eter by the other method (McConnell, 1993). The only universally acceptable
form of coupling is data coupling (McConnell, 1993; Pressman, 1997; Schnch, 1999).
Component Coupling
Component coupling is another type of coupling that is recognised by Eder, Kappel, and
Schrefl (1994). While interaction coupling concerns interactions between methods in
the same or different classes, component coupling refers to situations whereby an object
of one class is used as ]Briand, Daly, & Wust, 1999a):
(i)

an instance variable within another class,

(ii)

as a parameter of a method of another class,

(iii)

as local variable of a method of another class, or

(iv)

as a parameter ofn method which is invoked from within a method of another
class.

In the above list of component interactions, (i) and (ii) are also known as specified
coupling, because coupling between object or components is clearly specified in the

interface of the class. Whereas, (iii) Wld (iv) are also known as scattered coupling,
because the entire body of the class has to be closely searched for this type of coupling
to be identified. The strongest form of component coupling is called hidden coupling.
Hidden coupling occurs when the internct!on between two instru1ces of two classes is
implicit. For example, cascading method invocations, like the method calls in the
statement:
getcontentPane{). add(new Label ("Mytabel ")) ;,
constitute hidden coupling between W1 instru1ce of lApp let where getcontentPane()
is called from, Wld the instance of class container, which is returned by
getcontentPane(). Hidden coupling must be changed into at least scnttered coupling.
For example, the above line of code can be changed into the following:
Container c: " thi s.getcontentPane();
Label 1 "new tabel("MyLabel");
c:.add(l);
The weakest fonn of interaction coupling exists when there is no direct coupling
between the classes (Eder et al., 1994}. Although, no direct coupling is referred as the
theoretical optimum of component coupling, in practice no direct coupling may not be
always possible to achieve, because normally objects from different classes are expected
to internet with each other (Jacobson, Booch, & Rumbaugh, 1999; Jacobson et al., ·
1992}. Edcr, Kappel, & Schrefl (1994) consider that specified and scattered component
coupling are acceptable, whereas hidden coupling, being the worst type of coupling,
may be avoided or changed into scattered coupling.

Inheritance Coupling
Inheritance coupling concerns objects of classes whereby one class is the superc!ass Wld
the other is the subclass. Eder, Kappel, & Schrefl (1994) recognise four levels of
inheritance coupling, ranging from modification to no inheritance coupling at all
(Briand et al., 1999a):
i)

Modification coupling is the strongest Wld n!so the worst form of inheritance
coupling. Modification coupling occurs when subclasses arbitrarily and
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unrestrictedly change or even delete methods inherited from the supercla.ss. Two
types of modification coupling are recognised:
a) Method signature modification coupling, which occurs when, not only the
implementation, but also the signature of the inherited method is changed;
~d.

b) Method implementation modification, which occurs when only the
implementation of the method is changed without any restriction.
ii)

Refinement coupling is similar to modification coupling, however, it is weaker.
This is because subcla.sses can only change inherited methods as restricted by
predefined rules. Two types of refinement coupling are recognised, mlllle!y:
a) Method signature refinement coupling occurs when the subclass refines the
signatur!l and the implementation of at least an inherited method, without
violating the semantics of that method. There arc two roles that prevent the
violation of method semantics after the subclass refines it. The covariant rule
states that the return types (e.g. class C) of a refined method may be replaced
by subclasses of that type (e.g. class C', which is a subclass of C). The
contravariant rule augments what the covariant rule says with the additional
condition that the types (e.g. class D') of the input parameters of the refined
method may be replaced by supertypes (e.g. class D, which is a superclass of
D').

b) Method implementation refinement coupling occurs if the refined method in
the subclass reuses the code of the superclass method it overrides, in addition
to any extra refinement code that it may introduce.
iii)

Extension coupling is the best form of inheritance coupling, which occurs when
the subclass adds new methods and attributes without modifying or refining
either the signature or the implementation of any of the inherited methods (Eder
et al., 1994).

i·t)

No inheritance coupling occurs when there is no inheritance n:lali'.lnship
between the classes.

Eder, Kappel, & Schrcfl (1994) suggest that the only fonn of inheritance coupling that
is acceptable is e){ tension coupling (apart from no inheritance coupling) and that the
other levels of coupling should be avoided. As suggested hy McConnell {1993), Mynatt
(1990), Robertson, (1993), Pressman (1997) etc., failure to understand and recognise the
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acceptable levels of coupling may increase the chances of developers actually
introducing them in their designs.
In general, the levels of coupling that have been found to be unacceptable result in
software that is difficult to undcrst!llld, reuse, and modify. Other implications resulting
from the presence of unacceptable levels of coupling in a design include, an increased
susceptibility to errors of the affected sections of the design and 1111 increased possibility
of error propagation to other sections of the design (L. Briand ct al., 1997; Mynatt,
1990; Wilkie & Kitchenham, 2000, 2001). Basili, Briand, & Morasca (1998) suggest
that unacceptable coupling levels can be detected by using reviews and inspection of
design artifacts. If the presence of such levels of coupling is detected inn design
artifact, the redesign of the artifact is warranted, and this is always worse than avoiding
unacceptable levels of coupling in the first place (L. Briand et al., 1997; Mynatt, 1990;
Shtem, 2000).

3.5 Weak Cohesion Errors
Cohesion describes the relatedness or connectivity Qfthe different elements (i.e.
instance variables and methods within a class or statements within a method} that a
designer includes in the same class (Shtem, 2000). !fall elements of the class serve the
same goal of the problem domain, the class has a strong cohesion, whereas, if the
elements of the class are unrelated, the class has a weak (poor or low) cohesion (Shtern,
2000). Strong cohesion is desirable, whereas weak cohesion is not. Eder, Kappel, &
Schren ( 1994) recognise three levels of cohesion, namely, method cohesion, class
cohesion, and inheritance cohesion (Briand, Daly, & Wust, 1997).
Method Cohesion
Method cohesion shows how closely related are the s\lltements included into a method.
Method cohesion ranges from coincidental to functional cohesion and is based on
Myer's (1978) classical definitions of cohesion (McConnell, 1993; Pressman, 1997;
Schach, 1999):
i)

Coincidental cohesion is the weakest farm of cohesion indicating that all the
s\lltements that are carried out in the method have nothing in common besides
the fact that they reside in the same method.
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ii)

Logical cohesion methods include statemcnl.'! with similar functionality that are
included together not because they are related, but because they happen to
perfonn similar functions. For example, a method called inputAll () that inputs
customer names, employee time-card information, inventory data, etc. would be
an example of a method with logical cohesion.

iii)

Temporal cohesion methods include statements that are combined into a method
because they are perfonned at the same time. For example, a startUp() method
might read a configuration file, initialise a scratch file, set up a memory
manager, and show an initial screen. The statements that perfonn such
functionality are placed together simply because they are required at the same
time.

iv)

Procedural cohesion methods include statements that are connected by the same
control flow, i.e. carried out in a specified order. For example, ifthc users of a
reporting system like reports to be printed out in a given order, method
printAll () may include statements that print a revenue report, an expense
report, n list of employee phone numbers, and invitations to a party.

v)

Communicational cohesion methods include statements that make use of the
swnc data but arc not otherwise related. For example, method
getNameAndchangePhoneNumber(Employee e) has communicational cohesion
if both the name and the phone number are stored in llll Employee object.

vi)

Sequential cohesion methods contain statements that are perfonned in a specific
order and share data from step to step. For exwnple, method
getFileoataAndPerformcomputations() would have sequential cohesion,
because it would sequentially carry out three different steps, namely, open file,
read file, perfonn computations on the same file.

vi)

Functional cohesion is the strongest fonn of cohesion where methods possess
sequential cohesion and all statements contribute to a single task or objective.
Examples of strong cohesion methods include cas(), getcustomerName(),
deleteFileO. computeLoanPayment(), etc.

Robertson (1993) recognises that although functional cohesion is the best form of
cohesion in practice, it is not easy to achieve. Jn fact, it is nearly impossible to develop
methods witb functional cohesion. In this context, McConnell (1993) advocates that
methods with functional, sequential, communicational, and temporal cohesion are
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acceptable in practice. Methods with procedural, logical and coincidental cohesion are
unacceptable (McConnell, 1993).

Class Cohesion
Class cohesion addresses the binding of elements within the same class. Here, the
elements ofn class are comprised of non-inherited methods and ill5tance variables. Five
levels of class cohesion are recognised (Eder et al., 1994):
i)

Classes are said to have separable cohesion, if they contain methods that access
none of the class's instance variables, nor invoke any other method within the
class. In this case, the class represents multiple unrelated concepts. This is the
wenkest level of class cohesion. The following example illustrates separable
cohesion:

class Employee {
string name;
String address;
Date birthoate;
Date hireDate;
Void computeAge{) {_}
void computesalary() {-}
1 nt computecompanyRevenue(Project p[]) {_}
)

The method computeCompanyRevenue() takes all projects of a company as
input parameters and computes the accumulated revenue of that company. It
neither accesses any ill5tance variable of Employee nor does it invoke any other
methods of Employee. To improve cohesion the method
computeCompanyRevenue() should be factored out and included into a different
class, e.g. company.
ii)

A multifaceted cohesion class represents multiple related concepts. in such a
class nt least one method references an instance variable or invokes methods ofn
different, but related concept of the same class. The following example
illustrates a class with multifaceted cohesion:

class Reorder {
Item reQrdereditem;
company reorderedForm;
int discount;
int quantity;

"'

public boolean expectedRevenue(){}
)

Method e•pectedRevenue() calculates that expected revenue by subtracting
the discount given for a company from the price of an item and multiplying
this difference by the quantity of reordered items. The discount given depends
on the company. Therefore, the cohesion of the Reorder class can be improved

by including discount into class Company:
class company {

Strfng companyName;

double discount;

)

iii)

double discount() {}

A non-dcleguted cohesion class comprises instance variables that describe only
part ofthc concept that the class is supposed to represent. The following

example illustrates a class with non-delegated cohesion:

class Ell\ployee {

String name;
Date birthoate;

Project i nvo1 vedinProj ect;
Employee managerOfPro]ett;

public double computesalary() {}
boolean managerincomeHigherThanAverageinProjectQ {}
)

In class Employee, the instance variables bi rthDate and involvedinProject
depend directly on the instance variable n1101e. However, the instance variable
managerofProject depends directly by the project referred to by
involvedinProject and indirectly on the name instance variable. This
constitutes non-delegated cohesion. To improve the cohesion of class Employee
the instance variables managerofProject and method
managerincomeHigherThanAveragelnProject() should be delegated to class
Project

as follows:

class Proiect {
Employee managerofProject;
Date startoate;
Date expectedEndDate;
boolean managerlncomeHigherThanAveragelnProject() {}
)

"'

iv)

Concealed cohesion classes include instance variables and methods such that, if
regrouped, might fonn a new distinct and useful class. The following example
illustrates a class with concealed cohesion:

class Employee {
String name;
string jobProfile;
i nt dayOfBi rth;
1nt monthofoirth;
int ~earOfBirth;
int Oayof'Hire;
int monthDfHire;
int yearofHire:

The instance variables describing the various dates may be fuctored out to a new
class Date with instance variables day, month and year. The respective instance
variables of the class Employee are then replaced by two instance variables of
type Date, namely, birthoate and hi reoate, as follows:

class Employee {
oa·te birthDate, hireDate;

)

v)

Model cohesion is recognised as the strongest level of class cohesion and
"represents a single, semantica11y meaningful !:oncept without containing
methods which should be delegated to other classes or attributes which can be
factored out into separate classes" (Eder, Kappel, & Schrefl, 1994, p.29).

In their discussion, Eder, Kappel, and Schrefl (1994) argue that class designs where
cohesion is separable, multifaceted, non-delegated and concealed are unacceptable, and
should, therefore, be avoided. These classes result in designs that are difficult to
undcr:stand and reuse and they should be rep] need with classes with model cohesion.
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Inheritance Cohesion
Inheritance cohesion portrays the binding of all elements in a class. Here class elements
are comprised of all methods and inst!Ulce variables of a class, i.e. inherited and non-

inherited. Sometimes inheritance is used solely to avoid data and code duplication
between othel'Wise conceptually unrelated classes. For example, in an Elevator
Simulator example class Elevator and FloDr are both shown to be subclasses of a
class called Location. This is the wenkest kind of inheritance cohesion and should,
therefore, be avoided. The strongest fonn of inheritance cohesion occurs when subclasssuperclass relationships are dictated by conceptual relationships, i.e. inheritance is used
to define speciolised children classes. For exnmp!e, in a university library system both
classes students and Lecturers are subclasses of class person.
Pressman (I 997) suggests that, although in practice it may not be necessary to
determine precise cohesion levels, failure to understand and recognise what is
acceptable and unacceptable may cau.•e developers to design non-single-minded classes
and methods (McConnell, !993; RobeJtson, 1993). Classes where cohesion is
unacceptable will not only res1.1lt in designs which are poorly organised, hard to
understand, debug, reuse and modify (McConnell, 1993 ), but as research shows, such
designs are also subject to an increased susceptibility to errors (i.e. error proneness)
(Basili, Briand, & Melo, 1995; Basili, Briand, & Mcrasca, 1998; Briand, Wust,
Jkonomovski, & Lounis, 1999b). Basili, Bri!Uld, & Morasca (1998) suggest that
unacceptable types of cohesion (either method, class, or inheritance) can be detected by
reviews Mdlor inspections of design artifacts. If weak cohesion designs are produced,
the best remedy is re-designing classes to make them more cohesive (Shtem, 2000).

3.6 Discussion
The objective of this section is to discuss some issues that are related to a couple of
design errors (i.e. strong coupling and weak cohesion) that have been covered above.
First, while strong coupling and weak cohesion both need to be avoided in the design of
software, sometimes this is not possible. McGregor (1992) illustrates this with an
example: Suppose, class A and class Bare specialised and that class A depends on class
B for a fi.mction that A needs and which is provided by B. This dependency suggests
that A and Bare coupled. The coupling between A and B can be eliminated by
duplicating the required part of the functionality ofclnss B in class A. This duplication
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has two effects; first, the coupling (dependency) between class A and B is eliminated,
because, class A docs not have to rely on class B any longer; second, class A is no
longer cohesive, because it perfonns B's funcUon(s) in addition to its own function(s).
This eKanlp!e suggests that the objectives of reducing coupling and increasing cohesion
can compete with each otlter. In such cases it is the designer's responsibility to balance
such competing objectives (McGregor & Sykes, 1992). For ClCample, Shtem (2000)
suggests that coupling has a·higher priority than cohesion. However, if designers want
to promote class reuse, it would seem that cohesion has a higher priority. Again,
whether coupling or cohesion take a higher priority depends on the long tenn software
development objectives.
Secor,d, while polymorphism is widely seen as n feature which simplifies design, it does
not help accomplish weak coupling. It; this contelCt, McGregor (1992) states that:
"In a strongly typed object-oriented language environment, polyrnmphism
allows instances of several classes to be substituted for instances of the tlass
used in the fonnal definition of a method." (p.l27).
This suggests that ifn class A is dependent on class B, nnd class B is part of an
inheritance hierarchy H, class A is actually dependent on all of the classes ofinltcritnnce
hierarchy H, which can polymorphically substitute class B. Therefore, polymorphism
can exacerbate coupling.
Third, while inheritance is a powerful concept enhancing reusenbility etc., it is also
considered to exacerbate weak coupling(!... Briand et nl., 1997; Eder eta!., 1994;
McGregor & Sykes, 1992). Classes that aro located lower in the inheritance hierarchy
depend on classes that are above them in the same inheritance hierarchy. Thus,
"Changes meant to improve efficiency that arc made to classes in the hierarchy are
propagated to tltose classes below. Someone making changes that improve the
performance of an object for their application could adversely l!ffect the users of classes
defined lower in the hierarchy." (McGregor & Sykes, 1992, p. 128). This suggests thnt
inheritance, while important, increases coupling and also the chances of reuse errors.
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4, Catalogue of Code Errors
The \lbjective of this section is to discuss the Java coding errors shortlisted in chapter
seven with respect to the perspe.:tives of the error framework (see chapter six). The
following subsections cover tltese errors in tum.

4.1 Abuse ofNnmespaces

Java uses the notion ofnmnespaces to identify and manage the different program
construction elements. A program construction clement is defined to represent an
identifiable program part that serves a unique purpose. For example, a method is an
identifiable part of a Java progrnm and it serves the purpose of providing a given
service. A package serves the purpose of grouping related classes together. Other
program construction clements include classes, instance variables, local variables, and
labels. The definitions of these program construction elements can be found in Deitel &
Deitcl, (199911). In this discussion, a program construction element will also be referred
to simply ns an 'element'.
Java recognises six different categories ofmunespaccs corresponding to each progrwn
construction element, namely, package names, class names, instance variable names,
method names, local variables names, and label names (Arnold, Gosling, & Holmes,
2000; Oneonta, Monk, Keller, & Bohnen berger, 2000).ln crder to give programmers
greater flexibility, different namespaces allow programmers to use the same name to
represent different program construction elements. For example, the same name may he
used to represent a particular instance variable and a method 19 and the compiler uses the
context in which u name is used and the element scope ntles to determine the element
that the name represents. Element scope rules control the accessibility of the element to
other elements of the program (Deitel & Deitel, 1999a; Winder & Roberts, 2000). For
example, in the statement: t. va3 .14;, v can only represent an instance variable c,
because a programmer cannot assign a value to a package, class, method, local variable
or label (Arnold et al., 200Cl).

"This is allowed but not recommended (Arnold ct ol., 2000).
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The flexibility to assign identical names to different program construction elements may
be abused by developers or sometime developers may not even be aware of how
namespacing works (Irvine & Offutt, 1995). Both oflhese situations may cause errors.
Namespacing mechanisms can, therefore, sometime be a pitfall in Java Wld commonly
result in hidden instance variable 20 problems (Oneonta et al., 2000). The example in
table 7 was adopted from Daconta ct al., (2000) and illustrates instance variable hiding.
The output of the example shows that the local variable answer hns hidden the instance
variable answer resulting in an undesired outcome.

Table 7 -Instance Variable Hiding Example (Oneonta et al., 2000)
public class Poor {
public String answer m "Yes!";
//instance variable answer
public void wantMoneyO {
String answer a "No!";
//local variable answer
system.out.prfntln("Would you 1fke $1Million> "+answer);

~ublic

static void main(String args[]) {
Poor p - new Poor{);
p.wantMoney();

)

)

Output:
\llould you like SlMillion> No!
Awareness of the following conventions help avoid any likely problems that may be
associated with instance variable hiding (Arnold et nl., 2000; Oneonta et nl., 2000):
i)

Clnss instance variables may be hidden by local variab!es 21 of the same name;

ii)

Clnss instance variables may be hidden by subclass'l 2 instance variables of the
same name;

Incorrect vnlues of instance variables may result from instance variable hiding. If abuse
of name spaces errors are committed, then developers can trigger the presence of such
errors by identifying nil variables (including instance variables and local variables)
sharing the same name whose scopes overlap. The actual values of the affected instance

,. Jnslance variable are also rcfcrred by !he name of fiotd and the problcm is known as hidden field
~roblcm (Arnold et at., 2000).
'A IO>Cat variable includes variables that arc dectarcd tocatty in a method and parnmctcrs thot arc passed
in "'arguments to the method (Deitol & D<itcl, l999a).
" TI1is also includes •ituations where instance variablcs arc 'multiply inherilcd' from two or more
interfaces or from a supercta.s1 and one or mere lnterfaoes (Daccnta et al., 2000).

variables can be exposed by using utility methods, such as
getinstanc:evariableName() nnd compared to expected instance variable values.

These errors may be prevented either by changing the names of the concerned variables
or by qualifying the instance variable that is hidden with the this or super keywords.
In order to avoid hiding an instance variable by a loco\ variable, the instance variable
should be qualified with the this keyword (case i), above). For example, in the class
definition of table 7, method public void wantMoney(), could be modified as
follows:
System.out.println("Would you like $1Million> "+this.answer);
In this case the instance variable answer rather than the local variable answer will be
accessed. In order to avoid hiding a superclass instance variable by a subclass instance
variable, the supcrclass instance variable should be accessed via the super keyword
(case ii) above) (Daconta et al., 2000). For example, if class Poor were to have a
superclass, say Person, with an instance variable answer, and method public void
wantMoney() of class Poor needed to access the superclass' answer, then method
public void wantMoney() would have to be modified as follows:
System.out.println("Would you like $1Mi11ion> "+super.answer);
In this case, the superclass (i.e. i'erson) instance variable answer will be accessed.

4.2 Failure to Establish Class Invariants
Meyer (1997) defines a class invariWit as an assertion expressing conditions on the
instance variables of a class which must be preserved during the lifetime of every object
of that class (Ruby & Leavens, 2000; Webber, 2001). For example, inn BankAccount
class which reports WI account bnlWice and keeps track of deposits Wid withdrawals
made on BankAccount objects via instance variables d:!positsList and
withdrawalsL ist, the invarinnt could be established via the following assertion
(Meyer, 1997):

babncc "' total deposits List transactions- total wlthdrawalsLbt transactions.

Failure to establish nnd presetve the class invariant signals anomalous c!l!lls
implementation (Andersen, 1996; Hubbard, 1999). The establishment and presetvation
of the class invariant not only apply to methods that exist in the class, but also to
methods that might be added Inter, thereby allowing control of the future evolution of
the class (Meyer, 1997). Strousttup (2000) suggests that the a class invariant is devised
by the programmer to reflect the constraints that the requirements impose on the
instance variables of the class. This implies that failure to understand such constraints
and provide for them in the implementation of a class will cause class invariants errors.
Invariants need to be evaluated at the time of the creation of an object and at the entry
and exit points of oil methods in a class and must hold whenever methods get culled
(Lencevicius, Holzle, & Singh, 1997; Paryavi & Hankley, 1995; Payne et ol., 1998;
Stroustrup, 2000). Class invariants, however, do not need to be enforced during the
evaluation of private methods because the private methods eventually get called by
public methods and the invariants do not have to hold true during the exccution13 of
public methods (Meyer, 1997; Paryavi & Hankley, 1995). In the case of inheritance
hierarchies, subclasses may inherit their parent's invariants; they may olso override
them or even create new ones to suit their specifications (Paryavi & Hankley, !995). If a
class invnriant is violated, the program should stop with an error message or throw an
exception (Paryavi & Hankley, 1995). The example in table 8 illustrates the
establishment of the invariant of class Oate (method invariant() )24 and one possible
way invariants can be evaluated (e.g. method nextoay()).

"' Meyer (1997) suggesiS that invariants for all objects of a cla<s need to l>c satisfiod at all 'stable times'.
A stable time is dcfLned .., a time when the stato ofon instonce of a c!IISS is observable, An observable
state exists after tile object's constructor has boen executed and after every melbod call (Meyer, 1997).

Table 8- Example of establishing class invariants
class Date {
int day, hour;
public Date (1nt d, 1nt h~ { day .. d; hour .. h;
System.out.println(1nvariant());
//invariant check

~ublic

int getDay() {return day;}
public int getflour(l !return hour;}
public int nextoay(
system .out • pri ntl n(i nvari ant()) ;
day++;
system. out. pri ntl n (invariant()) ;
return day:

//invariant check
//invariant check

~ublic boolean invariant() {
return (1<-day &.!. day<-31) && (O«ohour && hour< 24);
} //invariant rule
pubHc static void main(String args[]) {
Dated .. new oate(31, 16);
d.nextoay();
system.out.prfntln("oay:" + d.getoay() +" , flour:"+
d.getflour()J;
)

)

Output:
true
true
false
Day: 32 , Hnur:16

//invariant
//invariant
//invariant
//Erroneous

okay - from Date() constructor
okay - at start of nextoay()
violated - at end of nextoayO
output

As the example in table 8 shows, invariant violation results in incorrect instance
variable values which consequently result in invalid or inconsistent object states
(Hubbard, 1999). This may ultimately bring about incorrect program output or
behaviour (Andersen, 1996; Payne et al., !998). This implies that in order to trigger
errors that violate class invariants, a developer should attempt to exercise suspicious
code with values that attempt to violate the constraint imposed by the requirements. In
the example shown in table 8, the result (false) genernted after the invocation of
method invariant() after statement day++;, suggests that there is a flaw in the
implementation of method ne)ltDay(). This is because the invariant of object d, has
been violated as observed by its invalid state (Day: 32 , flour: 16).

>< I'or •implicity this example has fllustrnted the ct .... invwianl being implementod in o method
(1 nvar1 ant()}. An alternative to this method consists of implementinG the class inVW'iont in a clo55 (e.g.
A'llert). A fully developed exllll1ple for this method is presented in Payne et al., (199&).
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4.3 Increment and Decrement Operators
Java applies increment(++) and decrement(--) operators to numeric variables or
numeric army elements (Arnold et al., 2000). These operators are otherwise called
unary operators because they are associated with a single operand (Deitel & Dei tel,
2002). The increment or decrement operators increment or decrement the value of the

operand by 1, hence the name. If an increment/decrement operator is located before the
variable, it is called pre-increment/decrement operator, respectively. !fan
increment/decrement operator is located after the variable it is called post·
increment/decrement operator (Deitel & Deitel, 2002). Table 9 which has been adopted
from Deitel & Deitel (2002) summarises the differences between pre·, postincrement/decrement operators.

....

Op~rator

Table 9- Increment and Decrement Operators (Dei tel & Deitel, 2002)
Name
Preincrem~nt

Postincrcmem

...,..

Example

Predecremem

--y

Postdecrement

y--

M~nning
Aftervariahl~ xi! incremented by I, tbenew value ofx is
used in the expression where x is located.
The existing valu~ orx Is t•.<ed In dte expression where x is
located first, tben x is incremented by I.
After variable y is decremented by t, tbe new value ofy is
used in the expression where y is located.
The existing value ofy bused in tbe expression whore is L1
loeated first, tben y is decremented by I.

In general, the expression x++ is equivalent to x

g

x + 1. However, there is a

difference. In the fonner case, xis evaluated only once, whereas in the latter, xis
evalUIIted twice. This is not always explained clearly in Java references. Amold,
Gosling, & Holmes (2000) suggest that failure to recognise this fact may cause
erroneous implementations. Such erroneous implementations could consist of incorrect
values for local, instance variables, etc. The example in table \0 has been adopted from
Arnold et al., (2000) to illustrate a possible erroneous situation.

'"

Table 10- Eltample of Possible Errors with ltJcrement Operators
class x f
intl=O;
Jlr1vate 1nt where( ) {return i=i + 1;}
f/Jlublic firstMethod() {_ ++arr[ where()
//Jlublic secondMethod( H- arr[wllere( )] ..arr w~ere( )J

]'t··'

)

AssumJltions: arr is an array of integers where all values are 0.
Output:
Jffi rstMethod() is invoked, the second element of arr is incremented to 1.
If secondMethod() is invoked, the third element ofarr is overwritten with 1.

In order to exJlnse possible errors associated with increment and decrement operators,
developers should compare the results obtained from statements like expression++
with the results obtained from statements like expression = expression + 1.

Errors associated with increment and clecrement operators can occur if the rules
associated with increment and rlecrement operators are violated or ignored. Therefore,
they can be avoided by establishing awareness about such rules.

4.4 Constructor Invoked Overridden Method
In Java a constructor is a spe~:ial kind of method that is used to initialise objects of a
given class. It is possible that a constructor might call m~thods of its own to carry out
object initialisation (Deitel & Dei tel, 2002). For example, the constructor public c()
{/*some implementation*/-. m() ;} of class c may call method public void
m(){f*m implementation*/} of class c to carry out a given initialisation task. This
practice is commonly used and causes no problems (Deitcl & Dei tel, 2002; Haggar,
2000). However, non-intuitive incorrect results may be produced, if a new subclass of
class c, say class Cl, overrides the method public void m()(/*subclass
implementation*/}) thnt is being called from the C1 superclass (i.e. class c)
constructor (Haggar, 2000). The example in table 11 has been adopted from Gosling
(1996) to illustrate this situation.

Table I I -Example Constructor Invoked Overridden method (Gosling, Joy, & Steele,

1996)
class

supe~A

Super() { print.Ttlree();
)

void pri ntThree() {system.out.println{"Three");
} //detinition of superclass
class Test e)(tends SUJ?er {
int indiana= (1nt)Math.PI;
void printThree{) {systern.out.println(indiana);
)

public static void main(string args[]) {
Test t .. new Test();
t. printThree();
}//main method
}//definition of subclass
Output will be:
0

3
instend of the e);pected:

Three
3
The table II example features superclass super with constructor super() which coils
method pri ntThree(). Method printThree() is defined in class super and prints the
value of string "Three". Class Test inherits from class Super, but it overrides method
pri ntThree() to print the truncated value of PI (i.e. integer 3), which is stored in on
instance variable ,;oiled indiana. Method pri nt.Three() is called with reference to
instance t of subclass Test and the result of its invocation is displayed. The results are
not what one would normally expect.

The unexpected results occur because, during the creation of the instance t of class
Test, the Test's snperclass constructor (i.e. super()) is

i~;Jiicitly

called first (Arnold

et al., 2000; Dei tel & Dei tel, 2002). Constructor Super(), however, invokes the
overriding rather than the original version ofprintThree() in class super. However,
when the overriding version of printThree() is called, the instance variable indiana
has not been initialised yet. This results in the indiana default value (0) being retrieved
by the overriding printThree() (Deitel & Deitel, 2002). Haggar (2000) suggests that
this type of error might not be very common, however, awnrness of it cnn save
considerable time if it is encountered. This phenomenon is also known as a downcal!,

'"

because "the supcrcloss "calls down to" the overridden method" (Ruby & Leavens,
2000, p. 208).
Errors associated with downcolls mny exhibit non-termination or unexpected or
incorrect behaviour, because when the superelass constructor calls down to an
overridden method, the overriding subclass method may behave in an unexpected way
(Ruby & Leavens, 2000).
According to Ruby & Leavens (2000) one possible cause for constructor invoked
overridden methods is associated with developer's failure to understand issues related to
do\1/JJ calls and this may be exacerbated when libraries of a class developed by a third
party are extended and their methods overridden.

4.5 Honouring Contracts or Methods Inherited by Different Interfaces
Java allows a class to implement more than one interface (Arnold et al., 2000). lftwo or
more interfaces declare a constant with the same name or specify a method with the
same signature, which are then implemented by the same class, problems may occur in
the implementing class (Haggar, 2000). These problems arc related to the fact that there
is only one such constant or method whose implemtntation wlll ultimately hove to be
dctem1ined in the class which implements the interfaces. Haggar (2000) defines tltis
situation as an interface name clash problem.
In this context, Arnold, Go Ising, & Holmes (2000) state that, "The real issue is whether
n single implementation ofthe method can honour all the contracts implied by that
method being part of different interfaces." (p. 113). The example portrayed in table 12
hilS been adopted from Arnold et nl., (2000) to illustrate the interface name class
problem.

m

Table 12

Exnmole Name Class Problem (Arnold et al., 2000)

interface cardoealer {
static final int variablel• 5;
//flip top card
void drawll'
void deal ;
//distribute cards
void shuf eO;

j

lnterface Gra(l_hicalcomponent
static final int variab el • 4;
void draw();
//render on default device
void draw(Device d);
//render on 'd'
void rotate(int degrees);
void fill(Color c);
)

class Graphicalcardoealer implements carduealer,Graphicalcomponent {
int varl " cardoealer.variablel;
int var2 • Graphicalcomponent.variablel;
//draw(){
//which draw() will be implemented?
)

If)

In the example in table 12, it may be hard to implement method draw() in class
GraphicalcardDealer that honours both contracts suggested by the cardoealer and
Graphical Component interfaces (i.e. flipping the card AND rendering on the default
device) simultaneously. If a Java developer were to implement method draw() in class
Graphi ca1cardoea1er to honour troth contracts, then this method would exhibit weak
cohesion. The draw() method, would therefore, be subject to drawbacks associated
with weal< cohesion, as discussed earlier in section 3.5.

Errors associated with method clashes in interfaces can be exposed by review or
inspection, which can help in identifying the methods that are inherited by more thm
one interface and that shme the same signature. Sometimes compilers can detect these
errors. If such methods share the same signature, but not the return type, a compiler
error will be the symptom of the clash in method names. For example, if interface
cardoealer were to be specified exactly as shown in table 12, and if interface
GraphicalComponent were to contain method int draw() (instead of the original
void draw()), and the Graphicalcardoealer clnss were to attempt the
implementation of void draw(), a compiler error will be generated. Name clash
proble::"'~

are nonnnlly caused when Java developers attempt to reuse classes from

disjunct libraries to construct software (Haggar, 2000).

Haggar (2000) discusses the following possible options to avoid this problem. Firstly,
Haggar (200(}) suggests that identical name constants declared in different interfaces
can be accessed in a class which implements such interfaces, by fully qualifying their
names. For example, as shown in table 12, class Graphi taTCardoealer can access
interface variables as follows:
int varl .. cardoealer.variablel;
int var2 = Graphicalcomponent.variablel;.

Secondly, Haggar (2000) suggests that, if identical signature methods arc involved in
two (or more) interfaces, developers need to write a new interface which extends
existing the ones (i.e. subinterfaces).ln the subinterfaces, the names of the melhod(s)
that arc likely to clash should be changed. For example, the name class problem shown
in the el'ample in table 12 cao be resolved as shown in table 13.

Table 13- Possible solution to resolve conflicts of interface method names
interface Mycardoealer e:ottends cardoealer {
void ~rawAsinFlipTopCard();
}
class Graphlcalcardoealer implements MyCardoealer, Graphicalcomponen

{

void drawASinFlipTopcard(); //flip top card
void draw();
//render on default device

Clearly, interface Mycardoealer has been created, which inherits from cardoealer.
The MyCardoeal er interface declares a new method, llilmely, void
drawAsinFlipTopcard(), whose objective is identical to cardoealer's draw()
method. However, here the name clash problem has been resolved, because, class
GraphicalCardoealer can implement MyCardDealer and Graphical component
without any method name clash occurring.

This approach, however, can be problematic, because in Java, interfaces can be used as
references to objects.lfa Cardoealer reference is used, it can only have access to the
original cardoealer's draw() and not to the MyCardoealer's
drawAsinFl i pTopcard01s.

" This occurs becmu;' ony object which is ref<renced through the cardoeal er interfuco can only call the
methods of this intertitce or of ony other interfuces it extends llom (Hoggor, 2000).

Thirdly, Haggar (2000) proposes a solution that forgoes a single class implementing
both interfaces, in favour of two separated classes implementing both interfaces as
shown in Table 14.

Table 14- Another possible solution to resolve conflicts of interface method names
class MycardDealer implements cardoealer {
Void draw(){/*code to flip top card*/}

~lass

MyGraphic:alcomponent implements Graphicalcomponent {
Void draw() {/*code to render on default device*/}

)

This solution, however, has a direct implication on the coupling and the cohesion of the
new classes.

4.6 Object Initinlisation
Java has built in mechanisms that help ensure the proper initialisation of the instance
variables of a newly created objectl 6 (Venners, 1998b). Such mechanisms ensure that if
instance variables are not explicitly initialised by the developers, Java will automatical!y
award them predictable default initial values which depend on the type of instance
variable (Arnold et al., 2000;

o~,;~!

& Dei tel, 2002; Venners, 1998b). For example, if

an instance of type MyObject has an instance variable x of type i nt which is not
initialised by the developer, value 0 will automatically be assigned to instance variable
x. While this automatic instance variable initialisation reduces the likelihood of
initialisation-related errors, it does not tota!ly eliminate them (Bck, 2001; Venners,
1998a, 1998b). Venners (1998a) argues that one cannot rely on default initialisation,
rnther one should attempt to explicitly and properly initialise all instance variables of an
object during its construction. The following example {table IS) was adapted from
Dei tel, Deite!, & Nieto (2000) and shows that reliance on an improperly initialised
object may cause errors.

""

Table 15 Improper object initialisation exam le
class MyDate {
1nt month, day: year;
public MYDate(J {}
//No argument constructor
riextoayOj/*code to return the next Day*/}
public vo d tostring(){/*code to print contents*/}
)

class TestMyDate j
public: stat t void main{String args[]) {
MyOate testoate ~ new r.tyoateO;
system. out. print1n{testoate) ;
testoate. nextoay();
system. out. pri ntl n{testoate) ;

)

//will print date: 0/0/0
//will print date: 0/1/0

)

Output:
0/0/0 //meaningless date object
0/1/0 //method nextoay() worked on a meaningless date object to
//modify it into meaningless date object
As illustrated above, the slllte of the testoate object is initialised to an erroneous date

and any calls made to the nextoay() method keep producing incorrect results.

The example in table 15 also suggests that if objects are not properly initialised, it is
possible for them to start their life with an incorrect state, which results from incorrect
instance variable values (Vcnners, 1998a). All objects with incorrect or invalid states arc
used, they are likely to yield incorrect or unpredictable behaviour (Deitel & Deitel,
2002). The invalid object states can be exposed by allowing developers to bypass Java's
encapsulation mechanism using getinstancevariab1 e() and
setinstancevariable() to report and modify the values of the instance variables,
respectively.
Venners (1998a) proposes a set of guidelines to help avoid possible problems associated
with object initialisation which cause object initialisation errors. The set of guidelines is
explained below:

"The progmmmers ofl!lllguagcs like C. C++, etc, must remcm~r to inltialisolnslrulcc vruiablos of
objects b"fore they are used. Failure to initialise newly oreoted objects Cllll lead to initialisation errors in
such languages (Venners, 1998b).

i)

An object's instance variables should be declared privatP- in order to avoid direct
acce~s from other objects {Venners, 1998a). Accessnr and mutator methodi1

(e.g. getinstancevariable() and setlntancevariab1e()) should be the
only way that the instance variables of an object can be accessed and modified
by other objects (Dei tel & Deitel, 2002; McGregor & Sykes, 1992). For
exnmplc, clHSs MyDate shown in table 15 could be equipped with methods such
as, void setMonth(int month) or 1nt getMonth() to control access to the
instance variable month.
ii)

The failure of developers to fully understand how Java's mechanism for object
initialisation works could be another cause of object initialisation errors
(Venners, 1998a). This would require developers to mise their awareness of all
initialisation mechanisms (Arnold eta\., 2000; Bck, 2001).

iii)

Sometimes the cause for incorrect objel:t initialisation relates to the fact that the
developers have failed to understand the requirements of an object. For example,
a developer coding a Traffi cL ight class may have failed to understand that
any object oftype TrafficLight needs to have t!uee instance variables
initialised to three constants representing the three colours of a trnffic light:
green, amber, red. Venners (1998a) refers to such values as the "default natural
values" of an object. While admitting that not every object can have o.lefault
natural values, Venners (1998b) postulates th~ guideline that Java developers
should initialise object instance variables to natural default values if such values
exist. Otherwise, they slwuld usc constructors to initialise instance variables to
known valid initial values (Irvine & Offutt, 1995; Venners, 1998a).

iv)

This is a corollary guideline to guideline number iii). Constructors should be
equipped with code which checks the validity of the data used to initinl\se object
instance variable~. Such code should be compliant with the specification and
exceptions should be automatically thro\\lll when invalid data are detected
(Venners, 1998a).

Vcnners (1998a) argues that the above guidelines are not theoretical; their objective is
to help developers to "acquire a mindset conducive to good design" (p. 15) to avoid
e110rs related to object initialisation.

"Aho known us gett" ond setter methods.

4.7 Atcessing Methods versus Accessing Instance Variables
Arnold, Gosling, & Holmes (2000) point out that in Java the type of reference and the
type of object !he reference is referring to, play an important role in determining the
method or instance variable that can be accessed.ln genernl, n Java object does not
necessarily have to be referred to by a reference of the same type os the object. For
example, inherit1111cc allows u superelass type of reference to refer to a subclass type of
object (Dei tel & Dcitel, 2002). !fa method is invoked via no object refcr~nce, the actual
type (i.e. the closs that the object is instantiated from) .:~ftbe object determines the
implementation of the method to be used 28 (Windcr & Roberts, 2000). This rule is
intuitive.
When instance variables are involved, however, th~ rule is different and counter
intuitive. Arnold, Gosling, & Holmes (2000) state that when an ins Lance variable is
accessed, "the declared type of the reference"' (p. 75) is used, rather than the actual type
of object that the reference is referring to, os one would expect. The ex=ple shown in
table 16 has been adapted from Arnold, Gosling, & Holmes (2000) to illustrnte the
difference between the rules of accessing methods nod accessing instance variables.

Table 16

Accessing methods vs Accessin Instance variables

class Supershow {
public string str = "superstr";
}ublic void Show() {System.out.println("super.show: "+ str);
}

class Extendshow extends Supershow {
public string_ str" "EXtendstr";
}ublic void show() {System.out.println("Extends.show: " + str);
public static void main(string args[J) {
Extendsllow ext - new Extendshow();
Supershow sup = ext;
sup.show));
ext.show~);

}

system.out.println("sup.str - " + sup.str);
system.out.println("ext.str"" + ext.str);

}

Output:
Extend.show: Extendstr
Extend.show: Extendstr
sup.str ~ superStr
ext.str" Extendstr

The example shown in table 16 features two classes related by inheritance. The
superclass is cal!ed supershow and contains a string instance variable (i.e. str),
whose content (i.e. superstr) is accessed and displayed by .nelhod show(). The
subclass is called Extendshow which overrides method show() to access and display
the content of instance variable str. The str instance variable hilS been redefined in
Extendshow to a new String value, namely, "Extendstr".

The example in table 16 also shows the definition oflhe sup ~uperclass (i.e.supershow)
reference and ext subclass {i.e.Extendshow) reference. The sup reference is pointing to
an Extem:lshow type object. The exact method to be called is determined at run-time
resuitil•g in tl:e invocation of the Extendshow version of show(). When sup, which is
referencing an Ex-tendShow type object, accesses the str instance variable, the
superclass superstr rather than the Extend Show E~tendStr instance variable is
ac~essed.

" tn obj«l·orientation tcrm1. this is known ns dynamic bind in~. Dynnmio bir.ding is a fe•tu!c of object
oriented software whereby the comet type of on object is determined ~t run·. rnlhcr than compile-tim•
whilo automatically determining the corr«t method that needs to be catted (Schoch, !999).

A lack ofaWW"eness of the rules discussed above may cause errors to be introduced in
sitUIItions similar to the example shown in table 16. These errors exhibit themselves
when the wrong value is assigned to the wrong instonce variable resulting in subclass
and/or subclass objects with possible incorrect or invalid object states.
Establishing aWl!rene~s of these rules, (especially in the case when instance varimble
access via superclass and subclass references is concerned) is the first step towards
avoiding errors. Another way to avoid errors nssociated with the above access rules is to
always avoid direct access to instance variables. For instance, in the example in table 16
!he instance variable is accessed directly:
public void show() {system.out.println("Super.show: "+ str);}
Instance variable access should be carried ou! by using specialised methods, such us
accessor and mutator methods (e.g. geunstancevariable() and
setinstancevari able()).

4.8 Cast Down the Inheritance Hierarchy
Java nllows one type of object reference !o be assigned another type of reference. Such
assignments, however, are governed by certain rules. When the assignment rules are
violated, assignment-related errors occur. An assignment between different types of
references is possible if such references refer to objects which have been instantiated
from ci!ISses !hat belong !o the same inheritance hierarchy. Roberts & Heller (1997}
refer to the process of assigning the reference of one 1ype to the reference ofnnoth~r
type ns rype changing. Type changing may be performed automatically by the compiler
in which case it is called implicit conversion 29 (Brogden. 1999; Roberts & licller,
1997). Roberts & Heller (1997} generalise implicit conversion rules by stating that "in

r.eneral, object reference conversion is permitted when !he direction of the conversion is
"up" the inheritance hicrW"chy;" {p.J09). Tilis means that in Java it is acceptable to
assign asubc!!ISs reference to a superci!ISs reference (i.e converting or changing the type

'"'/\mold. Gosling. & Holmes (2000) refer to implicit oonversion as upeaJling.

of a subclass reference to a superclass) (Deitel & Deitel, 2002). The code shown in table
17 hns been adapted from Roberts & Heller, (1997) to illustrate implicit conversion.

Table 17- Implicit Conversion (Roberts & Heller, 1997)
class Citrus {
/"code to implement class Citrus*/
)

class Tangelo extends Citrus {
/*code to implement class Tangelo*/

)

class Test {
Tangelo tangelo,. new Tangelo();
Citrus citrus ,. tangelo;

//implict conversion

Citrus citrus2 .. new citrus();
Tangelo tangelo2 ,. c1trus2;

I /Error

)

The code in table 17 shows a Tangelo being converted into a citrus (citrus citrus
m

tangelo;). llte system allows such conversion because its direction is ''up'' the

inheritance hierarchy. Essentially, this is allowed because of the "is a" relationship
between Tangelo and citrus established by inheritance in table 17 (Deitel & Dei tel,
2002).

However, if conversion "down" the inheritance hierarchy is attempted (e.g. in table \7:
Tangelo tangelo2 .. dtrus2 ;) the compiler will reject it and flag an error. This is
because now the relationship citrus is Tangelo ,?!)implied by the conversion,
Tangelo tangelo2 "' dtrus2:, is untrue. In this case, a Java developer can explicitly
force the conversion to take place. Conversion or the type changing that is explicitly
pcrfonned by the Java developer for nn assignment that would otherwise be rejected by
the Java compiler is called casting1Gand cnn be accomplished using the cast operator
(Brogden, ]999; Deitel & Deltel, 20C2; Roberts & He!ler, 1997). In the example
presented in table 17, the line which generated the error can be modified to:
Tangelo tangelo2 = (Tangelo) citrus2;

"'Arnold, Go•llng, & Holmes (2000) refor to casting as downcast in~.

.

,

The newly inserted code (Tangelo) is called a cast operator and its inclusion means
thnt the Java developer is aware that the conversion is invalid for the compiler, but
he/she still wishes to go ahead with it.

Whil!l casting is common in practice, it can be dangerous (Deitel & Deitel, 2002) (Irvine
& Offutt, 1995). For example, the following statement, where the assignment is carried
out, survives compilation:
Tangelo tangelo2 .. (Tangelo) citrus2;
Nevertheless, an error (java. lang.classcastEXception) will be generated and
flagged where the statement is located when attempts are made to run the application.
This occurs because the tangelo2 reference is still referring to a Citrus type object
{i.e. the same object that the citrus2 reference is referring to (Citrus dtrus2 " new
citrus();) prior to the assignment. Dei tel & Deitel (2002) and Friesen (2000) imply
that cast down inheritance hierarchy errors may occur because Java developers do not
fully understand conversion and cru;ting rules or neglect to apply them properly.

Deitel & Dei tel (2002) and Haggar {2000) propose that in order to avoid or expose
problems associated with casting, the exact type of the object which a reference is
pointing to should be verified before the object is allowed to get involved in any
operation. Object verification can be accomplished using the Java intanceof operator.
For insl!lnce, checks like the following can be added to code:
(if (tangelo2 instanceof Tangelo)
{/*What to do i f object 1s of type Tangelo*/})

Such checks will improve Java developers' chances of avoiding errors related to
casting.

4.9 Confusing== with equa1 s ()
[n Java, confusion often arises about the issue of equality {Hnggar, 2000). Such
confusion exists with respect to the method equals() and operator=. The method

equa1s () performs a character-by-character comparison on two objects oftype str1 ng
and it Cll!l only be used with object references (e.g. string objects} and not primitive
data type variables (e.g. i nt, double, etc.} (Oneonta et al., 2000; Deitel & Deite!, 2002;
Haggar, 2000}. Operator- tests if two references arc referring to the srune object
(Daconta et al., 2000; Dei tel & Deitcl, 2002; Haggar, 2000). Method equals() and
operator m_, are, therefore, different and may produce different results. The example in
table 18 hns been adapted from Daconta ct al., (2000} to Hlustrate ~uch difference.

Table 18- Method equals() vs Operator=
c ass Str ngE~amp e 1.
public static void ma1n(string args[]) {
String sO= "Programmin!l";
string sl m new string ~"Programming");
String s2 = sO;

)

)

System. out. println!"sO.equals~sl):" + (sO.equals(sl)));
SYstem.out,println "sO.equals~s2):" + (sO.e!jUals(s2)));
System.out.println "sO- sl:' + (sO= sl));
system.out.println "sO"" s2:" + (sO- s2));

Output
SO.equals(sl): true
so.equals(s2): true
so ""' sl: false
SO,.,. s2: true

In table 18, the String type references sO and sl refer to two different String type
objects whose content is identical: Programming. The String type reference s2 refers
to the same String type object as sO. This explains the results obtained in the output
sC\:tion of table 18:
SO. equa"ls(s2): true
so = sl: fal~e

Lack of awareness of the difference between method equals() and operator"" may
cause Java developers to commit errors which lead to incorrect results or unpredictable
object behaviour (Deitel 8:, Deitcl, 2002). Such errors can be exposed by duplicating
object comparisons using the"" operator and eQuals() method and observing the
re~ults.

4.10 Issues with Inner Classes
Dei tel & Dei!el (2002) describe an inner class as a class which is defined in another
class. The class where the inner class is defined is called the enclosing class (also
known as the nesting or outer class). Inner classes are used mostly to implement event
handling (Arnold eta!., 2000; Deitel & Deitel, 2002). Arnold, Gosling, & Holmes
define a few rules with respect to the access rights of inner classes, which ifignored can
lend to errors. The first rule states that an inner class can access and modify all members
(i.e. instance variables and methods) of the enclosing class. This can be achieved by
accessing or modifying Ute required member directly with the need to qualify its name
with the name of the enclosing class (Arnold et al., 2000; Dcitel & Deitel, 2002). The
second rule, is not commonly stated in Java references (Campione & Walrath, 1998;
Deitel & Dei tel, 2002; Horstmann, 2000; Hubbard, 1999; Liar;g, 2000; Rowe, I998;
Weber, 1996; Winder & Roberts, 2000). This rule states that:
"While an object of the inner class is nlways associated with an object of the
enclosing class, the converse in not true. An object of the enclosing class need
not have any inner class objects associated with it, or it could have many"
(Arnold, Gosling, Holmes, 2000, p. 125).
The e~:ample shown in table 19 has been adopted from Roberts & Heller (1997) to
illustrate the effects that multiple instar;ces of the inner class con have on the enclosing
class. This example features a class outerone which contains an inner class called
Innerone. Class Innerone contains a method called innerMethod() which accesses
and modifies inslmlce variable x of class Outerone. Class outeroneTest instantiates
multiple instances of the class Innerone.
Clearly, the example in table 19 is an embodiment of the two rules stated above. It a!so
shows that multiple instances of the inner class are constructed (e.g. innerone,
i nnernvo, etc.). Such instances have access to the enclosing class instance variables. If

the code in tl1e inner class (e.g. public void innerMethod()) is not carefully
designed, it has the potential to change the enclosing class instnr.ce variables to values
(e.g. int x) which may not comply with the specification, resulting in incorrect or
invalid states of instances of the enclosing class. This implies that the values of the
enclosing class instance variables need to be exposed using

getEnclosingClassrnstanceVariable() methods. Lack of awareness of such rules
can be the cause of errors when dealing with inner classes (Arnold et al., 2000; Roberts
& HeUer, 1997}.

Table 19- Etror hazards with inner classes (Roberts & Heller, 1997)

c

as~ 'Oiite'r'Oiie t

I"Jrivate int x;
public int getxO {return x·}
public void outerMetltod() {S:ystem.out.println("x is: "+ x);}
public class rnnerOne {
int Vi
publ1c void innerMethod() {X++i
//error hazard
System.out.println("enclosing xis: "+ x);
system.out.println("y is: " + y);}

)

)

class outerOneTest {
public static vo1d main(String args[]){
outerone.rnnerone innerOne = outerone.new Innerone{);
innerOne.innerMethod();
outerone.rnnerone innerTWo outerone.new InneroneO;
1nnerTWo. 1nnerMethod () ;
g

)

)

Out~ut:

enc osing
y is o
enclosing
y is o
'"l

'
'

;,
;,

1

2

4.11 Memory Leaks
In !ava, like in other languages, objects occupy memory. Such memory needs to be
reclaimed and returned to the operating system wbdn an object has served

it~

purpcsc

and is no longer needed. If memory is not reclaimed and returned to the opel'l'ting
system, the

chanc~s

are that eventually there will be insufficient memory for the

application to nm, exhibiting poor software performance, software crashes or
java. lang.outofMemoryErrors (Henry & Lycklama, 2000; Patrick, 2001). These
situations IIII! commonly known as memory leaks (Flanagan, 200 I}.

While in other languages (e.g. C++} developers are responsible for writing code that
allocates memory to objects and roclaims it, in Java the task of reclaiming memory is

""

perfonncd automatically. The utility program that pcrfonns such task is called a

garbage collector (Nylund, 1999). A garbage collector runs automatically constantly
searching for objects tlmt are unrenchablel 1 (i.e. no longer needed) by any other object
in the soflWllrc {Henry & Lycklama, 2000; Nylund, 1999). This has led to the
misconceived fKlpular belief that memory leaks are not possible in Java programs.
Unfortunately this is not always the case (Nylund, 19911). The example in table 20 has
been adapted from Flanagan, (2001) to illustrate the possibility of memory leaks in a
Java program.

T~ble

20

Exam le of a ossible Memo

Leak

class LeakExample {
public static void main(String args[]) {
int big_array[) "new int[lOOOOO]:
//this queries hig_array and obtains a results
i nt result ~ compute(big_array);
//At this point big_array is no longer needed. However,
//it will be garba!;le collected only when the
//metho
returns, because b1g_array is a local variable,
//The method, however, will never return 1 because, it
//loops infinitell(, handling the user's 1nput,
for{;:) {handle_1nput(result);}
)

The example in table 20 shows the invocation of method compute(big_array) which
queries big_array to obtain a result. Afler the result is obtained (i.e. afler statement
i nt result .. compute(big_array) ;executes), big_array is no longer needed. Yet,
bi g_array will still remain in memory and can only be garbage collected when the
method {i.e. method main(Str1ng args [)) ) returns. This occurs because big_array
is a local variable. Method main{string args[]), however, will never return because
it is supposed to loop infinitely in order to handle the user's input. This is

a situation

where an object (big_array) is !efi unused in memory. Situations like this are likely to

'' tn this context, Begic (200 t) recognises thlee types of objects, namely, reacheabte, resurrocmble, and
unreachable. Reachable objects are visible to the garbage oolte<tor, however, they ore still being referred
to by other objects in the sonware. The garbage colleetor witt not anempt to clean such objects (Begic,
200 !}. Resurre<table objects ore not referred to by other objeets, but may become rcochnbte when the
garbage collector executes the objoots' finalize{) method (Begic, 2001). Every object has a
fi na1i ze() method which is gua"nteed "to perfom tennination house keeping on the objoctjust before
the garbage collector reclaims the memory for the object" (Del tel & Deitet, 2002, p. 426}. llnreachabtc
objects arc objects which cannot be reached and resurrected and they are the primary candidat<S to be
garbage cotlccted (Begic, 200 t ~

"'

cause memory Jenks, and cannot be resolved by the Java garbage collector (Flanagan,
2001).

Nylund (1999) provides three causes for memory leak errors. Firstly, unwanted object
references can cause memory leaks. The easiest way to avoid these t1"".emory leaks is to
identify objects that are no longer needed and assign their reference., to null. For
example, in table 20, the statement: big_array

~

null; could be inserted after the

result variable is initialised (i.e. after statement int result =
compute(big_array) ;executes). The act of assigning null to a variable marks the
object as able to be referenced by the variable for garbage collection (Dei tel & Dei tel,
2002).

According to Nylund (1999), a second cause for memory Jenks is the developers' failure
to free native system resources. Native system resources are typically allocated through
the Java Native Interface (JNI) by functions that are external to Java and are
implemented inC or C++. For example, Java developers commonly use Abstmct
Windowing Toolkit (A WT) classes (e.g. Frame, Graphi c:s, etc.) and when such classes
are no longer needed, they fail to release the system resoorces reserved for them using
the dispose() or fi nalhe() methods.

A third cause of memory leaks is when Java developers reuse third-party libraries (e.g.
Java Development Kit (JDK), etc.) or use code developed by other developers. The
reused code may already have errors due to the two causes discussed above (Nylund,
1999; Patrick, 2001). One way to avoid existing memory leaks in libraries is to become
acquainted with them by checking errors that are published by the developers of such
libraries. For example, Sun's Java Developer Connection Bug Database publishes
common errors in JDK libraries (Microsystems, 2002).

Patrick (2001) suggests that developers should carefully program Java software that
includes structures that are likely to cause memory leaks: These include collection
classes, such as hashtables, vectors, arrays, etc.(Flanagan, 2001; Patrick, 2001).1n such
cases, developers need to study the lifetime of objects of such classes 32 and assign their
" As " motter of foe! !his must be done for all objoeto, in order to promote good practice (Flanagllll, 2001;

Nylund, 1999).

references to null when such objects are no longer needed (Flanagan, 2001; Haggar,
2000). A Java programmer may even explicitly call the garbage collector to execute
using method system.gc() 33 .

Another structure that c~·mmonly introduces memory leaks includes event listeners
(Henry & Lycklamn, 200rJ; Patrick, 2001). Event listeners may cause memory leaks
when an object is added to an event listener list, but not removed when the object's
usefulness has lapsed (Henry & Lycklama, 2000). Henry & Lycklama (2000) suggest
that memory leaks involving lapsed listeners can be avoided by always pairing calls to
addEventTypeL istener() and removeEventTypeL i stener().

Patrick (2001) recognises that objects that are accessed from static structures are also
prone to memory leaks. Static structures include instance variables, methods or even
classes, which, once initialised, will stay in memory for as long as the program that
defines them stays in memory (Nylund, 1999). This implies that any object that is
referred to by a static structure will be kept in memory. although such an object may not
actually be needed, thus, increasing the possibility for a memory leak (Nylund, 1999).

In order to avoid memory leak errors, Begic (2001) proposes the development of
memory profiles of Java software that are suspected to result in memory leaks. A
memory profilel 4 portrays the memory requirements of the software at various points
during its execution (Begic, 2001). According to Begic (2001) the memory profile will
help developers locnlise the memory "hotspots" and, thereby, make infonned decisions
on further steps to optimise memory consumption. Memory profiles may not only help
prevent memory leak errors but may also expose their presence, if such errors have
already been committed (Begic, 2001; Nylund, 1999).

" Howe....,r, calts to system, gc{) do not guarnnteo the prompt execution of the gorbnge coltector ond
the ord<r in which MY objects marked for gnrbagc collection w!ll be clcnrnd, The call to system. gc{) is
just a suggestion to rhe Jo.a Virtual Machinc for rhe garOOge colleoror robe called. This suggesrion can
be Ignored (Dcirel & Dcitcl, 2002).
" Begic (2001) propos" the use of automnric roots suoh as Rational Puri!Y in onler to create memory
consumption pror.tes. Other tools include JProbe, Optimizelt, Jlnslght, etc. (Henry & Lycklama, 2000;
Nylund, 1999). Such rasks, however, can also be performed by eirh<r writing specialised classes (e.g.
ObjectTrncker class in Henry & Lyckloma, (2000)), by using apemting system too)) which help observe
the memory needs of •n •pplication or process or by using Java D.-etopment Kit methods. Forexample,
in class java.lang.Runt1me, methods freeMemory() nnd total Memory() return the amount of
unused and total memory, respectively.

Although Java, with the introduction oflbe automatic garbage collector hns reduced the
potential for memory leaks, such leaks have not been eliminated. Misconception about
the capabilities of the garbage collector could itself be a cause for memory leaks
(flanagan, 2001; Henry & Lycklama, 2000; Nylund, 1999; Patrick, 2001). Memory
leaks can be avoided when awnreness about them and the structures that ore pwne to
them is established.

4.12 Thread Deadlocks

Arnold, Gosling, & Holmes (2000) describe threads as the tool that the Java language
pwvides to achieve the execution of multiple tasks concurrently. Campione & Walrath
(1998) define a thread to be a "single sequential flow of control within a program" (p.
329). This "single sequential flow of control" may be responsible for a task that a
program is expected to perform (e.g. see figure I (a)). The notion of a single thread,
however, does not add any value to what is currently known about programs, because
every program is a single sequential flow of control. The real value is added when
multiple threads are used in a program to perfonn many tasks simultaneously (see figure
I (b)). For example, within a browser, a user may scroll a page, download a file and
play a sound concurrently (Campione & Walrath, I998).

Two Threads
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Figure I -Threads (Campione & Walrath, 1998)
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Sometime multiple threads may need to and attempt to access the same object
concurrently. Oneonta et al. (2000) illustrate this notion with an inventory e-commerce
software example. Assuming that there are two threads (representing two independent
customers) attempting to obtain the same last item in an inventory object
simultaneously, both threads would have determined the availability of the item.
However, it is possible that one thread would charge the customer and actually obtain
the item, while the other thread would charge the customer and realise that the item has
actually been sold out. The possibility of the occurrence of such a scenario requires the
object {i.e. the inventory objel:t) to indi~alc to the contending threads (i.e. the customer
objects) whether it is being used by another thread. Such indication would prompt the
contending threads to wait until the object (i.e. the inventory object) is free again (sec
figure I (c)). The mechanism that helps accomplish this is known as the Java monltm) 5
model and the object that different threads contend for is called a lock object (Dei tel &
Dei tel, 2002; Holub, 1998a). While the example in figure I (c) shows that two threads
are contending for the some object, in practice, two or more threads may be contending
for two or more objects (Arnold et al., 2000; Campione & Walrath, 1998; Oneonta et
al., 2000; Holub, 1998a; Mitchell, 2000; Sun Microsystems & Services, 1998}. When
threads which attempt to use more than one object are not properly designed, they ore
likely to cause thread deadlocks (Arnold et al., 2000: Oneonta et al., 2000; Holub,
\998a}. Thread deadlocks may also be caused when Java developers passess inadequate
knowledge about threads in general or about possible deadlock scenarios in particular
(Arnold et aL, 2000). Campione & Walrath (1998) have observed that:
"a deadlock occurs when two (or more} threads are each waiting for the other(s)
to do something" (p. 354).
The scenario in figure 2 illustrates a thread deadlock situation.

"The monitor is also know by the name oFmutex; n name which was coin«! atlhe Digit•! Equipment

Co!Jlorntlon (Holub, 1998n).

A need! Object Y
beroro releasing
look on ObiectX

B nee& Object X
Thread B before releasing
lockonOoicciY

Thread A

Lockod

I

Lock Object X

I I

Lock Objocl Y

I

Figure 2- Thread Deadlocks (Mitchell, 2000)
Figure 2 shows that Thread A will not release its hold on object X until it obtains Object
Y. Likewise, Thread B will not release its hold on object Y until it obtains Object X.
This scenario suggests the Threads A and B will be waiting for each other indefinitely,
resulting in a deadlock. The symptoms of a thread deadlock occur when the application
is 'stalled' or 'freezes' or 'hangs' (Arnold et al., 2000; Campione & Walrath, 1998;
Oneonta eta!., 2000; Mitchell, 2000). Arnold, Gosling, & Holmes (2000) imply that
thread deadlocks can be exposed by running the application many times. For instance,
in figure 2, it is possible for Thread A to lock object X and object Y, before Thread B
even starts its execution, in which case the deadlock will not occur. Alternatively, it is
also possible for Thread B, to lock object Y and object X before Thread A stllrls its
execution, in which case the deadlock will again not occur.
It is the responsibility of a utility program called the thread scheduler to determine
which thread to start and when to start it. A Java developer does not have control over
the thread scheduler. It is, therefore, important that any program suspected of ending up
in a deadlock be run many times to trigger the presence of the deadlock (Amold ct a!.,
2000).

'"

Arnold, Gosling, & Holmes (2000) suggest that it is the programmer's responsibility to
prevent thread deadlo~ks from

o~curring.

They propose a technique called resource

ordering (Campione & Wolrnth, 1998; Holub, 1998b). With this technique, an ordering
value is assigned to all objects whose locks must be acquired by a set of contending
threads. It is the programmer's task to ensure that the locks on all objects are always
acquired and released in that order. This ensures that:
"it is impossible for two threads to hold one lock each and be trying to acquire
the lock held by the other- they must both request the locks in the same order so
once one thread has the first lock, the second thread will block trying to acquire
that lock, and then the first thread can safely acquire the second lock." (Arnold,
Gosling, & Holmes, 2000, p. 254).

An example illusuating the resource ordering technique has been developed as a
solution to a thread deadlock problem presented in Arnold et al., (2000). Due to the
lengthy size of the code, this example has not been presented here. It can, however, be
found in the following appendix A, section 1.2 where the student version of the
Catalogue of Errors is provided. Other illustrated examples can also be found in Holub,
(1998b).
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1. Catalogue of Requirements Errors
1.1 Omissions
Original Version ofthe Catalogue of Requirements Errors
Error Name: Omission
The presence of omission errors in a requirements artifact indicates that a requirement is
missing or that it has not been specified. The following is an example of an omission:

Requirements Specijlcation Text: In the case of two incoming trains, each of
which has access to a siding ofadequate length, the slawer one is to be routed
onto the siding while the faster one continues on the main track
Omission Error: There i.!' 110 information abom whotto do if the two trains are
moving ut exactly the same speed as measured by the wayside location.

Severity
Critical Error.

Origin
Requin:ments Phase. Definition of Goals of Software.

Cause
;)
ii)

iii)
iv)
')

vi)
vii)

Misinterpretation, miSIIOderstanding or misconceptions of user communication
or documentation
Inadequate knowledge, appreciation, or problem analysis
Inadequate initial problem definition or requirement specification ambiguous or
poorly communicated
Problem with the way/process the requirements are specified
Lack of continual review of requirements during development
Insufficient involvement of users in requirements specification
Pure negligence from users or developers

Prevention
In order to prevent omission errors the following steps must be undertaken:
i)
identify software goals. A goal is an objective that must be achieved by the
system under consideration. The rntionale behind this integration is that the
requirements are complete if they are sufficient to establish the goals they arc
refining. Goals can be identified by looking for keywords such as: objective,
pliJ]lOse, intent, concern, in order to, etc. in the user's statements or
documentation.
ii)
The second step constitutes the refinement of goals into subgoals. The subgoals
are a lower level representation of goals whose accomplishment leads to the
achievement of the goals from where they are refined. Goal refinement is
intended to reduce the risk of incomplete requirements. For example, one of the
goals of the San Francisco Bay Area Rapid Transit system is to serve more
passengers. This goal can be satisfied by accomplishing either one of its two
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iii)

iv)

v)

sul;goals, namely, trairu must be mare c/ase/yspacedOR new tracks need Ia be
added. Upon completion of goal refinement, goals, subgoals {and, depending on
the scope of the software, sub-subgoals, etc.), can be organised into a goal tree
or matrix. The organisation of goals, sub goals, etc. into a tree or matrix shows
not only how subgoals are derived, but also ensures the traceability of the goals
to subgoals.
The third step to prevent omissions is called goal contlict identification. it is
possible that conflicts between/among goals may exist A goal conflict is a
situation whereby the accomplishment of one goal ruies out the accomplishment
of another. For example, in a scheduling software system, the goal ofmaldng
timetables publicly available competes with security or privacy goals.
The fourth step of preventing omissions requires the operationalisation of goals
into requirements. Goal operationalisation entails the translation of goals into
operational functions and constraints for the final requirements specification
document.
Depending on the scope and the nature of the software being developed, the
number of goals and requirements may grow considerably. This may exacerbate
the organisation of goals and requirements and even encornage the introduction
of omission errors. [tis, therefore, necessary that goals and requirements be
organised into trnceability matrices (sec e.g. Goals-Requirements Traceability
Matrix). This is the fifth step of preventing omissions.
Goal- Requirements Traceability Matrix

"

"

~====1

Symptom
Omissions result in incomplete requirements artifacts. If omissions are not prevented or
discovered early in software development, the resultant software will not solve the
problem it was designed to address.
Trigger
Involving the users of the software whose requirements are being developed to
verity the developed requirements.
Involving knowledge experts of the domain in which the software is being
developed
Using checklists.

Additions in the Revised Version of the Catalogue of Requirements
Errors
Example: Operationalisation of Goals into Requirements
The following A1M exnmple can be used to illustrate the operationalisation of goals
into requirements. The goal to,
En<ure seC/ire Transaclions
translates into the following operationalised constrained requirement:

Requirement: Validate User
Required Precondition: Vafld ATM Card is med, Valid PIN Is used
Required Postcondition: Valid ATM Card Is used, Valid PIN is U!ied
E>tample: Checklists
i)
ii)
iii}

Are the described requirements sufficient to meet the system goals?
Have all requirements been provided with the necessary inputs?
Have all undesired systems states and events been considered, and the
appropriate responses specified?
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1.2 Inconsistencies, Ambiguities, and Incorrect Facts
Original Version of the Catalogue of Requirements Errors
Error Name: Inconsistency
An inconsistency error e,.;ists if information within one part of the requirements artifact
(RA) disagrees or contradicts with other information in the snme artifact. An el«<tnple to
illustrate an inconsistency error in a requirements artifact could be as follows:
Requirements text in section X of RA: ... on address must include a single unique
four digit postcode Integer ..
Requirements text in section Y ofRA: ... pas/code 61512/s located in Western
Australia ...
Inconsistency Error: The 5 digit pas/code integer In section Y of RSA Is clearly
inconsistent with the requirement in section X that pas/cades should consist of
four digits only.
Error Name: Ambiguity
An ambiguity error constitutes the unclear representation of a concept in a requirements
artifact. An ambiguity error can be illustrated with an Air Traffic Controller (ATC)
software system, which uses two aircraft location display formats. The small display
format displays information about the flight carrier, number, altitude, heading, and
destination. In order to reduce clutter, the large display format displays only the flight
carrier and number information:

Requirements text: For up to 12 aircrajl, small disp/ayfarmat shall be used.
Othenvise, 1he large display format shall be used.
Ambiguity Error: The ambiguity exists In ''for up to 12 ", which some people
may interpret as ''for 11p to and including 12" while others as ''for up to and
excluding 12 ".
Error Name: Incorrect Fact
Incorrect fact errors are errors whereby a requirement asserts a fact that contradicts
general domain knowledge or the conditions tho! hove been specified for the software
being developed. An e,.;ample of an incorrect fact in the requirements specification
artifact of a Traffic Light Control software system is as follows:

The user requires that: The traffic light should have the following sequence of
colours: Green-> Amber-> Red-> Green
Requirements Specijlcation Text: The traffic light should have the fallowing
sequence of colours: Green-> Red-> Green
Incorrect Fact Error: Clearly, the warning Amber has been omilled.from the
sequence of colours of the traffic light.
Severity
Critical Errors.
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Origin
Requirements Phase. Definition of Scenarios. Definition of Viewpoints. Definition of
Constraints.

Cause
viii)
h;)
x)
xi)
xii)
xiii)
xiv)

Misinterpretation, misunderstanding or misconceptions of user communication
or doctunentntion
Inadequate knowledge, appreciation, or problem analysis
Inadequate initial problem definition or requirement specification ambiguous or
poorly communicated
Problem with the way/process the requirements are specified
Lack of continual review of requirements during development
Insufficient involvement of users in requirements specification
Pure negligence from users or developers

Prevention
In order to prevent inconsistency and ambiguity errors viewpoints and scenarios must
be used as follows:
i)
Develop viewpoints for the software whose requirements are being developed.
Viewpoints constitute all end-users or other systems that are interfaced to the
software system whose requirements 111e being specified. For example, in an
ATM software system some viewpoints include the bank manager, the home
customer, the foreign customer, security officer, etc. Each viewpoint has an
associated set of functional and non-functional requirements and constraints. For
examph:, in the ATM system, the bank manager requires transaction reports. a
home customer requires cash withdrawals, deposits. balance inquiries. etc.
ii)
Resolve possible conflicts between/among viewpoints. Sometimes, conflicts
may exist between different viewpoints. For example, in the ATM system the
security officer viewpoint requirement that software needs to be maintained
regularly interferes with the availability requirement of the home customer and
bank manager viewpoints. Connicts need to be identified, compared and
prioritised on the basis of importance, and resolved.
iii)
Outline the chronological sequence of events (i.e. the scenarios) with which the
viewpoints interact with other systems. The follol\ing is an example of an ATM
software:
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Example of Scenarios for the ATM software s stem
Norrnol ATM u .. Sconorio
I. ATM osk> USC! to in .. n cnrd; user in .. rts CMh cnrd
2. ATM not:<p!!lthc cnrd ond r<ads i!!!ID numbor
3. ATM requoslspassword; uso;<ntm '1234'
4. ATM vo;ifi<S tho corll ID numbor ond Jlli"WOrd with oentral computer, contml computor IDs dow\ls
S. A TM osks """o solecttransoction typo (doposit. wlthdmwol. etc.); user selects withdrawol
6. ATM osks for the omount of cosh; ""' entor AUDIOO.OO
7. ATM roquosts centml com~utcr"s opprovol forrequcstc<l nmount
8. ATM dispcn>es cosh nnd requests usor to collect it; usc collects cnsh
9. ATM osks wh01hcr user woms to continuo; um indicooe.s no
10. ATM prints rocoip~ •jects cord nnd rcquosls the u.. r to coll"t thorn: "'" coll<els them
II. ATM osks ""''to insort cord
ATM Uso ScOJl!ltio with Exoeptions
I. ATM requests""' to ln .. rt eord; UiCrinscrt.s cosh corll
2. ATM nccept.;tho eord :md rc•d> it.; ID number
3. ATM ""'est.; .,..wool·, Ulcrcrom9991
4. ATM vorifies the cnrd ID numbor ond possword with oentrnl computor; centml computer rcjec"
posswmd.n.<lncorrcct
5. ATM indi<11tc.s lncomct p~~SN·ord ond requ~:>ts user to re-ontor lt. U>er<ntcrs 1234..

•
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iv)

Ensure that all possible scenarios have been produced for all possible viewpoints
and tlmt any produced scenario belongs to a valid viewpoint. To achieve this,
produce a Viewpoint·Scenario Traceability Matrix (sec below).

Viewpoint<

In order to prevent incorrect fact errors a prototype should be developed. A prototype
presents the users with a cheap and exe<:utable imitation of the required system where
they can see directly whether the requirements provided by the prototype correctly fulfil
their needs.
Symptom
Inconsistency
An inconsistency error may ex:ist with respect to software behaviour,
chara~ •• ristics, terminology used in the requirements artifact and timing
characteristics of sequences of functions or events.
Ambiguity
Ambiguity errors can cause confusion and misunderstanding and different
interpretations about the actual software behaviours and characteristics.
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Incorrect Fact
If incorrect fact errors are not prevented from being inje;:ted into requirements
artifacts or uncovered early, developers might end up in producing software with
incorrect features or features which the user does not need.

Trigger
One way to trigger inconsistencies is to review the requirements artifact with the
objective of ensuring that all concepts, (i.e. gouls, re_quirements, viewpoints, scenarios,
and their likely relationships etc.) are consistently described.
In order to trigger the presence of ambiguity errors in a requirements artifact (RA), any
statements in the RA which are not clear should be shortlisted. If two or more people
are then asked to interpret such statements, and more than a single interpretation is
obtained, the statements are ambiguous. Ambiguity errors can also be identified by
ensuring glossaries of terms are included into the RA. In this way, terms in the body of
the RA that do not conform with the definitions provided in the attached glossary must
be changed or respecified.
In order to identify incorrect fact errors, the requirements artifact should be judged
against some reference standard that is assumed to be infallible (e.g. an oracle). The
standard often is o human expert or the user who can judge correctness based on his/her
knowledge.
Another way to identify inconsistency, ambiguity, and incorrect fact errors is by using
checklists.

Additions in the Revised Version of the Catalogue of Requirements
Errors
Example: Checklists to identify inconsistency, ambiguity, and incorrect fact errors
Checklist to trigger Incon5istency, Ambiguity, and Incorrect Fact Errors
Inoon•~"" Error<
Arc all f<GUiremenl>
mutuotly consistent?
Arc •II re<JUiroments
consistent with lhe ovoroll
symm.ond the respoctive
sconarios1
Arc otl roquiremoms
consiotent with the octual
o <flltin environment?

"
"
"

Ambl uit Error<
Arc lhe individual
roquircmonts ror •II
vie,.points Slated so lhlll
they on: di<mte and
unambiguo"'1
Are lhe all socnorio>
doscribcd dcnrly and
unambiguo.,ly?

"

"

"'

lncorr<OI FIIClrnor<
I) Are oil lhe describod runOiions

correct?
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2. Catalogue of Design Errors
2.1 Algorithmic Errors
Original Version of the Catalogue of Design Errors

Error Name: Algoritlunic Error
An algorithm consists of a set of well-defined instructions to carry out an operation. An
algoritlunic error consists of a flaw in the design of an algorithm, which should
accomplish an operation, given certain input. For example, in the following a.lgorithm,
noHrs should be multiplied by hrRate, and not added to it.

public float computesalary(int noHrs, float hrRat.e) {
salary " noHrs + hrRate;
//algorithmic error
return salary;
)

Severity
Serious Error.

Origin
Design Phase. Definition of Algoritluns.
Cause
i)

ii)
iii)

iv)

Algoritlunic errors may result from inadequate understanding of the
specification of the method or procedure they are written for.
Algorithmic errors may also be caused by thin application domain knowledge
and fluctuating or conflicting requirements.
Sometimes developers reuse algoritluns that have been written by others. In such
cases, it is possible that either the incorrect algorithm is reused or that the correct
one reused, but it is not properly understood.
Algorithmic errors may even be due to clerical phenomena (e.g. performing the
wrong computation, such as addition instead of multiplication etc.).

Prevention
In order to avoid algorithmic errors, developers should:
i)
Adopt the appropriate algoritlun design process, and
ii)
Produce robust algorithmic designs.
Adopting the appropriate algorithm design process involves several stages:
i)
Define the problem, which the algorithm is meant to solve. The problem
definition should provide sufficient detail, including input, output,
handling of possible errors, and any information that is not explicit in the
user's documentation, etc.
ii)
Name the algoritlun clearly and unambiguously and after the operation it
is meant to carry out.
iii)
Define the data that the algorithm needs and decide how to organise this
data into the appropriate data structure (e.g. array, vector, list, etc.).

iv)
v)

vi)

Design the algorithm. If predefined tested algorithms are available they
can be reused or adopted to solve the problem at hand.
Ch!!l:k and fine-tune the algorithm to ensure that it solves the problem it
was designed for. This should be done with respect to a number of
criteria, namely, corr!!l:tness, clarity, executeability, terminability, and
efficiency. An algorithm is correct ifits logic is correct. An algorithm is
clear if it is simple and it contains precise instructions. An algorithm is
executable if the steps it prescribed can actually be carried out in
practice. An algorithm is terminating if eventually it terminates its OWII
execution. Finally, an algorithm is efficient ifit prescrOhes the best
possible way to solve the problem in terms of the number of
computations and number of variables used.
Plan how the correctness of the algorithm will be validated (e.g. plan
how the algorithm wil! be tested by producing test cases and expected
results).

Robust design can be produced by incorporating pre· and post-conditions in algorithm
design. While pre-conditions assert what should be \nle before an algorithm starts, postconditions assert what should be \nle after the algorithm terminates. Pro-conditions
should be ascertained at the beginning of a method or procedure, whereas postconditions should be ascertained before the method or procedure exits. An algorithm
should guarantee that its post-conditions are met, if its pre-conditions are met.

Symptom
If algorithmic errorn are introduced, they may result in an unexpected behaviour or an
incorrect result. Therefore, although, the input may be correct, !he intended output may
not occur because of the algorithmic error.

Trigger
In order to trigger possible errorn, an algorithm must be assessed while bearing in mind
the definition of the problem. This assessment should help alert the designer to the
presence of injected algorithmic errors. If the result of the assessment indicates that the
problem has not been adequately addressed, the process must restart. The process of
algorithm assessment is also knoWII as as desk checking. Desk checking is the process
of walking test cases through the algorithm, and keeping a step-by-step reeord of the
content of the various variables involved as the test cases pass tluough the algorithm
logic in order to obtain an actual rosult(s) for each test case. Discrepancies between
actual and expected results suggest the presence of algorithmic errors.

Additions in the Revised Version of the Catalogue of Design Errors
Example: Identifying Algorilhmic Errors
Assume that class Employee contains a private attribute named salary and a public
method named computesalary{) defined as below:
public: float computeSalary(int nollrs, float hrRate) {
salary a -nollrs * hrRate; //possibility O~E
//salary a nollrs + hrRate; //possibility TWO
return salary;
)

Step 1. Establish {as strict as JKlSsible) Preconditions and PostConditions
noHrs, hrRate, salary> 0 (strict preconditions and postcanditions)
Salary= noHrs • hrRate; (very strict postconditions)
Step 2. Desk check against specifications list:
Statement

noHrs

hrRate

Salary
expected)

Fint Pass (possibility ONE)

2

2

4

Salarv
N pass ... (possibility ONE)

10

2

20

2

2

4

10

2

20

First Pass {possibility
TWO)

Salary
N pass (possibility TWO)

swwy
actual
-4 {error
detect;d)
-20 {error
detect;d)4 (error not
detected)
12 (error
detected)
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2.2 Interface Errors

Original Version ofthe Catalogue of Design Errors
Error Name: Interface Error
Interface errors stem from the way objects interact in nn application. Obj~ct interaction
is based on the way an object is structured. The structure of every object includes a
provides se<:tion, representing the services that the objC<:t offers, and a requires section,
representing the services that the object will use during its operation. Two objects
internet by one object (the client) calling the required services from another object (the
server). If each object's behaviour is assumed to be correct while in isolation, interface
errors can occur in two possible cases:
i) The client ohject does not call the server's services in a "legal" manner (i.e.
does not provide the correct types ofinput arguments); and,
ii) The client does not interpret the server's correct answers (i.e. returned
values} properly.

Severity
Serious Error.

Origin
Design Phase. Identification of interactions. Association Definition.

Cause
A number of different conditions may cause the introduction of interface errors.
i)
Firstly, developer's failure to understand that individual correct objects do not
necessarily mean correct interactions us well.
ii)
Secondly, sometimes developers do not adopt systematic plans to integrate
individually correct objects.
iii)
Another cause may be due to the developer's failure to account for likely
polymorphic substitutions during object interactions.

Prevention
In order to prevent interface errors the following steps must be adhered by:
i)
The first step to prevent interface errors from occuning is to identify threads of
execution in the design artifact of the proposed software. A thread of execution
constitutes a scenario of normal or e)(ccptional usage. A thread describes an
aspect of the behaviour of the required system, whose enactment is the result of
the interaction of some obje<:ts of the system. While such interaction requires
some objects to be clients, and others servers, it is underlaid by a sequential
chain of method executions.
ii)
The second step requires that pairs of client and server objects be identified for
each interaction of the sequence underlying the identified thread. Each
client/server pair needs to be analysed in term9 of the number, correctness of
order and type, and possible values of the parameters involved in the interaction.
iii)
The third step is an e)(tension of the second step and requires further analysis of
client/server pairs for situations when polymorphic substitutions nrc involved.
This is particularly important if the client and server belong to inheritance
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hierarchies. For example, run-time instances of the subdosses of the client may
act as polymorphic substitutes for an instance of the client in its interaction with
a server obje\:1. Similarly, run-time instances of the subclasses of the server may
oct as polymorphic substitutes for an instance of the server in its interaction with
a client object. Depending on the depth of the inheritance hierarchies where the
client and server objects are located, polymorphism may compound the number
of possible interactions.
When client and server objects interact, at least one method is invoked. The
invoked method may have parnmcters and may return a result.ln this context,
polymorphism should also be considered us a compounding factor for the
possible number of interactions when a client and server object internet by
passing parameters that are instances of other objects, which are henceforth
referred to as object parameters. If the object parameters belong to inheritance
hierarchies, the polymorphic substitutions by the subclasses or ancestor classes
of the object parameters must also be considered. All possible interactions that
may occur due to polymorphic substitutions must be identified and appropriately
volidated.
Symptom
If interface errors are introduced in design artifacts, they may be observed in the fonn of
a client object interacting with a server object attempting to use the incorrect or
ine:dstent method. This me1111s that a method may be attempted to be used with the
wrong number, type and order of parameters supplied to it.

Trigger
In order to identify intcrfhce errors, developers should analyse and validate design
artifacts by examining client and server objects and ensuring that they interact via the
correct method invocations. In addition, developers should also check that the
appropriate method is called with the correct type, number and order of parameters.
Sometimes, interface errors introduced in a design artifact may escape to the coding
phase. In such cases, besides code analysis and validation checks, developers may use
tocls that perfcnn these checks automatically (e.g compilers, etc.). However, as
languages become more dynamic these checks are not always successful. The following
example illustrates this point:

String classnamo - "VETOABLECHANCEL!STENER~;
class parameterT)'pes(J " {class,forName(classNOI!Ie)};

In this example nc automatic tool can check the correctness of the classNOI!Ie String. if
classNan~e is misspell the error may only be flagged at run· time.

Additions in the Revised Version of the Catalogue of Design Errors
Example: Interface Error
Requirement:
"At the end of the month the payroll for all employees in the company is taken"
Scenario:
I. Examine employee n
1.1 Count no of hours employee n has worked
1.2 Retrieve hourly rate employee n is rewarded with
1.3 Salary of employee n is the product of \.l and 1.2 above
1.4 Add salary to total
1.5 Repeat process fur all employees in payroll
The above scenario requires the following classes:
Employee class {computesalary{), Input: int noHrs, float hrRate, Output: float
salary}
Payro11 class {computeTota1sa1aries(), Input: Employee, Output: float total }
In order to avoid interface errors the following conditions must be satisfied:
The computesalary() method of the server object (Employee) provides the
right parameters (int noHrs 1111d float hrRate, two parameters, noHrs first
hrRate second) to the method computeTotalsalary() oftl1e client object
(Payroll).
The value (float) that is returned by the method computesalary() of the
server object (Employee) is stored in the right type of variable (total of type
float) in method computTota lsa1aries() of client object (Payro11).
If the above conditions are not satisfied, interface errors will occur as follows:
class Ernplyee { //instances of this class are SERVER OBJECTs
//with respect to Payroll objects
float salary;
jiublic float computesalary(fnt noHrs, float hrRate) {
salary ., noHrs*hrRate;

)

)
class Payroll {//instances of this clas are CLIENT OBJECTs
//with respect to Employee objects
Employee emp_l; //only one employee declared for simplicity
int noHrs = 20;
float hrRate " 2.0;
float total;
Public float computeTotalsalaries(Employee emp) {
total =total + emp.computesalary(hrRate, noHrs);
//interface breached, wrong order of parameters
//total " total + emp.computeSalary(noHrs, hrRate);
//if total's type is different from method
//computersalary()'s return type,

...

)

//interface is breached

)
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2.3 Reuse Errors
Original Version oftbe Catalogue of Design Errors

Error Name: Reuse Error
When one or more classes that belong to a library or an application are reused in a
context which is different from the one they were originally designed for, rew;e errors
may occur. There are two types of reuse, namely, as-is reuse and specialisntion or
evolutionary reuse.
'As-is' reuse occurs when the to be reuseli class exists and possesses the required
functionality. Instances of such classes may be w;ed directly or they may be
incorp<~rated as part of the implementation of other classes. This type of reuse is
considered to be safe and successful because of encapsulation and infonnation hiding.
Encapsulation and infonnation hiding prevent instances of the reused class from
interfering with instances of the other reusing classes. Nevertheless, nsswning that the
reused class is correct, the relationships between the reused class or any class that can
polymorphically substitute it (e.g. classes in the same inheritance hierarchy), on one
hand, and the interacting class or any class that can polymorphically substitute it, on the
other hand, must be considered for testing.
Specialisation or evolutionary reuse occurs when an existing class provides similar, but
not the exact kind of functionality that is required by the proposed software. In this case,
a new class can be incrementally developed by inheriting from the e)[isting class. The
new class can then locally define new instance variables or methods as necessary.
Evolutinnary reuse introduces new and often comp]e)[ dependencies between reused and
new code, which defeats tl1c purpose of encapsulation, and thus, provides an alternative
for reuse errors to be introduced. In this case, reuse errors are favoured by the objectoriented feature of inheritance which al!ows a subclass in an inheri!!lnce hierarchy to
directly access and use instance variables and methods defin~d in its superclass. In such
eases, the relationship between the new subclass and the reused superclass must be
thoroughly tested. The following e)[ample shows how specialisation or evolutionary
reuse can cause errors.
class Baseclass {
1nt inherited(int )[)
int redefined() II returns a an int range [1 •• 10]

)

class ocrivedClass extends Baseclass {
int redefinedq //returns a an int range [0 .. 20]
int inherited(1nt )[) //inherited from the base class

)

If method i nher1 ted (i nt x) con!!lins the following algorithm:

)

if(X<O) {
x- )[/redefined();
return x;

""

In this case, if method inherited(int x) is called with regard to a subclass object
(oerivedClass), it is possible for a division by zero error to occur.

Severity
Serious Error.

Origin
Design Phase. Inheritance Definition.

Causes
The following are the most frequently cited causes underlying reuse errors:
i)
Typically, reuse errors occur when developers fail to understand the possible
ways in which the properties of the superclass class interact with the properties
of a subclass. This cause can be particularly problematic when the source code
of the superclass to be reused is not available and its documentation is not
sufficiently detailed.
ii)
Another possible cause for reuse errors is when developers possess a poor
understanding of dependencies that are introduced due to inheritance or when
developers possess a poor understanding of the to be reused classes and the
hierarchies that they belong to and when they arc unable to use polymorphism
properly.
External pressure on developers (e.g. managerial influence) to adopt reuse can
iii)
be another cause for reuse errors.
iv)
Another reason why reuse errors may be introduced is that developers do not
adopt a systematic reuse process.
Prevention
In order to avoid reuse errors, developers need to identifY and evaluate the usage
context. This requires the following steps:
i}
identifying the class to be reused and learning more about its functionality by
trialing it with a driver program in example applications,
ii)
assessing similarities between what is offered by the to be reused class and what
is required by the application, and assessing where the to be reused class will be
reused,
iii)
studying other aspects of the class to be reused and its impact on the required
functionality. It is important that the to be reused class is domain independent
and sufficiently abstract to fit into the new environment domain,
iv}
the next step requires tile developer to determine whetiler the c!ru;s is to be
reused on an 'as-is' basis or whether further specialisation is required, and
v}
the final step requires that, once tile reused class is incorporated into the new
application, immediate analysis and testing and debugging ensues.
Symptom
If reuse errors are actually introduced, their symptoms can be varied and will typically
range from unexpected and undesired application behaviour to unknown and
unpredictable side effects. Developers are, therefore, better off preventing them
than removing them.
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Trigger
Reuse errors can be triggered by reviewing design artifacts nnd ensuring the following:
i)
No errors occur when subclass methods interact with superclass instance
variables or methods; nnd
ii)
No errors occur when superclass methods are reused in a subclass
environment

Additions in the Revised Version of the Catalogue of Design Errors
Exrunple: Reuse Error
The following example shows the circumstances in which reuse errors may occur.
class Employee {
protected int noHrs;
protected int eTYpe;
protected int salary; //type chosen for simplicity
public int hourlyRate(int eTYpe) {
if (eTYpe-1) {return 1;}
else if (eType=2) {return 2;}

~rotected

int calculateTotalHrs() {
i f (salary;.O) {
noHrs a salary/(hourlyRate(eType)); //OOPS
return noHrs;
)

)
)

class SalesPerson {
public salesPerson(int em!)TYpe, int sal) {
eTYpe • empJYpe;
salary = sal;

~ublic

int hourlyRate(int eType) {
i f (eTYpe==l){return O;J
else if (eType-2) {return 1;}

)

)

class Test {
public static void main(string args[])
salesPerson sp m new salesPerson( , 10000);
sp.calculateTotalHours();//divison ':( 0 exception will
//be raise

!

)

)

Class to be reused: Employee
Reusing class: SalesPerson
Method to be reused: calculateTotalHrs()
Existing environment of Method to be reused:
Input:
· salary with domain [0 ..32676];
· hrRate as return by method (llourlyRate(eTYpe)) with domain [1,2];
Output:
· noHrs with domain [0 ..32676]
New environment of Method to be reused:
Input;
salary with domain [0..32676];
- hrRate as return by method (hourlyRate(eType)) with domain[!!,!];

"'

Compare and contrast between the two environments:
II is possible thnt in the new environment (salesPerson) method
hourlyRate() moy return value 0, which is not specified in the existing
environment of the ca1cul ateTota1Hrs () method. Since method
hourlyRate(eTYpe) is being invoked from the denominator (see method
calculateTotalHrs()) there exists a possibility that a division hy zero
exception may be raised.
This above indicates the existing code does not provide for a )Xlssiblc division
by zero exception to be handled.
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2.4 Strong Coupling Errors

Original Version of the Catalogue of Design Errors

Error Name: Strong Coupling Error
Coupling describes the interdependencies between different objects of a software
system. Interdependencies between objects exist due to the interaction between client
and server objects. Good software design exhibits low or weak coupling between
objects as described by simple explicit interrelationships between objects. Strong
coupling between objects makes software designs prone to errors and encourages error
propagation. Strong coupling must therefore be avoided.

Severity
Serious Error.

Origin
Design ?base. Inheritance, Aggregation, and Association Definition. Identification of
lnternctions.

Causes
In general, there is agreement in the literature that failure to understand and recognise
the different types of strong and weak coupling may diminish the chances of developers
actually using weak coupling and avoiding strong coupling in their designs.
Prevention
Many suggest tlmt a simple count of the number of objects that any given object
interacts with is sufficient to define coupling between objects. Others, however, argue
tl1at more fine-grained descriptions capturing the different types of interactions between
objects provide more precise guidance to software designers who wish to produce
loosely coupled designs. With more fine-grained levels of coupling, acceptable and
unacceptable levels can be recognised. Developers can recognise what types of coupling
should be used and what types should be avoided. In geneml, three different types of
coupling, namely, internction coupling, component coupling, and inherit311ce coupling
are recognised. Each type of coupling is comprised of its own acceptable and
unacceptable coupling levels.
lnternction Coupling
Interaction coupling occurs when methods invoke each other. Such invocations may
involve data sharing and may occur across different types of objects. There are five
levels.ofinteraction coupling ranging from content to data coupling:
i)
Content coupling is the strongest and worst form of interaction coupling and
occurs when a method can directly access the implementation of another;
ii)
External coupling occurs when methods communicate viu a structured global
shared data space. For example, methods shnre the public instance variable of a
class:

class Employee {
double currentTax:
double yearToDateTax;
public void calculateTax(Income i) {
if (1<=6000.0) {
currentTax = 0;
} else 1f ( i< 20000.0 & 1>6000.0) {
currentTax = 1*0.17;
} else if (_) {
)

~ublic

void calculatecummulativeTaxO {
yearToDataTaX = yearToDataTax + currentTax:

)

}//external coupling
iii)

exan~ple

Control coupling occurs when one method passes data to a second method
that dictates what the second method should or should not do. The following
example illustrates control coupling:

f

class Tax
doub e totalTax;
double currentTax:
Public void applyTax(double 't'earlyincome) {
switch (yearlyrncome)
case incomel:
totalTax
totalTax + 0.4*(yearlyincome):
break•
case incomeZ:
totalTax
total Tax + 0. S*(yearlyincome);
break;
default:
totalTax .. totalTax + 0.3*(yearlyincome);
)

)

)

class Employee {
Tax taxPayable;
double totalincomePerVear;
int i ncomeBracket·
public void calcuiateTax() {
totalincomePerVear m calculateTotalincomePerVear() 1
taxPayab1e, app lyrax(doub1e tota1tncomePerVear) ;

~ri vate

doub1e ca1cu1ateTota1IncomePervear() {
//code to calculate total income;

)

)

The weakness of control coupling is that the passing of the control attribute
between the methods (totalincomePervear) implies that one method
(calculateTax()) controls the intemallogic of the other (applyrax()).
Control coupling is not prohibited by object orientation but it should be avoided,
since the change of the implementation ofa method may cause hidden changes
to the behaviour of the control coupled methods.
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For example, iftotalin<:omePerYear instance variable is changed from a
primitive data type into the wrapper class Double, any change in the
implementation of Employee, should have its appropriate reflective 'hange
made in class Tax.
If, how< ver, a hierarchy of Income objects is created each of which has its own
specialised returnTax() method, then the implementation of the applyrax()
method could be simplified considerably, but passing to it nn Income object and
calling the Income object's returnTax() method. Polymorphism and dynamic
binding will kick in and perfonn a ron-time determination of actual type of the
Income object passed in and the appropriate returnTax() method to be called.
iv)

Stamp coupling occurs when two methods communicate via the parameter
passing of data structures, however, the called method uses only selected parts
of the data structure that it receives. The following example, illustrates stamp
coupling:

class Employee {
double sales;
}

class Salesstatistics {
double accumulatedSales•
public void addsale(Emp1oyee e) { //e is an instance of
//Employee class
}

The method addsale() should not take an Employee object as a parameter,
which leads to stamp coupling, but the value ofthe relevant instance variable,
i.e. sales of a particular employee, which should lead to data coupling.
v)

Data coupling occurs when two methods communicate only by passing
relevant parameters. This is the best fonn of coupling. The following example
illustrates data coupling:

class Employee {
double sales:
public double getsales() {return sales;}
}

class salesstatistics {
double a<=<=umulatedSales;
public void addsale(double sale) { //sale can be obtained by
//invoking
//Employeeobj .getsales()

Content and control coupling are considered unacceptable, and should, therefore, be
avoided. In general, external and stamp coupling are unacceptable, but exceptions are
recognised. For example, for two methods that are eJCtema!ly coupled, their coupling is
acceptable if the global data that the methods share is rend-only (i.e. o set of constants).
For two methods that are stomp coupled, their coupling is acceptable if one method uses
all of the elements of the data structure that is passed in as a parameter by the other
method. The only universally acceptable fonn of coupling is data coupling.
Component Coupling
Component coupling is another type of coupling. While interaction coupling concerns
interactions between methods in the same or different classes, component coupling
refers to situations whereby an object of one doss is used as:
(i)
an instance variable within another class,
(ii)
as a parameter of a method ofnnother class,
(iii) as local variable of a method of another class, or
(iv)
as a parameter of a method which is invoked from within a method of
another class.
In the above list of component interactions, (i) and (ii) are also known as specified
coupling, because coupling between object or components is clearly specified in the
interface of the class. Wherens, (iii) and (iv) are also known as scattered coupling,
because the entire body of the class has to be closely searched for this type of coupling
to be identified. The strongest fonn of component coupling is called hidden coupling.
Hidden coupling occurs when the interaction between two instances of two classes is
implicit. For example, cascading method invocations, like the method calls in the
stlltement:
getcontentPaneO ,add(new Label ("My Label"));,
constitute hidden coupling between an iostance of JApplet where getcontentPaneO
is called from, nnd the instance of class Container, which is returned by
getContentPane(). Hidden coupling must be changed into at least scattered coupling.
For example, the above line of code can be changed into the fo!lowiog:
Container c .. this.getContentPane();
Lable 1 .. new LabeH"MYLabel"):
c.add(l);
The weakest fonn of interaction coupling exists when there is no direct coupling
between the classes. Although, no direct coupling is referred ns the theoretical optimum
of component coupliog, in practice no direct coupling may not be always possible to
achieve, because nonnally objects from different classes are expected to interact with
each other. Normally, specified and scattered component coupling nre acceptable,
whereas hidden coupling, being the worst type of coupling, must be avoided or changed
into scattered coupling.
lnhed!nnce Coupling
Inheritance coupling concerns objects of classes whereby one class is the superclass and
the other is the subclass. Four levels ofiniJeritance coupling are recognised. They range
from modif1cation to no inheritance coupling ot all:

i)

Modification coupling is the strongest and also the worst form of inheritance
coupling. Modification coupling occurs when subclasses arbitrarily and
unrestrictedly change or even delete methods inherited from the superclass. Two
types of modification coupling arc recognised:
a) Method signature modification coupling, which occurs when, not only the
implementation, but also the signature of the inherited method is changed;
Md,

ii)

b) Method implementation modification, which occurs when only the
implementation ofthe method is changed without any restriction.
Refinement coupling is similar to modification coupling, however, it is weaker.
This is because subclasses can only change inherited methods as restricted by
predefined rules. Two types ofrcfincment coupling are recognised, namely:
a) Method signature refinement coupling occurs when the subclass refines the
signature and the implementation of at least an inherited method, without
violating the semantics of that method. There are two rules thnt prevent the
violation of method semantics after the subclass refines it. Tile covariant rule
states that the return types (e.g. class C) of a refined method may be replaced
by subclasses of that type (e.g. class C', which is a subclass of C). The
contravariant rule augments what the covariant rules says with the additional
condition that the types (e.g. class D') of the input parameters of the refined
method may be replaced by supertypes (e.g. class D, which is a superclass of
D').

iii)
iv)

b) Method implementation refinement coupling occurs if the refined method in
the subclass reuses the code of the superclass method it overrides, in addition
to any e)[tra refrnement code that it may introduce.
Extension coupling is the best fonn of inheritance coupling, which occurs when
the subclass adds new methods and attributes without modifying or refining
either the signature or the implementation of any of the inherited methods.
No inheritance coupling occurs when there is no inheritance relationship
between the classes.

The only fonn of inheritance coupling that is acceptable is extension coupling (apart
from no inheritance coupling) and other levels of coupling should be avoided.

Symptom
Strong or e)[cessive coupling increases the comple"ity of the interdependencies between
objects making the resulting software harder to understand, change, or correct, while
favouring error propagation between objects. Other implications resulting from the
presence of unacceptable levels of coupling in a design include, an increased
susceptibility to errors of the affected sections of the design.

Trigger
In general, it is suggested that unacceptable coupling levels can be detected by using
reviews and inspection of design artifacts. If the presence of such levels of coupling is
detected in a design artifact, the redesign of the artifact is warranted, and this is always
worse than avoiding unacceptable levels of coupling in the first place.

"'

Additions in the Revised Version of the Catalogue of Design Errors
Examples: None
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:Z.S Weak Cohesion Errors
Original Version of the Catalogue of Design Errors
Error Name: Weak Cohesion Error
Cohesion describes the relatedness or connectivity of the different elements (i.e.
instance variables and methods within 11 class or statements within a method) that 11
designer includes in the same class. ifni! elements of the class serve the same goal of
the problem domain, the class hilS a strong cohesion, whereas, if the elements of the
class are unrelated, the class has a weak {poor or low) cohesion. Strong cohesion is
desirable, whereas weak cohesion is not.

Severity
Serious Error.
Origin
Design Phase. Identification of Classes. Identification of Attributes. Identification of
Methods.

Causes
Although in practice it may not be necessary to determine precise cohesion levels,
failure to understand and recognise what is cohesion is acceptable (i.e. strong) and
unacceptable (i.e. weak) may cause developers to design non·single·minded classes WJd
methods.
Prevention
In order to prevent weak cohesion errors, developers must be able to recognise the
different types and levels of cohesion WJd determine which ones me acceptable and
which ones are not. In general, three levels of cohesion me recognised, namely, method
cohesion, class cohesion, WJd inheritance cohesion. Each type of cohesion is further
broken down into levels.
Method Cohesion
Method cohesion shows how the statements included into a method are related. Method
cohesion ranges from coincidental to functional cohesion and is based on Myer's (1978)
classical definitions of cohesion:
i)
Coincidental cohesion is the weakest form of cohesion indicating that all
the statements that are carried out in the method have nothing in
common besides the fact that they reside in the same method.
ii)
Logical cohesion methods include statements with similar functionality
that me included together not because they are related, but because they
happen to perform similar functions. For Ci'Cample, a method called
1 nputAll () that inputs customer names, employee time·card
infonnation, inventory data, etc. would be an example of a method with
logical cohesion.
iii)
Temporal cohesion methods include sta.tements that are combined into a
method because they are performed at the same time. For example, a
startup() method might read a configuration file, initialise a scratch
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iv)

v)

vi)

vii)

file, set up o memory manager, and show an initial screen. The
statements that perform such functionality are placed together simply
because they are required at the same time.
Procedural cohesion methods include statements that are connected by
the same control flow, i.e. carried out in a specified order. For example,
if the users of a reporting system like reports to be printed out in a given
order, method pr1 ntA11 () may include statements that print a revenue
report, an expense report, o list ofemp!.:.vee phone numbers, and
invitations to a party.
Communicational cohesion methods include statements that make use of
the same data but ore not oth~rwise related. For example, method
getNameAndchangePhoneNumber(Ernpl oyee e) has communicational
cohesion ifbotll the name and the phone number are stored in an
Employee object
Sequential cohesion methods contain statements that are performed in a
specific order and share data from step to step. For example, method
getFileDataAndPeformComputat1ons() would have sequential
cohesion, because it would sequentially carry out three different steps,
namely, open file, read file, perform computations on the same file.
Functional cohesion is the strongest form of cohesion where methods
poS.'less sequential cohesion and all statements contribute to a single task
or objective. E~amples of strong cohesion methods include cos(),
getCustomerName(), del eteFile(), computetoanPayment(), etc.

Although functional cohesion is the best form of cohesion in practice, it is not cosy. In
fact, it is nearly impossible to develop methods with functional cohesion. In this
context, methods with functional, sequential, communicational, and temporal cohesion
are ncceptnble in practice. Methods with procedural, logical and coincidental cohesion
are unacceptable.
Class Cohesion
Class cohesion addresses the binding of elements within the same class. Here, the
elements of a class are comprised of non-inherited methods and instance variables. Five
levels of class cohesion are recognised:
i)
Classes are said to have separable cohesion, if they contain methods that
access none of tile class's instance variables, nor invoke any other method
within the c!ass.ln this case, the class represents multiple unrelated concepts.
This is the weakest !eve! of class cohesion. The following example illustrates
separable cohesion:
class Employee {
String name;
String address;
Date birthDate;
Date hireoate;
iio1d computeAge() {.•}
void computesalary() {•.}
int computecompanyRcvenue(Project p[]) { ...}

The method computecompanyRevenue() takes all projects of a company as
input parameters and computes the accumulated revenue of that company. It
neither accesses any instance variable of Employee nor does it invoke any other
methods of Employee. To improve cohesion the method
computec:ompanyRevenile() should be fu.ctored out and included into a different
object class, e.g. Company,
ii)

A multifaceted cohesion class represents multiple related concepts. In
such a class at lenst one method references an instance variable or invokes
methods of' a different, but related concept of the same class. The following
example illustrates a class with multifaceted cohesion:

class Reorder {
Item reordereditem;
company reorderedForm;
int discount;
int quantity;
)

public boolean expectedRevenue(){}

Method expectedRevenue() calculates that expected revenue by subtracting the
discount given for a company from the price of an item and multiplying this difference
by the quantity of reordered items. The discount given depends on the company.
Therefore, the cohesion of the Reorder class can be improved by induding discount
into class company:
class Company {
String companyName;
double discour.t;
)

iii)

double discount() {}

A non-delegated cohesion class comprises instance variables tiJat
describe only part of the concept that the class is supposed to represent. The
following example illustrates a class with non-delegated cohP.sion:

class Employee {
String name;
Date birthDate;
Project involvedinProJ'ect;
Employee managerOfPro ect;
public double computesalary() {}
boolean managerincomeHigherThaMverageinProjectO {}
)

In class Employee, the instance variables bi rthoate and involvedinProject depend
dire\:tly on the instance varia:'le name. However, the instance variable
managerofProject de~on~, directly by the project referred to by involvedinProject
and indirectly on the nMle in£tance variable. This constitutes a non-delegated cohesion.
To improve the cohesion of class employee the instnnce variables managerofProject
and method managerincomeHigherThanAverageinProject() should be delegated to
class Project as follows:

class Project {
Employee managerDfProj ect;
Date startDate;
Date expectedEndDate;
boolean managerincomeHigherThanAverageinProject() {}
)

iv)

Concealed cohesion classes include instance variables and methods such
that, if regrouped, might form a new distinct and useful class. The following
example illustrates a class with concealed cohesion:

class Employee {
String name;
STRING JOBPROFILE;

int
int
int
int

dayDfBirth;
monthofBirth;
yearDfBirth;
ilayDfHire;

!NT MONTHOFHIRE;

1nt yearofHire;
)

The instance variables describing the various dates may be factored out to a new
class oate with instance variables day, month and year. The respective instance
variables nfthe class Employee are then replaced by two instance variables of
type oate, namely, bi rthoate and hi reoate, as follows:
class Employee {
Date birthoate, hireoate;
)

v)

Model cohesion is recognised as the strongest level of class cohesion and
represents a single, semantically meaningful concept without containing
methods which should be delegated to other classes or attributes which can be
factored out into separate classes.

Class designs where cohesion is separable, multifaceted, non-delegated and concealed
are unacceptable, and should, therefore, be avoided. These classes result in designs that
are difficult to understand and reuse and they should be replaced with classes with
model cohesion.
Inheritance Cohesion
Inheritance cohesion portrays the binding of all elements in a class. Here class elements
are comprised of all methods and instance variables of a class, i.e. inherited and noninherited. Sometimes inheritance is used solely to avoid d~t.l and code duplication
between otherwise conceptually unrelated classes. For example, in an Elevator
Simulator example class Elevator and Floor are both shown to be subclasses of a
class called Location. This is the weakest kind of inheritance cohesion and should,
therefore, be avoided. The strongest form ofinheritance cohesion occurs when subclass-

'"

superclass relatioru;hips are dictated by conceptual relationships, i.e. inheritance is used
to define specialised children classes. For example, in a university library system both
classes students and Lecturers are subclasses of class person.

Symptom
Classes where cohesion is unacceptable will not only result in designs which are poorly
organised, hard to understand, debug, reuse and modifY, but as the research shows, s.Jcil.
designs are also subject to an increased susceptibility to errors (i.e. error proneness). If
weak cohesion designs are produced, the best remedy is re-designing classes to make
them more cohesive.
Trigger
In general, unacceptable types of cohesion (either method, class, or inheritance) can be
detected by reviews and/or inspections of design artifacts.

Additions in the Revised Version of the Catalogue of Design Errors
Examples: None
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3. Catalogue of Code Errors
3.1 Abuse ofNamesppces

Original Version of the Catalogue of Code Errors

Error Name: Abuse ofNamespaces Error
Java uses the notion ofnamespaces to identify and manage the different program
construction elements. A program construction element is defined to represent an
identifiable program part that serves a unique purpose. For example, a method is an
identifiable part of a Java program and it Solrves the pu!pOse of providing 11 given
service. A package serves the purpose of FJOuping related classes together. Other
program construction elements include c!nsses, instance variables, local variables, Wid
labels. The definitions of these program construction elements can be found in Deitel &
Deitel (\999a). In this discussion, a program construction element willa\ so be referred
to as simply an 'element'.
Java recognises six different categories ofnamespnces corresponding to each program
construction element, namely, package names, class names, instance variable names,
method names, local variables names, and label names. In order to give programmers
greater flexibility, different namespaces allow programmers to use the same name to
represent different program construction elements. For example, the same name may be
used to represent a particular ins!Wlce variable and n method and the compiler uses tl1e
context in which a name is used and the element scope rules to determine the element
that the name represents. Element scope rules control the accessibility of the element to
other elements of the program. For example, in the statement: c.v-3 .14;, v can only
represent an instance variable c, because a pro)!rammer cannot assign a value to a
package, class, method, local variable or label.
The flexibility to assign identical names to different program construction elements may
be abused by developers and result in errors. The example shown below il!ustmtes
instance variable hiding. The output of the example shows that the local variable
answer bas hidden the instance variable answer resulting in an undesired outcome.
public class POor {
public string answer .. "vesl";
//instance variable answer
public void wantMoney() {
string answer .. "Nol";
//local variable answer
system.out.println("would you like Sl.Million> "+answer);

~ublic

static void main(string args[]) {
Poor p "' new Poor();

p, wantMoney() ;
)

)

Output:
would you like SlMillion> Nol
Severity
Medium Error

'"

Origin
Code Phase. Definition of Data Types. Object Initialisation.

Causes
The flexibility that the Java language provides to assign identical names to different
program construction clements may be abused by developers or sometimes developers
may not even be aware of how namespacing works. Both of these situations may CDU!le
errors. Namespacing mechanisms can, therefore, sometim" oe a pitfall in Java and
commonly result in hidden instance variable problem•
Prevention
Awareness of the following oonvr· ttions help~. Jt-1 aay likely problems that may be
associated with instance variable .. tding:
i)
Class instance variables rna" be h,dden by local variables of the same
name. A local variable includes variables that are declared locally in a method
and parameters that are p=ed in as arguments to the method.
ii)
Class instance vuriables may be hidden by subclass' instance variables of
the same name. This also includes situations where instance variables are
'multiply inherited' !'<>m two or more interfaces or from a superclass and one or
more interfaces.
These errors may be prevented either by changing the names of the concerned variables
or by qualifying the instance variable that is hidden with th~ this or super keywords.
In order to avoid hiding an instance variable by a local variable, the instance variable
should be qualified with the this keyword (case i), above in Prevention section). For
example, in the class definition ofthe example presented earlier (class Poor), method
public void wantMoney(), could be modified as follows:
sysc:em.out.println("Would you like $1Million> "+th1s.answer):
In this case the instance variable answer ruther than the local variable answer will be
accessed.
In order to avoid hiding a superclass instance variable by a subclass instance Vllfiable,
the superclass instar,~c varl.::..b]e should be accessed via the super keyword (case ii)
above). For example, if class Poor were to hnve a superclass, say Person, with an
instance variable answer, and method public void wantMoney() of class Poor
needed to access the superclass' answer, then method public: void wantMoney()
would have to be modified as follows:
System.out.println("would you like $1Million> "+super.answer);
In this case, the superdass (i.e. Person) instance variable answer will be accessed.

Symptom
If abuse of namespnce errors go undetected, unpredictable object states may occur
which can produce undesired results.

Trigger
Incorrect values of instance variables may result from instance variable hiding. If abuse
of name spaces errors are committed, then developers con trigger the presence of such
errors by identifying all variables (including instance variable and local variables}
sharing the same name whose scopes overlap. The actual values of the affected instance
variables can be exposed by using utility methods, such as
getinstancevariableName() and compared to expected instance variable values.
Additions in the Revised Version of the Catalogue of Code Errors
Example: Abuse ofNamespaces erron.
class Point {
int x.. l; int y-1;
public POint(int x int y) {
x., x; //local var 1able x, rather than instance variable x is
//initialised
y "' y; //local variable y, rather than instance variable y is
//initialised
}

}

package Reuse;
class Reuse {
Reuse Reuse (Reuse Reuse) {
Reuse:

'" ,,.,

~reak

{

~f (Reuse.Reuse(Reuse)-Reu~e)
Reuse;

return Reuse;
} //Pathologlcal abuse of namespaces. Yet the code compile
//successful 1 y
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3.2 Failure to Establish Class Invariants

Original Version of the Catalogue of Code Errors
Error Name: Failure to Establish Class Invariants Error
A class invariant is an assertion expressing conditions on the instance variables of a
class which must be preserved during the lifetime of every object of that class. For
example, in a BankAccount class which reports an account balance and keeps track of
deposits and withdrawals made on BankAccount objel:ts via instance variables
depos1tsl ist and withdrawalsti st, the invariant could be established via the
following assertion:
balance~

total deposits List transactions- total withdrawalsList transactions.

Failure to establish and preserve the class invariant signals anomalous class
implementation. The establishment and preservation of class invariant not only apply to
methods that exist in the class, but also to methods that might be added later, thereby
allowing control of the future evolution of the class.
Severity
Medium Error

Origin
Code Phase. Definition of Data Types. Object Initialisation.

Causes
Class invariants are devised by the programmer to reflect the contraints thnt the
requirements impose on the instance variables of the clnss. This implies that failure to
understand such constraints and provide for them in the implementation ofn clnss will
cause class invariants errors.

Prevention
Invariants need to be evaluated at the time "fthc creation of an object and at the entry
and exit points of all methods in a class and must hold whenever methods get called.
Class invariants, however, do not need to be enforced during the evaluation of private
methods because the private methods eventunlly get called by public methods and the
invariants do not have to hold true during the execution of public methods. In the cnse
of inheritance hierarchies, subclasses may inherit their parent's invariants; they may
also override them or even create new ones to suit their specifications. If a class
invariant is violated, the program shouio:i S!l'p with nn error message or throw an
exception. The following example ilbstrates the establishment of the invariant of class
Date (method invariant()) and om possible way invariants can be evaluated (e.g.
method nextoay()).
cla:;s Date {
i nt day, houq
public Date (tnt d, int h) { day a d; hour = h;
System.out.println(invariant());
I /invariant check
}

public int getDay() {return day;}
public: int getKour() !return hour:}
public int nextoay()
System.out.println(invariant());
day++;
system.out.println(invariant());
return day;

//invariant check
//invariar.t check

)

public boolean invariant() {
return (l<=day M day<=31) && (O<=hour && hour< 24);
} //invariant rule
public static void main(string args[]) {
Date d .. new oate(31, 16);
d.neJ<tDay();
system.out.println("oay:" + d.getoay() + " , Hour:"+
d.getHour(});
)

)

Output:

true

//invariant okay - from Date() constructor
//invariant okay- at start of nextoay()

true

false

oay: 32

Hour:16

//invariant violated- at end of nextoay()
//Erroneous output

Symptom
As the example (class Date) shows, invariant violation results in incorrect insumce
variable values which consequently result in invalid or inconsistent object states. This
may ultimately bring about incorrect program output or behaviour.

Trigger
This implies that in order to trigger errors that violate class invariants, a developer
should attempt to exercise suspicious code with values that attempt to violate the
corutraint imposed by the requirements. In the exwnple shown earlier (class Date), the
result (false) generated after the invocation of method invariant() after statement
day++ r, suggests that there is a flaw in the implementation of method nextoay(). This
is because the invariant of object d, has been violated as observed by its invalid state
(oay: 32 , Hour:16).

Additions in the Revised Version of the Catalogue of Code Errors
Example: Failure to Estobli!h Cia!! Invariant! Error
class Purse {
private int dollarsr
private int cents;
public void insert(int dollars, int cents){//code to insert}
public void remove(int dollars, int cents) {//code to remove}
public static void main(String argsf]) {
PURSE PURSE ~NEW PllRS~Q;

)

)

purse.insert(O 50);
purse.remove(16oo, SO); //this call has the potential to
//violate the invariable of
//class Purse.

""
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3.3 Increment and Decrement Operators

Original Version of the Catalogue of Code Errors

Error Name: Increment and Decrement Operator Error
Java applies increment {++) and decrement {--) opemtors to numeric variables or
numeric array elements. These operators are otherwise called unary opemtors because
they nre associated with a single opemnd. The increment or decrement opemtors
increment or decrement the value of the operand by 1, hence the name. If an
increment/decrement operator is located before the variable, it is called pre·
increment/decrement operator, respectively. !fan increment/decrement operator is
located after the variable it is called post-increment/decrement operator. The following
table summarises the differences between pre-, post- increment/decrement operators.

In general, the expression X++ is equivalent to x .. x + 1. However, there is a
difference. In the former case, xis evaluated only once, whereas in the latter, xis
evaluated twi~e. This is not always explained clearly in Java references. The following
example illustrates a situation of the errors that are associated with increment and
decrement operators.
class x {
int 1 .. o;
prwate int where() {return i=i + 1;}
//public f1 rstMethod( )
++arr[ where( ) ] • • .}
//public secondMethod{) •. arr[wfiere( )] .. arrtw~ere( )] + 1; .. }

j-

)

Assumptions: arr is an 11m1y of integers where all values are 0.
Output:
If fi rstMethod() is invoked, the second clement ofarr is incremented to 1.
If secondMethod() is invoked, the third element ofarr is overwritten with 1.

Severity
Medium Error

Origin
Code Phase. Data Handling

"'

Causes
In the literature it is suggested that failure to re;:ognise the meaning of increment and
decrement operators in general and the differences between expressions like x++ and x
= x + 1 are likely to cause erroneous implementations.

Prevention
Errors associated with increment and decrement operators can occur if the mles
associated with increment Wld decrement operators are violated or ignored. Therefore,
they can be avoided by establishing awareness about such mles.

Symptom
Such erroneous implementations could consist ofincorrect values for local, instance
variables, etc.

Trigger
In order to expose possible errors associated with increment and decrement operators,
developers should compare the results obtained from statements like expression++
with the results obtained from statements like expression = expression + 1.

Additions in the Revised Version of the Catalogue of Code Errors
Examples: None.
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3.4 Constructor Invoked Overridden Method
Original Version of the Catalogue of Code Errors

Error Name: Constructor Invoked Overridd:m Method Error
In Java, a constructor is a special kind of method that is used to initialise objects of a
given class. It is possible that a constructor might call methods of its own to carry out
object initialisation. For example, the constructor public C() {/*some
implementation*/.• m() ;} of class c may call method public void m(){/*m
implementation*/} of class c to carry out a given initialisation task. This practice is
commonly used and causes no problems. However, non-intuitive incorrect results may
be produced, if a new subclass of class c, say class Cl, overrides the method public
void m(){f*subclass implementation*/}) that is being called from the Cl
superclass (i.e. class c) constructor. The following example illustrates this situation.
class super {
super() { printThree();
)

Void printThree() {system.out.println(uThree");
)

} //definition of superclass
class Test extends super {
int indiana= (int)Math.PI;
void printThree() {system.out.println(indiana);
)

public static void main(String args[]) {
Test t .. new Test();
t.printThree();
//mnin method
}//def niticn of subclass

l

Output will be:
0

l
instead of the expected:
Three
l
This example features superclass super with constructor super() which calls method
pr1ntThree(). Method printThree() is defined in class super and prints the value of
string ''Three". Class Test inherits from class super, but it overrides method
printThree() to print the truncated value of PI (i.e. integer 3), which is stored in an
instance variable c:ll!ed indiana. Method printThree() is called with reference to
instance t of subclass Test and the result of its invocation is displayed. The results are
not what one would nonnally expect.
The une1<:pected results occur because during the creation of the instance t of class
Test, the Test's superclass constructor (i.e. super()) is implicitly called first.
Constructor Super(), however, invokes the overriding rather than the original version
ofprintThree() in class super. However, when the overriding version of
printThree() is called, the instance variable indiana has not been initialised yet. This
results in indiana's default value (0) being retrieved by the oveniding printThree().

This phenomenon is also known as a downcall, because "the superclass "cal!s down to"
the overridden method.
Severity
Mediwn Error

Origin
Code Phase. Object Initialisation.
Causes
One possible reason why constructor invoked overridden method errors occur is
associated a with developer's failure to understand issues related to down calls and may
be exacerbated when libraries of classes are developed from third parties and extended
and their methods ov~rridden.
Prevention
This type of error might not be very common, however, awareness of it can save
considerable time if it is encountered.
Symptom
Errors associated with downcalls may exhibit non·termiMtion or unexpected or
incorrect behaviour, because when the superclass constructor calls down to an
overridden method, the overriding subclass method may behave in an unexpected way.

Additions in the Revised Version of the Catalogue of Code Errors
Examples: None.
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3.5 Honouring Contracts of Methods Inherited by Different Interfaces
Original Version of the Catalogue of Code Errors
Error Name: Honouring Contracts of Methods Inherited by Different
Interfaces Error
Java allows a class to implement more than one interface. If two or more interfaces
declare a constant with the same nnme or specify n method with the same signature, and
the interfaces are then implemented by the same class, problems may occur in the
implementing class. These problems are related to the fact that there is only one such
constant or method whose implementation will ultimately have to be determined in the
class which implements the interfaces. This situation is known as an interface name
clash problem.
in this conte){\, the real issue is whether a single implementation of the method can
honour all the contracts implied by that method being part of different interfaces. The
following example illustrates the interface name class problem.

interface cardoealer {
static final int variable1 .. 5;
void drawll;
//flip top card
void deal ;
//distribute cards
void shuf e();

j

lnterface GraJ:!hicalcornpcnent
static final int variab e1 = 4;
void draw();
//render on default device
void draw(nevice d);
//render on 'd'
void rotate(int degrees);
void fill (Color c) i

~lass

Graphicalcardol!aler implements cardoealer,Graphicalcotr.ponent {
int var1 = cardnealer.variablel;
int var2
Graphicalcornponent.variablel;
//draw(){
//which draw() will be implemented?
//)
B

)

In the e){ample shown above, it may be hard to implement method draw() in a class
Graphi calCiirdnealer that honours both contracts suggested by the cardoealer and
GraphicalOJmpanent interfaces (i.e. flipping the card AND rendering on the default
device) simullllneously. !fa Java developer were to implement method draw() in a
class Graphicalcardnealer to honour both contracts, then this method would exhibit
weak cohesion. The draw() method, would therefore, be subject to drawbacks
associated with weak cohesion.

Severity
Medium Error

Origin
Code Phase. Integration.

Causes
Errors associated with name clashes are nonnnlly caused when Java developers attempt
to reuse classes fi:om disjunct libraries to construct software.

Prevention
There are two ways that can be used to avoid name classes associated with issues in
honouring contracts of methods inherited by different interfaces. Firstly, identical name
constants declared in different interfaces can be accessed In a class which implements
such interfaces, by fully qualifYing their names. For example, in the class
GraphicalcardDealer e:-:amp!e, interface variables can be accessed as follows:
int varl = cardoealer.variablel;
int var2 m Graphicalcomponent.variablel;.
Secondly, if identical signature methods are involved in two (or more) interfaces,
developers need to write a new interface which extends existing the ones (i.e.
subinterfaces}. In the subinterfaces the names of the method(s} that is likely to clash
should be changed. For example, the name class problem shown in the class
Graphi calcardoealer example can be resolved as follows:
interface MYCardoealer extends cardoealer {
void drawAslnFlipTopcard();

~lass

{

)

GraphicalCardDealer implemen<:s M}'CardDealer, Graph1ca1Component
void drawAslnFlipTopcard(); //flip top card
void draw();
//render on default device

Clearly, the interface Mycardoealer has been created, which inherits from the
cardoealer. The MycardDealer interface declares a new method, namely, void
draWASinFlipTopcard(), whose objective is identical to cardoealer's draw()
method. However, here the name clash problem has been resolved, because, class
Graphicalcardoealer can implement Mycardoealer and Graphical component
without any method name clash occurring.
This approach, however, can be problematic, because in Java, interfaces can be used as
a reference to objects. If a cardoealer reference is used, it can only have access to the
original cardoealer's draw() and not to the drawAsinFl i pTopcard() of the
Mycardoealer. This occurs because any object which is referenced tluough the
cardoea1er interface can only call methods of this inte;face or of any other interfaces it
extends from.
The solution that forgoes a single class implementing both intcrfuccs, in favour of two
separated classes implementing both interfaces, is shown below:
class MyCardoealer implements cardoealer {
Void draw(){/*code to flip top card"/}
)

class MyGraphicalcomponent implements Graph1calcomponent {
Void draw() {/*code to render on default device"/}

This solution, however, has a direct implication on the coupling and the cohesion of the
new clnsses.
Symptom
The symptom of name clash errors is exhibited in terms of the weak cohesion of
methods of classes that implement interfaces with identical method names.

Trigger
Errors nssociatcd with method clnshes in interfaces cnn be exposed by review or
inspection, which can help in identifYing the methods that are inherited by more than
one interface and that share the same signature. Sometimes compilers can detect these
errors. If such methods share the same signature, but not the return type, n compiler
error wil! be the symptom of the clnsh in method names. For example, if an interface
Cardoealer were to be specified exactly ns shown earlier, and if the interface
Graphical component were to contain method tnt draw() (instead of the original
vo1 d draw()), and the Grnphi cal Cardnea1er class were to attempt the
implementation of void draw(), a compiler error will be generated.

Additions in the Revised Version ofthe Catalogue of Code Errors
Examples: None.
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3,6 Object Initialisation
Original Version of tbc Catalogue of Code Errors

Error Name: Object Initialisation Error
Java has built in mechanisms that help ensure the proper initialisation of the instance
variables of a newly created object. Such mechanisms ensure that if instance variables
are not explicitly initialised by the developers, Java will automatically award them
predictable default initial values which depend on the type of instance variable. For
example, if an instance of type MyObject has an instance variable" of type int which
is not initialised by the developer, value 0 will automatically be assigm:d to instance
variable x. While this automatic instance variable initialisation reduces the likelihood of
initialisation-related errors, it does not totally eliminate them. One cannot rely on
default initialisation, mther one sbonld attempt to eKplicitly and properly initialise all
instance variables of an object during its construction. The following example shows
that reliance on an improperly initialised object may cause errors.
class MyDate {
int month, dayj ~ear;
public MyDate( {}

//No argument constructor

liextDayOj/*code to return the next oay*/}
public vo d tostring(){/*code to print contents*/}
)

class TestMyoate j
public stat c void main(String args[]) {
MyDate testoate " new MyDateO;
system. out. pri ntl n(testoate) ;
testnate.nextoay();
system. out. pri ntl n(testoate) ;
)

//will print date: 0/0/0
//will print date: 0/1/0

)

Output:
0/0/0 //meaningless date object
0/1/0 //method nextoay() worked on a meaningless date object to
//modify it into meaningless date object
As illustrated in the exwnple, the state of the testoate object is initialised to an
erroneous date and any calls made to the nextoay() method keep producing incorrect
results.

Severity
Medium Error

Origin
Code Phase. Object Initialisation.
Causes
Mainly, the cause for incorrect object initialisation relates to the fact the developers
have failed to understan~ the requirements of an object.

"'

Prevention
The following is a set of guidelines to help avoid possible problems associated with
object initialisation which are caused by object initialisation errors. The set of
guidelines is explained below:
i)
An object's instance variables should be declarod private in order to
avoid direct access from other objects. Accessor and mutator methods (e.g.
getrnstanc:evariable{) and setintanc:evariable()) should be the only way
that an object's instance variables can be accessed and modified by other
objects. For e:-:ample class Myoate, shoWII earlier, could be equipped with
metlmds such as void setMonth(int month) or i nt getMonthO to control
access to the instance variable mo11th.
ii)
The failure of developers to fully understand how Java's mechanism for
object initialisation works could be another cause of object initialisation errors.
This would require developers to raise their awareness of all initialisation
mechanisms.
iii)
Sometimes the cause of incorrect object initialisation relates to the fact
that the developers have failed to understand the requirements of an object. For
example, a developer coding a Traffi cL ight class may have failed to
understand that any object of type TrafficL ight needs to have three instance
variables initialised to three conslllnts representing the three colours of a traffic
light: green, amber, red. Such values are referred to as the "default natural
values" of an object. While not every object can have default natural values,
Java developers should initialise object instance variables to natural default
values if such values e:-:ist. Otherwise, they should use constructors to initialise
instance variables to knoW!I valid initial values.
iv)
This is a eorolllll)' guideline to guideline number iii). Constructors
should be equipped with code which checks tl1e validity of the data used to
initialise object instance variables. Such code should be compliant with the
specification, and exceptions should be automatically throWII when invalid data
are detected.
The above guidelines are not theoretical; their objective is to help developers to acquire
a mindset conducive to good design to avoid errors related to object initialisation.

Symptom
Because the Myoate class example shown earlier suggests that if objects are not
properly initialised, it is possible for them to start their life with an incorrect state,
which results from incorrect instance variable values. As objects with incorrect or
invalid states are used, they aro likely to yield incorrect or unpredictable behaviour.
Trigger
The invalid object sllltes can be exposed by allowing developers to bypass Java's
encapsulation mechanism using getinstanc:evariable() and
setinstanc:evariable() to report and modifY the values of the instance w.riables,
respectively.

Additions in tbe Revised Version of tbe Catalogue of Errors
Examples: None.

,,
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3.7 Attessing Methods versus Atcesslng lnstante Variables
Original Version of the Catalogue of Code Errors
Error Name: Accessing Methods vs Accessing Instance Variables
In Java the type of reference and the type of object the reference is referring to play an
important role in determining the method or instance variable that can be accessed. In
general, a Java object does not necessarily have to be referred to by a reference of the
same type as the object. For example, inheritance allows a superclass type of reference
to refer to a subclass type of object. [fa method is invoked via an object reference, the
actual type (i.e. the class the object is instantiated from) of the object determines ill:
implementation of the method that is to be used. This rule is intuitive.
When instance variables are involved, however, the rule is different and counter
intuitive. When an instance variable is accessed, the declared type of the reference is
used, rather than the actual type of object that the reference is referring to, as one would
expect. The example shown below illustrates the difference between the rules of
accessing methods and accessing instance variables.

j

class Supershow
public Str ng str = "superstr";
~ublic void show() {System.out.println("super.show: "+ str);
}

class EKtendshow eKtends 5Hpershow {
public string str m 'EKtendstr'';
~ublic void show() {system.out,println("EKtends.show: "+ str);
public static void main(String args[]) {
Extendshow eKt " new EKtendshow();
supershow sup " ext;
sup.showO;
ext. show();
system.out.println("sup.str = "+ sup.strl'
system,out.println("eKt.str., "+ eKt.str ;
}

Output:
Extend.show: EKtendstr
Extend.shcw: Extendstr
sup.str = superstr
ext.str m Extendstr

The example features two classes related by inheritance. The superclass is called
supersha.v and contains an String instance variable (i.e. str), whose content (i.e.
superstr), is accessed and displayed by method show(). The subclass, is cnlled
Extends how, which overrides method shew() IQ access and display the content of
instance variable str. The str instance variable has been redefined in ExtendShow to a
new string value, nrunely, "Extendstr".
The example also shows the definition of the sup superclass (i.e.Supershow) reference,
and ext subclass (i.e.Extendshow) reference. The sup reference is pointing to an

Extendshow type object. The exact method to be called is determined at run-time,
resulting in the invocation ofthe Extendshowversion of show(). When sup, which is
referencing an Extendshow type object, accesses the str instance variable, the
superclass SuperStr rather than the Extendshow ExtendStr instance variable is
accessed. This situation is likely to cause errors.
Severity
Medium Error
Origin
Code Phase. Object Initialisation. Data Handling.
Causes
A lack ofawnrer~::'l of the rules discussed abuve may cause errors tube introduced in
situations similar to the example shown earlier.
Prevention
Establishing awareness ufthese rules, (especially in the case when instance variable
access via superclass and subclass references is concerned) is the first step towards
avoiding errors. Another way to avoid errors associated with the abuve access rules is tu
always avoid direct access tu instance variables. Fur instance, in the example shown
earlier, the instance variables are accessed directly:
public void show() {System.uut.println("Super.show: " + str);}
Instance variable access shuuld be carried out by using specialised methods, such as
accessor and mutator methods (e.g. getinstanceVariable() and
setinstancevar1 abl eO).
Symptom
These errors exhibit themselves when the wrong value is assigned tu the wrong instance
variable, resulting in subclass and/or subclass ubjects with possible incorrect or invalid
object sw.tes.
Trigger
Errors associated with rules with regard to accessing methods and instance variables can
be detected with code reviews and inspectiuns.

Additions in the Revised Version of the Catalogue of Code Errors
Examples: None.
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3.8 C11st Down the Inherit11nce Hierarchy

Original Version of the Catalogue of Code Errors

Error Name: Cast Down the Inheritance Hierarchy
Java allows one type of object reference to be nssigncd another type of reference. Such
nssignments, however, are governed by certain rules. When the nssignment rules are
violated, assignment-related errors occur. An assignment between different types of
references is possible if such references refer to objects which have been instantiated
from classes that belong to the same inheritance hierarchy.
The process of assigning the reference of one type to the reference of another type ns
rype changing. Type changing may be performed automatically by the compiler in
which case it is called implicit conversion or upcasting. The implicit conversion rules
can be generalised by saying that in gcncrai, object reference conversion is allowed
when the direction of the conversion is "up" the inheritance hierarchy. This means that
in Java, it is acceptable to assign a subclnss reference to a superclass reference (i.e
converting or changing the type of a subclass reference to a superc!ass). The code
shown in the following exrunple illustrates implicit conversion.
class Citrus {
/*code to implement class Citrus*/

)

class Tangelo extends Citrus {
/*code to implement class Tangelo*/

)

class Test {
Tangelo tangelo - new Tangelo():
Citrus citrus " tangelo;

//implict conversion

Citrus citrus2 ~ new Citrus():
Tangelo tangelo2 .. citrus2;

//Error

)

The exwnple shows a Tangelo being converted into a citrus (citrus citrus "
tangelo:). The system allows such conversion. because its direction is ''up" the
inheritance hierarchy. Essentially, this is allowed because of the "is a" relationship
between Tangelo and citrus established by inheritance.
However, if conversion "down" the inheritance hierarchy is attempted {e.g. in class
Test: Tangelo tangelo2 .. citrus2;) the compiler will reject it and flog an error.
This is because now the relationship citrus is Tangelo(?!) implied by the conversion,
Tangelo tangelo2 .. citrus2 ;, is untrue. In this case, a Java developer can explicitly
force the conversion to take place. Conversion or type changing that is explicitly
perfonned by the Java developer for an assignment that would otherwise be rejected by
the Java compiler is called casting or downcasting and can be accomplished using the
cast operator. In the above cxwnple, the line which generated tbe error can be modified

"'
Tangelo tangelo2 " (Tangelo) citrus2:

The newly inserted code: {Tangelo), is called a cast operator and its inclusion means
that the Java developer is aware that the conversion is invalid for the compiler, but
he/she still wishes to go ahead with it.
While casting is common in practice, it can be dangerous. For exwnple, the following
statement, where the assignment is carried out, survives compilation:
Tangelo tangelo2 = (Tangelo) citrus2;
Nevertheless, an error will be generated and flagged where the statement is located
when attempts are made to run the application. This occurs because the tange1o2
reference is still referring to a citrus type object (i.e. the same object that the dtrus2
reference is referring to (Citrus c1trus2 - new Citrus();) prior to the assignment.
Severity
Medium Error

Origin
Code Phase. Data Handling.
Causes
In the liternture, it is implied that cast down inheritance hierarchy errors may occur
because Java developers do not fully understand conversion and casting rules or neglect
to apply them properly.

Prevention & Trigger
In order to avoid or expose problems associated with CIL'lting, the exact type of the
object which a reference is pointing to, should be verified before the object is allowed to
get involved in any operation. Object verification can be accomplished using the Java
i ntanceof operator. For instance, checks like the following can be added to code:
(if (tangelo2 fnstanceof Tangelo)
{/*What to do if object is of type Tangelo*/})
Such checks will improve Java developern' chances of avoiding errors related to
casting.

Symptom
With errors that are associated with casting down the inheritance hierarchy, exceptions
called {java,lang.classenstE~ception) are thrown.

Additions in the Revised Version of the Catalogue of Code Errors
Example: Cast Down the Inheritance Hierarchy

"'

class Mammal {

/*code for

Mamr~~al

class*/

)

class whale extends Mammal {
/*code for whale class*/

)

class Test {

public static: void ma1n(string args[]) {

Mammal m .. new MilllV!lal();

Whale w;
w .. (Whale)m; //explicit class. compiler accepts it.
)

)

java. lang. cl asscastElCcepti on wil! be thrown at run-time.
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3.9 Confusing== with equals()
Original Version of the Catalogue of Code Errors
Error Name: Confusing== with equals()
In Java, confusion often arises on the issue of equality. Such confusion exists with
respect to the method equals() and operator=. The method equals() perfonm a
character-by-chamcter comparison on two objects of type String and it can only be
used with object references (e.g. string objects) and not primitive data type variables
(e.g. int, double, etc.). Operator= tests if two references are referring to the same
object. Method equals() and operator= are, therefore, different and may produce
different results. The following example illustrates such difference.
class stringExample {
public static void main(string args[]) {
String sO= "Programming";
string sl - new string ("Programming");
string sz = so;
System.out.println!"sO.equals~sl) :" + (sO.e.quals(sl)));
syste.m.out.println "sO.equals~sZ):" + (sO.equals(s2)));
System.out.println "sO..., sl:' +(sO= sl));
system.out.println "sO"" s2:" +(sO= s2));

)

)

Output:
SO.equals(sll: true
SO.equals(s2 : true
SO - sl: fa se
so= s2: true
In the above example, the string type references sO and sl refer to two different
String type objects, whose content is identical: Prograllllling. The string type
reference s2 refers to the same string type object as sO. This explains the different
results obtained in the output section:
so.equals(s2}: true
so - sl: false

Severity
Medium Error

Origin
Code Phase. Data Handling.

Causes &

Prevention
Lack of awareness of the difference between method equals(} lllld operator'""" tnay
cause Java developers to commit t!Jese errors.
Trigger
Such errors can be exposed by duplicating object comparisons using the..,. operator and
equals() method lllld observing the results.

"'

Symptom
The occurrence of errors associated with confusion between - and equa1s () can lead
to incorrect software results or unpredictable object behaviour.

Additions in the Revised Version of the Catalogue of Code Errors
Example: Confusing= with equal sO
class Test {
public static void main(string ar!s[J) {
Integer ia - new Integer(lO ;
Integer ib = new Integer(lO ;
SYSTEM.OUT.PRINTLN("IA=IB IS " + (IA=ID));

//prints "is false" because ia and ib are two different
//objects
//error hazard
system.out.println("ia.equals(ib) "+ (ia.equals(ib)));
/7pr!nts "is true"
)
)
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3.10 bsues with Inner Classes
Original Version of the Catalogue of Code Errors

Error Name: Issues with Inner Classes
An inner class as a clnss which is defined in another class. The class where the inner
class is defined is called the enclosing class (also known as the nesting or outer class).
Inner classes are used mostly to implement event handling. There are two rules with
respect to the access rights of inner clrtSses, which if ignored can lead to errors. The first
rule states that an inner class can access am! modify nll members (i.e. instance variables
and methods) of the enclosing class. This can be achieved by accessing or modifying
the required member directly with the need to qualify its name with the name of the
enclosing class. The second rule is not commonly stated in Java references. This rule
states that while an object of the inner clllSs is always associated with an object of the
outer clllSs, the opposite in not true. An object of the outer class does not necessarily
have to have any inner class objects associated witl1 it. The following example
illustrates a situation whereby the failure to respect the above rules can constitute an
error hazard.
class outerone {
private int XI
public int getX() {return XI}
public void outerMethodO {system.out.println("x is: "+X) I}
public class Innerone {
int y·
publiC void innerMethod() {X++~
//error hazard
system.out.println("enclosing xis: " + X) I
system.out.println("y is: " + Y)l}

)
)

class outeroneTest {
public static vo1d main(String args[]){
outerone.rnnerone innerone = outerone.new Innerone();

innerone.innerMeth~d();

outerone.Innerone 1nnerTWO = outerone.new Innerone() 1
innerTWO. i nnerMethod();
)

)

Output:
enclosing x is
y is o
enclosing xis
Y is o
' - 3

1

2

This eKwnple features a class outerone, which contains nod inner clnss called
I~nerone. Class Innerone contains a method called innerMethod(), which accesses
and modifies the instance vruiable x of class outerone. Class outeroneTest
instantiates multiple instances of the class Innerone. Clearly, the example is an
embodiment of the two rules stated above. It also shows that multiple instances of the
inner clnss are constructed (e.g. i nnerone, innerrwo, etc.). Such instances have access
to the enclosing class instance variables. If the code in the inner class (e.g. public
void innerMethod()) is not carefully designed, it has the potential to change the

...

enclosing clru;s instance variables to values (e.g. int x) which may not comply with the
specification.
Severity
Medium Error
Origin
Code Phru;e. Data Handling. Object Initialisation.

Causes & Prevention
Lack of awareness of such rules can be the cause of errors when dealing with inner
cl115ses.
Trigger
In order to be able to expose any errors or error hazards that are associated with inner
clru;ses, developers need to getEnclosingClassinstancevariableO type methods in
order to be able to access and monitor the values of enclosing cl115s instance variables
continuously during the object's lifetime.

Symptom
Errors associated with inner classes ClUl result in incorrect or invalid states ofinstan~es
of the enclosing ~lass WJd can lead to the unpredictable behaviour of objects.

Additions in the Revised Version of the Catalogue of Code Errors
Examples: None.
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3.1l

Memory Leaks
Original Version of the Catalogue of Code Errors

Error Name: Memory Leaks
In Java, like in other languages, objects occupy memocy. Such memory needs to be
reclaimed and returned to the opemting system when an object has solVed its purpose
and is no longer needed. If memory is not reel aimed and returned to !he opemting
system, the chances are that eventually there will be insufficient memory for the
application to nm, exhibiting poor software performance, software crashes or
java. lang .outofMernoryErrors. These situations arc commonly known as memory
leaks. While in other languages (e.g. C++) developers nre responsible for writing code
that allocates memory to objects and reclaims it, in Java the task of reclaiming memory
is perfonned automatically. The utility program that perfonns such task is called a
garbage collector. A garbage collector runs automatically in the background constantly
searching for objects that are unreachable (i.e. no longer needed) by any other object in
the software. This has led to the misconceived popular belief that memory leaks arc not
possible in Java programs. Unfortunately this is not always !he case. The following
example illustrates the possibility of memory leaks in a Java program.
class

LeakE~arnple {
public static void main(string args[]) {
int big_,array[] = new int[lOOOOO];

/!this queries big_array and obtains a results
int result" compute(big_array);
//At this point big_,array is no longer needed, However,
//it will be garba9e collected only when the
//metnod
returns, because b1g_array is a local variable,
//The method, however, will never return! because, it
//loops infinitel¥, handling the user's nput.
for(;;) {handle...lnput(result);}

I
)

The example shows the invocation of method cornpute(big_,array), which queries
b1g_array to obtain a result. After the result is obtained {i.e. after statement int
result .. compute(big_array) ;executes) big_,array is no longer needed. Yet,
big_,array will still remain in memory and can only be garbage collected when the
method (i.e. method main(String args[J) ) returns. This occurs because bfg_array
is a local variable. Method main(String args []),however, will never return because
it is supposed to loop infinitely in order to handle the user's input. This is a situation
where an object {big_"'rray) is left unused in memory. Situations like this are likely to
cause memory leaks and cannot be resolved by the Java garbage collector.

Severity
Medium Error

.,

Origin
Code Phase. Data Handling.

Causes & Prevention
Memory leaks can be caused by many factors:
i)
Firstly, unwanted object references can cause memory leaks. The easiest way to
avc.id these memory leaks is to identify objects that nre no longer needed and
assign their references to null. For instance, in the example presented earlier
(class LeakExample), the statement: big_array = null;, could be inserted
after the result variable is initialised (i.e. after statement 1nt result =
compute(big_array) ;executes). The act of assigning null to a variable IIIIII'ks
the object as able to be referenced by the variable for garbage collection.
ii)
A se~ond cause for memory leaks is the developers' failure to free native system
resources. Native system resources are typically allocated tlrrough the Java
Native Interface (JNI) by functions that are external to Java implemented inC or
C++. For example, Java developers commonly use Abstract Windowing Toolkit
(A WT) classes (e.g. Frame, Graphics, etc.) l!lld when such classes are no longer
needed, they fail to release the system resources reserved for them using the
dispose() or finalize() methods.
Hi)
A third cause of memory leaks is when Java developers reuse third-party
libraries (e.g. Java Development Kit (JDK), etc.) or just code developed by other
developers. The reused code may already have errors due to the two causes
discussed above. One way to avoid existing memory leaks in libraries is to
become acquainted with them by checking errors that are published by the
developers of such libraries. For example, Sun's Java Developer Connection
Bug Database publishes common errors in JDK libraries.
iv)
Developers should carefully program Java software that includes structures that
are likely to cause memory leab. These include collection classes, such as
hashtablcs, vectors, arrays, etc. In such cases, developers need to study the
lifetime of objects of such classes and assign their references to null when such
objects are no longer needed. A Java programmer may even explicitly call the
garbage collector to execute using method system.gc(). However, calls to
system,gc() do not g;~arantee the prompt e:-:ecution of the garbage collector
and the order in which any objects marked for garbage collection will be cleared.
The call to system.gc() is just a suggestion to the Java Vinual Machine for the
garbage collector to be called. This suggestion can be ignored.
v)
Another structure that commonly introduces memory leaks includes event
listeners. Event listeners may cause memory leaks when an object is added to an
event listener list, but not removed, when the object's usefulness has lapsed.
Memory leaks involving lapsed listeners can be avoided by always pairing calls
to addEveotl)>pe1.1 stener() and removeEventl)>peL istener().
vi)
Finally, objects that are accessed from static structures are also prone to memory
leaks. Static structures include instance variables, methods or even classes,
which, once initialised, will stay in memory for as long as the program that
de lines them stays in memory. This implies that any object that is referred to by
a static structure will be kept in memory, although such an object may not
actually be needed, thus, increasing the possibility for a memory leak.
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Trigger
In order to detect memory leak errors, memory profiles of Java software that are
suspected to result in memory leaks should be develop~d. A memory profile portrays
the memory requirements of the software at various points during its execution.
Automatic tools such as Rational PurifY wbich creates memory consumption profiles
can be used for this purpose. Other tools include JProbe, Optimize!!, Jlnsight, etc. Such
tasks, however, can also be performed by either writing specialised classes or by using
opemting system tools which help observe the memory needs of an application or
process or by using Java Development Kit methods. For example, in class
java. lang.Runtime, methods freeMemory() and total Memory() retum the amount
ofunused and total memory, respectively.

A memory profile will help developers localise the memory "hotspots" and, thereby,
make infonned decisions on further steps to optimise m~mory consumption. Memory
profiles may not only help prevent memory leak errors but may also expose their
presence, if such errors have already been committed. Although Java, with the
introduction of the automatic garbage collector has reduced the potential for memory
leaks, they have not been eliminated. Misconception about the capubilities ofthe
garbage collector could itself be a cause for memory leaks. Memory leaks can be
avoided when awareness about them and the structures that nre prone to them is
established.
Symptom
If memory leaks occur in a Java application, the chances nrc that eventually there will
be insufficient memory for the application to run, exhibiting poor software performance,
software crashes or java. lang.outofMemoryErrors.

Additions in the Revised Version of the Catalogue of Code Errors
Examples: None.
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3.12

Thread Deadlocks

Original Version of the Catalogue of Code Errors
Error Name: Thread Deadlocks
Threads are the tool that the Java language provides to achieve the execution of multiple
tasks concurrently. A thread is commonly defined as a single sequential flow of control
in a program. This "single soquential flow of control" may be responsible for a task that
a pro,gram is expected to perfonn (e.g. see figure I (a)). The notion of a single thread,
however, does not add any value to what is currently known about programs, because
every program is a single sequential flow of control. The real value is added when
multiple threads are used in a program to perfonn many tasks simultaneously (see figure
I (b)). For example, within a browser. a user may scroll a page, download a file and
play a sound concurrently.
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Figure I -Threads
Sometimes multiple threads may need and attempt to access the same object
concurrently. This situation can be illustrated with an inventory e·commerce software
example. Assuming that there are two threads {representing two independent customers)
attempting to obtain the same last item in an inventory object simultaneously, both
threads would have detennincd the availability of the item. However, it is possible that
one thread would charge the customer and actually obtain the item, while the other
thread would charge the customer and realise that the item has actually been sold out.
The possibility of the occurrence of such a scenario requires the object (i.e. the
inventory object) to indicate to the contending threads (i.e. the customer objects)
whether it is being used by another tluead. Such indication would prompt the
contending threads to wait until the object (i.e. the inventory object) is free again (see
figure I (c)). The mechanism that helps accomplish this is known as the Java monitor
model and the object that different threads contend for is called a lock objecr. While the
example in figure I (c) shows two threads nre contending for the same object, in
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practice, two or more threads may be contending lbr two or more objects. When the
number of objects that are being contended for by the tlueads is more than one, thread
deadlocks are possible. A deadlock occurs when two or more threads indefinitely wait
for the other(s) to do something. The scenario in figure 2 illustrates a tluead deadlock
situation.
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Figure 2- Thread Deadlocks (Mitchell, 2000)
Figure 2 shows that Thread A will not release its hold on object X until it obtains Object
Y. Likewise, Thread B will not release its hold on object Yuntil it obtains Object X.
This scenario suggests the Threads A and B will be waiting for each other indefinitely,
resulting inn d~adlock.

Severity
Medium Error
Origin
Code Phase. Data Handling.
Causes
When threads that attempt to use more than one object are not properly designed, they
are likely to canse thread deadlocks. Thread deadlocks may also be caused when Java
developers possess inadequate knowledge about threads in genernl or about possible
deadlock scenarios in particular.

Prevention
It is the programmer's responsibility to prevent thread deadlocks from occurring. The
technique that is commonly used to avoid tluead deadlocks is called resource ordering.
With this technique, an ordering value is assigned to all objects whose locks must be
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acquired by a set of contending threads. It is the programmer's task to ensure that the
locks on all objects nre always acqUired and released in that order. This ensures that:
"it is impossible for two threads to hold one lock each and be trying to acquire
the lock held by the other-they must both request the locks in the same order so
once one thread hns the first lock, the second thread will block tl)'ing to acquire
that lock, and then the first thread can safely ncquire the second lock." {Arnold,
Gosling, & Holmes, 2000, p. 254).

Trigger
Thread ileadlocks can be exposed by ronning the application which is suspected to
contain thread deadlock errors many times. For instance, in figure 2, it is possible for
Thread A to lock object X and object Y before Thread Beven starts its execution, in
which case the deadlock will not occur. Alternatively, it is also possible for Thread B, to
lock object Y and object X before Thread A starts its execution, in which case the
deadlock will again not occur. It is the responsibility of a utility program called the
thread scheduler to determine which thread to start and when to start it. A Java
developer does not have control over the thread scheduler. It is, therefore, important that
any program suspected of ending up in a deadlock be run many times to trigger the
presence of any deadlocks.

Symptom
The symptoms of a thread deadlock occur when the application is 'stalled' or 'freezeo'
or 'hangs'.

Additions in the Revised Version of the Catalogue of Code Errors
This section contains two examples: u) Thread Deadlock, and b) Thread Deadlock
resolved with RESOURCE ORDERING
Exwnple: Thread Deadlock
class Friendly {
private Friendly partner;
private string name;
public Friendly(string name) {
this.name a name;}
public synchronized void hug() {
System.out,println(Thread .currentThread() .getHame() +
" + r,ame
+".hugO trying to invoke"+ partner.nnme + ".hugaack()");
~artner.huganckO;

private synchronized void hugaack() {

system.out.println~Thread.currentihrend()

name+ ".hugaack()');

.getName() + " in " +

}

public void becomeFriend(Friendly partner) {
this. partner .. partner;

}

public static void main(string ar9sfjl {
final Friendly robert" new Fr1en y("Robert");

...

in

final Friendly roberta .. new Fr1end1YC''Roberta");
robert, becomeFri end (robertal '
roberta.becomeFr1end(robert ;
new Thread(new Runnab e()

{!IUblic void

run(){robert.hug();}}, "Threadl") .start();

//new thread started

new Thread(new R1,111nable()
{publit void run(){roberta.hug();} }, "Thread2") .start();
)

)

I /new thread started

This will result in an output similar to the following, after which the program will hang
its execution.
Thread! in robert. hug() trying to invoke roberta.hugback()
Thread2 in roberta. hug() trying to invoke robert.hugback()
Bxample: Thread Deadlock resolved with Resource Ordering

class Friendl:tl {
private Fr1endlyl partner;
private String name;
private 1nt order = 0;
private static int 1 ~ 0;

Friendly! first, second;

public Friendlyl(String name) {
this.name " name;
i - i + 1;
order ., i;
//creating objects with a unique identifier, namely order

)

public void involveFirstAndsecond() {
first .. this; system.out.prfntln(first.name);
second a partner; System.out,println(second. name);

)

public synchronized void hug() {
involveFi rstAndsecond() ·
//ensure locks are obtained in the specified order
While (first.lock:order() > second.lockorder()l {
first .. partner;~/System.out.println(ft rst.name);
second .. thisj· I system.out.println(second,name);
try {wa t( :J
catch(Interrupted!Oxception e){ }
}//end while
System.out.println(Thread.currentThread(),getName() + " in"+
this.name +".hug() trying to invoke"+ partner.name +
".hugBack()" + " ordera " +
this .lockorder());
partner.hugaackO;
}//end hug
public synchronized void hugBack() {
System.out,println(Thread.currentThread().getName() + " in"
+this. name+ ".hugaack()" +"order-"+ this.lockorder());
notify();
}//notity tnreads who need the lock on higher order objects
public void becomeFri end(Friendlyl partner) {
this.partner • partner;
)

'"

public int lockorder() {
)

return order;

public void setorder(int o) {
)

order " o;

public: static void main(string args[]) f
final Friendly! robert .. new Frlendlyl("Robert")•1
final Friendly! roberta ., new Friendlyl("Roberta ');

robert.becomeFriend(robertaJ'

roberta.becomefriend(robert ;
new Thread(

new Runnable() {

public void run(){
robert.ltug();
}}, "Threadl"),start();

new Thread(

new Runnable(} {

public void run(){
roberta, hug() ;
}}, "Thread2").start();

)

This example will result in the output similar to the following:
Thread!
Thread!
Thread2
Thread2

in
in
in
in

robert.hug() trying to invoke roberta.hugback()
roberta. hugback()
roberta.hug() trying to invoke robert.hugback()
robert. hugback()
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Additional Errors for Future Upgrades of Catalogue of Errors
Other Minor Errors but Equally Dangerous Errors
I.= vs'""
The programmer may have substituted., for=. If a and bare both of type boolean, the
java compiler will not be able to flag if (a=b){} as an error. It will perfonn a perfectly
legal assignment instead.
class Testl {
public static void main(String args[]) {
boolean a, b;
a=b=true;
if(a==b) {//comparison operator
System.out.println("In first if statement");
//will print out
Jf(a=b) {//assignment operator
system.out,println("In second if statement");
//will print out

l

l
l

2. Misplacing the Semicolon (;)after Comparison in liD if Statement
If a semicolon is misplaced after the comparison in an if statement, it is possible that
that an unintended error h33just been introduced. For instance, in the example shown
below, the original inteLltion is for line:
System.out.println("This line will always .Print");
to print, if and only ifa.... b. However, if a semicolon, is unintentionally inserted right
after the comparison, the above line will always be executed. The Java compiler will not
flag this situation as an error.
class Test2 {
public static void mafn(string args[]) {
int a b· am 1· b m 2;
if (a.!...b5; //mi~placed semicolon
{

system.out.println("This line will always print");
)

)

l

3. Missing Braces Around a While Loop Body
It is possible that a progrrunmer might forget to insert braces to delimit a loop body.
Failure to do so may lead to incorred results. For instance the following code when nm
will generate conflicting results.
class Test3 {
pub11c.static void main(String args[]) {
1nt a, b, x, y, w, v; a" 1; 6" 2; x,. y "w- v = 0;
while (a==b)
X++i
y++;
system.out.pr1ntln("x="+ x + "andy-"+ y);
/!will print x"'O and y-1
while (a=b){
w++;

•w
}//end whhe

vwill

system.out.pr1ntln("w="+ w + " and v .. " + v);
print w--0 and v..o
)

A similar error may happen if braces are omitted for if and else branches whose bodies
have more than one statement.
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Problem statement
The Intersection of Hay and Williams Streets in central Perth is being revamped. The traffic In
William 51 Is one-way travelling south. Hay 51 ts open to traffic west of William Stand that traffic
nows one-way namely east Hay St east of William St Is a pedestrian zone known as Hay St
Mall and no traffic Is pennitted to enterlfom this Intersection. Consequenlly the east-bound
traffic In western Hay St must turn right at William Stand travel In the only direction allowed In
William St namely south. In addition to vehicular traffic, there are pedestrians who wish to cross
the intersecllon.
The Town Council has decided to Install traffic lights to control the traffic and pedestrian
movements. These lights will be controlled by sensors In the roads, Indicating a car walling to
cross, and by push buttons operated by pedestrians. The road sensors are behind the stoplines on the northern side of the intersecUon across all lanes in William Stand on the western
side of the intersection across all lanes of Hay St. The pushbuttons are mounted on the traffic
light poles In four locations. On the north-western ~rnerofthe Intersection Is one button for
pedestrians wishing to cross either William St or Hay St. A similar button is located on the
south-western comer of the Intersection, Two further buttons are mounted on the eastern side
of the intersection for people wishing to cross to either side of the western section of Hay St..
When a car approaches a red light it will slop and the sensorwi111ndlcate that the cycle of traffic
light changes will need to advance to eventually allow the carte pass through the intersection.
A car approaching a gre9n light will continue through the Intersection. When a pedestrian push
button Is pushed.lhe cycle of traffic light changes will need to advance to eventually halt all
vehicular flow and Indicate that pedestrian traffic can cross the Intersection. The push buHons
also emit one of two sounds one of which indicates no movement whilst lhe other indicates that
crossing of the Intersection is allowed.
In order to study the proposed traffic light system, lhe council has decided to commission the
students in this unit to prepare a simulation of the Intersection on a computer screen. At this
stage, some simplifying assumptions have been specified such as assuming that both streets
only carry one lane of traffic. Furthermore, the cycle of the traffic lights Is simplified and setout
below. A ma~tmum of one car will be visible in each street et any time.
The stmulaUon will display a representation of the Intersection Including the vehicles and
pedestrians as well as the roads, traffic lights and surroundings (not necessarily true to life!).
The simulaUon display will include two buttons, a clock-like display and a simulation of a push
button:
The frrst button will cause a vehicle to approach the intersec~on along Hay Stand
the other button wlll cause a pedestrian to approach the intersecUon. Cars
travelling along Willi em St. will appear at random Intervals.
•

A clock-like display will indicate state of the traffic lights as they move through the
cycle of traffic light patterns. The traffic lights wlll stay in any given state tor at least
5 seconds. After the 5 seconds and once one or more buttons have been pressed
or sensors activated, the traffic lights will move to the next state The sequence of
states, if all are requested, will be:
1. Pedestrians can walk and lhen
2. Cars in William St can proceed and then
3. Cars in Hay St can proceed an11 then back to 1
Adluplay representing the push buttons on the traffic lights will Include the button,
whl:h will flash once when any buHon has been pressed, and a 'Waif' light lhat will
illuminate and remain illuminated until pedestrians are pennltted to cross lhe
Intersection.

WilliamSt

HnyStWcst

Hay St Mall

I

Pedestrian

Figure I. The basic OUJ for the simulation
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Surr~undings drown
Clock drawn

Basic Functional Elements

§
§

push Pedestrian Bulton- per.;on appear.; and pr=os button
on pedestrion phase, person cros.ses intersection
push vehicle bunon - car approachos along Hay St.
on Hay St phase, C4f waiting crossos inter.;cction
die king sounds for pedestrian button press
William St car.; appear rnndomly
Road sensors work
Push button panel works

Advanced Features

§§

Allows for queu.s to fonn
Traffic lights and clock synchronised· finer animation
Prloritios are correct
Extras

D

§

"'

2.1.2 Prohlem Statement: Hotel Lobby Simulator

EDITH COWAN UNIVERSITY

CSP3241

Internet and Java Programming

Hotel Lobby Simulator

Author: DrJWL Mlllat
Thursday, lltb July 1001

...

Problem statement
TheSettlng:
The Excelsior Hole! has a reception counter In lhe lobby !halls always staffed by at leasl one
staff member. The dulles of the staff are to asslsl guests who come to the counter and to
answer Incoming phone calls.
Proposed Changes:
The Management of the Exceltlor Hotel has decided to extend the serv:cesoffered at the
receplion counter by adding a safe deposit room atone ond of the coumer. This room will hMe
a staff entrance from behind the counlar and a guesl entrance from the hotello~by. AgU!l$1
wishing to use the safe ~eposlt room must press a button outside the guest entrance In order to
altract the attenUon of staff behind the counter. A staffmemberwlil respond to the button being
pressed by entering the safe deposit room via the staff entrance and admitting the guest. Only
one guest will be allowed In the safe deposit room at any time and staff ~ssisflng a guest In the
safe deposit room must remain there until the guest hasle!l the room.
The staff at the reception counter will now have an exira duty namely responding to a guest
pressing the button oc~tside !.he guest entrance to the safe deposit room. They will be advised
that this duty Is lhe lowest priority with the highest priority being to answer the phone.
In order to study the proposed changes, it has decided to commission the students in this unit to
prepare a simulation;
The simulation will provide for guests lo approach the counter at rnndom intervals whilst
allowing for phone culls to the staff to be initiated by person running the simulation. Similarly
it will allow for guests wis~ing tu use the safe deposit room to be generPted by the person
running the simulator.
The simulation will displa:, the following representation {.•ee figure I in section 6 in a later
page):
n plan of the lobby nnd counter area including the telephone and !he safe deposit room;
a button to iniliale phone calls to the counter;
n button to generate n guesl approaching the guest entrance 10 the safe deposit room;

•

a set of indicators used to indicate when the phone is ringing and when il is in use, when
the button outside the guest entrnn~c to the safe de)lQsit room has been pressed and
when !hat mom is occupied;

•

figures of guest" and MalT as they move Rround the lobby, counter area and safe deposit
room;

•

appropriate scunds as bullous are pressed and phones ring;

•

lights on the doors to the safe deposit room to indicate when it is occupied;

•

background music in the lobby.

..,

Lobby

•

Roooption Counter

Saf~

Deeosi!
Room

I

Guo<llo use
SDR

!

Ring Pnone

II I
Phon"
Status

SDR
Slotus

Figure 1- Tite basic GU! for the simulation

I

REQUIRED FUNCTIONALITY

DO

User Documentation
Instructions

Functionality
Basic Graphical Elements

0

8
B

Bask lobby oren dro\\11
Appropriole surroundings drn\\11
Bockground music ploying
Figures for slaff and guests dro\\11
lndicaror lighrs drawn
2 BuHons 11> creole gueMs ond phone calls drn\\11

Basic Functional Elements
Pushing 'RingPhone' bunon - telephon~ indicatorshow phone ringing
Pushing 'RingPhonc' bu!!on causes phonero ring
Pnshing 'RingPhone' bu""" causes smffro answer phone
Safe deposit room door opcrntes
Pushing 'Safe Deposit Room' burton""""'' guest to opptooch gue&l emmnce
Staff respond lo gue>rr.:quiring occe5S to sofe deposit mom
lndioalor light shows mtus ofsnfcdeposil room
Gu~sts randomly opproach m:cption coumor

DO
DO
DO

Advanced Features
nllows for a second staffmembcrbchind r<ccplion counter
allows for queues to form
primitios fordurics corr<ct

8
0

"'

2.1.3 Similarities between Intenedion and Hotel Lobby Simulator
The objective of this document is to compare and contrast tlte Intersection IIIId Hotel Lobby
Simulators, the problem st3tements which were presented elll"lier. A set of criteria has been used
forth is purpose and hnve been summarised into three broad categories, namely;
i)
Basic Graphical Elements,
ii)
Basic Functional Elements,
iii)
Advanced Features. and
iv)
Extras.
The specific criteria that nrc included in each cotegory shown above have been summarised in
the table l below. Table l also indicates whether the two simulators shown el!l"lier fulfil a given
criterion.

I Crit<ri•
I
I
I

~~

'

~
,.
lool~f·~··'"""''"

'

Up<"<f•g'

;

;

~

I

•

•

•

•

'
'

d priorities

I

'"'

2.1.4 Development Artifa(f Templates

Internet and Java Programming (CSP3241)
REQUIREMENTS ARTIFACT TEMPLATE
I.

Introduction
A. SimulatorOverview
B. Software Project Constraints

II.

Goal Definition and Description

!II.

Requirements Definition and Description
A. Requirements Narrative
B. Restrictions/Limitation

IV.

Viewpoint Definition and Description

V.

Scenario Definition and Description

VI.

Validation Criteria

VII.

Proof of intellectual Property (Time Spent l.og)

VIII.

Appendices

(e.g. Traceability Matrices, etc.)
N.D. This submission relates to the requirem(nfs artifact for the simulator.
Dr JWl. MHlar

Mr lndrit Troshani

S/3/01

'"'

Internet and Java Programming (CSP3241)
DESIGN ARTIFACT TEMPLATE
I.

Introduction

II.

High Level Design
A. Class Identification
I. Attributesllnstance Variables
2. Methods/Behaviours
B. Inheritance Definition
C. Object Colloborations/Jnteractions
D. Human-Computer Interface

III.

Low Level Dtsign
A. Algorithm Definition

IV.

Validation Criteria

V. Proofoflntellectual Property (Time Spent Log)
Dr JWL Millar
5/3/01

Mr Indrit Troshani

'"'

Internet and Java Programming (CSP3241)

CODEARTWACTTEMPLATE
1) SimulotorCode
The source code for your simulator application must be submitted and
written according to the Code Conventions specified by Sun Microsystems
{Refer to Lecture 9, Week 9). The following is an example.
import javax.swing.*;
import public class t:xampleclassl {
private instancevar1ablel)lpe instanteVariablel;
private instancevariablel)lpe instancevariab1e2;
Public methodReturnl)lpe methocll(parameterl)lpe p) {
//statement!;
//statement2;

)

)
public class Exampleclass {
private instancevar1ablel)lpe instancevariablel;
private instancevariablel)lpe instancevariable2;
Public methodReturnl)lpe methodl(parameterType p) {
I /statement!;
//statementl;
)

)

//Etc_

2) Evidence ofTe~tlng
3) Proof of Intellectual Property (flme spent log)

Dr JWL Millar
513101

Mr lndrit Troshani

"'

2.2 Data Collection Instruments
2.2.1 Participant Instruments
2.2.1.1 Software Development Background Questionnaire

SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT BACKGROUND QUESTIONNAIRE
I. Student ID: - - - - - - - -

2. C o u r s e : - - - - - · - - - - - - 3. Do you have any previous software development e:o;perience? (Please, circle one!)
Yes
No
4. If Yes, what is the nature ofycur e:o:perience? {Please, tick one or more!)

r:J Industry Experience
{Please, specify below!)

r:J Classroom Experience

r:J Other

5. How do you rate your system development experience in the following paradigms
{Please, tlck one!)?

r:J S.Excellent

Procedural Software Development
CI4.Very Good

ClJ.Good

CI2.Fair

0 !.Poor

Object-Oriented Software '1cvelopment
r:J 5.Excellent
0 4.Very Good

r:J J.Good

CJ 2.Fair

r:l l.Poor

6.In what aspect of the development lifecycle do you consider yourse!fproficient?
(Please, tick one or more boxes!) and how do you rate your proficiency {Please, tick
only one circle!)

0 Requirements Specification
0 5.Excellent 0 4.Very Good

0 3.Good

02.Fuir

0 J.Poor

0 3.Good

0 2.Fair

0 !.Poor

0 S.Excellent 04.VeryGood

0 3.Good

0 2.Fnir

0 l.Poor

CJCoding
0 5.Excellcnt 0 4.Very Good

0 J.Good

0 2.Fair

0 !.Poor

OTesting
0 S.Excellent 04.VeryGood

0 3.Good

02.Fnir

0 l.Poor

0 High-Level Design
0 5Exceilent 04.VeryGood

0 Low-Level Design

7. Which of the following progrwnming languages are you proficient at? (Please, tick
one or more!)
QAda

oc

Q

Visual Basic

Q

Other (Please specify)

Q Oracle

OCH
Programming

Q Pascal

NOTE: THE INFORMATION COLLECTED IN THIS FORM WILL BE KEPT
STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL, DE-IDENTIFIED, AND USED SOLELY TO
ASSESS PROGRAMMING BACKGROUND FACTORS AFFECTING
RESEARCH RESULTS.

..

2.2.1.2 Error Framework Evalualion Que.rlionnaire

Error Framework Evaluation Questionnaire
StudenUD: - - - - - - - - - -

Please rate (./) the Error Framework perspeoti••• in tcnns of their usefulness, with 5 being useful ond l
being not useful.

,.,

:Z.l./.3 Catalag~1e a/Errors Evaluation Quesliatmaires

Catalogue of Requirements Errors Evaluation Questionnaire
Student ID: :;:--;-;;-c::c=::c:==
Please indicate(./) how much you agree or disagree with the following statements!

"

Catalogue of Requirements Errors can be improved as follows {use back if space
insufficient :

"'

Catalogue of Design Errors Evaluation Questionnaire
Student ID:~;;:-:c,;c:::;-:::::;:-;;:::;:~
Please indicate{./) how much you agree or disagree with the following statements!

mo
mo

mo
mo

Catalogue of Design Errors cnn be improved as follows (use back if space insufficient):

Catalogue of Code Errors Evaluation Questionnaire
Student 10:.:::-;:;"':::;:=::;:-:;:::-:~
Please indicate(./) how much you agree or disagree with the following statements!

.f

some

to
Calalogue of Code Errors can be improved as follows (use back if space insufficient):

"'

2.2.2 Review Instruments

1.2.2.1 Artifact Error Report Farms

Requirements Error Report Form
StudentiD:

Requirements Errors Identified in Requirements Artifact:
I. Omission

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00

2. Ambiguity

0 0 0 0 00000

Inconsistency

0 0000 0 0 00

4. Incorrect fact

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00

5. Other

0 0 0

).

Q

Q

Q

Q

0 0

"'
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2.2.2.2 Artifact Review Guides

1. Requirements Artifact Review Guide
l. Check the completeness of the requirements.

Incomplete requirements suggest the presence of omissions. An omission exists
when requirements are not included or have not been specified in the
requirements artifact.
2. Check the consistency of the requirements.
Inconsistent requirements suggest the presence of inconsistency e.rors. An
inconsistency exists when two or more requirements that have been included in
the requirements artifact conflict with each other.
3. Cheek the clarity of the requirements.
Lack of clarity in the requirement artifact suggests the presence of ambiguities.
An ambiguity exists when a requirement has not been clearly represented in the
requirements artifact. An ambiguity also exists when one can make multiple
interpretations to the same term/concept/characteristic in a particular context.
4. Cheek the correctness of the requirements.
The presence of requirements that assert facts that are untrue under the
conditions of the requirements artifact under review suggest the existence of
incorrect fact errors.
Other Possible Requirements Errors
5. Cheek the relevance of the stated requirements.
The presence ofinfonnation or requirements that arc not needed or used signnl
the presence of extraneous infonnation errors.
6. Check the conciseness of the stated requirements.
7. Check for good organisation of the requirements artifact
This Requirements Artifact Review Guide must be read in conjunction with the
Catalogue of Requirements Errors, where more infonnation about each error can be
found.

"'

2. Design Artifact Review Guide
I. Check for flaws in the correctness of algorithms.
The presence of flaws in algorithms indicates the presence of algorithmic errors.
Flaws in algorithms include, effectiveness (e.g. algorithm does what it is
supposed to do), decisionfloop problems, clarity (e.g. indentation, nesting),
efficiency (e.g. unnecessarily long/compleK algorithms that perfonn simple
tasks), failure to properly indicate algorithm inputs and outputs, preciseness of
algorithm steps, executability (algorithm contains executable steps), etc.
2. Check the interfaces ofthe interacting objects.
Interacting objects can exhibit interface errors in two possible cases:
i)
The client object does not cull the server's services in a "legal" mrumer
(i.e. does not provide the correct types, order, and nwnber of the required
input nrgwnents); and,
ii)
The client Joes not interpret the server's correct answers (i.e. does not
assign the returned values to variables of the appropriate data type)
properly.

J. Check the correctness of the inheritance hierarchies constructed by the developer
for reuse errors.
In order to check for reuse errors check that:
i)
No errors occur when subclass methods interact with superclass instance
variables or methods; and
ii)
No errors occur when superclass methods are reused in a subclass
environment.
4. Check for unacceptable levels of coupling (i.e. strong coupling). Refer to
following ta!JJe:

5. Check for unncceptable levels of cohesion (i.e. weak cohesion). Refer to the

following table:

"'

Method Cohesion
Coincidental
cohesion

X

Class Cohesion
Separable cohesion

Logical cohesion

X Multifaceted

Procedural cohesion

X

Temporal cohesion

I'

Communicational
cohesion
Sequential
cohesion
Functioml cohesion

I'

cohesion
Non-delegated
cohesion
Concealed
cohesion
Model cohesion

Inheritance Cohesion

X Convenience
inheritance
rclationshios
X Conceptual inheritance
relationships

X

I'

X
X

I'

This Design Artifact Review Guide must be read in conjunction with the Catalogue of
Design Errors, where more infotTnation about each error can be found.
REQUIREMENTS ERRORS IN DESIGN ARTIFACTS
8. Check the completeness of the requirements in the design artifact.
9. Check the consistency of the requirements in the design artifact.
10. Check the clarity of the requirements in the design artifact.
II. Check the correctness of the requirements in the design artifact.
Other Possible Requirements Errors
12. Check the relevance of the stated requirements in the design artifact.
13. Check the conciseness of the stated requirements in the design artifact.

...

3. Code Artifact Review Guide
I. Check nnmespaces.

Examine the nomenclature used to name various programming elements, such as
classes, instance variables, methods, labels, and packages. IdentitY and examine
progranuning elements in the same or in different classes that share the same
name.
2. Check that every class establishes its own invariants.
IdentitY and examine all available classes and check if invariants are specified,
coded and enforced during the lifetime ofinstances of the classes.
3. Check that increment and decrement operators have been properly used.
IdentifY and examine statements of code where increment and decrement
operators have been used.
4. Check ifsuperclass constructors invoke overridden methods.
IdentifY and examine inheritance hierarchies where class constructors invoke
methods that have been overridden in the subclasses.
5. Check classes that implement more than one interface.

IdentifY and examine classes that implement more than one interface, wheu the
interfaces belong to disjunct libraries.
6. Check that all instance variables of objects are properly initialised.
Identify and examine code where objects are constrocted. Ensure that the
constructors that are used initialise all instance variables of the object that they
construct to known values.
7. Check instance variables that are accessed directly using object references.
Identify and examine code where instance variables are accessed or modified
directly using object references.
8. Check for cast-down-inheritance hierarchy statements.
Identify and examine statements where casting occurs. Ensure that subclass
references do not refer/point to superclass objects.
9. Check uses of= and equalsQ.
IdentitY and examine where operator= 1md method equalsQ are used. Ensure
they have been used properly.

'""

10. Check uses of inner classes.
Identify and exnmine inner class structures that attempt to access and modifY
instance variables of their nesting/outer/enclosing classes.
II. Check for code that has the potential to cause memory leaks.
Identify and examine sections of code as follows:
Large objects arc used (e.g. large aiTIIys, hashtables, vectors, etc.).
ii)
Abstract Windowing Toolkit objects are used.
iii)
Third party libraries are used.
iv)
Objects that are accessed from static structures are used.

i)

12. Check for code th~t has the potential to ~ause thread deadlocks.
Identify and exar •. ,. ~ ernie where two or more tlueads usc or allempt to use two
or more lock objects.
This Code Artifact Review Guide must be read in conjunction with the Catalogue of
Code Errors, where more information about each error can be found.
REQUIREMENTS ERRORS IN CODE ARTIFACTS
14. Check the completeness of the requirements in the design artifact.
15. Check the consistency of the requirements in the design artifact.
16. Check the clarity of the requirements in the design artifact.
17. Check the correctness oftbe requirements in the design artifact.
Other Possible Requirements Errors
18. Check the relevance of the stated requirements in the design artifact.
19. Check the conciseness of the stated requirements in the design artifact.
DESIGN ERRORS IN CODE ARTIFACTS
20. Check for naws in the correctness of algorithms.
21. Check the interfaces of the intemcting objects.
22. Check the correctness of the inheritance hiemrchies constructed by the developer
for reuse errors.
23. Check for unacceptable levels of coupling (i.e. strong coupling).
24. Check for unacceptable levels of cohesion (i.e. weak cohesion).

'"'

2.3 Training Instruments

2.3.1 Error Framework and Catalog11e of Errors Training Instruments
Week I Lecture Slides ... ...•......•...•..•••.••...•..••..•.... .....•...••.••..•...•.....••• 502
Week 2 Lecture Slides ........................................ . .......•..•..•...•...•.•..... 508
Week 4 Lecture Slides ......................................... . .......•..•..••..••..•.••... 513
Week 8 Lecture Slides .......................................... . •......•..•..••..•..•...••• 518
Week 9 Lecture Slides .................. .

··········•··•··••··•·•··• .....•..•...•..•..... 524

Week 1 Lecture Slides

The Catalogue of Errors Project
• Objectives
-To understand goals of the Catalogue of Errors
Projecl5
-To understand the concept of the Error Framework
as the basis for the development of the Catalogue of

'=•

- To understand prrn:ess of tltc Catalogue of Errors
research exercise

The Catalogue of Errors Project:
An Introduction
Targeting errors in software development
- Preventive approach
• rro>en<ins <rTOr> from b<lng in<roduoed into

<Oflwore

• Oi..,ovcfing '""" oorly in !he llf«)'<lo
- Deleetive approach
•

O~covering

errors ofter software ;, implomen<ed

sro

The Catalogue of Errors Project:
The Goals
Project Based on hypothesis that error
awareness may help increase Developer
proficiency by;
Minimising error introduction into software
improve the ability of developers to correct
errors early in software development
increase programmer productivity

The Catalogue of Errors Project:
The Error Framework
Error Framework
• td<ntlty Perspoctiv..
"EmltN"""
n EmltSmoit>

•

Cntt~>l

Porspo<tiv<>

• Fsm.Ooiii•
• EmtrCW>C
• Emtr l'm'<ntioo

• Diagnostic Perspeeliv"'
o!mr5:rmptom
• Emtrlli~<&<•

'"

Error Framework & Catalogue of
brrors

-.........

...,....

~

The Catalogue of Errors:
The Research Exercise
Two groups of students
- Mt Lawley Group
• Receive ""riodic Cotolog"o of Error! Trnining ""Ill woek 12

- Joondalup Group
• Rt<oi .. omnsivo Cotalog"o of Error! Troining on woek ll

'"'

The Catalogue of Errors Project:
Involvement Benefits
-Theoretical and praclical aspects of bow 10 delecl
and prevenlerror:s during software developmenl
- EKperill11ce Ihe s1eps1o be undertaken 10 develop
a leslins and error prevcnlion melhodology
-Improve their software developmenl proficiency,
Including, error prcvenlion, de1ec1lon, and
correclion abillly and producllvity.
-Skills on developing enor-frcc software
-Findings reported ala school level seminar

The Catalogue of Errors Project:
Involvement Risks
• None identified
• Open to suggestions

'"'

The Catalogue of Errors Project:
The Results
Resean:h results vs Individual Results
-Research results are based on Individual results
-Individual authorisation/consent
- Wilhdrawal ofconsenl
• Con=!fmms

- De-idenlification ofindividual results
-Findings will be reported at a school level seminor

The Consent Fonn
"""oti<TFORM

,._,.,,.,_.,,....,..,""""""'"'"'""''"""m....l........,.,..,.,,..,,,..
,.,_.""""""'""""""'u
l(l>opo1iop-")M."'~'""''""'"'""'OT<(.,.. """"'"""""""'''"'oil ..,..,,/
........
...........~- ....~1'1""""'"""'"''"'"""''"''''" ........ ""'
lo~"'"'"" .. ""'"'''~"'"'"''"'7P"l<OI~IIou~•"""'"'M~.m4

.,.,..~"""'"""""""'m'

..11-

'......... ~(M.''""""""'"'""''""'''''"'"''"l
....... ····"~··~·~" ""''""'''"""'""'~·~··· .....,
..........

""""'"""''"""'~'-"'""-.:=======:
'"""--~"'I'IRO!UIIIll_!SCI~.

-

'"'

The Catalogue of Errors Project:
Queries
o Dr Jim MILLAR (Supervisor)
-Phone: {08) 9370 6547
- Emoil:j.millor@cowan.edu.o.u
o

lndrit TROSHANI (lnvestigo.tor)
-Phone: (08)9370 6313
-Room 13.126

- Em•il: i.troshani@ccu.edu.nu

'"'

Week 2 Lecture Slides

Error Framework &
Catalogue of Requirements
Errors
• Objectives
-To undcrsU!nd th~ perspectives of the Error
Frumework
-To undcrsU!nd the categories of the CaU!logue
of Errors
- To understand The Cntnlogue of Requirements

'~·

Error Framework

'""

Identity Perspectives
Nome
- Uni~uoly id<mtifios lho mor.
- Oo;oribes ttlo un~orlying error ond provides illuslnlllng
OJComplo.

Severity
- Soriousnoss of errors fr<>111 ltlo um's poinl of view ond
dovdopor's poinl ofviow.

- RMgo' CrillcoiiSoriouo/Medium
- Arbilr.uy n»ignmonl ofscvoril)' lo orrors in oalo(oguc

Causal Perspectives
Origin
- Phase of origin
- Actlvityffask

'"'

Causal Perspectives (cont. .. )
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Causal Perspectives (...,:mt. .. )
Cause
-Describes the underlying cause of \he error.
-Examples
• Incomplete or erroneous •i><clncollon
• inoonsis!enl mothod inlcrfooo
• ornbiguou< or Inconsistent HCI, <10.

Prevention Guidelines
- Do not allow \be error to be injec\Cd in software
- Ensure lhe error does not outlive its introduction
pllnse

""

Diagnostic Perspectives
Symptom
-Effects by which an error is detected or loc:oted,

Trigger
- Event(s) that hetp(s) the symptom to be
observed.

Catalogue of Requirements Errors
Omission
•

IIO«""'l'iofom~iooo,Utt<df"'m"'lfott

Inconsistency
• lnfonnotionwllhin one!"" ollhc

onfo""'lionon••""'"'r"'

'"'!"'' oontrodict>otl"r

Incorrect F~ct

• lnfonnotoon on .. ifa<!<Onni<~ 1<1U. &<n<r>l ~omain k""wloli<

Ambiguity
• lofo...,.Lion lnonifa<! l>.,lj<<t to multlpl< int<rpr<l>1l0ns

ExtraneoiiS lnformotion
• lnformo\Jon lr """"d«<lloot ~ ""' n«d<d or uo«<

Olhcrs

"'

Omissions
Goals
- Subgoals
-Goal connie!!

-Goal trees/matrices
Operationalisation of goals into requirements
-Goal Requirements traceability Matrix
Example (Refer to Catalogue of Requirements
Errors)

Inconsistency/Ambiguity/
Incorrect Fact
Viewpoints
-Connie!!

Scenarios
- View[IOint Scenario Traceabi1ity Mntrix
Example: Refer to Catalogue of Requirements
Errors
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Catalogue of Design Errors
• Objectives
-Identify and undeJStand the following Des! en

'~"
• Algorilhmio
•
•
•
•

lntorfocc
Reuse
Strong Coupling
WcnkCoh"ion

Algorithmic Error
Includes problems in the design and logic of an
algorithm used to solve the problem at hand.
To prevent:
- Check logic
-Establish algorithm preconditions
• .... ~ions ofwhot •hould bolruc bcfor< the nlgorilhm Slarl:l

-Establish algorithm postconditions
• ""•~ions ofwhot should be true aflor the olgorilhm onch

"'

Algorithmic Error
publlo

...;

noat <OtnputoSalary(lnt oollro, Ooot hrlb.t•) (

r<turn ulatyl
Preconditions: noHrs >"' 0; hrRate >=0
Postconditions: salary >=0;

Interface Error
Two objects interact by one object (the client)
calling operations from the other object (the
server)
- Does the client call the server's operations in lhc
ulegal~ manner'/
-Does the client always interpret the server's answers

properly?
To prevent, inspect design and ensure that:
-right arguments (number, order,type) arll passed in;
- right values/references are returned.

'"

Reuse Error
Typically occurs when
- 3 derived class modifies a data member of !he
base class; or
- inherited methods are re-used in the subl:luss's
new environment

To prevent
- ensure reusable cluss is domain independent
-specification can be reused in addl!!on 10
implemema!ion

Reuse Error (cont. .. )
d ... o...ct ... !

lnllnhorl!td(ln! •I
In! redellned() II r<lumo a •n In! r:ongep .. IUI
da" DerlvedCian e.tend• BaoeCI•"[
In! r<dolln<d() 1/nturno a an In! rangojO .. lO]
lnllnhrrll<d(lnl •> lnnhoriled from lh• bue da"
If inherilcd(inl x) cont>in• lhis olgorilhm:

il{x<O) I
• • ></redefined();

rcwmx;)

"'

Strong Coupling Error
Strong coupling occurs when n class is~
dependent on other classes.
Sometimes difficult to achieve.
To prevent: Minimise information interchange
between classes.
Example: Class A needs n service from class B.
This dependency can be eliminated by
duplicating the functionality ofB in A.

Weak Cohesion Error
Weak cohesion classes have methods and
attributes which have no meaningful relationship
to each other.
• To prevent
- ensure that methods that belong to a cla!s either
access or modify data belonging to that class.
-Analyse classes and split them into2 crmore, if their
methods arc not closely related.

'"

Weak Cohesion Error (cont. .. )

<1.,, Employ" (
SirinG nomo;
SirlnG oddr<.,;
Dalo birthDolO;
Daio hiroDo!o;

void computoAgo() (••• 1
Void compulOSalo.ry() ( .. )
lnt eompu!oComponyR•v•nuo(Proj"t pll) (••• )
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Catalogue of Code Errors (Part l)
• Objectives
-Identify and understand the following six code
errors
• Abuse cfMm .. pnco:s ''"'"

•
•
•
•

follure 10 oslablish d""' invorionl> ""'"
lnmmom ond Docremonl Opmlo"' '"""'
ConslnloiOr invoked ovoniddon melhod ctrnro
Honouring contmel> ofmOihod. inherite<l by
lntcrfoc .. error<
• Object lnilillli•Olion emm

Abuse of names paces errors
• Names are used to refer to an entity declared in a
Java program.
• Java uses six different name spaces
- packagelclassllieldlmethOO/locnl variablesllnbel names

• Java uses the context of the name to determine
what name it is {e.g. x.f=J;)
• Name spaces are designed to give the programmer

flexibility, but may be abused.

""

Abuse of namespaces errors
t•• ....., hty.>:

,...1<< Poht(tot o, I'll y} 1• • 'I • • l'l

OR

.............
,
cl"'"""''

..........
....., ,..........
.... .....
'""'"' .

){

,.,,{;:){
~

(f ( ...........'"'"")....... )
,)

"'"))

Failure to establish class
invariants errors
• An invariant is a condition imposed on the
fields ofthe class.
• Class invariant must remain true throughout
the lifespan of the object.
Failure to impose class invariant may cause
the object to assume incorrect states,
resulting in an error.

'"

Failure to establish class
invariants errors
<1"'"'"''1
ol"'vou '"' doll•"'
pl"'•••• ••• ""'"'
,,.,11< ...tj tom<(tOI dollar>, to• ceou)(//<od• to to,.O"tl
,,.,,,, ••U ..,.,..(tn< <loll.,., tnt cent>) (1/- •• ,.....,
'"'"' """' ...........,., •• •'li'Dl {

....... ,..... ,_ ......o,

oorso.to.. n{o, 50)1

..,...,,,.. ,..nooo, !o);

Increments & Decrement Operator
Error
These errors result from mainly due to lack of

knowledge and understanding.
E.g. i++ is equivalent to i'"i+ I.

They differ in the fact that
-in i++, i is evaluated only once;
-in i-i+l, is evolunted twice;

""

Increments & Decrement Operator
Error
class x {
int i • 0;
private int where() {return i•i+l;}
//public firstMethod() {... ++arr[where()]; ... }
//public secondMethod(){arr[whereO]•arr[where()] + 1;}

\

I I .1~1 J

l

0 I 2 3 ...

0 I 2 3 ...

Constructor invoked overridden
method error
Exuected
outuut

class super {
super() {printThree();}
void printThree {System.out.println("Three");}

Three

}

3

class Test extends super {
int x • (int) Math.PI; //returns the value 3
public static void main(string args[]) {
Test t • new Test();
t.printThree()

Actual
output

}

void printThree() {System .out.println(x);}}

0
3

521

Honouring contracts of methods
inherited by interfaces

...........
<&_,, .. {
..,•• ,.,0:
"'''"10:

"'' ol1ofnoO:l
''"'f•ct
......,.,.,._..... {
,..,, o.... o: "'""'" .. dohul< """'""

"'' ........o:

"" i'tll(<alor c):J
tmrhet <n..,tcol<t-olor .. , .... <t-•lor,
<•<Ohlcol"""'"""t U

Diffio"llto write on implementntion for void d"'w(}

Object initialisation errors
Any object musl be properly initialised
before use
Failure to initinlisc objects will result in
unprediclab!e incorrect results.

Object initialisation errors

.

.,""''''.,.toO
... .,. ''"'II""'''· '"' .... '"' ... ,_

""'"''"'"""'"'".,...'"D'
,,..,..,out.pr!otlo(mtoO<o);//W!ll •rl•' 0/0/0

,.,.,..........,n,

'"''"·""'·Prl•tlo(<oo,..,.J;//W!ll or!•' OltJO
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Catalogue of Code Errors (Part 2)
Objectives
-IdentifY nnd understand the following co~e errors
• tle<oo:sins methods vs A<«ssing inotnnc< votiobtes
• c ..t down tho inh<t"ilon« hlmrctty
• Conti., ins operotor ~ with mothod oquols{)
• ls<U<> with innor <lossos
• Memoty Look<
•

Thro•~

Dondtoclcs

Accessing Methods vs Accessing
Instance Variables
If a method is invoked through an object
reference, the ACTUAL class ofthe object
governs which implementation is used
I fan instance variable is accessed, the
DECLARED class of the reference is used,
not the actual class.

,,.

Accessing Methods vs Accessing
Instance Variables
,,,, .,••,.h"" {
pubHe '"'"" nr • .,,..,..,,.,
pobHc votd show() (symo.oot.o•lntl•("suooc.,h.,.:"+sto•l:ll

....

cl•"
sopor'S!,.,. (
.,.,,,"""d'"""'""""'' ,.,,,.,.,
'"'"~~

puOltc votd '""•O {5yn.... o,.,pdotlo(""""''·'"""'"+«<l:J
poi>Hc otatlc void o~to{5trtno ""[))I

.....,..... "'" ... '"""'"'"'():
Suporsh"" ouo • ox<:

••·•"••0: ·"·'h""()'

c•,..,~pdn<lo("oup.>t; • • 0 >Up.>t•);
•~•• .p;lotln("oxt.>t• •" • <X<.>tr):Jl

""'·'"""' '""""''
"""'· '""'' '"""d"'
•·"' "" "'"'"
OO<.<t<
<xtcodStt

Accessing Methods vs Accessing
Instance Variables

s~ow()

Cast Down the Inheritance Hierarchy
• In Java it is always acceptable to cast a subclass
reference to a superclass reference:
- SuJ10rCIIISS s =new Subclass(); //'casting up'
• Superclass references can also be converted to
subclass references provided that the reference is
properly cast.
- SuJIOn:lass super= new Supcrcla5s();
- Subclnss s =(Subclass)super/l'cnstlng down'
Errors may occur if subclass reference is still
pointing to a superclass object.

Cast Down the Inheritance Hierarchy

.,..,_, u·- ..,. _, .,.,.n

<la.,lollo.la "tllllll _ , lf'"""' far""''" <luo•n
<luo ftn {
...., . rutlo va1d •<•Oorln; V'ti'Dl {

-'·---10:
....,..,

• • (IN.lo)" //&<1111<11 clan. """'nor'"'"'" it.

''
jovo.lon!I-CiossCoslE>u;<plian will be thrown "mn·timo.

'"

Confusing operator= with method
equalsO
Opemtor = tests that the entitles on both
of its sides are the same.
• Method equalsO tests that the values of both
objects are the same.

Confusing operator = with method
equals()
<1 .. • Tm (
"""11, ...t!<
~ot<oor

..,.j •<•C•<rlno •f'9S!ll

to • ,_

(

lftt< .. r(lO)I

........b ............ r(IDJ;

"'''"·""'·P"•tln("(o-1b lo • • (!o-lbll;
1/orlnto "to lol10" h<Muo to Jnd !b ,,.. ""'

lldtflo'""" obJ«ts

""''" .....,.,
"'.-!"'

"'-·""'·'""l"("fo... ,.lo(f"l • • (fo.oqOib(lbllJ:
•(o ,,...

Issues with Inner Classes
Inner classes llfe part of the
nesting/enclosing class's implementation.
This entitles them with the light to have
access to enclosing class's private members.
An enclosing class may have multiple
instance of an inner class.
The above may lead to error hazards ifll'ied
inadequately.

Issues with Inner Classes
tl•u OUter"'e { privote int •:
!>1'1>11< tnt go,.() {r.,urn •:)
public ,,.,. '""'""' ( tnt y;
publtc void tnnor .. thod() (•+>;
f/orror ho<4rd
<y<tom,out,pr1nt1n("encloo1ntJ' h: • • •l:
synem.out.prtntln("y io: • + y);)}
pu01tt void OU<Orllothod(){Syne•.out.prtntln("• h:"ox);))
' " " OUteroneren (
publtc <t•ti< void m•in(strino orO>(]){
"""""''·'""'""'' innorone • oU<erone.new lnnorono():
tnnerone, innor>'<thod();

outorone.!n"'""'' tnnorTI<O • outerono.n<W '""""''()'
innom.o. tnnorllothod();
ou .. rono.!nnoro"" innerlbteo • outerone,n .. lnnerooo();
tnnon-h"•· tnnor•<thod();

<Y«••.out.ortntln("< •" • outorono.got><());))

Memory Leaks
A memory leak is a situation where the application
has run out ofmemocy.
The existence of the garbage collector does NOT
guarantee that memo!}' leaks will not occur.
The Java Virtual Machine will decide when to run
the garbage collector.
To avoid ensure that:
- Objects do NOT outstay the time interval the program
needs them. Murk them for garb•gc collection by setting
their reference to null.

Dangerous when large objects (databases) are used

Memory Leaks
,,..,,., ••,....1, r
,...ll< """''" ..!j •ln(Su1ng • .,.m 1
in< b!ur..,.[] •.,. lnt{l(l(IOOOJ!

llnri• ,...,.,.. .,...,,..,. W """l" • ...,tu
in< J<lill< • _(lri....,rror):

II., 111!1 oo!nt b!urror b no '"'•" ""'d"'· , _..,,
' " ' w!!l '""'""·
.........
"''""'"
"''' .....
tho
,,_"""
btau.l&
b!o..arr"
h • !oet.l

'""'!""

''"""" ......... _.,.,, w!H .... ,

,

,

... , lnr<n<to!r.
<>•
l:ol (...,..l._t...,.rrmh):)

for

"'

.. nabla.

,..,m, '""'"•

.,,.., '"""'·

It

Thread Deadlocks
Thread A obtains lock on objecL X,
Thread 8 obtains lock on object Y,
Thread A needs object Y before it can release
object X.
Thread 8 needs object X, before it cnn release
object Y.
Thread A and 8, wait for each other
indefinitely.
Application hangs

Thread Deadlocks: Example
clon <rlondly!
pr1wuo •M..,IIly po,...,or;
''"""
"""'"' naoo;
o"'lt< bo-•rlood!ni"illYP"rtnor)(tl!lo.OI"""
• 01rtoo':!

'

p<llltc o)ll<l>""1zed '"''() (
,., .... ..,..pr1,.1•(1h,...,.o>Jrrwonhrw!().-() + • 1o • + • + • ..... () '""'" <o .,..,., • + '"""''"""' + "ho,.,zdl()");
''''"'"·'"'""zdl();
...,,.c.,..,.....rood~()(

"''""·""'·'""''"Oh......,...,,..,.....,,..llllo ........o • • •• • •

""'+"b"Jbo<'oO"ll

'

""

Thread Deadlock: Example
n.....n to rol>el"t.h"'D trying to tovoh rol>ertt.-clO
,,...,, to -rtt.lo!oO try!"" to tovoh -l"t.l>o<l>t.:~O

...............

Thread Deadlocks: Example

"""'""'""'""0 I > tocood.loctordorl)) {
mond • tllb;
'"' l•hOJ cotch('"'"'"'"',....'"""' •lll
)1/ond ,.,tl,

poOltc

~1o{ftr,..1ockord"{)
tlt"OC • Otr<~>~r;

'"'''"·"''·•.-lotln(-... )1 1""""·""""''"01
""'""·""·•r1ntln(.....l;
noctfi'Ot
n

poOl<c .,-.,..tzed hiiDNoi<O I

Thread Deadlocks:
'll11'Udl
"111 ... <11
"111....,<11
"111rudl

'"
'"
to
to

Exampl~

o ......... ·-· ""'"'·""""'"'()

............
......... bJ .... <lc()
,.... .. a.bJg[) ,.,.,1111 utnvoko
robon.b"!!bO<lc()

,..,.,..-<11()

2.4 Etbie5 Instruments
2.4.1 Statement o£Dbclosure

Statement of Disclosure
I. Introduction
The development of error-free software is one of the major objectives of the sollwnre
engineering community and on important software quality assurance exercise. in this context,
there exist two different approaches to sollwnre testing. Firstly, the de/eclive approach suggests
that software is first written (specified, analyzed, designed, and coded) and tested using a testing
technique. Secondly, the prevenrlve approach suggests that software is 'tested', statically and/or
dynamically, as it is specified, analyzed, designed and coded. An extensive litemturc review in
the area reveals that the preventive approach, although occasionally proclaimed as being better
than the detective approach, has not received the attention !ltnt it deserves, In addition, the few
claims made on behalf of the preventive approach to testing have been supported with
speculative and benevolent statements lacking the necessary supportive evidence.

2. Project Description
The objective ofthis project is to develop a Java Catalogue of Errors and evaluate its impact on
.the software development life cycle. The whole project is based on the premise that awareness
of errors and other useful error-related information may lead to the error being recognized, and
therefore, not introduced in the software artifact at hand. In order to confirm this belief, the
Error Framework has been developed and it hos been used to systematically describe all
possible errors in the Catalogue of Errors. To confirm our belief a research exercise will be
organized and its objective will be to discover the relationship between two mnin variables,
namely, knowledge of the Catalogue of Errors and ability to write software while mlnimlsillg
intraduct/011 of errors, maximizing early error deteet/o11 a11d correction and productivity.
Two groups ofstudents will be involved, as surrogates for programmer practitioners. To ensure
internal validity for the eKperiment, it has been decided \]tat the two groups must be
homogeneous in terms of background in software developmcnt.lnformotion related to
participants' background iu software development will be collected via an anonymous
questionnaire, which will be distributed prior to the research exercise being conducted. The
information obtained in this way will be used to determine whether the groups are
homogeneous.
Both groups will develop the same 12 weeks duration software project us part of their Internet
and Java Programming Unit (Semester 1 2001}. One of the groups (Control Oroup-Joondalup
Group) will go through the development process following an incremental object-oriented
development approach. The other group (Experimental Group- Mt Lawley Group), on the other
hand, will receive periodic training sessions on t!te Catalogue of Errors ond be provided with the
relevant documentation. The Cal!tlogue of Errors and its associated tmiuing is considered us a
preventive approach to testing. To address the potential problem of knowledge sharing between
the two groups, it will be ensured that both groups are selected in two different remote
campuses (Mt Lawley and Joondalup).
It will be ensured that no group is unfairly discriminated against by providing both groups with

an equal opportunity to acquire knowledge. To meet this objective the following research
exercise design wiJI be strictly adhered by:
I. The control group will receive no Catalogue of Errors training and documentation for the

duration ( 12 weeks} of the project.

m

2. The control group will receive extensive Catalogue of Errors training and provided with its
complete documentntion fort he remaining week (week 13} of the semester.
3. The Experimental group will receive Catalogue of Errors training and provided with its
complete documentation for the duration (12 weeks) ofthe project.
4. Since the results of each p.111icipant's project will be used to assess their course work
element for the unit (SO%), they may be subjected to a moderation exercise, if and only if
the differences are due to the testing methodology used.

3. Benefits and Risks
1t is believed that this research exercise will benefit the participants in the following areas:
1) Theoretical and pmctical aspects of how to detect and prevent errors during software
development.
2) Experience the in steps to be undertaken to develop a testing and error prevention
methodology
3) Improvement in software development proficiency, including error prevention, detection,
correction, and productivity.
4) Enhancing skills on developing error-free sollware
S) Research findings will be repor1ed in a Seminar organised at school level.
No risks have been identified.

4. Research Results versus Individual Project Results
It is emphasized that any information colle<:ted on any panicipant's current performance as
measured by the result of the individual proje<:t or any information related ton participant's past
eKpcrlence or training on software development, that is useful to this research exercise, will be
immediately de-identified. No personal or individual information, nor any information which
leads to an individl!Bl's identification will be retained in any form of storage. If any such
information exists, it will be immediately destroyed.

In addition, every individual has the right to refuse his/her consent to (sec Consent Form,
below) the use of the individual project results for this research or to withdraw such consent nt
any time. A panicipant's decision to withdraw his consent to use the results of his/her project
for the intents and purposes of !his research will no' lead to a panicipant's current position being
prejudiced in any way or form.

5, Inquiries
Any questions concerning the project entitled:
Developing Java CnL1logue of Errors nnd Evaluating its Impact on Software Development
can be directed to: lndrit TROSHAN!::;;;:c;:;;;;--;:;;--;;;o,o,;o,'(Principnl Investigator)
of School of Computer and Information Science on (08) 9370 6313 or on
j .trnshoni@eou.cdn.au
If you have any concerns about the project or would like to talk to nn independent person, you
may contact
Dr JWL MILLAR _ _ _ _on (08) 9370 6547_oron l.millor®ecu edu.au

'"

2.4.2 Consent Form

Consent Form

IK--------------·---------------------·-·-·------------------------------·----CONSENT FORM
Project Title:DevelopingJavu Cataloguofor Testing and evdrmtr;? ~s impact in so/Mare
dovelopmenl.

I have been infonned about all aspects of the above rese~rch r" ject and any questions I have

ru;ked have been answered to my satisfactiJn.
I ngree to consent the use of the results •fmy projeo;.
withdraw such consent at any time.

lor.~:~

research activity, realising I may

I agree that the research dai.El gathered for this study may be published provided I am not
identifiable.
Participant or authorised representative ____________

,D••-----

lnvestigator_!ndrit TROSHANI_{:'.CIS)>_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Date - - - - - -

,,.
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3.1 Software Development Background Data
3.1.1 Software Development Background Quelltionnaire Normality Test Re,ults

'"

The Kolmogorov-Smimov Test tests the hypothesis that the data are nonnally distributed. A
low significance value (less than 0.05) indicates that the distribution of the data differs
significantly from a nonnal distribution. A higb significance value (greater than 0.05) indicates
that the distribution of the data docs not differ significantly from n normal distribution.

"'

3.1.2 Intergroup Comparison Kruskal-Wallis Test Results (MLl vs JOI vs MLl)

Table C3.1.2 -Intragroup Comparison Kruskal-Wa!lis Test Results (MLI vs JO\ vs
ML2)
GROUP

N

rrn:edural Software
evelopmcnt Experlmce

MCI

Ex~l!enVVery

""' "
'"
MCI
'"' "'
""' ""
MU
'"
MU
'"' "'""
MU
"'
"'"
'"'
""' "

ood/Good/Falr!Poor

'"'

"'"

,Si .

Mean Rank
121.36
121.42
116.46

Chi·S uore

122.60
118.92
115.47

0.544

'

0,762

119.28
125.04
118.50

0.283

'

0.86B

124.32
107.63
118.62

2.006

'

0.367

121.24
129.44
112.04

1.925

'

0,382

122.83
t 18.58
115.22

0.586

'

0.746

119.37
127.32
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0.514
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2

""
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113.13
119.49

1.832

2
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115.16
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2

'-'"

220

"
"'

The Kroskai-Wallis test is a non-parnmetric test. Significance levels below .OS indicate that the
group locations differ, whereas significance levels above 0.05 indicate that the group l~ations
are not significantly different.
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3.1.3 MLI Intragroup Software Development Background Proficiency lndicatOI'll

Table C3.1.3- Descriptive Statistics ofMLI Software Development Proficiency
I nd'tea to

"

o!id
lsslng

~~uircm~t

roficlency

~OM

~!um

axlmum
en:entiles

verage !)e;ign
roficiency
High+Low)/2

"''

al!d
issing

""

1.00
5.00
2.0000

J.oOOo
"""'
"'"
2.5526
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edian

"""
"""
"""
"""'
"'
'·~

M'O

M~t.mum

1.00
4.50

ax1mum
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"''

o!id
lsstng

ode Proficiency

"

...

2.7068

OM

edian

~

M"

inimum
aximum
en:enti!es

"'"

2.6992
3.0000

~;_dian

~

'

'"

1.00
5.00
2.0000

"""
M!!9.l!

3.2 Catalogue of Errors Evaluation Questionnaires Data
3.2.1 Bar Charts of the Frequencies of Agreement Questions in Catalogue of
Errors Evaluation Questionnaire

Strong l y Agree

R1

R2

RJ

R4

RS

R6

R7

R8

R9

R10

R11

R12

Question

(A- i)
A g re e

R1

R2

RJ

R4

R5

R6

R7

R8

R9

R10

R11

R12

R8

R9

R10

R11

R12

Question

(A- ii)
N e u tra I

R1

R2

R3

R4

R5

R6

R7

Question

(A - iii)
Disagree

j

fliJ.JIii
R1

R2

RJ

R4

RS

rl rl
R6

R7

J J J J c~l
R8

R9

R10

R11

R1 2

R9

R10

R11

R12

Question

(A- iv)
Strongly Disagree

R1

R2

RJ

R4

RS

R6

R7

R8

Question

(A- v)
Figure C3.2.1 (A (i,ii,iii,iv,v))- Bar Charts of Agreement Questions Responses for the
Catalogue of Requirements Errors
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(B - iii)
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Strongly Disagree
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Figure C3.2.1 (B (i,ii,iii,iv,v))- Bar Charts of Agreement Questions Responses for the
Catalogue of Design Errors
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Figure C3.2.1 (B (i,ii,iii,iv,v))- Bar Charts of Agreement Questions Responses for the
Catalogue of Code Errors
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Legem!
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3.2.2 Frequencies ofRcsponse.o~ to Open-Ended Questions

Table C3.2.3- FreiJ.uencies ofResoonses to Ollen-Ended Questions
Frc uenc

No
Recommendations

JCATT

'"·

Clariflcati011 or terms

3

More lime to be spent in closs

'
'

Improve Layout/font
More Detail

•
'

•

Le" Detail
Include additional errors
Include syntax errors

'

Simplify Error ~scription

'"

Internet Acce.,ibility

Code

MU
JCATT

"'•·

JCATT
Design

JCATI

'"''
'
•
'"
• '

n~t26

n•67

n~67

N~6s

3

4.76%

4.47%

0
0.0%

I.S4%

22.56%

19.55%

9.52%

"

9.96%

14.93%

12.31%

12.03%

9.1,./o

7.94%

9.96%

'
3.01%

9.96%
0
0.0%

1.54%

'
3.01%

'
!.SO%
'
0.75%

'
3.01%
'
0.75%

0
0.0%
0
0.0%

0.75%

'

0
0.0%
0
O.Oo/o
0
O.ll%

'
0.75%

'
0.15%

'
'
3.17%
'
1.59%
'
l.S9%
'
0.79%

"

'
'
3.01%

0
0.0%
0
0.0%

"

9

3

6.87%

4.48%
0
0.0%

25

\8.80%
More cK.Oil1pl..,

iCArr

9.17%

n~l33

'
'

""

JCATT
Design
n"l33

'"
"

"
"
"

•

''"

0.79%
0
0.0%
0.79%

•
•

'
'
2.99%
'
2.99%
1.49%

0
0.0%
0
0.0%

'

1.49%
0
0.0%

'
7.46%
'
1.49%
0
0.0%
0
0.0%
0
0.0%
0
0.0%

'

1.54%
0
00%
0
0.0%

'

3.08%

'

1.54%
0
0.0%
0
0.0%

Commendations

'
'

JCATT !s sufficiently detailed

3

JCATT is useful to prevent errors

'

9.02%
No runher improvement needed

'

3.01%
JCA TT hos sufficient examples

'"

7.52%
0
0.0%

1.50%

8.27%
0
0.0%

'"

3
2.38%

'

5.91%
0
0.0%

0
0.0%
0
0.0%
0
0.0%
0
0.0%

'

3.08%
0
0.0%

'

1.54%
0
0.1)%

3.3 Error and Productivity Data
3.3.1 Error Density Data: Normality Test Results

The Kolmogorov-Smimov Test tests the hypothesis that the data ore nonnally distributed. A
low significance value (less than 0.05) indicates that the distribution of the datil differs
significantly from a nonnal distribution. A high significance value (greater than 0.05) indicates
that d1e distribution of the data doos not differ significantly from o nonnol distribution.

.

,

3.3.2 Escape Ratios Data: Normality Test Results

The Kolmogorov·Smirnov Test tests the hypothesis that the d~ta are nonnally distributed. A
low significance value (less than 0.05) indicates that the distribution of the data differs
significantly from a nonnal distribution. A high significance value (greater than 0.05) indicates
that the distribution of the data does not differ significantly from a nonnal distribution.
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3.3.3 ProdudivU:y Dola: Nonuniity Test Results

Table CJ.3.3 Tests ofNom1alitv for ProductivitY Data
Kolmogorov-Smimov
ROUP
Stalistlc

u

o•
u

mductivi to Develo Re uirements Artifact
roductivi to Develo Desi n Anifoct
mductivity to Develop the Code ~~ifact
LOC/Hours s ent on Code Artifact
roductivi to Develo Re uiremon1s Artifact
ru<iu<tivi 10 O.velo Dcsl n Anifac1
roductlvity to Develop the Code Artifact
LOC/Hours s cnt on Code Artifact
mductivit to Devclo R< uirements Artifact
roductivit 1oDOYelo Desi Artifact
roductivity 10 Develop tho Code ~ifoct
LOC/Hours s en\ on Code Artifact

1

1

.154
,101
.OBI
,]63
.113

.lOS
,098
.161

.107

"
'"
'"
'"
""
"
""
"

Si .
,llOO

.003

.M,
.01!
.200
./.00

.194
.000
.062

The Kolmogorov-Smimov Test tests the hypolltesis that the data ore normally distributed. A
low significance value (less than 0.05) indicates that the distribution of the data differs
significOlltly from n normal distribution. A high significance vnlue (greater than 0,05) indicates
thllt the distribution of the data does no\ differ significantly from o normal distribution.

""

3.3.4 Distribution of Design Errors Found in Artifacts of MLl, JOl and ML2

GROUP: 1 ML 1
Other Design Errors
6.7%
Weak Cohesion Error
Algorithmic Error
25.4%
8.7%
Interface Error
14.7%
Reuse Error
4 .2%

Strong Couplingn Err
40.3%

Figure C3 .3.4.1 - Distribution ofDesign Errors Found in MLl Participants' Design
Artifacts

GROUP: 2 J01
Other Design Errors
4.4%
Weak Cohesion Error
Algorithmic Error

30.1%

9.8%
Interface Error
15.3%

Reuse Error
6.6%

Strong Couplingn Err
33 .9%

Figure C3.3.4.2 - Distribution of Design Errors Found in JOl Participants' Design
Artifacts
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GROUP: 3 ML2
Other Design Errors
5.3%
Weak Cohesion Error
Algorithmic Error

25.1%

10.1%
Interface Error
14.5%
Reuse Error
4.8%

Strong Couplingn Err
40.1%

Figure C3.3.4.3- Distribution of Design Errors Found in ML2 Participants' Design
Artifacts
GROUP: 1 ML 1
Weak Cohesion Errs

Algorithmic Errors

34.4%

7.2%
Reuse Errors

3.9%

Strong Coupling Errs

54.4%

Figure C3.3.4.4- Distribution of Design Errors Found in MLl Participants' Code
Artifacts
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GROUP: 2 J01

Algorithmic Errors

Weak Cohesion Errs

4.5%

49 .1%

Reuse Errors
2.7%

Strong Coupling Errs
43 .6%

Figure C3.3.4.5- Distribution of Design Errors Found in JOl Participants' Code
Artifacts

GROUP: 3 ML2
Weak Cohesion Errs
Algorithmic Errors
31 .1%
10.4%

Reuse Errors
2 .8%

Strong Coupling Errs
55 .7%

Figure C3.3.4.6- Distribution of Design Errors Found in ML2 Participants' Code
Artifacts
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Appendix D: Samples of Errors Found in Development Artifacts
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Figure 04.1 -Requirement Error (Ambiguity) found in Requirements Artifact
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Figure 04.3- Design Error (Weak Cohesion) found in Design Artifact
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Figure 04.4- Code Error (Object Initialisation Error) found in Code Artifact
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Figure 04.5- Requirements Error (Omission) found in Design Artifact
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Figure 04.7- Requirement Error {Omission) found in Code Artifact
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Figure 04.7- Design Error (Strong Coupling) found in Code Artifact

